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Abstract
Increased pressure on the environment has placed numerous ecological populations 
under threat of extinction. Management schemes dedicated to the future conseiYation of 
wildlife populations rely on effective monitoring of the size of those populations. This 
requires that accurate and precise abundance estimates are obtained for the purposes of 
wildlife population assessment. The accuracy and precision of estimates ar e determined 
to a large extent by the survey design used to obtain population samples.
Methods for optimizing the survey design process are detailed, with a particular- focus 
on automating the sui-vey designs using computer softwai'e. The technique of automated 
sui-vey design is a simulation-based tool, which provides the means to assess the 
properties of any type of sui-vey design, permits the evaluation of abundance estimates 
over sui-vey regions with assumed population densities, and from a practical standpoint 
facilitates the creation of a survey plan that can be implemented in the field.
Survey design properties include the probability of a particular location being included 
in the sample, the spatial distr ibution of the sampling locations within the survey region, 
and the distances covered by observers to obtain the sample data. The design properties 
are directly linked to the accuracy and precision of estimates, as well as the efficiency, 
achieved by a type of design. A comparative study of a number of different survey 
designs that can be broadly classified as systematic or non-systematic is presented. The 
simulation results show their performance with regard to the above-mentioned 
properties and the abundance estimates obtained if the designs are applied to some 
known population densities. Due to the more even spatial distribution of the systematic 
designs the estimates they produce are potentially more precise and the distances 
covered by observers less variable as well. It is also shown how biased estimates can 
result if the probability of a particular location being included in the sample is assumed 
to be even over the entire survey region when it is not. The problems associated witli 
surveying along the boundary of a survey region and within non-convex regions are 
addressed. The methods are illustrated with a number of survey design examples.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Overview
The continued growth of the human population and the expansion of industry are 
putting increased pressure on our natural environment due to the effects of exploitation, 
pollution and natural habitat destruction. To combat these threats, effective conservation 
policy is essential -  and this policy must be based on sound information. Often the 
information required is an assessment of the status and trends of particular target 
wildlife species. Once the policy is implemented, monitoring is then needed to assess 
whether it is succeeding. Such information is generally obtained ftom sample surveys of 
the population -  a procedure called wildlife population assessment. Given that funds for 
these surveys are always limited, it is vital that they are designed to be as efficient as 
possible. The focus of this thesis is on computer-based methods for optimizing the 
design process.
Wildlife population assessment includes surveys of fauna and flora that occur in either a 
terxestrial, aquatic or aerial environment in nature. The emphasis is on survey designs 
appropriate for abundance estimation of potentially sparse wildlife that ranges over- 
large geographic regions. Various assessment techniques exist for populations with 
these characteristics, but distance sampling techniques are often the most efficient. The 
survey designs emphasized are thus those appropriate to a distance sampling 
ft amework, but ones that can also be applied in the context of other wildlife population 
assessment techniques.
The spatial scale at which samples are taken relative to the spatial scale at which 
population members exist and move, as well as the frequency of sampling periods, are 
of direct consequence to the results obtained. Due to the diversity of sampling 
applications to wildlife or natural resource populations, it is not possible to put for-ward 
a single rule for implementing a survey for all populations at either the best spatial scale 
of the sampling unit, or the preferred temporal frequency of the survey. Issues such as 
disturbance due to sampling, detection probability of elusive populations, problems of
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establishing the range or movement patterns of the population, mortality or recruitment, 
or mixing between survey strata are not dealt with in any detail.
The principles of optimized survey design can be applied not only in the field of 
wildlife population assessment, but also to environmental sampling for airborne, water- 
based or land-based pollutants, habitat and land cover; in general, the same principles 
apply to any survey that takes place within a geographic region or on some spatial scale. 
Other spatial surveys include geophysical sampling for underground water, minerals or 
fossil fuels, soil sampling, stereological sampling of minerals, tissues or other materials, 
social or health science sampling of the human population. Spatial surveys for puiposes 
other than wildlife population assessment aie not explicitly considered.
1.2 Thesis Outline
Chapter 2 gives a short overview of sampling. Design and model-based sampling 
strategies are defined and methods used in the context of wildlife population assessment 
- such as quadrat counts, capture-recapture and distance sampling - are described. 
Defining characteristics of a siuvey design class, such as coverage probability, spatial 
spread, and travel cost between samphng opportunities, are presented and described 
within the ftamework of optimal survey design. This leads onto automated survey 
design, where the process of automating a suivey design itself raises a number of issues 
that require attention. Automation provides the tools required to simulate realizations 
fi'om a survey design class over the survey region of interest. A general Horvitz- 
Thompson design-based estimator is introduced in this chapter. In later chapters, this 
estimator is applied to obtain the population sizes fi'om simulations over vaiious 
population types with a known associated density.
In chapter 3 different survey designs that can be broadly classified as either random or 
systematic in nature are simulated. By means of the simulation results, the design 
classes can be compared with regard to the coverage probability and spatial spread they
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achieve, as well as their travel cost characteristics. By simulation of the survey designs 
over various known population densities, the influence of spatial spread on the precision 
of estimates is considered, using the Horvitz-Thompson design-based estimator. The 
problem of edge effects is also dealt with.
Travel cost between sampling oppoitunities is particularly relevant in the context of 
marine surveys. Chapter 4 covers the topic of zigzag survey designs, which attempt to 
minimize this cost. The influence of coverage probability on the accuracy of estimates 
is considered for three different classes of zigzag design. The performance of zigzag 
suivey designs is also compared to those designs based on discrete parallel lines 
intioduced in chapter 3. The comparison is made with regard to the precision of 
estimates, the spatial spread achieved by the designs and their associated cost of 
movement during the suivey.
The survey designs in chapters 3 and 4 ai'e mainly simulated in simplistic convex survey 
regions to facilitate comparison of the design classes. Chapter 5 looks at more complex 
survey regions and at how survey region stratification forms part of the suivey design 
process. It considers logistic constraints such as minimizing both movement between 
strata and sampling locations. Issues such as coverage probability, spatial spread and 
travel cost are discussed as optimized solutions for constrained survey designs are 
sought. The main body of the thesis concludes with a brief summary and discussion.
In addition, the thesis comes with four appendices. The first lists the algorithms utilized 
for the purpose of automating the survey designs. Appendix B gives an overview of 
geographic coordinate systems and map projections; constructs required when 
generating survey designs over geographic regions. Appendix C presents the online help 
for the survey design component of the Distance 4 software (Thomas et a l, 2001). The 
survey design software was developed as an integral part of this thesis. The last 
appendix describes the design definition language used by the survey design 
component. It also explains how the survey design component links in with the 
remainder of the Distance 4 software.
1.3
2 Sampling Strategy
2.1 Overview
This chapter begins with a brief introduction to standard sampling theory concepts and 
the expansion of these concepts to sampling in a spatial and temporal context.
Two approaches to sampling are then introduced, namely the design-based approach 
and the model-based approach. The philosophy underlying each of these approaches 
along with their relative advantages and disadvantages are described.
An overview is given of the predominantly model-based methods used in the abundance 
estimation of natural resources and wildlife populations. The methods aie compared 
from the perspective of selecting the most appropriate abundance estimation technique 
for a given study. Other issues relevant to the choice of an optimal sampling strategy are 
also addressed.
The focus is on transect sample suiveys. Some standard designs for these types of 
suiveys are described. These survey designs are extended to allow for sampling over 
both space and time; the type of sampling employed when surveying natural resources 
in a geographic region over different temporal periods. Their relative merits from the 
standpoint of optimized survey design are intioduced.
Subsequently, the concepts of spatial spread and coverage probabihty achieved by a 
suivey design, the cost of movement between sampling locations, and how these survey 
design properties can be used to evaluate the characteristics and performance of a 
design are considered. The estimator used throughout the thesis is then introduced.
The chapter concludes with an overview of automated survey design, a tool that 
facilitates survey design comparisons, and aids in the selection of the best suivey design 
for a given study.
2.1
2.2 Some Introductory Definitions in Sampling Theory
Statistics is the scientific method whose ultimate objective is to draw some conclusions 
about a par ticular set of interest. It is generally not possible to observe all the members 
in the set and thus some appropriate subset has to be considered. Sampling theory draws 
inference from numerical data obtained from the subset using knowledge of probability 
distributions associated with the subset. In standard design-based sampling theory 
(Scheaffer et a l, 1990; Cochran, 1977), this set of interest is known as the target 
population, the individual set members the elements, and the subset that is seen is 
referred to as the sample. A sample survey is carried out to obtain the sample comprised 
of sampling units, where the sampling units may consist of one or more elements. In the 
majority of surveys a sampling frame is used to gain access to the population elements 
as this device associates the population elements with the sampling units. If some 
members of the target population are inaccessible then a sample is taken from a sample 
population, the accessible members of the target population, and attempts are made to 
extrapolate the results to the target population. The attribute or information of interest 
for each member in the population or sample is known as the response. In some 
circumstances it is possible to observe tire response for each element of the population; 
this is called a census. The aim of inference in a sample survey is to estimate certain 
numerical char acteristics or descriptive measures of the population, which are known as 
parameters. An estimator is a function of observable variables, and possibly other 
laiown constants, used to estimate a parameter. The combination of a sampling survey 
design and type of estimator comprises a sampling strategy, i.e.
SAMPLING STRATEGY = SURVEY DESIGN + SAMPLE ESTIMATOR.
This thesis focuses on sampling for the purpose of abundance or trend estimation of 
natural resources or wildlife populations within geographical survey regions over time 
(Seber, 1982; Thompson, 1992; Thompson and Seber, 1996). Thus absolute or relative 
population size is the prime parameter of interest. For this work the sampling 
framework is broadened to include sample surveys in continuous space and time, from 
its standard application to a finite set of sampling units. This requires a redefinition or 
reinterpretation of some of the terms used in standard sampling theory.
2.2
The sample population from standard sampling theoiy now corresponds to the 
geographical survey region in space and time and will be referred to simply as the 
survey region R. A sampling frame F  in space and time is used to select the sampling 
units and access the population elements associated with those units. The sampling units 
are referred to as samplers and may correspond to either points, lines, strips, quadrats or 
other types of sub-regions selected from the survey region by employing the sampling 
frame. In natural resource or wildlife population surveys these sampling units can be 
different sizes. For instance, F  could correspond to a baseline from which sampler lines 
are selected, to the entire suivey region if points aie selected, or to a rectangular tiling in 
R  fr om which quadrat samplers are chosen. Samplers could also be selected at different 
periods in time. Thus the M  sampling units, of which m are selected during a sample 
suivey, differ from their classical counterparts in that they may overlap or be of an 
infinite number, and finite population sampling is not assumed. The collection of 
spatially referenced samplers corresponds to the target population in the standard 
sampling context. The set of selected samplers, refeixed to as the sampler set s, 
corresponds to the sample. The set of all possible sampler sets has size K, which may be 
infinite, and is denoted by S, where S = {Si, S2, ..., S^}. S can also be used to denote a 
design class and s a realization of a survey design from that class.
The aim of the survey is abundance estimation of the natural resource or wildlife 
population, which is referred to as the population of interest. The elements within that 
population are frequently referred to as animals, be they animal, vegetable or mineral. 
Let N  denote the total size of the population of interest within survey region R, where N  
is a finite integer. Each animal has an associated location within R, and by selecting a 
sampler set, a subset of the population of interest is observed. Each sampler in the set is 
constituted of locations with and without animals, and these animals may move between 
samplers. The reason for the survey is that the geographical spread of many such 
populations of interest is often so great as to make the observation of each member of 
the population impossible. Thus, as is often the case with a standaid sample survey, a 
census is not a viable option.
2.3
Sampling takes place in two dimensions, and the survey region R, as well as the 
samplers, aie defined in terms of a Cartesian coordinate system as, for instance, 
described by Swokowski (1988, p. 9). The coordinate system is comprised of two 
peipendicular coordinate lines in the plane, intersecting at the origin O on each line. 
Each line has the same unit of length. The horizontal line, with positive direction to the 
right, is referred to as the x-axis. The vertical line, with positive direction upwards, is 
refeiTcd to as the y -axis. The positive direction is indicated by the arrowheads in figure 
2.1, and the axes are labelled x andy, respectively. The axes divide the coordinate orx- 
y plane into four paits called the first, second, third, and fourth quadrant. The quadrants 
aie labelled I, / / ,  III, and IV, respectively, as shown in figure 2.1. Each point u is 
assigned a unique ordered pair (x,y), where the first number in the couple is the x- 
coordinate and the second the y -coordinate.
II
• u(x,y) 
I
III
X
IV
Figure 2.1: The Cartesian coordinate system
2.3 Design Based versus Model Based Inference
For any sample survey either a design-based or a model-based approach to inference, or 
a combination of the two approaches, can be taken. These approaches, together with 
their relative advantages or disadvantages, have been described by numerous authors for 
a variety of applications (Hansen et a l,  1983; Thompson, 1992; Thompson and Seber, 
1996; Sarndal, 1978; De Gruijter and Ter Braak, 1990; Brus and De Gmijter, 1997).
2.4
In the puie design-based approach no assumptions aie made about the sample 
population and the sampling elements are chosen randomly and independently of the 
population. The values of the response of the population aie assumed fixed. The survey 
design determines the sampling process that introduces selection probabilities for each 
sampling element. These selection probabilities determine the expectations, variances, 
biases, and other properties of the estimator. The sampling process itself is the source of 
all the uncertainty.
In the model-based approach of standard sampling the values of the response vaiiables 
of the sample population aie regaided as random variables generated by a stochastic 
process. The assumption is made that the distribution of all possible realizations of 
values of the variable of interest can be described by some stochastic superpopulation 
model. Under this approach the variance of estimators is derived fi'om the joint 
distribution of these random variables. One can sample ft'om the stochastic process by 
selecting sampling elements either randomly or purposefully. When adopting a model- 
based approach to abundance estimation it is assumed that a spatial or spatio-temporal 
stochastic supeipopulation model is being dealt with.
There are a number of advantages to taking the design-based approach. Any personal 
bias is eliminated in sample selection, thus it is more likely that a sample, which is 
characteristic of the population as a whole, will be obtained. There is no need for model 
selection and the same personal biases can thus simultaneously be eliminated hom this 
domain. The elimination of such biases is a prerequisite to objective decision-making, 
for instance in natural resource management, wildlife conseiwation, or environmental 
impact assessment where these types of decisions can have political dimensions and 
ramifications. Additionally, for these types of populations, it is often the case that very 
little is known about them and a model-based approach is thus unfeasible. On the other 
hand a given population may be too complex to model mathematically. The design- 
based approach permits unbiased or approximately unbiased estimators and estimators 
of variance regardless of the chaiacteristics of the sample population.
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There aie also good reasons for applying the model-based approach. Sampling units can 
be selected in a non-random fashion and estimates obtained without regard for sample 
selection. This may be the only feasible option when resources are very limited. The 
model-based approach makes it possible to deal with missing values of the variable of 
interest and other non-sampling errors (problems of detection in wildlife populations, 
for instance). As for design-based inference, if the population model adheres to a 
standard distribution, then standard statistical results can be used.
Both design-based and model-based approaches permit the assessment of the efficiency 
of various survey designs and sample estimators under different population 
assumptions. This potentially facilitates more efficient sampling and may lead to 
increased estimator precision. Both approaches allow the use of auxiliary information. 
One can conclude that both approaches have advantages and disadvantages. Thus a 
combination of design-based and model-based considerations would seem an ideal 
solution: an approach that uses the best available model to derive an efficient design and 
estimator, while maintaining unbiasedness (or approximate unbiasedness) under the 
design and ensuring that estimators of variance can withstand depaitures from the 
model, is a good compromise.
The next section provides an overview of the most prevalent methods used for 
abundance estimation of natural resources or wildlife populations. In the context of 
wildlife population assessment, which involves sampling in space and time, design- 
based approaches that rely exclusively on standard sampling techniques to obtain the 
estimates are occasionally used. Most methods, however, are predominantly a mixture 
of the two approaches. They are model-based in that they make assumptions about the 
population and the sampling process, while making use of the survey design’s 
properties. Some make the intrinsically design-based assumption that the animals occur 
at fixed locations during the survey and that the sampler points, lines or quadrats are 
chosen randomly and independently of the population. Within this thesis a purely 
design-based approach to inference is taken. While survey designs are compared over 
known models of population density model independent inference is used.
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2.4 Overview of Sampling Strategies Applied to Wildlife Populations 
and Natural Resources
2.4.1 Introduction
A number of different sampling strategies can be used to obtain relative or absolute 
abundance estimates of wildlife populations or natural resources (Seber, 1982, 1986, 
1992). The most prevalent methods include quadrat (Seber, 1982), transect (Buckland et 
aL, 1993), line-intercept (De Vries, 1979; Thompson, 1992), capture-recapture (White 
et a l, 1982; Pollock et a i,  1990), catch-effort, change in ratio (Seber, 1982) and closest 
individual or nearest neighbour (Seber, 1982; Diggle, 1983,1996) sample surveys. This 
is not an exclusive list of methods as many others dealing with the particular* 
characteristics and environment of a population have been used. It should also be noted 
that each of these suivey methods are themselves often fine-tuned to a given 
circumstance.
Wildlife or biological populations can be classified as either closed or open. Closed 
populations are defined as those populations to which no additions due to births or 
immigration or deletions due to deaths or emigration occur, whereas open populations 
are affected by additions and deletions. Closed populations are simpler to deal with 
statistically, and populations are fiequently taken to be closed if a sample survey takes 
place over a relatively short period of time. Otherwise, techniques that support open 
population models are used.
2,4.2 Quadrat Surveys
In quadrat sample surveys the number of population members falling within the 
quadrats selected from the survey region are counted and possibly other attribute values 
recorded. The estimates can be obtained by using either a design-based or model-based 
approach. In the first instance the probabilities of randomly selecting the quadrats are 
used, and in the second a population model is applied to the survey population. The 
term quadrat generally signifies square or rectangular sub-regions within the survey
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region, but has also been used to describe circulai* or hexagonal plots. Rectangular or 
hexagonal plots permit a quadrat tiling of the survey region that simplifies the sampling 
procedure and, unless the sampled aiea is small relative to that of the entire survey 
region, makes it more efficient by avoiding quadrat overlap. The characteristics, for 
instance clustering behaviour, and mobility of the population of interest should 
determine the shape and size of the quadrats. A lai*ge number of small quadrats rather 
than a small number of large quadrats of the same surface aiea often produce a more 
precise estimate, if the population is approximately randomly distributed. For a 
population that tends to aggregate, the quadrat size should be such as to include a 
number of aggregations or to split aggregates over more than a single quadrat. The 
aggregating behaviour of the population then influences the distribution of the members 
over the quadrats, but not the number of individuals in the entire aiea sampled. The 
quadrat’s perimeter length relative to its surface area influences the relative amount of 
error associated with determining whether population members on the edge of the 
quadrat fall inside or outside the quadrat, as well as movement in and out of individual 
quadrats. From this point of view circular plots aie more advantageous than rectangular 
plots, but may be difficult to locate and maik in the field. Hexagonal plots are a 
compromise between the two and also provide a tiling of the survey region. The shape 
of the survey region or natural features within it may require different sized quadrats, 
especially at the edges of the region. Greater variability in plot size may lead to 
increased vaiiability in the variance estimate, depending on the assumptions made about 
the population distribution. In the unlikely event of a constant density population, 
quadrats of equal size would be the most efficient sampling units. Due to the tendency 
of many wildlife populations and natural resources to aggregate, even equal sized plots 
will fiequently lead to imprecise estimates unless some distribution model is assumed 
that explains the spatial behaviour of the population.
2.4.3 Transect Surveys
Transect surveys include strip, line and point surveys. These methods are commonly 
applied to wildlife populations or natural resources as they provide a cost efficient
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manner of dealing with sparse mobile populations that may be spread over a laige 
region. These sighting surveys have the added advantage that no population member is 
handled or killed. Strip transects can be viewed as a special case of line transects. They 
are also an example of quadrat sampling, in which the quadrats are long naiTow 
rectangles. During a stiip tiansect survey the observers traverse the centie trackline of 
the strip and record all population members within a set distance of the tiackline. As 
with conventional quadrat counts the assumption is made that all population members 
aie observed and recorded. During a line or point transect survey the observers record 
the distance to all population members sighted from the trackline or point. Other 
auxiliaiy vaiiables ai*e usually recorded as well. Line transects differ from strip 
transects, and point transects differ from fixed circular plots (quadrats) in that methods 
are applied to correct for sightings missed by the obseiwer because certain population 
members are elusive, not veiy visible, or unavailable for detection.
Conventional transect methods make a number of assumptions about the survey 
process:
# Population members falling on the line or point transect are always detected.
® Population members are detected before any responsive movement takes place.
® Distances to detected population members are measured accurately.
These assumptions aie not as strong as those required for strip or quadrat surveys and 
aie more realistic for a laige number of populations. To avoid the necessity of making 
assumptions about the underlying population, it is recommended that, lines, strips, or 
points aie placed randomly within the survey region. If there is strong dependence 
between observations, empirical vaiiance estimation using appropriate sampling units 
should be employed as theoretical vaiiance estimates tend to be negatively biased in 
such cases (Buckland et a l, 1993, pp.135). With populations that are inclined to 
aggregate in well-defined groups, one should obtain the estimate of the number of 
aggregations over the survey region, and tlien scale up this estimate by the mean 
aggregation size to obtain the abundance estimate for the population. This introduces 
the further problem of estimating the mean aggregation size, but still avoids making 
additional assumptions about the population distribution. If the size of the aggregations
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varies seasonally, the survey should be conducted at a time when the variability in 
aggregation size is low, not only to facilitate estimation of mean aggregation size, but 
mainly because this leads to an increase in sample size and a more precise estimate of 
abundance (Buckland et a l, 1993, pp.334). Techniques employed in the analysis of 
transect data can be applied to migration counts by modelling time instead of distances 
(Buckland e ta l,  1993, pp.284).
Given the assumptions and survey methodology of tiansect sampling, their application 
is well suited to elusive, immobile populations spread over a large geographic region. 
Model-based quadrat count, closest individual, or nearest neighbour techniques aie less 
appropriate in this context, especially if very little is Icnown about the population 
distribution. To be effective these methods require such knowledge. Line tiansect 
suiweys are paiticulaiiy useful for populations where the individual is flushed by the 
observers as they traverse the trackline. They are also appropriate for populations whose 
speed of responsive movement is relatively slow compared to the speed at which the 
observers move. The problem of uncertain detection on the trackline is especially 
pronounced in marine surveys where the cetacean, pinniped, or seabird survey 
population is prone to prolonged dives that make them unavailable for detection on the 
trackline. Estimating the trae probability of detection is a subject of ongoing research. 
An alternative to line transects in the marine context is cue counting (Hiby, 1985) which 
converts distances to obseiwed cues (a whale blow) detected during cetacean surveys to 
the number of cues per unit time per unit area. A cue rate is then used to convert this 
number into an absolute abundance estimate. The validity of the results is dependent on 
obtaining a good estimate of the cue rate, just as in a transect survey the estimate of the 
detection probability is the crucial factor. Generally, cue count suiweys use sampler 
lines and the observers would be on board either a survey vessel or an aircraft.
2.4.4 Line-Intercept Surveys
Line-intercept methods are related to strip and line tiansects, except that the sampler is 
naiTowed down to the line itself. During the survey the sampler lines are traversed by an
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observer who records the response for population members intersected by the line. The 
response is frequently the length of line intersected by each population member in the 
path of the trackline. In this respect, the sampling metliod is reminiscent of those used 
in stereology (Weibel, 1980; Jensen et a l, 1985; Miles & Davy, 1978; Weiss & Nagel, 
1994). Stereology makes inferences from lower dimensional samples about higher 
dimensional objects. For example, estimating volume from the area intersected by a 
random cutting plane, or estimating aiea from the length intersected by a random line. 
The line-intercept technique is frequently not efficient when sampling from mobile 
wildlife populations where concepts such as flushing regions are applied, but is 
frequently used to sample stationaiy populations, especially in the domain of forest 
inventoiy. Not only estimates of abundance, but also estimates of the proportion of 
survey region covered by the population can be obtained. This is a probability 
proportional to size sampling method as the probability of a sampler line intersecting an 
individual depends on the surface area or flushing distance of the population member. 
This probability must be talcen into account to obtain an unbiased estimate.
2.4.5 Capture-recapture Surveys
Capture-recapture methods include a number of different models that are used to 
estimate abundance, survival rate and recruitment rate, where only some models peimit 
the estimation of all three quantities. Survival rate combines mortality and emigration 
rates, while recruitment rate combines birth and immigration rates. During a capture- 
recapture survey the population is sampled at two or more periods in time. In each 
sampling period individuals are caught and marked to allow unique identification. 
Capture records are kept for each maiked individual showing the sampling periods in 
which it was recaptured (if at all). Parameters aie estimated using infoimation from the 
recapture of marked animals, and from the relative number of marked to unmarked 
individuals captured during each sampling period. Population members aie generally 
released back into the population after capture and marking, but occasionally accidental 
injuries or deaths occur, or individuals are purposely removed for further study.
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Capture-recapture methods can be applied to either closed or open populations. The 
more restrictive capture-recapture models assume the following:
® The population is closed.
® The animals are equally likely to be captured in each sampling period.
® Marks aie not lost or missed by the observer.
Failures of the second assumption can be due to heterogeneity either caused by the 
behaviour of individual animals, such as trap response, or by other characteristics each 
population member may have. Individuals that have been captured in a previous phase 
of the survey may be attracted to, or repelled by the traps. The heterogeneity that causes 
variation in capture probability could be due to the sex, age, social status, or tenitorial 
claims of the population members. Heterogeneity caused by the survey design can be 
avoided by using designs that ensure equal inclusion probability of each location in the 
survey region in the sample. Mark-recapture methods have the additional problem of 
selecting an appropriate spacing between sample points, or equivalently, between traps 
to ensure equal capture probabilities across the population. This speaks in favour of 
systematic rather than completely random suiwey designs. Even if both types of designs 
provide equal inclusion probabilities, the irregular trap spacing provided by individual 
random designs, combined with the restricted movement of individuals within their 
home ranges could lead to unequal capture probabilities under such a design, whereas a 
systematic spacing between traps counterbalances this effect. To ensure equal capture 
probabilities when a set number of traps aie used, traps can be moved during a sampling 
period and need not be stationary. Models exist that deal with vaiiable capture 
probabilities or open populations. If marks aie lost, the loss can be estimated and 
collections made.
Using mark-recapture methods, estimator precision increases not only when sampling 
intensity and thus capture probability increases, but also when the number of samples, 
the survival rate of the population, or population size (for fixed capture probability, 
survival rate and number of samples) increase.
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2.4.6 Catch per Unit Effort Surveys
The basic assumption made during catch-effoit surveys is that there is a simple linear* 
relationship between the catch per unit effort and the population size. Thus each unit of 
effort is assumed to sample or catch a fixed proportion of the surwey population and 
permanent removal of population members will lead to a decline in population size that 
will be reflected by the decrease in catch per unit effort. More specific assumptions 
include the following:
® The population is closed, except for removals. Catch-effort techniques can also
be applied to open populations whose numbers are only depleted due to natural 
mortality and continuous exploitation.
® The units of effort are independent, non-competing, and catchability is constant
throughout the sampling period, and for each population member.
® Each population member has the same probability of inclusion in the sample.
Catch-effort methods are fiequendy applied to fish or small mammal populations and 
the population characteristics as well as the sampling methods must be critically 
assessed to ascertain whether the above assumptions are met. The first assumption is 
violated if the population is assumed closed, but changes in population numbers occur 
due to migration or recruitment. The timing and duration of sampling periods can be 
appropriately chosen to minimize these effects in a closed population scenario. Possible 
variation in the catchability due to variations in environmental conditions, animal 
behaviour, or physical features of the individuals constituting the population must be 
considered. Interaction due to the physical location of units of effort violates the 
independence assumption. Problems also arise if there is variation in the achieved 
efficiency per unit of effort, as may be the case with some traps, long-lines, or nets 
where the efficiency decreases due to saturation over the sampling period. When 
dealing with fisheries surveys it is fiequently necessary to deal with non-random effort, 
incomplete catch or effort data, and to standardize between different catching methods 
when different fishing gear is used. These techniques are labour intensive and are 
clearly suited to the fisheries context where abundance estimation is not the only aim of
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the catch. They are generally only effective when a lar ge proportion of the population is 
removed.
2.4.7 Change in Ratio Surveys
Change in ratio methods are used not only to estimate absolute or relative abundance, 
but also productivity and survival probabilities. The methods calculate the ratios of two 
types of individuals in the population of interest at discrete points in time such that a 
differential change in the ratios takes place in the elapsed time internal. The age, sex, or 
marked to unmarked ratios could be used and the difference in ratios can be due to 
either removals or additions to the populations. The methods can be applied to closed 
and some open populations, under the assumption that removals or additions are known 
exactly. Removals can apply to natural mortality (if the survival rates of both types of 
individuals remain constant during the between sampling interval) or exploitation of the 
population. Additions can be due to recruitment. This assumption will falter if 
difficulties exist in determining the natural mortality, level of exploitation, or 
recruitment rate. Another basic assumption is that all population members have the 
same inclusion probability for a single sampling period. This assumption is violated if 
there is marked heterogeneity for individuals of a certain type or between types, as is 
often the case for types distinguished by sex, age or species. The Petersen mark- 
recapture estimator may be reformulated as a change-in-ratio estimator, in which the 
ratio of marked to unmarked animals, initially zero, is changed by the experimenter. 
Change in ratio methods are costly if a precise estimate is required.
2.4.8 Closest Individual or Nearest Neighbour Surveys
Closest individual and nearest neighbour surveys were traditionally referred to as 
distance surweys, but more recently the term is used for transect surveys where the 
distribution of the distances are modelled. Closest individual surveys measure the 
distances from randomly chosen points to the population members, whereas nearest
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neighbour surveys measure distances between randomly selected population members 
and other members of the population. These methods take a model-based approach and 
are used to estimate absolute abundance under the assumption that the population 
follows some random distribution. They can also be used to measure the spatial 
aggregation of the population or to test the distributional assumptions made about the 
population. The techniques are more frequently applied to stationary or slow moving 
populations. If the population tends to aggregate, then closest individual surveys can 
give negatively biased estimates, whereas nearest neighbour surveys can give positively 
biased estimates. They can be inefficient as it may be difficult and time consuming to 
locate the nearest population members, especially in regions of low density. It may be 
difficult to estimate the survey costs in advance. Another difficulty stems from the fact 
that the effective area surveyed depends on the population density within the study 
areas. A larger area is surveyed in low density regions than high density regions and this 
leads to more variable abundance estimates than survey techniques that ensure the same 
amount of the survey region is sampled for each realization of the survey design 
(Buckland et a l, 1993, pp.292-4).
2.4,9 Indirect Methods
Each of the above survey methods can be applied directly to the population of interest 
to obtain the relative or absolute abundance estimates. Alternatively, they can be 
applied to signs that indicate the presence of the population of interest if this population 
is elusive or difficult to observe. Such indicators include tracks, carcasses, faeces, nests, 
burrows or other dwellings, shed antlers or skins, calls or songs, etc. A relative 
abundance estimate of the population of interest can be gained by indirect means from a 
survey of such indicators. It is possible to convert a relative abundance obtained by 
direct or indirect observation to an absolute abundance estimate if an appropriate 
conversion factor is available.
Another indirect method of obtaining a relative abundance estimate is to record 
presence or absence of population members within defined spatial units over which the
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suivey is conducted. This type of survey provides a relative estimate of abundance in 
terms of a frequency index over the suivey region, which can again be converted to an 
absolute measure of abundance if enough is known about the random distribution of the 
population. This technique is useful if the population of interest is either elusive (in 
which case indicators can be used to determine presence or absence) or if it is difficult 
to count all members within a sampling unit.
Most of the above-mentioned techniques can be applied to populations in the terr estrial, 
aquatic, or aerial domain. Thus observers may be on foot, bikes, horseback, or in 
another type of vehicle, or they may view the survey terrain from the air using 
airplanes, helicopters, or microlights, while for surveys in the aquatic domain the 
observers might scuba dive, snorkel, use a remote-controlled underwater camera, or 
collect the sample from a small or large vessel. Although many of the techniques have 
diverse applications, the suitability of a particular technique depends on the aims of the 
study, the habitat and the population under consideration. There are no absolute rules 
for the selection of a technique, but certain guidelines, presented in the following 
section can be given.
2.5 An Optimal Sampling Strategy for Wildlife Population 
Assessment?
For any population of interest, only some means of data collection and estimation 
techniques are appropriate, but it is always necessary to make some choices. Thus line 
or strip transects aie a more obvious choice for aerial or marine surveys where the 
surveyors cover great distances and such transects facilitate navigation, whereas a 
quadrat count is more appropriate for a visible population with a small spatial range. 
Aerial surveys can be the preferred or are the only practical option for surveys of 
inaccessible terrain. They may also be more efficient in difficult ten*ain or over larger 
survey regions if habitat type is suitable for detection from above, and frequently have 
the added advantage of detecting the population from an elevation that avoids 
population disturbance.
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When detection is certain then quadrat or strip count surveys perform well, as do closest 
individual or nearest neighbour methods if assumptions about the random distribution 
of the population hold as well. If it is likely that individuals would be missed during the 
survey, then methods such as line or point transects, capture-recapture, or line intercept 
provide a better assessment technique. In the final analysis the method that should be 
chosen depends entirely on the survey population of interest, the terrain and habitat 
types constituting the survey region, the aims of the study, and the resources available. 
If other population parameters need to be estimated besides abundance then capture- 
recapture or change in ratio techniques are more appropriate. If survival, mortality, or 
migration rates and not abundance estimates are required then radio-telemetry could be 
considered. This involves tagging animals with transmitters that can be received by 
a radio. Under conditions of limited resources catch-effort, change in ratio, band- 
recovery (a special case of capture recapture fiequentiy applied to birds, fish, bats, 
insects, and certain reptiles and amphibians) or other more opportunistic methods 
utilizing some exploitative process such as hunting or fishing may be the only option. 
Seber (1982) suggests using a sampling design that permits estimation by more than one 
technique or estimator, which clearly facilitates comparisons. For example, the data 
collected during a line transect survey can be analyzed using standard estimation 
techniques Buckland et a l (1993) or by applying spatial models to the data (Hedley, 
2000). The two sets of results can then be compared.
Studies have been undertaken to compare the relative efficiency of line and point 
transects and Buckland et a l  (1993) provide some general guidelines. Specifically for 
large survey regions they recommerrd line rather than point transects. With point 
transects the observers generally wait a set period of time after arriving at the sampling 
point before recording distances, to allow the population members to settle down after 
the observer intrusion. When using line transects, such time periods are not required. 
Additionally, point transects can waste a great deal of effort moving between sampling 
locations (the same can be said for quadrat or other samplers, where the sampling time 
is small relative to the time spent moving between samplers). This effect is counter­
balanced, for example, by using a nested design that permits a cluster of points to be
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surveyed in a given vicinity. Thus the line transect method may make more efficient use 
of time and effort by spending a greater proportion of the time in the field surveying 
radier than waiting for the animals to settle, or moving between sampling locations. 
Any sampler based on a line, such as strip transects, line transects or line intercepts are 
especially suitable if the collection of auxiliary data about the survey region is an aim of 
the study as they provide a better mapping of the survey region. However, auxiliary 
data, such as habitat information, can more easily be recorded at a point. Commonly the 
number of sampling units is smaller when line samplers are used rather than point or 
quadrat samplers. Ideally each sampling unit should contain a set of observations that 
minimizes the variance between units, and reduces the tnre variance of the estimator. 
Larger sampling units tend to lead to improved estimator precision, but a greater 
number of sampling units generally lead to a more robust estimate of that variance. 
Thus, because only a given sampling intensity is achievable within tire cost constraints, 
a trade-off must be found between the size and number of the sampling units. When 
sampling with quadrats, the size of quadrats is usually determined with this trade-off in 
mind. Similarly, when sampling with points a number of points may be combined into a 
single sampling unit for this purpose. The definition of sampling units can be especially 
problematic for continuous line samplers. Where a long line is surveyed, this is 
generally divided into a number of consecutive sampling units. The line length 
corresponding to a sampling unit should be chosen so as to give a sufficient number of 
units for precise variance estimation. However, the units should still be lar ge enough to 
reduce estimator variance, and avoid dependence between observations in successive 
units. Less effort is wasted during point sampling if efficient movement between points 
is possible. Although travel time may not be minimized, the sampling locations have a 
better spatial spread, if point transects are regularly spaced along systematic lines, or are 
determined by the intersections of a grid where the lines or grid have been randomly 
located (the advantages of good spatial spread are discussed in sections 2.6.3 and 2.7.2). 
Effort is expended inefficiently during point transect sampling in that the surface area of 
the search region increases with distance fiorn the point, whereas observations made at 
larger distances from the point are less important as they contribute little information 
about density. Point transects offer advantages in rough terrain where it is impractical or
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impossible to traverse a line tiansect, for multi-species surveys, or patchy survey 
regions where abundance estimation by habitat type may be advantageous.
The selected sampling strategy or assessment method, comprised of the sampling design 
and estimation technique, the variability of the population, the sampling intensity, and 
the size of the sampling units, determine the size of the sample. Whatever method is 
employed to obtain the abundance estimate, a pilot study is usually informative as to 
suitable sampling units and the sample size, or equivalently, effort required to achieve a 
desired precision. Very little can be inferred from a small sample size from which a low 
level of estimator precision is attained, and the resources invested in the survey and 
analysis are thus mainly wasted. Similarly, however, if the sample size is larger than 
required the resources could instead have been redirected for more efficient use 
elsewhere. The required sample size depends on whether a relative or absolute 
abundance estimate is the objective, and on the other aims of the study. A pilot study 
also highlights practical problems or considerations and deficiencies of the field 
protocol, which can then be rectified prior to the main survey.
The sampling sti'ategy chosen thus depends on the population and survey region 
characteristics as well as the aim of the study; the assumptions of the chosen technique 
should not be too restrictive, yet must be realistic. If a non-opportunistic method is used 
for estimating the abundance of a particular population, or some other population 
parameters, this relies on a random survey design that provides a representative sample 
to which the techniques can be applied and the sampling error estimated. This thesis 
examines survey design, namely the sampling tool that determines the placement of the 
samplers within the survey region at one or more periods in time. The temporal spacing 
of successive surveys is not dealt with in any depth, except to say that if the same 
samplers are used throughout, then the time interval between sampling repetitions 
should be large enough to avoid any correlation between the stochastic errors of 
samples (Buckland et a l, 1993). The survey design and the field methods employed 
should attempt to minimize assumption violations for the technique used and ideally be 
robust to assumption violations.
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A sampling strategy is the combination of a survey design and an estimator. The 
objective in wildlife population assessment, as with any other type of sampling, is to use 
a strategy that estimates the parameter of interest as accuiutely and precisely as 
possible. In table 2.1 the terms bias, precision, efficiency, and accuracy, as used 
throughout this thesis aie defined.
Table 2.1: Evaluating an Estimator
Bias The bias B  of an estimator is the difference between the expected value of the 
estimator and tire true value. An estimator is said to be unbiased, positively 
biased, or negatively biased if this difference is zero, positive or negative, 
respectively.
Precision An estimator is precise if it has a small variance V.
Efficiency An estimator is efficient if it attains high precision for low unit costs.
Accuracy An estimator is defined to be accurate if it has a low mean squared error MSE, 
where M SE  = + V .
As can be seen fiom table 2.1, the bias B of an estimator N  is the difference between 
the expected value of the estimator and the tme value i.e. B { N ) - E { N ) ~ N  
(Krzanowski, 1998). Thompson (1992) states that a sampling strategy is unconditionally 
unbiased if it is either design or model -unbiased, even though the two approaches may 
lead to different inferences. A strategy's estimator is design-unbiased if its expectation 
conditional on the vector of population responses equals the true value. A strategy’s 
estimator is model-unbiased if its expectation conditional on any sample is equal to the 
true value.
An unbiased estimator is desirable because it ensures that the average of a large number 
of repeated estimates is conect. In practice, commonly only one sample is available, 
and it is useful to know how close an estimate is, on average, to the true value. The 
variance V  of the estimator N  is used for this purpose, where
V( N)  = E [ N - E ( N ) f  ^E{N"‘) - [ E ( N ) Ÿ .
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The mean sqnaie error (MSE) of an estimator N  is the average squared distance of N  
from the true value N  over repeated sampling, namely MSE( N)  = E ( N  -  N ) ^ . The 
MSE  is equal to the squared bias plus variance as is shown in the following:
MSE( N)  = E ( N - N ) -  = E ( N - E ( N )  + E ( N ) - N ) ^
= E( ( N  -  E(N))^  + 2 ( N - E ( N ) ) ( E ( N )  ~N) - \ - ( E ( N) - N) ^ )
= E ( N - E ( N ) ) ^  + 2 ( E( N) ~  E( N) ) ( E( N)  - N )  + ( E( N)  -  N)^
= V( N)  + B(N)^
The MSE  is an indicator of the combination of estimator bias and variance. A good 
estimator is said to be one that is unbiased and has small variance. For such an estimator 
the MSE  is simply the variance of the estimator. An estimator is said to be consistent if 
its MSE  decreases as the sample size increases, and equals zero if the whole population 
of sampling units is sampled.
Assuming an unbiased estimator, an optimal survey strategy is one that minimizes the 
expected variance of the estimator. In subsequent chapters, various survey designs are 
compared with regard to their achieved precision, using the unbiased estimator 
presented in section 2.8. However, if certain model assumptions are violated the 
estimates can be biased. The simulation study compares the designs with regard to 
survey design properties, such as coverage probability, sampler spread and cost of 
movement between sampling locations, described in section 2.7 and detailed in chapter
3. It also provides estimates of the bias, variance and MSE  achieved by the different 
designs as described in section 3.7,4.8 and 4.9.
The following section summarizes and compares a number of standard sample survey 
designs that can be used in the context of wildlife population assessment.
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2.6 The Survey Design
2.6.1 Standard Sampling Designs
Although, standard sampling theory techniques are not generally followed in wildlife 
population assessment, the standard survey designs, which involve the method of 
selection of samplers from the survey region of interest, are fr equently used. The best 
known and most widely used standard sampling survey designs, described in numerous 
sampling texts (Cochran, 1977; Scheaffer et al ,  1990; Thompson, 1992; Sarndal e ta l, 
1992), are placed into the context of spatial sampling as follows:
Simple Random Sampling: In standard sampling theory a sample of a predetermined 
size selected from a finite population is considered. If every sample of the given size 
has the same probability of selection, then the sampling procedure is called simple 
random sampling. Similarly, in the context of spatial sampling from a survey region, if 
every sampler set constituted of points, lines, or sub-regions of a given number, length 
or surface area, respectively, has the same probability of selection, then the survey 
design is called simple random sampling.
Stratified Sampling: Consider a population whose elements have been divided into non­
overlapping groups, called strata. In standard sampling theory, if a sample is selected 
from each stratum, this is called stratified sampling. In the context of spatial sampling, 
the survey region can be divided into non-overlapping sub-regional strata.
Svstematic Random Sampling: hi standard sampling theory, selecting a sample by 
randomly choosing a start element in the sampling frame, and then every subsequent 
element separated by a set number of elements, is called systematic random sampling, 
hi the spatial context the samplers have some regular* spatial offset from each other* with 
a random start.
Multistage Sampling: In standard as in spatial multistage sampling, each of the primary 
sampling units are sub-divided, each sub-unit can again be sub-divided into sub-units.
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or secondary sampling units, and so on. The number of sub-divisions conesponds to the 
number of stages in the sampling procedure. Two-stage sampling with primary and 
secondary units is most commonly used. A sample is selected from the primary units 
and then samples are taken from the secondary sampling units.
Cluster Sampling: In standard sampling theory cluster sampling is a type of multistage 
sampling where a set of primary sampling units are selected and all sub-units within the 
primary unit are then sampled. These closely located secondary units are referred to as a 
cluster. The clusters are selected randomly or systematically. In spatial sampling 
members of the sampler set form locational clusters in the survey region.
Multiphase Sampling: Multiphase sampling is commonly used when it is difficult or 
expensive to measure the variable of interest. In standard as in spatial multiphase 
sampling, a set of sampling units are selected and an inexpensive measurement is taken 
on each. Depending on the value of this inexpensive measurement a sub-sample of the 
original sampling units’ elements are selected. During subsequent sampling phases 
either other measurements are made to continue the sub-sampling process, or the 
variable of interest is measured for the current sub-sample. The number of sub-samples 
corresponds to a phase in the sampling procedure. Multiphase sampling is not generally 
applied when sampling to estimate abundance.
When sampling with geographic sampler units special care must be taken witli regard to 
edge effects at the survey region boundary, and the issue of sampler overlap must also 
be considered. These issues will be dealt with in detail in later chapters for each design 
investigated.
2.6.2 Probability Sampling
All the sampling strategies described in the previous section have randomness built into 
the sampling design and are forms of design-based probability sampling. This permits 
probabilistic assessment of the estimator’s accuracy and also of its possible bias.
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Adaptive sampling can be seen as a multistage extension of probability sampling. An 
initial sample is selected by some random mechanism and subsequently sample 
selection is determined by a mle linked to the value of the variable of interest. It is 
frequently applied to sparse, patchy populations distributed over a large geographic 
region. The total sampling effort as well as its spatial distribution can be relatively 
variable when using adaptive sampling methods. This sampling method is not 
considered any further in this thesis.
Purposive sampling is another less utilized sampling method. It involves the directed 
selection of a set of sample elements thought to be representative of the population as a 
whole. This type of sampling method does not generally perform as well as the 
probability sampling methods due to the possibly subjective sample selection and the 
impossibility of taking into account all factors in a puiposive sampling design. The 
element of randomness that is part of probability sampling helps balance out factors that 
can neither be controlled nor measured directly. Although a sample obtained by 
subjective selection linked to personal judgement can provide an estimate, this estimate 
may be biased and it is not possible to assess the extent of the bias.
A cleai* definition of probability sampling in the context of standard sampling theory is 
provided by Sürndal et a l (1992). This has been modified for the area-based sampling 
considered in this thesis and Samdal's conditions can be restated as follows:
1. The set of all possible sampler sets S = {S/, Sz,..., Sa:} that can be obtained by the 
sampling procedure can be cleaily defined.
2. A known probability of selection p(Su) is associated with each possible sampler set 
S,.
3. The procedure gives every location a nonzero selection probability (instead of this 
selection probability the inclusion or coverage probability is often used and 7t(x,y) or 
equivalently n(u) denotes this probability at a location u(x,y) in the survey region).
4. A sampler set Sk is selected by a random mechanism under which each possible & 
receives exactly the probability p(Sk). This random selection is usually carried out 
by some sort of algorithm.
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With regal'd to item 4, for any sampling selection scheme implemented by means of an 
algorithm it will be possible to state the probability p(Sk) of selecting a paiticulai' 
sampler set Sk. The function p(.) such that p(Sk) gives the probability of selecting Sk 
under the selection scheme used is called the survey design. The function p(.) is of 
hindamental importance as it determines the statistical properties, such as sampling 
distribution, expected value and variance, of the sample estimator.
If each sampler set Sk has the same chance of selection, then p(.) will be constant, and 
the survey design a discrete uniform probability distribution on the set S of all possible 
sampler sets. The survey design may also be described by some analytic function that 
may gives a different value for eachp(Sk).
hr the context of spatial sampling within geographic survey regions for the purpose of 
abundance estimation, the first three items in the above definition of probability 
sampling require some additional qualification. Witli regard to the first item, although 
the set of sampler sets S can be clearly defined, it may be impossible to enumerate that 
set. The number of possible sampler sets could be either finite or infinite depending on 
whether the survey design allows non-overlapping or overlapping area-based samplers, 
respectively. It is infinite for sampler sets of points or lines. Similarly, each sampler in a 
set could be made up of either non-overlapping or overlapping sub-regions. The shape 
and size of these sub-regions also influences the number of possible samplers that could 
constitute a set. However, the relative size of the survey region to the sampler set is of 
greater importance than the number of possible sampler sets as it is this tliat affects 
sampling intensity and has direct bearing on precision. It may be difficult or impossible 
to calculate the selection p r o b a b i l i t y f o r  each sampler set. Fortunately, in this case 
it is still possible to determine expected values and variances of parameters calculated 
fiom the sample falling within the sampler set by knowing the values of the first- and 
second-order (defined in the next paragraph) coverage probabilities associated with a 
given survey design p(.).
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For a given suivey design pQ , the first-order coverage probability 7t(u), for each 
location u(x,y) in the survey region, is the probability that location u is included in a 
sampler. Equivalently, for those locations at which an element of the population of 
interest exists, tt/ can be used to denote coverage probability for the animal located at 
u(x,y). For any two locations u(x,y) and v (x \y ’) in the survey region, the second-order 
coverage probability k (u,v)  associated with p(.) is the probability that both locations u 
and V are included in a sampler {k (u,v)  can also be denoted by 7t(x,y,x\y’)), 
Equivalently, for those locations at which elements of the population of interest exist, mj 
is the probability that both the and animal located at u and v are included in a 
sampler.
First-order coverage probabilities can be determined by simulation if they cannot be 
calculated analytically. The software developed for the purpose of automated survey 
design that can be used for these types of simulations is detailed in section 2.9 of this 
chapter. Second-order coverage probabilities aie required for vaiiance estimation and 
fiequently cannot be calculated analytically or easily determined by simulation. 
However, fiom the simulation results over known population densities, such as those 
used in this thesis, estimates of variance can be calculated empirically.
2.6.3 Optimized Survey Design
The size of the sampler set selected fiom the survey region together with the raiity or 
aggregation characteristic of the population of interest influence the amount of variation 
in the sample data and, thus, the accuracy of the estimator. One aims for a sampling 
strategy whose estimator is as precise and unbiased as possible, for a survey design of 
minimum cost. Increasing the sample size will improve precision, but may not be 
affordable financially, or there may exist other constraints that make tliis increase 
impossible. For a given sample size, a precise unbiased estimator is the most cost 
efficient and thus desirable. The amount of variation, and thus the precision of the 
estimator, often depends on the way the sample is selected. Changing the survey design
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may improve estimator precision if it decreases the variance. However, it is not always 
clear which survey stiategy will lead to an improvement.
Methods for optimizing the survey design to enhance the precision of estimates range 
from a strict design-based probability sampling approach to an entirely model-based 
approach. When a probability sampling approach is taken, prior information about the 
population or a covariate can be utilized to increase estimator precision. This can take 
the form of either using the information for estimation purposes, as is the case with 
regression or ratio estimators, or for more efficient sampler selection (Cochran, 1977). 
If the values of population measurements vaiy a great deal in size, and if some 
indication of size is available before the suivey, then sampler selection with 
probabilities proportional to size may be an advantage, as it may reduce estimator 
variance. Another technique that can lead to more efficient sampling is stratification.
It may be known that population density is dependent on some spatial covaiiate, such as 
habitat type. Estimator precision is improved if the survey region is stiatified on the 
basis of that covariate, and more effort is expended in the high density strata to increase 
the sample size. To minimize variance of the overall mean, effort should ideally be 
proportional to the square root of the density in that stratum. If density estimation is the 
aim of the study, it is unlikely that prior density information will be good enough to 
permit such exact effort allocation. However, to achieve a reduction in variance by 
increasing the number of observations made during the survey, some increase in effort 
in the suspected or known higher density strata is still the preferred option. Otherwise, if 
little or nothing is known about the density in each stratum, then effort allocation per 
strata should be proportional to the size of each stratum to simplify estimation. An 
average of the sample estimates of abundance for each of the strata, weighted by 
stratum size, gives an unbiased estimate of the total population abundance, and an 
unbiased variance estimate is also available (Scheaffer et a l, 1990). Stratification not 
only requires prior information about the population and the survey region, but also 
knowledge of the size of each stratum. Additionally, a number of sampling units must 
be allocated to each stratum to allow variance estimation. Besides potentially better
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estimator precision, stratification offers other advantages as well. Firstly, strata 
definitions that lead to convenient element groupings may induce a reduction in survey 
costs. Secondly, it is possible to obtain separate density estimates for each stratum 
without additional costs. Temporal stratification by time of day or season is employed if 
estimates by such time periods are required. Stratification and effort allocation becomes 
more problematic for multi-species surweys. Although analysis tends to be more 
complicated, post-stratification by habitat, or some other attribute of the survey region 
or population member recorded while sampling, is also a possibility. In capture- 
recapture surveys, post-stratification by sex or age may help to minimize the 
assumption violations if heterogeneity due to sex or age occurs. In transect surweys, 
post-stratification may also lead to increased estimator precision.
Stratification produces a smaller estimator variance, compared to simple random 
sampling for instance, when the information obtained from a single stmtum is 
homogeneous, but stratum estimates are heterogeneous (Scheaffer et a l, 1990). Such a 
well-chosen stratification can reduce sampling costs. The reason for this is that it is 
possible to select fewer population elements and to still achieve the same variance 
obtained by simple random sampling with a larger sample size.
Simple random survey designs are the most basic type of design, and make no attempt 
to decrease the cost of obtaining the required information by reducing the effect of 
variation in the data on estimator precision. For this reason they are seldom used in 
large-scale sample surveys, and are presented mainly for comparative purposes in this 
thesis. Random designs permit unbiased estimation of abundance and its variance, but 
due to their nature, the spatial distribution of the samplers is relatively variable between 
realizations of the design. This can lead to low estimator precision, especially if the 
population density is variable and the sampling effort small. An added disadvantage is 
that the spacing between samplers and consequently the time and cost required to move 
between them may also be highly vaiiable between realizations of the design, 
particularly over large survey regions. To minimize estimator variance - and cost - the 
sui*vey region can be stratified, as previously described, if something is known about the
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underlying sample population. Alternatively, another type of survey design, whose 
spatial distribution is less vaiiable, can be applied.
This leads us to design strategies that have good spatial spread. Obtaining a good spatial 
spread requires some form of systematic design. A design whose samplers provide 
unbalanced spatial coverage of the suiwey region is likely to give more variable 
estimates between realizations of the design. Whereas a suiwey design, such as a 
systematic design, whose samplers have a more even spatial distribution, is more likely 
to obtain samples that lead to less variable estimates between realizations of the design. 
Frequently, survey region attributes - such as habitat distribution, environmental 
conditions, and detailed topographical information - aie useful in tire analysis of the 
sampling data. Using systematic designs permits the collection of a good range of this 
auxiliary data; the samplers are spread out over the suiwey region, and a better mapping 
of the survey region, with regal'd to this type of auxiliary data, can be achieved. Section 
2.7.2 looks at measuring the spatial spread property of a survey design. The topic is also 
revisited in later chapters. Munholland and Borkowski (1996) give another indication of 
why good spatial coverage is important. They view good sampler spread as being an 
essential component to obsei'vational studies of biological species or communities. They 
ai'gue that designs whose samplers are spread over the region of interest are likely to 
provide more information than schemes whose samplers are not. This additional 
information could be qualitative in nature; for example, tire investigator gleans a deeper 
understanding of the biological system. They reiterate the point that good spatial spread 
often translates to better precision in estimating parameters associated with the system. 
For example, estimators of diversity or abundance in fragmented, tiuncated, or patchy 
study areas could be more precise when based on data arising from samplers dispersed 
over the entire region. Systematic sampling designs represent the simplest approach to 
ensuring some degree of even spatial distribution of the samplers over the survey 
region. In predicting the spatial distribution of biological populations as functions of 
environmental factors, Nicholls (1989) notes that the geographic spread of the 
observations is critical to model validity. Even witli stratification, an even spatial 
distribution of samplers within strata is essential to such studies. Additionally,
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systematic samplers are often more practical and efficient in the field than completely 
random samplers that frequently require very variable amounts of between-sampler 
movement. In later chapters, simulations are also used to compare the designs with 
regard to costs incurred by observer movement between sampling locations. In chapter 
3, simulation over a number of population densities, is used to show how a systematic 
design improves estimator precision compared to a random design of the same effort.
Sampling theory provides unbiased estimators of abundance, and of variance, given 
appropriate randomization. Mattfeldt (1989) states that in practical studies the lack of 
independent replications in systematic sampling often precludes the unbiased estimation 
of sampling variance. If a systematic design is assumed random for the purpose of 
variance estimation, then the variance is generally biased, unless the animals are 
uniformly distributed throughout the survey region. If there is a linear' trend in the 
population density and the samplers are spatially distributed throughout the range of this 
trend, then variance estimates are positively biased. In this instance, the systematic 
sample provides a better sample of the population, reducing the tnre estimator variance. 
The estimate of that variance assuming a random sample is thus inflated. If there is 
some sort of spatial periodicity in the population density, tlren it is possible that 
variance estimates may be negatively biased. Depending on the spacing between the 
systematic samplers, relative to the periodicity in the population, tliese may provide a 
more homogeneous sample of the population, increasing the true estimator variance. 
The estimate of that variance assuming a random sample is thus too low. Cochran 
(1977, pp. 225-226) discusses other estimators of variance ftom a systematic sample 
that do not assume a random sample. They all tend to produce positively biased 
estimates of variance. Instead of a design-based probability sampling approach to 
variance estimation from a systematic sample, a model-based approach might be used to 
obtain the estimate, hr this case the model should adequately represent the type of 
variation present in the population. An unbiased variance estimate relies on tire validity 
of the model. Nonetheless, it is possible to obtain valid variance estimates from 
systematic sampling, if several independent systematic samples are chosen.
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The spacing and orientation of the systematic samplers should be chosen so as to avoid 
mnning them parallel to some physical feature that influences population density or 
some biological periodicity in the population itself. The spatial distribution of the 
population influences the estimator vaiiance and the accuracy of estimates of that 
vaiiance. Similaiiy, estimates of population abundance aie influenced by whether or not 
the population displays a spatial trend or periodicity.
In standard sampling theoiy, no general result is available for the relative efficiency of 
systematic sampling to simple random sampling (Cochran, 1977). Stratified sampling 
may give smaller estimator variance and thus more information per unit cost than 
simple random sampling. For populations having periodicities that are not well 
understood, it may be better to use stratified sampling. Both stratified and systematic 
sampling take values along the entire set of data, but stiatifred sampling allows for more 
random selection and usually gives a smaller estimator variance. Systematic sampling 
has advantages over simple random sampling when the population is large, displays a 
linear* trend, and is spread over an extensive sui*vey region. The two sampling strategies 
perform equally well for a random population.
Multistage sampling is advantageous when it is possible to select primary samples with 
a probability proportional to their contribution to the estimate. In the context of wildlife 
population abundance estimation this is more frequently achieved by defining strata 
rather than primaiy sampling units. The allocation of effort is proportional to the 
assumed stratum density, except that all the strata and not only a subset are surveyed. 
However, multistage sampling is efficiently used in the context of soil sampling (Oliver 
& Webster, 1986; Youden & Mehlich, 1937), and has application in vegetation 
sampling when sampling at a wide range of spatial scales is desirable (Augustin, 1999). 
Stahl et al. (2000) present a two-stage design for guided transect sampling for the 
purpose of forest inventory. Wide strips are selected during the first stage, and prior 
information, such as covariate data obtained by remote sensing, is then used to 
determine the route followed through the strip during the second stage. The method has 
some practical limitations and as with other probability proportional to size sampling
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designs, its efficiency depends on the relationship between the variable of interest and 
the selected covaiiate.
Cluster sampling can be an advantageous sampling strategy, by providing the required 
information at a smaller cost than other sampling strategies. This is the case when the 
cost of obtaining measurements increases proportional to the distance between the 
population elements. This is a major consideration when sampling in difficult teixain. hi 
contiast to stratified sampling, cluster sampling is at its most advantageous when the 
infoimation obtained fiom a single cluster is heterogeneous, but cluster means aie 
relatively homogeneous. Cluster sampling can also be used in conjunction with 
stratified sampling if the population is separated into strata. A number of unbiased 
estimators of abundance and estimators of variance aie available for cluster sampling. It 
should be noted that if the clusters are chosen systematically or fiom secondary units at 
fixed locations, this invalidates the estimate of within cluster variance.
Additionally, if a gradient in the density of the population of interest is suspected, then 
this has implications for the placement of line samplers or systematic point samplers. 
Robust variance estimation is desirable, and can be obtained by having a large number 
of sampler units, as described in section 2.5. The variance is the between sampling unit 
variation and thus decreases for a larger number of units. Moreover, placing line or 
systematic point samplers perpendicular* to the density contours of the population, i.e. 
parallel to the direction of the population density gradient, further decreases this 
between sampler variation. This leads to more precise estimates of the variance as 
between sampling unit variance is less and each sampling unit is more characteristic of 
the population as a whole. If not much is known about the population, one can attempt 
to orient the samplers to run perpendicular to the direction of least ecological change 
(Seber, 1982, pp. 455). The problem with using each obsei*vation to estimate variance is 
that they are generally not independent (i.e. two observations made in rapid succession 
will often not be independent, because the first observation triggers the second 
observation). If one uses the sampler* lines as the unit for* measuring variation, it should 
be possible to choose the samplers so that they are independent. The placement of
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continuous line samplers, as well as the definition of the sampling units, is more 
problematic and will be dealt with in detail in later chapters.
In forestry sampling, for example, the samplers are oriented with their long axis parallel 
to a known fertility gradient. Probability sampling requires no assumption about the 
population distribution. Nevertheless, making use of either information about the 
population distribution, or ecological information that may be correlated to the locations 
of population members, does not invalidate the sampling scheme or the estimates (Jolly, 
1979). The information is used to orientate and locate the samplers with the aim of 
reducing the variability among sampling units. If the assumptions are incorrect, the 
sampling scheme is in fact not optimal. It is, however, still valid, as are the resulting 
estimates. The consequence of a sub-optimal sampling scheme is that the variances are 
inflated.
The optimal choice of a design depends on the goals of the survey and prior knowledge 
of the region and species. If samplers are selected according to some plan that has an 
underlying probability strrrcture, then samples generated by it have corresponding 
selection probabilities. Instead of this kind of probability sampling approach, Heckman 
and Rice (1997) take an entirely model-based approach. They view the survey region as 
a two-dimensional random field and attempt to locate the path of their line transect 
samplers based on prior information about that random field. The approach of 
modelling the variable of interest as a random field is also taken by Matérn (1986) and 
Hôgmander (1996). The latter also considers a marked point process to describe the 
detectability of the members of the population of interest. Within the context of wildlife 
population assessment, Heckman and Rice's approach has some shortcomings: the field 
is treated as a density rather than a point process, the detectability of animals is not 
taken into account, and the method is currently only formulated for simple random 
discrete line sampling. As with all model-based approaches, the precision and accuracy 
of the estimate obtained is very dependent on the correct formulation of the model. 
Hansen et a l (1983) strongly advocate the probability sampling approach. They believe 
that models, although they constitute a useful tool for designing probability sampling
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sui*veys, should be used within the probability sampling framework. Hansen et al. ai'gue 
that for small sample sizes neither design nor model-based approaches lead to valid 
inferences. For large samples, however, design-based sampling methods lose relatively 
little in efficiency compared to model-based methods. Most importantly, they provide 
robust estimates, while not making unnecessary assumptions about the underlying 
population. An appropriate model may provide better precision for less cost. Hansen et 
al,, however, believe that the possibility of biased estimates and misleading estimates of 
variance, if the assumed model does not accurately represent the state of nature, is not 
worth the risk.
To cany out the survey objective of estimating one or more population parameters, not 
only a suiwey design (and a mechanism to implement the design such as the automated 
suiwey design software or pen and paper), but also a sample estimator by which to 
calculate the estimate of the parameter of interest is needed. Often the choice of 
estimator will depend on the chosen sampling design that, in turn, is determined by the 
population characteristics, survey terrain, cost constraints and aims of the study. In this 
thesis a design-based Horvitz-Thompson estimator (described in section 2.8) is used. It 
provides the unified framework for compaiing survey designs in terms of their bias, 
precision and cost efficiency.
The following section introduces these designs from the perspective of reducing 
estimator bias, while increasing precision, for the minimum cost possible. The accuracy 
of the estimator is determined by the amount of information contained in the sample. 
This is influenced by the size of the sample selected from the population and the 
amount of variation in the data. Thus sui'vey designs that are considered in the 
remainder of this thesis are compared for the same sample size over various population 
characteristics, which determine variation in density over the survey region. The various 
survey designs are compared with the ultimate purpose of selecting the most appropriate 
design for a given population density type without relying on assumptions about the 
population characteristics. With this design-based approach valid inference is always 
achieved no matter how the underlying population behaves. Thus in some sense, this
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thesis follows the recommendations of Hansen et a l (1983) in using a model of 
population density within the probability sampling framework while relying on model 
independent inference.
2.6.4 The Survey Designs under Consideration
As described in the previous section, for a given sample size a precise estimator is cost 
efficient and thus desirable. Increasing the sample size will improve precision, but may 
not be affordable financially, or there may exist other constraints that make this increase 
impossible. The amount of variation and thus the precision of the estimator often 
depend on the way the sample is selected. Changing the survey design will improve 
precision if it decreases the variance. However, it is not always cleai" which design will 
lead to an improvement, as the variance of the estimator can be due to the placement of 
the samplers in space and time, the spatial distribution of the population members 
within the suiwey region, or the detection probability of each individual that may be a 
function of behaviour, environmental conditions, habitat type or observer ability.
This thesis compares the properties of those survey designs that can be applied within 
the framework of line or point distance sampling. The surveys can take place in an 
aerial, land-based, or marine environment, and also includes quadrat or strip transect 
designs. Many of the sui'vey designs considered can, however, be applied in other 
contexts.
The balance between the required precision of the estimate and the resources available, 
usually expressed in terms of time and money, determines sampling intensity. Survey 
designs giving the same sampling intensity or effort are generally compared for 
precision and accuracy. Depending on the design, the effort can be expressed as either 
the number of sampling locations, the length of survey lines, the surface area sampled 
relative to the size of the study area, or the lengüi and frequency of the sampling 
periods. In this thesis effort is defined as the area covered during a spatially referenced 
sui'vey, when design properties such as coverage probability are considered (section
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2.7.1). While the length of survey lines and the distance between sampling locations 
features in the calculation of design properties such as cost of movement (section 2.7.3). 
Designs expending the same amount of effort either on-effort or in terms of total effort 
are compared.
There is an ongoing debate about the advantages and disadvantage of random versus 
systematic sampling for design-based inference, thus a focus of the design comparisons 
is simple random versus systematic random designs. Later chapters detail how a 
systematic survey design provides better spatial spread over the survey region, which 
can improve a population sample, and how less variability in spatial spread leads to 
more robust abundance estimation. Systematic continuous samplers are often used in 
marine or other line or strip transect surweys. The systematic continuous nature of such 
samplers offers a number of advantages over non-systematic discrete samplers. The 
continuous sampler wastes no effort in moving from one sampler segment to the next 
and it is shown how this improves efficiency. In terms of continuous designs the focus 
is on zigzag samplers.
Although the designs considered are frequently used in distance sampling, the problem 
of determining detection probability is not dealt with at all. The assumption is made that 
all observations in the sampler are detected, and that the data are evaluated by means of 
the estimator described in section 2.8. Designs are compared using a design-based 
approach that makes no assumptions about the underlying population for the purpose of 
abundance estimation.
2.7 Properties of a Survey Design
2.7.1 Coverage Probability
The coverage probability of an arbitrary point u(x,y) within the survey region is the 
probability of it falling within the sampled portion of the survey region. Let n(u) denote 
the coverage probability at u, for all points z/ in R.
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For many estimation techniques, equal coverage probability is either a basic assumption 
of the method or reduces the number of assumptions required and simplifies the 
statistical analysis. The efficacy of mark-recapture methods can be heavily influenced 
by unequal capture probabihties due to heterogeneity in the sui-vey population. Such 
heterogeneity can be exacerbated by a sampling design that gives unequal coverage 
probability. So, although equal coverage probability is not a necessary requirement, a 
design that provides equal coverage probabilities avoids any additional problems 
incurred by the uneven sampling intensities associated with an unequal coverage 
probability design. Similarly, transect survey data are frequently analysed under the 
assumption of an equal coverage probability design, as this allows standard, simple 
estimators to be used.
Thus, in some respects the ideal is to attain equal probability of coverage throughout the 
survey region. If equal coverage probability is not feasible then it is possible to use a 
sampling design that gives different, but known coverage probabilities throughout the 
survey region; unbiased estimates can be calculated fiom the sampling data if an 
appropriate estimator, such as the Horvitz-Thompson estimator described in section 2.8, 
is used and the unequal coverage probabilities are taken into account.
hr later chapters, different survey designs are compared and the coverage probability 
obtained at each point within the survey region under a particular’ design methodology 
is considered. An investigation is made into how the assumption of even coverage 
probability can lead to biased estimates if the assumption is violated. Simulation is used 
to estimate the coverage probability at locations throughout the sur’vey region for those 
designs that give uneven coverage probability. Even for the more straightfor-ward 
designs that are fiequenfiy assumed to give even coverage probability throughout the 
surwey region, simulations are used to verify that the design’s algorithm has been 
corxectly implemented and to examine the potential problems caused by edge effects at 
the survey region boundaries.
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2.7.2 Sampler Spread
As detailed in section 2.6.3, to obtain less variable estimates requires sui*vey designs, 
which obtain samples that are characteristic of the population as a whole. The spatial 
spread properties of a design can influence estimator variance. Similarly influenced is 
the spatial range of the auxiliary data collected throughout the survey region for 
modelling purposes.
A design’s spatial spread can be defined as the spatial distribution or coverage achieved 
by the design. Greater spatial spread implies that for smaller and smaller arbitiary sub- 
regions in the survey region, the sampler to suiwey region area ratio remains 
approximately constant (or at least does not vary to a large extent). Greater spatial 
spread is good in that it frequently leads to less variation in the estimates, as it is less 
susceptible to variations in population behaviour. Completely random designs can have 
poor spatial spread, while systematic designs generally have good spatial spread. By 
simulation over a number of different population densities, and different scenarios of 
variation in those densities, the issue of how the spatial spread of a design class or 
particular realization of the class relates to variance in the estimates can be investigated.
For this purpose, a spatial spread index, which provides a measure of the survey 
design’s spatial distribution within the survey region, is required. The index of spread 
used in this thesis gives an estimate of the expected distance of a random point in the 
suiwey region from the nearest sampler. The index can be calculated for a realization of 
a design to give an indication of that design’s spatial spread; the mean and variance of 
the index for a large number of realizations of the design are an indication of the spatial 
spread characteristics for that design class as a whole.
The expected distance E[df('5,w)], from any point u(x,y) in the survey region R  to the 
nearest sampler over the entire set of all sampler sets S, provides the sampler spread 
index for a design class, where £? is a function giving the minimum distance between S
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and II. Similaiiy, fiom any point uix^y) in R  to the nearest sampler for a
sampler set s, provides the sampler spread index for a realization of the design class. 
The index is scaled to transform it to a unitless quantity. This makes it possible to 
compare designs on different survey regions. The expected distance for the design class, 
or realization of interest, is divided by the expected distance obtained for a designated 
base design class Sj,, or an instance from that class %, respectively. The design class or 
realization of interest and the base design class are equivalent in terms of effort 
expended. For point or quadrat sampler designs, the base design used is the systematic 
random point or quadrat design, and for both discrete and continuous line sampler 
designs, the systematic parallel line design is used. Let B(S) = / ¥\d(Si^iiy\
denote the sampler spread index for a design class S. Let ^(s) = ¥\d(SfUy\ / 'E[d(Sb,u)] 
denote the sampler spread index for an individual survey design s. An index of 1 
corresponds to a systematic design. The further from 1 the value of the index is, the less 
systematic the survey design or design class is. The design classes considered in this 
thesis have an index value greater or equal to 1.
2.7.3 Cost of Movement between Sampling Locations
There are costs associated both with the time period during which sampling occurs and 
with that period during which movement between sampling locations takes place. For 
line samplers the relative size of the on-effort versus off-effort costs may vary 
considerably. They may be almost equivalent, for instance, when carrying out a 
shipboard survey where the cost is mainly a factor of ship time in both cases. During a 
line transect survey in difficult terrain, such as a jungle environment, the cost of getting 
to the next sampling location may be substantially less than clearing the line transect 
itself for the purpose of surveying it. For an aerial survey, for example, the cost of 
moving between regularly spaced line transects may be small compared to the on-effort 
costs, especially if the transects themselves are long relative to their spacing, and the 
off-effort speed of the aircraft is greater than the survey speed. For point and quadrat 
samplers the movement between samplers is generally qualitatively different than
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surveying the samplers, and thus the on-effort to off-effort cost would frequently be 
quite different.
When comparing a continuous to a discrete line sampling design, the comparison is 
made both to a discrete design that has the same amount of on-effort time as the 
continuous design, and to one whose combined on-effort and off-effort time equals that 
of the continuous design. This takes into consideration the potential cost of the off- 
effort time for the discrete design.
To give an indication of off-effort travel cost, a simple statistic such as the quotient of 
the on-effort length over the total effort is used for line sampling designs, or the shortest 
path between points or centroids of quadrats for sampling designs based on those 
samplers ar e given. This permits the comparison of different design classes based on the 
same type of sampler.
2.8 The Sample Estimator
In this thesis the focus is on survey design and the interest is in the properties of the 
design itself. Therefore, a design-based approach is followed and a general Horvitz- 
Thompson estimator is used, because it makes no assumptions about the underlying 
population structure or distribution within the survey region. Realizations of survey 
designs are simulated over various population types with a known associated density 
over the survey region of interest, but the estimator only uses the properties of the 
survey design. For different survey designs the estimates resulting from the simulations 
are compared when the general design-based estimator is applied to obtain the 
population sizes for a given population. Although the approach taken in this thesis is 
design-based, it is not a pure design-based approach as sampler points, lines, or quadrats 
are chosen randomly, but not entirely independently of the population. Issues such as 
stratification are investigated and systematic random designs compared to non- 
systernatic random designs over various assumed population density characteristics with
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the aim of optimizing the survey design for abundance estimation of a population with 
known or assumed density characteristics over the survey region. The assumptions of 
distance sampling have been defined in section 2.4, and models that can be applied 
within a spatial context that take the actual population characteristics into account 
during the estimation procedure are not investigated any further.
Given the observations made during the survey, the estimator produces an estimate of 
population size. Consider the problem of estimating the population total N, using the 
estimator
N  =  (2 ,1).
1=1
Sarndal et al. (1992) refer to this type of estimator as the k estimator of the total N. In 
terms of standard sampling, given the sample element in the sample, each y,-
represents members of the population. The estimator is then the sample sum of
the TT-expanded y-values. Given a total of M  possible sampling units, the summation 
takes place over the m  distinct units in the sample. This estimator is often refeiTed to as 
the Horvitz-Thompson estimator, as Horvitz and Thompson (1952) used the principle of 
TT-expansion to estimate the same total. Hansen and Hurwitz (1943) used a similar 
principle for unequal probability sampling with replacement. The Horvitz-Thompson 
estimator can be used for unequal or equal probability sampling with or without 
replacement, and many other estimators can be expressed as special cases of this 
estimator.
The variance of the estimator is given by
M f  ■{ „  \  M
' y p n,7t (2.2)1=1 ) f= l jV i
where m and nj are the probabilities that element i or j  are included in the sample, and 
Tiyis the probability that both elements i and j  are included in the sample.
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The variance can be estimated by
-(iv)=xi-ik.ÈEj=i
1 1
Tt^Tlj JT,.
(2.3)
i=l j*i
The estimator of the vaiiance is unbiased if the joint coverage probabilities are all 
greater than zero (Thompson, 1992).
For wildlife population abundance esthnation based on observations made during an 
actual suivey using geographic sampling units, only knowledge of the inclusion 
probability at locations within the samplers where animals are found is required. One 
can use the estimator in (2.1), taking the response to indicate presence or absence, using 
the coverage probabilities instead of foimulating the estimator in terms of the inclusion 
probability of each sampling unit. The summation that in the standar d sampling context 
takes place over the entire sample of effective size m  is then, in effect, equal to the 
summation over only those n locations at which an object of interest is found and the 
response variable value is one and not zero, i.e.
- ^  1iy = X —  (2.4)
i=l
If a model-based approach to inference were taken (not in the scope of this thesis), then 
the above-mentioned inclusion probability could in the context of wildlife population 
assessment be split into three components: a coverage probability, a distribution 
probability (the probability that an animal is in a given sub-region) and a detection 
probability. Coverage probability would be determined by the survey design, both the 
distribution and detection probability would be determined by the characteristics of the 
wildlife population. Characteristics that influence the location and visibility of the 
animals would include the geographic range of individual animals, their relative size, 
habitat, clustering tendencies, and behavioural aspects that may influence distribution 
and detection. The Horvitz-Thompson estimator would in this instance be both design-
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and model-based as the coverage probability component would be design-based, while 
the distribution and detection components would be generated by a population model.
To compare the performance of various survey designs when applied to a number of 
populations with different density characteristics, the designs are simulated over the 
survey region R  for a given population. For comparisons, only randomness due to 
survey design, which determines the sampler placement, is considered. For this purpose 
a general design-based Horvitz-Thompson estimator, which provides a unified 
framework for comparing sampling designs, is used. Although a number of different 
population distributions are considered during the simulation studies, these are not 
explicitly taken account of by the estimator. The design-based Horvitz-Thompson 
estimator relies solely on the sampling probabilities to obtain estimates and variances 
and not on the population distribution or detection probability.
Consider how one would go about comparing survey designs over populations with 
different density characteristics. Consider a survey region R with area A r and a 
simplistic population with constant density D per unit area. To compare different 
designs on this population, firstly a realization of the population could be simulated by 
randomly and independently generating D x A r  animals according to a uniform 
distribution on R, which is equivalent to a homogeneous Poisson process of the same 
intensity D and mean D x A r .  Similarly, a population whose density varies by location 
u(x,y) given by D(u) could be generated by simulating an inhomogeneous Poisson 
process of variable intensity D(u) (Higgle, 1983, pp. 50-53). A Neyman-Scott process 
could be used to incorporate animal clustering (Cox & Isham, 1980). The designs would 
then be simulated repeatedly over a number of realizations of the population.
For a population of known varying density D(u) throughout the survey region R, the 
total population size N  or equivalently tire mean of the inhomogeneous Poisson process 
can be found by integrating over\R,
N = j D { u ) d A  (2.5)
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and the estimates obtained from the simulated survey designs can be compared to it to 
gauge their performance with regard to accuracy and precision.
One can think of the constant or variable density animal populations as equivalent to 
Poisson processes of constant or variable intensity, respectively. Both the animal 
populations and the Poisson processes can be generated by simulation in the same way. 
However, by using the density or expected density in the survey design comparisons - 
instead of actually generating the populations by simulating from a Poisson process - 
the stochastic component due to generation from the Poisson process is removed. 
Expected numbers are used instead of generating random counts and this aids in 
comparison of the sampling designs.
The geographic sampling units of the simulated designs cover a sub-region Rs of the 
survey region R. To estimate abundance N  from Rs, which has an associated density, 
requires the extension of the discrete Horvitz-Thompson estimator (equations 2.1 & 2.4) 
to the continuous geographic region or sampler.
Figure 2.2: Partitioning the survey region R.
Every survey region R can be enclosed in a minimum-bounding rectangle, denoted by 
Rmbr, with each pair of opposite sides parallel to the x -  andy-axes. I f i s  subdivided
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into rectangles by means of a grid of horizontal and vertical lines, then the rectangular 
sub-regions n , n , ... i'm falling within R  correspond to an inner partition Q of R. The 
norm of the partition Q corresponds to the length of the longest diagonal of each 
rectangle within R  and is denoted by ||g||. This is illustrated in figure 2.2.
If the density D and coverage probability n  are functions of location defined on R, then 
the abundance or response within each rectangle n  is given by D(k£)x AA,. , where AA. is
the small area of the rectangle and 7t(Ui) its coverage probability. If a subset m of all M 
rectangles are included in the sample, then generalizing from (2.1) the Horvitz- 
Thompson estimator can be expressed as
(2.6).
Equation 2.6 is a Riemann sum of density over coverage probability quotient, whose 
limit as ||Q||^0 gives the definition of the integral over the sampled sub-region R  ^
(Swokowski, 1988)
D(zfr),, _ cD(n)= (2.7).
Thus, the continuous case Horvitz-Thompson estimator only requires knowledge of the 
coverage probability at locations within the sub-region Rs of the survey region covered 
by the samplers and can be expressed by the following equation
= (2 .8), 
where 7c(u) is the probability that location u(x,y) is in the sampler set.
It can be shown that the continuous estimator is design-unbiased as its expected 
value equals the true population size N, i.e. E[N] = N  . The expected value of is 
evaluated using the probabilities arising from the design, i.e. the manner of selecting the 
samplers. The indicator function z(ti) is defined to be one if location u(x,y) is included
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in the sample and zero otherwise,Vz, y e  R .  For any location u the following is tme, 
E[z(u)\ = P(zW =l) = Ti(u), where P(,) denotes the probability. The Horvitz-Thompson 
estimator in equation (2.8) can be rewritten in tenus of the indicator function as
(2,9)
i  7l{u)
The expected value is thus
I  :/r(u) J ;r(«) J
and it can be seen that the Horvitz-Thompson estimator is unbiased.
With the same limit arguments, tlie vaiiance of the estimator for the continuous Horvitz- 
Thompson estimator can be extended from the discrete case and is given by
where n(ii) is the probability that location u is in the sampler and n(ii,v) is the joint 
probability that both locations u and v are in the sampler. This variance can be 
estimated by
[D{iiyfdA
n{u) 7i{iuv)
{niu)) n{ii)
C2A2)
In general, not all the joint probabilities over the entire survey region are known. They 
aie computationally difficult to estimate by simulation, and for some designs they are 
not greater than zero, which can lead to biased estimates of variance. It is, however, 
possible to empirically estimate the variance by simulation to obtain an unbiased 
estimate.
If a sampling design does not give coverage probabilities that are equal, known or can 
be calculated analytically, then it is possible to estimate the coverage probability at any
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ai'bitl'ai'y point in the survey region by simulation. The Horvitz-Thompson estimator 
takes unequal inclusion probabilities into account. However, a large number of animals 
detected in a region of low visibility (if detection forms part of the inclusion 
probability), or low coverage probability, leads to a large estimate of abundance and 
estimation that is not robust. It is also more difficult to get precise estimates of coverage 
or detection probability if these are small. For tliese reasons designs providing more 
even coverage probabilities are preferable. It is worth noting that a high coverage 
probability leads to more robust estimation, but this in turn requires an increase in 
effort, which may not be affordable. Simulating a suiwey design class to gauge its 
performance with regard to the coverage probabilities it achieves entails automating the 
survey design. The issues associated with automated suiwey design are described in the 
following section.
2.9 Automated Survey Design
2.9.1 Computational Geometry
2.9.1.1 An Introduction
For the purpose of automated survey design, a set of rules that can be used to generate 
the design are required. In other words an algorithm is needed. This is a method or 
procedure of computation, usually comprised of a series of steps, which is required by 
definition to be unambiguous, coirect, and terminating. Iterative algorithms serve most 
automated survey designs in that they call for the explicit repetition of some process 
until some condition is met. For example, to generate n random sampling points, 
random points aie repeatedly generated until a total of n points is reached. Not only is 
an algorithm needed to generate a survey design, but it should also be as efficient as 
possible. This is where the discipline of algorithmics, which deals with the design and 
analysis of algorithms, in particular computer algorithms, comes in. Algorithmics can 
be used to derive these theoretical designs and tlien apply them to a practical framework 
such as computer-aided survey design.
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The survey samplers, such as lines, points or quadrats, are geometric objects. These 
samplers aie in turn superimposed on geographic survey regions, which are 
approximated by geometric objects such as polygons, in order to automate the design 
process. Such geometric objects aie frequently not amenable to the design of efficient 
algorithms. Computational geometry is a relatively new discipline that deals with the 
systematic study of geometric algorithms. It attempts to identify the useful concepts and 
the properties of those concepts that lead to efficient computations, as described in 
depth by Prepaiata & Shamos (1985). Computational geometiy is not only useful for 
automated survey design, but also has many applications in areas such as computer- 
aided design, computer graphics, and robotics. It has its roots in a myriad of different 
disciplines that have made use of efficient algorithms that were inherently geometric, 
such as tlie Euclidean travelling salesman, the minimum spanning tree, hidden line, 
linear programming problems, and many others.
2.9.1.2 Definitions and Notation
As previously stated, the suiwey designs are confined to two dimensions, thus the 
following definitions and notation apply to 2-dimensional Euclidean space i.e. the 
plane where the geometric calculations necessary for the generation of the designs take 
place. This space is defined by the Cartesian coordinate system described in section 2.2. 
The key concepts restating some of the definitions used by Preparata & Shamos (1985) 
are as follows:
Point: A couple (x,y) denotes a point u on the plane with jc-coordinate x  and y- 
coordinatey.
Line: Consider two points ih (xi,yi) and « 2  (^2,y2) on the plane. The line passing through 
the points Ui and U2 is defined by y = ox + where the slope cc- (y2 -yi) ! {X2 - x!) and 
the intercept j3 - y j -  oxj. The horizontal line is given by y = c, where c a constant (when 
yi = ya) and the vertical line is given h y x ~ c ,  where c a constant (when Xj = Xz).
Line Segment: This is the portion of the line defined above, with endpoints ih and «2,
denoted by
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Polygon: A polygon is defined by a finite set of line segments such that every segment 
endpoint is shared by exactly two segments. These line segments are generally referred 
to as edges and the endpoints as vertices of the polygon. For the purposes of automating 
any survey design the survey region R is represented either exactly or as an 
approximation by a polygon Rp, comprised of a set of vertices Rv = {V/, Vz, ..., v^ } linked
together to form the set of edges R e = {ej, ez, ..., Ck] , where each edge e, = v,. v,.^ j and €k
= Vj ,Vi  .
Jordan’s Curve Theorem: This theorem states that a simple polygon partitions the plane 
into two disjointed regions, the interior (bounded) and the exterior (unbounded), that are 
separated by the polygon (the term polygon is frequently used to denote the boundary 
together with the interior).
Simple Polygon: A polygon is simple or not self-intersecting if no pair of non- 
consecutive edges shares the same point. Figure 2.3 shows examples of simple and non­
simple polygons.
Figure 2.3: A simple (left) and non-simple polygon (right).
Convex Set: A set of points in E~ is convex if any two points therein can be joined by 
a line segment contained entirely within the given set.
Convex Polygon: A simple polygon is convex if its interior is a convex set.
Convex Hull: The convex hull of a set of points in E^ is the boundary of the smallest 
convex set in containing the entire set. The convex hull of an irregular complex
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survey region Rp is denoted by Rch- In the framework of automated survey design, the 
convex hull of Rp, which can be conceptualized as the placement of an elastic band 
around Rp (see Figure 2.4), is used. This is described in more detail in section 5.3.
Survey Region
Convex Hull
Figure 2.4: A survey region and its convex hull bordered by the dashed line.
Tessellation or Tiling: A planar sub-division or map is frequently referred to as a 
tessellation or tiling. The sub-division is determined by a planar graph defined by its set 
of vertices and edges, whose edges do not intersect except at their endpoints. The 
survey design algorithms in subsequent chapters will consider tessellations on bounded 
regions determined by the planar graphs R g = {/?v, on the survey region polygon 
Rp, or alternatively on its convex hull R ch- Such tessellations on bounded polygonal 
regions are also referred to as partitions of a polygon. The tiling can be either periodic 
or aperiodic, depending on whether the tiling is comprised of sub-regions or tiles that 
are either all the same or that differ.
Triangulation: A planar sub-division is referred to as a triangulation if all its bounded 
sub-regions are triangles. A triangulation of Rp is denoted by Rp.
Voronoi Diagram: In a Voronoi diagram or tiling on a set of discrete points t/  in a 
bounded region, each tile on a point ueU  has the property that all points in the bounded
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region are at least as close to u as any other point in U. Voronoi tilings are used as 
computational structures to increase the efficiency of algorithms described in later 
chapters.
2.9.1.3 Time Complexity o f an Algorithm
Algorithmic design and analysis is also concerned with the time and space complexity 
of algorithms. The first amounts to counting the number of critical operations 
performed by the algorithm, and the second gives an indication of the data storage 
requirements of the algorithm. Time and space complexity can be used to compare the 
efficiency of different algorithms, or to decide whether a particular algorithm is 
intractable for any ’reasonable’ amount of data, since it could not execute on a computer 
within a feasible time or space limit.
To define an algorithm’s complexity the following notational devices are commonly 
used, and are described more fully in TenenBaum et al. (1990):
0(/iW ) denotes the set of all functions g(N) such that there exist positive constants a 
and b with g(N) < a*f(N) for all N  > b. Consequently, this notation is used to indicate 
functions that are at most as large as some constant times f(N ) and defines an upper 
bound for these functions.
Q (f(N)) denotes the set of all functions g(N) such that there exist positive constants a 
and b with g(N) > a"^f(N) for all N  h b . Consequently, this notation is used to indicate 
fimctions that aie at least as lai'ge as some constant times f(N ) and defines a lower 
bound for these functions.
For example, if g(N) = + lOOA and f(N) = V  then g(N) is 0(f(N)), since b f  + lOOV
is less than or equal to 2bf for all N  greater than or equal to 100. The function g(N) is 
also 0 ( V \  since b f + lOOV is less than or equal to 2A  ^for all N  greater tlian or equal 
to 8.
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Functions that aie 0(A^) for some k  aie said to be of polynomial order, whereas 
functions that are 0(X") for some X > 1 but not 0(A^) for any k  are said to be of 
exponential order. Exponential order algorithms grow far larger than polynomial order 
functions and are considered intractable. Logaiithmic order algorithms - O(logN) - aie 
even better than polynomial order functions as they gi'ow less rapidly. Brassard & 
Bratley (1988) describe in detail how to analyze the efficiency of algorithms.
2.9,2 The Role of Geographical Information Systems
Geographic Information Systems (GIS) aie used for the input, storage, manipulation, 
visualisation, analysis and output of geographically referenced or locational data. The 
data can talce the form of:
« discrete observations of values at point locations
• lattice observations, where values coirespond to a tile in a tessellation of the
study region
® continuous observational fields or surfaces with values obseiwable over the
whole region of interest in principle, as used in geo-statistics
In the field of statistics, GIS ai'e frequently used in the branches of spatial statistics and 
geo-statistics. Within these branches of statistics techniques have been developed to 
explore or show the existence of spatial relationships between the observational data 
(Cressie, 1991; Patil, 1996).
For the purposes of this thesis and the development of the Distance 4 softwaie (Thomas 
et a l, 2001 - described in the next section) GIS is used as a tool in automating the 
survey design process. Automated suivey design applies GIS in a different manner than 
spatial statistics and geo-statistics, but the relevant data still fall into the above- 
mentioned categories. Suivey population members aie found at discrete locations, the 
population density can be represented as a continuous surface, and it is possible to 
stratify the survey region into a tessellation of habitat types. The designs themselves can 
be either points, lines, strips, or quadrats located in space. The surveys designs for this
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thesis were initially implemented using the Map Info GIS (Maplnfo Corporation, 1999a 
& 1999b). These and more standard designs have also been implemented witliin the 
new Distance 4 software using Visual Basic (Microsoft Corporation, 1998) and 
MapObjects (Environmental Systems Reseaich Institute, 1999).
Automated survey design requires a sufficiently detailed map of the survey region, just 
as surveys designed by hand do. When dealing with geo-referenced data such as the 
description of the sui-vey region boundaiy, generally defined in terms of (latitude, 
longitude) coordinate pairs, these coordinates will be recorded with respect to a geo­
coordinate system that is used to locate the geographic data, stored in decimal degrees 
of latitude and longitude, on the earth’s surface. A projection is used to transform these 
data fiom the 3-dimensional curved surface of the eaith into a flat plane that can be used 
for displaying maps and designing surveys. A map projection uses mathematical 
foimulae to relate the spherical or ellipsoidal coordinates on the globe to flat, planai*
coordinates. j
If a survey takes place over a small geographic area, the selected geo-coordinate system 
and map projection are not overly important, but an appropriate selection is cmcial for 
larger survey regions. The geo-coordinate system and projection chosen will make a 
difference to the results. Representing the Earth’s surface in two dimensions causes 
distortion in the shape, area, distance, or direction of the data. Different projections 
cause different types of distortions. Some projections are designed to minimize the 
distortion of one or two of the data’s chaiacteristics. For instance, a projection could 
maintain the area of a feature but alter its shape.
Equal-area projections preserve the surface area of displayed features, but this is 
achieved by distorting the shape, angle, and scale properties. As abundance estimation 
requires an accurate value for the surface aiea of the study sui*vey region, an 
appropriately chosen equal-area projection should be used. Equidistant projections 
preseiwe the distances between certain points, which is an important consideration when 
calculating the length of line samplers or the distance between sampling locations.
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True-direction or azimuthal projections maintain the directions or azimuths of all points 
on the map correctly, while conformai projections preserve local shape, both of which 
plays an important role in navigation. For a more detailed description of the vaiious 
types of geographic coordinate systems and map projections, as well as some guidelines 
for selecting an appropriate combination of these, see Appendix B.
Although, the sui*vey design takes place on the 2-dimensional projected map and does 
not explicitly take account of 3-dimensional topographical features, such as mountains 
and valleys, that influence elevation and consequently the surface aieas of regions and 
the distances between locations. A well chosen projection does, nevertheless, go some 
way in taldng account of these features correctly. Even when there is some discrepancy 
between tlie 2-dimensional representation and the 3-dimensional feature, the bias this 
causes in the density estimate may be small. If for instance, the 3-dimensional distance 
on the ground is larger than the 2-dimensional distance used to calculate density, then 
the habitat available to the animals is underestimated, so density per unit habitat on the 
ground is overestimated. Marques et al. (2001) calculated bias for deer pellet group 
surveys in a hilly area of southeiu Scotland, and found they needed an adjustment of 
just 0.23%.
Using a GIS with map data of an appropriate projection and having adequate resolution 
should lead to a tolerable level of discrepancy between the virtual survey region 
digitally presented by, and used within, the GIS and the actual survey region. If the 
virtual survey region is lacking in detail or is inappropriately projected, this could lead 
not only to incorrectly simulated design properties, such as coverage probability and 
index of spread, but also ertors in the placement of the samplers in the field and in the 
abundance estimates obtained once the sample data is analyzed. This work proceeds 
under the assumption of the availability of appropriate geographic coordinate systems 
and good map projections, or aerial photographs, for most survey regions. Another 
consideration is that if the resolution of the survey region is too detailed this will slow 
down the realisation of a survey design and the computation of its coverage 
probabilities. This is due to the fact that although the survey region boundary is in
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reality continuous, it is represented digitally by a sequence of discrete points, and thus 
the higher the resolution, the larger the number of points required.
In addition to the use of GIS for spatial statistics, geo-statistics or automated survey 
design, the advent of Geographic Positioning Systems (GPS) makes the location of 
samplers in the field less of a problem than it was in the past. A modem GPS provides 
positional information with a random eiTor of within a few metres, which facilitates the 
sampling process in the field. Additionally, the GPS can be used to record the locations 
of observations and other auxiliary data accurately. Furthermore, the field data can be 
electronically entered and processed during the survey by using portable data recorders 
or miniature field computers with the appropriate data acquisition software, e.g. the 
Cybertracker software that enables entry of field data into PalmOS computers 
(http://www.cybertracker.co.za/). This reduces transcription and data entry errors and 
also speeds up the time to analysis.
Prior to analysis or field work, an appropriate survey design luust be selected and an 
instance of it realized for execution in the field. The following section focuses on the 
survey design component of the newly released Distance 4 software, which facilitates 
this process. Software exists to automate spatial data exploration within a GIS 
(Openshaw, 1995), or to implement sampling designs for very specilized applications 
(Gorter, 1991; Domburg et a l, 1997; van Groenigen & Stein, 1997). Gorter considers 
efficient quadrat sampling in a marine environment, while the work of Domburg et a l, 
as well as van Groenigen and Stein, looks at optimal design for point samplers in the 
soil sampling context. However, none provide the range of sampling designs, combined 
with GIS capabilities, as the survey design component within Distance 4 does.
2.9.3 The Survey Design Component of the Distance 4 Software
Distance 4 (Thomas et a l, 2001 - http://www.ruwpa.st-and.ac.uk/distance/) is a 
windows-based softwar e program for the analysis of distance sampling data to estimate 
density and abundance of a population, with additional features such as geographic
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survey design, covariate models for the detection function, spatial estimation of 
abundance, and dual observer mark-recapture line transect methods. The program was 
named Distance because it can be used to analyze several forms of distance sampling 
data: line transect, point transect (variable circular plot) and cue-count. The version 
number (4) indicates that it has some predecessors. Distance evolved from the program 
TRANSECT - a DOS-based program that was written to analyze line transect data 
(Burnham et al. 1980). Distance versions 1.0 - 2.2 were DOS-based, while version 3.0 
and 3.5 were windows-based with none of the additional features found in Distance 4.
The survey design algorithms described in detail in this thesis are implemented within 
the geographic survey design component of the Distance 4 software. The manual 
accompanying the survey design software and user interface are presented in Appendix 
C. The advantage of design automation by means of software is that it enables each 
possible design to be compared for efficiency, accuracy, and bias of the subsequent 
abundance estimates, using simulation over a population of interest. In addition, once a 
design is selected for a particular survey, it facilitates the rapid generation of the design 
with known properties. This design can then be actualized in the field. It also allows 
designs to be generated on the survey platform as they are required, which is an 
important advantage if the design must be able to accommodate rapidly changing 
circumstances. An example are the annual cetacean sighting surveys that take place in 
waters bordering the Antarctic ice-edge; the ice can move over 100 kilometres in a day, 
and it may therefore be necessary to design the survey as it progresses.
Most designs are stratified, in which case decisions that might be assessed by simulation 
include the number of strata and where to locate the stratum boundaries. The issue of 
finding an optimal stratification for a given non-convex region is presented in chapter 5, 
as are methods for dealing with non-convex survey regions and efficient movement 
between strata.
Within each stratum, sampler points, lines, or quadrats might be randomly located. 
Alternatively, they may be placed on a regular grid that is randomly superimposed on
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the stratum. These designs exist in the software and the next chapter examines random 
samplers versus their systematic counterparts. Initially, this is done for straightforward 
discrete samplers and, then, continuous line sampling is brought into the comparison.
Shipboard surveys typically use continuous zigzag samplers, so that costly ship time is 
not wasted in travelling from one line to the next. A number of different zigzag designs 
are implemented in the software and their properties - when these designs ar e realized 
within a convex survey region - ar*e presented in chapter 4. For complex surveys, 
realized by means of a subjective algorithm in which coverage probability is not 
uniform, the software also permits evaluation of coverage probability by location. Valid 
abundance estimation is then achievable by using the Horvitz-Thompson estimator 
(described in section 2.8) to allow for the varying coverage probability. The properties 
that such an algorithm should possess include the following: no part of the survey 
region should have zero coverage probability, and coverage probability should be as 
nearly constant as possible.
The next chapter covers automated survey design that makes use of the multifaceted 
simulation tool. The chapter describes in detail how automation provides the means to 
evaluate survey design class properties, the properties of individual surveys and 
compar es the estimates obtained by survey design simulation over a number of different 
known population densities.
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3 Automated Survey Design: Evaluation by Simulation
3.1 Overview
As detailed in section 2.2, the set of all possible sampler sets is refeiTed to as a design 
class. It has size K  and is denoted by S, where S = {5j, S2 , Sa'}. Each S is defined by 
a sampler type and a set of properties. Sampler types include lines, points or quadrats, 
for example. A realization of a survey design from the design class corresponds to the 
sample. It is denoted by s and constitutes a sampler set. The design class specifications 
define the characteristics of the sampler set. Examples of specifications include the 
number, dimensions, orientation or method of location of samplers in a set.
Automating the survey design process by way of software provides the means to 
compare individual designs, design classes and sample estimates obtained from 
different design classes. Simulation is used to generate survey design realizations. The j
properties for each simulated design can be calculated, and by repeated simulation of |
1survey designs from a particular design class, the properties of that class can be |
estimated. |
j
After briefly introducing simulation, the simulated designs used in this chapter are i
presented. The next three principal sections describe how simulation can be used to 
obtain estimates of coverage probability, sampler spread, and cost of movement 
between sampling locations. The first property can only be estimated for a design class, 
whereas the latter two can be calculated for individual survey designs and estimated for 
design classes. Subsequently, for each of these properties the results obtained by 
simulation are presented.
While considering the coverage probability property for a design class, the problematic 
issue of sampling intensity along the survey region boundary is addressed. The results 
fioru an exaruple land-based survey using segmented line samplers are shown. A 
number of options for dealing with samplers along the edge of a survey region are
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examined in this example. The cost of movement statistics for an example aerial survey 
design are also presented.
Once the design properties have been detailed, then the sample estimates obtained by 
simulation of the various designs over different population densities are considered. 
When examining both the sample estimates and the design properties, there is a 
particular emphasis on random versus systematic designs. The chapter concludes with a 
summary of the simulation results for this broad categorization of design classes.
3.2 A Brief Introduction to Simulation
Simulation is the process of using suitable random numbers to mimic the rules of a 
probability model (Morgan, 2000). By simulating survey designs the aim is to mimic 
the probablility rules associated with a particular algorithm for generating a random 
survey design. If this is achieved, then random survey design realizations generated 
during each simulation can be used to calculate the properties of an individual design, 
as well as to estimate those of the design class. Additionally, sample estimates can be 
obtained if the designs are simulated over a known population density. Efficiency in 
simulation is important. The designs and their corresponding algorithms are introduced 
in the sub-sections of section 3.3.
The simulations generated by the automated design software are based on realizations 
of a uniform random variable. The computer generates a stream of pseudo-random 
variables using a translation of Knuth’s Ran3 function in Press et a l  (1993). The 
pseudo-random variables are approximately uniform and are obtained by iterating a 
deterministic formula starting ftoru a seed. The seed initiates the sequence of pseudo­
random numbers, and by changing the value of the seed the sequence is altered. A good 
random number generator must have a long cycle length, see Morgan (1984, pp. 56-64) 
for details. The random number generator used gives a uniform deviate in the range 
[0,1). The random number sequence is initialized by any negative value seed.
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3.3 The Simulated Survey Design Algorithms
3.3.1 The Survey Region and Design Axis
As defined in section 2.9.1.2, the survey region, generally denoted by R, is represented 
either exactly or approximately by a polygon Rp for the purposes of automating a survey 
design. All the survey regions presented in this thesis have a polygonal representation 
and are simply denoted by R. Sampling regions in the Euclidean plane that correspond 
to the survey region of interest are considered. For all the design classes presented in 
this chapter, sampling regions can be either convex, or non-convex, bounded connected 
subsets of the plane with a non-empty interior. In subsequent derivations, use will be 
made of a Cartesian coordinate system -  defined in section 2.2 -  on the sampling 
region. The location of the samplers and the spatial element of design properties are 
phrased in terms of this coordinate fiamework.
All samplers -  aside fiom those generated for the simple random point sampling design 
-  are oriented with respect to a line in the Euclidean plane. This line is refeiTed to as the 
design axis, and for a survey region R  is denoted by Rda- This principal design axis R da 
is refeiTed to as the major axis and the axis running perpendicular- to it as the minor axis. 
The angle Rda forms with the jc-axis lies in the range [0,180) degrees.
Some derivations take place within a minimum bounding rectangle of the survey region 
whose width runs parallel to R da- As described in section 2.6.3, for a more precise 
variance estimate, samplers should run parallel to the direction of the population density 
gradient, which implies a design axis that runs perpendicular- to this gradient. If nothing 
is known about the population or about the habitat of the survey region, then a 
possibility is to orientate the design axis so as to give the maximum nuiuber of sampling 
units for more robust variance estimation. Each sampling unit may be comprised of one 
or more samplers. To achieve a precise estimate of variance, a trade-off may have to be 
made between the number and size of the saiupling units.
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The Diameter of a Convex or Simple Polygon
For a set of points in the plane the diameter of the set is defined as the maximum 
distance between any two points in the set. The diameter gives an indication of the 
spread of the points, as it is laiger for sets of points that are at a greater distance from 
each other than a set in close proximity to one another (Preparata & Shamos, 1985, p. 
176).
Similaiiy, the diameter of a polygon in the plane is the maximum distance ™ or chord of 
greatest length -  between any two of its vertices. Using the diameter as the design axis 
maximizes the number of sampling units. The algorithm for finding the diameter of a 
convex survey region is given in section A. 18 of appendix A.
The implementation of this algorithm is based on a description found in Prepaiata & 
Shamos (1985). They detail how, for a simple convex polygon, the diameter can be 
computed in time lineai' in the number of polygon vertices. It is shown that the diameter 
of a convex polygon is the greatest distance between par allel lines of support, where a 
supporting line of a convex polygon R  is defined as a straight line I passing through a 
vertex of R, such that the interior of R lies entirely on one side of I (analogous to a 
tangent of R). Not all polygon vertices provide parallel lines of support, but those that 
do ai*e refeiTed to as antipodal pairs. Thus, to find the diameter of a convex polygon 
only the distances between antipodal pairs need to be considered.
The diameter of a non-convex survey region will be the same as that of its convex 
counterpart given by its convex hull. The algorithm for finding the convex hull of a 
simple polygon is given in section A. 19 of appendix A. The average-case time 
complexity of this algorithm is 0(«log«), where n coiTesponds to the number of 
polygon vertices. The notational devices used to define an algorithm’s time complexity 
are described in section 2.9.1.3.
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33.2 Simple Random Point Design
The simple random point sampling design uniformly distributes a fixed number of 
points over the survey region R  (see figure 3.1). The simple implementation of this 
design is given in section A.3 of appendix A. The uniformly distributed points are 
generated by means of rejection sampling as described in Stoyan et al. (1987). The 
design is also used to generate random quadrat designs. Each quadrat sampler’s centroid 
coincides with a point uniformly distributed on R. Design classes based on uniformly 
distributed points are denoted by S ^ rs or Sqsrs, when a point or quadrat sampler is used, 
respectively.
Figure 3.1: An example of a simple random point sampling design on a survey region R
33.3 Systematic Point Grid Design
The systematic point grid sampling design randomly superimposes a systematic point 
grid of fixed dimensions and orientation onto the survey region (see figure 3.2). 
Specifying an orientation for the point grid is equivalent to defining and utilizing a 
design axis to orientate the samplers. The implementation of this design is given in 
section A.4 of appendix A. The design is used not only to generate point samplers, but 
also systematic quadrat designs. As with quadrat designs based on random points, the 
points systematically superimposed on the survey region define each systematic quadrat 
sampler’s location. Design classes based on a randomly distributed grid of points are 
denoted by S p s y s  or S q s y s ,  when a point or quadrat sampler is used, respectively.
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Figure 3.2: An example of a systematic point grid sampling design on a survey region R.
Systematic point grid design classes are defined and generated according to the 
horizontal and vertical spacing between the points in the grid. It is possible to estimate 
the expected number of samplers, for a realization of the design on a given survey 
region, for a specified horizontal and vertical spacing. The actual number of point 
samplers generated is determined by the survey region’s shape and the particular 
instance of the design, and may differ from the expected number. Similarly, for a set 
number of points an estimate of the grid spacing -  with the same horizontal and vertical 
spacing between points -  required to generate that sampler number can be calculated. 
The algorithm estimates the grid spacing using the bisection method. The calculated 
spacing is allowed to give an estimated number that lies within a tolerance percentage 
number of points either side of the actual number specified. If a small tolerance 
percentage is used, then the software that performs the calculations may not be able to 
find a spacing. If the tolerance is too wide, the algorithm may stop before a potentially 
better spacing is found. For some combinations of sampler point number and survey 
region no grid spacing will exist, no matter how wide the tolerance interval. The 
implementation of these algorithms is given in section A.5 of appendix A.
33.4 Parallel Random Line Design
The random parallel line sampling design uniformly distributes a number of parallel 
lines at a set angle in the [0,180) degree range over the survey region (see figure 3.3).
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Specifying a line sampler angle is, as with the systematic point grid design, equivalent 
to defining a design axis perpendicular to the desired orientation for the line samplers. 
The implementation of this design is given in section A.6 of appendix A. The random 
parallel line sampling design is in some sense the line equivalent to the simple random 
point sampling design defined in section 3.3.2. Design classes based on a uniformly 
distributed set of parallel lines are denoted by Slsrs.
Figure 3.3: An example of a parallel random line sampling design on a survey region R.
Parallel random line design classes are defined and generated either according to the 
number of line samplers specified or the total on-effort line length set. For a predefined 
total line length it is possible to estimate the expected number of samplers for a 
realization of the design. The actual number of line samplers generated is determined by 
the survey region shape and the particular instance of the design, and may differ from 
the expected number. Similarly, for a set number of lines an estimate of the total line 
length required to generate that sampler number can be calculated. The implementation 
of the algorithms to calculate these estimates is given in section A.7 of appendix A. 
Both algorithms rely on the estimation of the average length of a sampler.
Consider a design axis Rda of length ô delimited by two parallel lines, perpendicular to 
Rda at its extremes, which form tangents to the survey region. If the line sampler 
location x  is uniformly chosen on [0,<5] and l(x) defines its length at jc, then the average 
length of a sampler L  is given by
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where /* denotes the length of a uniformly chosen sampler and A  denotes the surface 
area of/? (Seber, 1979).
33.5 Systematic Parallel Line Design
The systematic random line sampling design randomly superimposes a systematic set of 
parallel lines at a set angle in the [0,180) degree range onto the survey region (see figure 
3.4). As with the previous design, specifying a line sampler angle is equivalent to 
defining a design axis. The implementation of this design is given in section A.8 of 
appendix A. Design classes based on a randomly distributed set of systematic parallel 
lines are denoted by Slsys-
Figure 3.4: An example of a systematic random line sampling design on a survey 
region R.
Systematic parallel line design classes are defined and generated according to the inter­
line spacing specified. For a set spacing it is possible to estimate the expected number 
of samplers and their total length for a realization of the design. The actual number of 
line samplers generated and their total length is determined by the survey region shape 
and the particular instance of the design, and may differ from the expected number -  by 
no more than one line -  and length. Similarly, for a set number of lines or total line 
length, an estimate of the spacing required to generate that number of line samplers o r -  
the total line length -  can be calculated. In the former case, the total line length is also 
calculated, while in the latter case sampler number is the additional estimated value.
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The algorithm used to calculate these estimates relies on the average sampler length 
introduced in the previous section. The implementation of this algorithm is given in 
section A.9 of appendix A.
3.3.6 Systematic Segmented Line Designs
The systematic segmented line sampling design randomly superimposes a systematic set 
of segmented parallel lines onto the sui*vey region (see figure 3.5). With this sampling 
design, the obsei-ver travels along the line, but only sui*veys some parts of the line, 
refeiTed to as sampler segments. The segments are approximately regularly spaced 
along paiallel lines, referred to as tracklines. The systematic segmented parallel line 
sampling design can be seen as a variation on either the systematic point grid design or 
the systematic random line sampling design (see sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.5). The 
implementation of this design is given in section A. 10 of appendix A. Design classes 
whose segments are based on a randomly distributed grid of points aie denoted by 
S l s e g p ,  while those based on a randomly distributed set of systematic tracklines are 
denoted by S lsegl^
Systematic paiallel line segment design classes aie defined and generated according to 
the segment length, the inter-tiackline and inter-segment spacing. An additional option 
is either to allow split segments or to retain complete segments. Altliough tliis design 
can provide even coverage probability over the survey region, some caie must be taken 
with irregular survey regions and when choosing to allow only complete segments 
(rather than split segments). In some cases coverage probabilities can be vaiiable or 
even zero in certain sub-regions of the survey aiea. An example that examines the 
different combination of options is given in the next section. Figure 3.5 illustrates four 
different types of line segment design class.
The first two types are based on a randomly distributed set of systematic tracklines with 
either complete (the top left illustration in figure 3.5) or split segments (the top right 
illustration in figure 3.5). For a segmented design based on complete samplers, if more
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than half of the segment falls within the survey region, it is then translated into the 
sui^vey region along its original trackline. Otheiivise, it is wrapped around to the 
subsequent trackline, where it is tianslated inwaids. The wrap-ai'ound location can 
either always coincide with the same extreme of a trackline or be randomly selected. 
With this complete segment design, the shape of the survey region influences the 
location of the samplers on the tracklines. This can lead to a propagating effect with 
regal'd to sampler placement and uneven coverage probability. The propagation effect is 
greater when the trackline wrap-around position is not randomly selected per trackline.
The next two types of line segment design classes are based on a systematic grid of 
points with either complete (the bottom left illustration in figure 3.5) or split segments 
(the bottom right illustration in figure 3.5). When complete segments are required, then 
samplers more than half in the suiwey region are translated inwards, and the remainder 
are discarded. To avoid under-sampling the edge, the grid points used to locate the 
segments are generated in a buffered survey region. For this design the translation 
causes a band of vai'iable coverage probability along the edge. The over-sampling effect 
is especially noticeable if the inter-segment spacing is less than half the segment length 
causing segments to overlap. When split segments are allowed, all segmented designs 
give even coverage probability (see figures 3.6A-C).
If the segment and tr ackline spacing, and also the segment length are specified, then it is 
possible to estimate the expected number of sampler segments and theft total length, as 
well as that of the tracklines, for a realization of the design. The sui-vey region shape, 
the particular instance of the design, and whether or not split segments are allowed 
determine the actual number of samplers generated and their total length. Thus, it may 
differ from the expected number and length. Similarly, for a set segment length and a 
given number of segments or total segment length, an estimate of the spacing, required 
to generate that number of samplers or total segment length, can be calculated. The 
same estimated value for inter-trackline and inter-segment spacing is given. In the 
former case, the total segment length is also calculated, while in the latter case sampler 
number is the additional estimated value. In both cases the total trackline length is
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calculated. The implementation of this algorithm is given in section A. 11 of appendix 
A.
Figure 3.5: An example of four types of systematic segmented line sampling designs.
The illustrations on the top show segmented designs based on systematic 
tracklines, while those on the bottom are based on a systematic point grid. 
The designs on the top and bottom left use complete samplers, while split 
samplers are used on the right. In this illustration the design on the top left 
randomly chooses to wrap around to the top or bottom end of the 
subsequent trackline. A design variation exists that always starts from the 
bottom end.
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3.3.7 Simulating the Survey Designs
The survey design algorithms described in detail in this thesis are implemented within 
the geographic suivey design component of the Distance 4 software (Thomas et a l, 
2001) introduced in section 2.9.3. The automated survey design component was 
developed as an integral par t of this thesis and is used to simulate the designs described 
in the previous sections and in the remainder of the thesis. The manual accompanying 
the survey design software and its associated user interface are shown in appendix C. 
Appendix D details the accompanying design definition language that has been devised 
to describe each design class in terms of its properties. This appendix also gives an 
overview of how the survey design component links to the main Distance 4 software. 
Additional software that is not available in the current release of Distance 4, such as, for 
example, that used to calculate sample estimates by simulation over known population 
densities, has been developed to obtain the results presented in this thesis.
A focus of this chapter is the comparison of random and systematic sampler classes 
with regard to their properties. This comparison is made easier when the same number 
of samplers is generated for each survey design realization from both of the design 
classes. However, for systematic designs it is not always possible to find an inter­
sampler spacing that gives the desired number of samplers each time. This is due to the 
random placement of systematic sampler sets. This stochasticity leads to fluctuations in 
the number of samplers generated for each realization from the design class. The effect 
is particularly noticeable for systematic point grid sampling designs on a rectangular* 
survey region, whose design axis runs parallel to either side of the rectangle. For such 
design classes, the number of point samplers generated can fluctuate by the number of 
points in a whole column or row of the grid. In reality, the effect is less pronounced for 
most regions surveyed, especially if the point grid is oriented to minimize such an 
effect. Even if such fluctuations in sampler number occur, it is still possible to select a 
systematic spacing that gives the desired sampler number on average. A systematic 
design class with such a spacing can then be used for comparisons to its random design 
class counterpart. Let L„{s) and P„{s) denote the number of line and point samplers
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generated for each realization from a design class based on line or point samplers, 
respectively.
Unless otherwise stated, samplers fi’om various design classes are generated over a 
simple 100 by 100 distance unit square. This facilitates comparison between design 
classes and is sufficient to illustrate how the different design classes perform with 
regard to their properties, and also to compare the precision and accuracy of sample 
estimates obtained by simulation over a number of known population densities. Without 
loss of generality, the bottom left hand corner of the square survey region R  is located at 
the origin of the coordinate system, its sides run parallel to the coordinate axes. The 
angle of samplers is defined with respect to the design axis Rda, which coincides with 
the jc-axis.
The next principal section looks at the coverage probability property for a design class. 
The property is defined and the method of estimating it by simulation described. 
Different simulation options exist for sampling along the boundary of a survey region. 
For a given survey region, each of the designs described in sections 3.3.2 -  3.3.5 can 
provide even coverage probability over the entire region, but some care must be taken 
along its boundary edges. This issue is addressed in sections 3.4.2 and 3.4.3, and the 
options used to deal with edge effects are also stated when the simulations results are 
presented.
3.4 Coverage Probability
3.4.1 Estimating Coverage Probability by Simulation
The point, line, or quadrat samplers always have an associated constant radius, width 
and length, or width and height, respectively, for the purpose of estimating the 
properties of a survey design class or a single realization from that class. The property 
of coverage probability for a particular design class can be estimated by simulation.
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This is achieved by spreading either a regular* grid or random set of points over the 
survey region, and counting the frequency with which points fall within the sampler. 
The variance in the coverage probability estimates over a regular grid of points is 
reduced when compared to estimates produced by using a random set of the same 
number of points. Thus a regular* grid of points, rather than a random set of points, is 
used for* the purpose of estimating the coverage probabilities.
® When using a regular grid of points to estimate the coverage probability, a record is 
kept of the number* of times each grid point is hit by a sampler. If the coverage 
probabihty grid (CPG) points comprise a set, and point j  located at Uj(Xj,yj) in the 
CPG is hit hj{xj,yj) times during the total of T  simulations, then the coverage 
probability is estimated by
^{Uj ) = hj (Xj , y j ) f T^  \/Uj {Xj , y j ) e  CPG,
® One can extrapolate from the discrete coverage probability data to produce a 
continuous coverage probability surface over* the survey region denoted by
^ ( u \y i i ( x ,y ) e  R ,
There are a number* of strategies for extrapolating from the discrete point coverage 
probabilities to a continuous coverage probability surface. If the grid points were 
inegular or random, one approach would be to interpolate by inverse distance 
weighting, a method used within the Maplnfo GIS software for interpolating from 
points, or in the case of non-point objects, their* centroids. Inverse distance weighted 
interpolation uses a distance weighted average of data points to calculate grid cell 
values. For* the CPG, the widtli and height of each grid cell is determined by the grid 
spacing. Thus, internal grid cells, not lying adjacent to the survey region bourrdary, are 
square. However, although the CPG is created using the minimum bounding rectangle 
Rmbr of the survey region, grid cells at the edge of R  are clipped at its boundary, giving 
them irregular shapes. Edge grid cells delimited by boundaries running parallel to one 
of the coordinate axes ar e rectangular*. Nearby data points have an exponential influence 
on the value calculated for each grid cell. By increasing the exponent, one decreases the 
influence of data points the further they are from a grid cell. Using this method also
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requires the definition of a seaich radius, which determines the maximum distance 
between a grid cell and its neighbouring data points considered in the distance weighted 
average. With a regular CPG each grid cell is bounded by four (or less in the case of an 
edge cell) grid points whose coverage probability values can simply be averaged to 
obtain a coverage probability for the cell if the search radius equals half the diameter of 
a square grid cell. By extending the seaich radius by multiples of this diameter, further 
neighbouring points can be included. Alternatively, a statistical sofiwaie package such 
as SPlus can be used to fit a logistic regression or a generalized additive model with 
logit link and binomial error. The model would give the estimated coverage probability 
for each point empirically.
A significant problem in spatial statistics is that of edge effects, and this is an issue that 
also requires consideration for the purpose of coverage probability estimation. This 
problem is explored in section 3.4.2. Under several suivey designs considered, portions 
of the sampler fall outside the survey region R. However, for reasons of computational 
practicality, and because animals found outside R  would generally not be counted 
during a suivey, the coverage probability beyond the boundary of R  is not calculated. 
Similarly, when dealing with a stratified region, sampler hits hj(Uj) are only recorded for 
CPG points falling within the stratum under consideration at the time. Points falling in 
adjacent strata that aie hit by the sampler are disregaided. This is justified by the 
assumption that potential observations at the points in question would not be recorded 
from the sampler over the stratum boundary.
The density estimates in subsequent chapters are calculated by integrating over density 
surfaces where the known density value at each location is divided by the corresponding 
coverage probability at that point. When the integration has to be approximated 
numerically, this means reverting back to a discrete formulation anyway. In this case, it 
is assumed that the CPG has a sufficiently fine resolution to allow a precise evaluation 
of the integral numerically.
The stochasticity in the estimation process is provided by the random location of the 
samplers, corresponding to each realization of a survey design in the class under
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consideration, during the simulations. There is no need to additionally relocate or rotate 
the CPG during coverage probability estimation, as the random location of each design 
sampler is sufficient. Thus, once a regular grid spacing is selected, the CPG is randomly 
superimposed over the survey region R. This is achieved by randomly locating the first 
grid point in a rectangle of grid spacing dimensions in the bottom left hand corner of 
R mbr, and then expanding the grid in the positive x  and y  direction until the top right 
hand extreme of Rmbr is reached. The algorithm for generating a CPG is detailed in 
section A.2 of Appendix A.
The precision of the coverage probability estimates obtained is dependent on the grid 
point spacing relative to the sampler width or radius, and on the average proportion of 
the survey region sampled by each design in the design class. Thus it is important to 
select an appropriate grid spacing before proceeding with the simulations. The grid 
spacing and sampler half-width or radius should be of the same magnitude, preferably 
with the grid spacing being some fraction of the sampler width or diameter. As a 
contrived example, consider a three by one kilometre survey region, and a simple 
design that selects two out of three adjacent one by one kilometre sampler quadrats 
providing exhaustive cover of the survey region. To evaluate the coverage probability, a 
grid spacing of half a kilometre would be adequate, as two-thirds of the region is 
sampled by any realization of the design and this will be detected by grid points at this 
spacing. However, for the same survey region and a random point design with 10 
random points of 100 metre radius, this spacing would provide a very noisy estimate of 
coverage probability, because for most realizations of this design, a large number of 
samplers would remain undetected by any grid point, hi this case, a grid spacing of 50 
metres is a better choice, as it ensures that a sufficient number of grid points are hit by 
the sampler, relative to its surface area. A basic mle of thumb is that the number of grid 
points falling within the sampler -  for any paiticulai' realization of the design -  should 
never be less than one at a bare minimum. The shortfall caused by a CPG, whose 
resolution is too coarse for a given design class, can be counteracted by increasing the 
number of simulations. It is more effective, however, to increase the resolution of the 
CPG. To obtain a sufficiently precise estimate of coverage probability, while not 
sacrificing computational efficiency, a tiade-off between grid spacing and the total
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number of simulations must be made. A precision rule can be suggested for this 
purpose.
Assume that the CPG spacing and sampling intensity is such that the total number of 
times each of the grid points is hit after T  simulations is binomially distributed B(Tjp). 
To evaluate the precision rule an average coverage probability value o fp  at an arbitrary 
grid point is estimated by ^  = a /A , where a is the aggregated surface area of the 
samplers and A  that of the surwey region R. The variance of the binomial distribution, 
which is given by Tp(l-p), can then be estimated by Tp(l - p ) . l f  the precision required 
stipulates a variance no greater than v, then the total number of simulations is given by
p ( l~ p )  a (A ~ a)
If the coverage probability is not even, then T  must be increased to achieve the same 
precision. Similarly, if the total number of hits per CPG point is not binomially 
distributed, this mle will provide a misleading estimate of the number of simulations 
required.
The intrinsic stochasticity in the process used to obtain the coverage probability 
estimates means that these estimates will be variable for even as well as uneven 
coverage probability designs. The level of variability decreases as the number of 
simulations increases (see figure 3.6 for an example), but given the coverage probability 
results and a case where uncertainty exists about whether the design provides even 
cover or not, the following tests for even coverage probability can be made.
Consider a survey region R  with J  regularly spaced grid points within R and a surwey 
design simulated T  times. Firstly, a dispersion test can be used to test for even coverage 
probability. Assume that the total number of times each of the J  points is hit after T 
simulations is binomially distributed B(T,p). Under the hypothesis of even coverage 
probability, the coverage probability p  at any grid point is given by p - a j  A , where a is 
the aggregated surface area of the samplers and A  that of the survey region R. If 
portions of samplers fall outside the survey region, then this leads to a reduction in
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sampling intensity and a decrease in coverage probability. Thus it is simplest to estimate 
p  by dividing the mean of the total number of times each grid point is hit by the number
of simulations, i.e. p = h IT ,  where h = ^ h j  J  and hj denotes the total number of
M I
times grid point j  is hit. At each grid p o i n t , i s  estimated by the proportion of hits, i.e. 
Pj = h j lT . The index-of-dispersion /  is defined by Stoyan et a l  (1987) and Sachs
(1984) as follows:
2
/  = ( 7 - l ) y  (3.2),
where v is again the variance of the binomial distribution given by Tp(l-p), which is 
estimated by v -T p ( l  -  p ) , and is the sample variance of the number of times each 
point is hit, given by
=
( / - i ) -
(3.3).
Under the hypothesis of a binomial distribution, the index I  approximately follows a%^- 
distribution with ( /  -  1) degrees of freedom. If I  exceeds then the test rejects the 
even coverage probability hypothesis in favour of uneven coverage probability at the 
100a% significance level. Only a one-tailed test is needed as a small index I  is an 
indication of very even coverage probability. Note that when the degrees of freedom
exceed 100, the ^^-distribution is approximated by + where p - ^ ^ 2 d ^ ,  d
the degrees of freedom and the value of y is just the z-value for the standard normal 
distribution at the desired significance level. The Minitab macro used to calculate the 
test statistic I  is given in section A.22 of Appendix A. A second test that could be used 
to test for even coverage is the classical ^  goodness-of-fit test tliat examines the 
distribution of the number of hits and misses. This test is in fact algebraically equivalent 
to the index-of-dispersion.
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Figure 3.6A-C: This series of figures shows the coverage probability for the same 
systematic segmented design (see section 3.3.6) estimated by 50, 3 000 and 
9 999 simulations over a CPG grid comprised of 3 209 points with a 500 
metre spacing. The design options were chosen to allow split line segment 
samplers of 50 metre half-width with a 3 kilometre length and 5 kilometre 
inter-segment spacing. This design provides even coverage probability. The 
figures illustrate how the stochasticity in the simulation process could result 
in misleading interpretations with regard to the coverage probability in the 
first two figures, because of an insufficient number of simulations.
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3.4.2 Edge Effects: Sampling Adjacent to the Survey Region Boundary
Coverage probability for a design class is estimated by simulating point, line, or quadrat 
samplers with an associated constant radius, width and length, or width and height, 
respectively, from that class. This is described in the previous section. The procedure 
for dealing with samplers falling along the edges of the survey region R  influences the 
sampling intensity, and thus the coverage probability achieved by the design class in the 
region adjacent to the boundaiy of R. If the estimator assumes an even coverage 
probability when the coverage probability along the suiwey region boundary differs 
from that achieved in the rest of R, then this has the potential to bias abundance 
estimates. A significant problem here, as with other applications in spatial statistics, is 
that of edge effects. Samplers that intersect the survey region boundaiy are referred to 
as edge samplers. Within the automated design software two techniques for sampling 
along the sui-vey region edge have been implemented. These are plus- and minus- 
sampling, and can be described as follows:
Minus-sampling: If samplers aie generated exclusively within the suiwey region, this is 
refeired to as minus-sampling.
Plus-sampling: If a buffer zone is created around the survey region, and samplers are 
generated in the survey region plus the buffer zone, this is refeired to as plus-sampling. 
For line samplers the buffer zone is formed by extending the survey region boundary 
outwaids by the half-width of the line sampler, for point samplers the associated radius 
is used, and for rectangular quadrats the half-length of the diagonal is used. This is a 
somewhat simplistic implementation, especially for line samplers where a more refined 
buffering algorithm would take the orientation of the lines into account. In this instance, 
only buffering in the direction parallel to the design axis would be required to achieve 
plus-sampling. This concept is illustrated in figure 3.7. Additionally, the algorithm does 
not cuiTently trim the lines in the direction of their length, which would possibly be 
more practical, but also more complex in its implementation.
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Figure 3.7: A survey region R, a discrete line sampling design running perpendicular to
the design axis R d a ,  and the survey region’s minimum bounding rectangle R m b r - 
On the left a simple buffering of R  by the line sampler width is shown. On the 
right, a more refined buffering of R  that takes the orientation of the sampler 
lines into account, is illustrated. The buffering does not extend beyond the top 
and bottom of the R m b r -
S toy an et al. (1987) describe a method of plus-sampling similar to that defined above. 
The version of minus-sampling they apply, however, differs slightly from the previous 
definition. Their minus-sampling automatically discards all samplers intersecting the 
edge, whereas the form used here initially generates some samplers that intersect the 
edge of the survey region boundary. These samplers may or may not be discarded at a 
subsequent stage. Those samplers based on points or lines lying outside the survey 
region, whose associated radius or width causes them to overlap with the survey region, 
are omitted.
With either plus- or minus-sampling, portions of the sampled area associated with 
samplers along the edge of the survey region fall outside R itself. As defined in section 
2.8 and 2.9.1.2, respectively, R  ^denotes the sampled sub-region of/?, and Re the set of 
edges that constitute the boundary of R. Let R b denote the boundary region of/? defined 
as the sub-region of /?, which contains all possible edge samplers and is delimited by 
the set of edges Re- This is illustrated in figure 3.8.
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Edge samplers
Figure 3.8: A survey region R  with the set of edges Re that constitute its boundary, and 
boundary sub-region Rb, which contains all the edge samplers and is 
delimited by Re. Edge samplers are those samplers that intersect Re.
Three alternatives for dealing with edge samplers suggest themselves:
A. Discard all edge samplers. This leads to under-sampling at the edge and uneven 
coverage probability for both plus- and minus-sampling. If the relative area of Rs to 
that of R is small, then discarding sampling units that intersect R e is likely to cause 
negligible bias. However, if the relative area is large, then discarding sampling units 
at R e may cause considerable bias in the estimates.
B. Retain all edge samplers. The effect of this on coverage probability depends on how 
the edge samplers are relocated relative to their original position. The options are 
presented in the next paragraph.
C. Retain only some edge samplers, discarding those that do not meet a predefined 
criterion. For example, discard those edge samplers whose centroid falls outside the 
survey region, or whose partial surface area within the survey region is less than 
half the surface area of a complete sampler. These criteria can be used for point or 
quadrat samplers (the centroid criterion only when plus-sampling is applied). It is 
more difficult to define a similar criterion for line samplers, at least for the case 
when they cover the whole range of R  in the direction perpendicular to Rda. As with 
option B, the effect of this on coverage probability depends on how the retained 
edge samplers are relocated relative to their original position.
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Minus-sampling where all edge samplers are retained can be equivalent to plus- 
sampling where some edge samplers are discarded according to a predefined criterion. 
This is the case when the criterion is such that samplers, which cannot be generated 
when applying the minus-sampling protocol, are discarded during plus-sampling, and 
all others are retained.
When using either plus- or minus-sampling, there aie a number of strategies for dealing 
with those edge samplers that are retained according to the specifications of the design 
class.
I. Truncate the edge sampler and survey only that portion of the original sampler that 
falls within R  itself. This is only feasible if the constraints of the survey do not 
require samplers of the same shape and of equal surface area. The option also has 
practical obstacles, in that some of the truncated samplers will be very small, 
possibly making a traversal to survey them very inefficient. For plus-sampling, only 
if all samplers are retained does this lead to even coverage probability within the 
entire sui-vey region. If a selection criterion is set and some edge samplers are 
discarded, then the coverage probability within the survey region is uneven, with a 
decrease within R b that becomes more extreme closer to Re. This is also the case for 
minus-sampling, whether or not all edge samplers me retained. The coverage 
probability becomes more variable, if some are discarded, 
n. Survey tire entire edge sampler. This option can itself take a number of forms:
a. Leave the edge sampler in its original position. This entails surveying those 
parts of sampler areas that lie outside the defined survey region as well, and 
leads to some loss in efficiency, as part of the survey effort falls outside the 
region of interest. This is not a valid way of dealing with edge samplers, if the 
teiTain immediately outside R  differs substantially fiom that within R. If an 
abundance estimate for a particular habitat is required, then sample data fiom 
those areas outside R  should not be included. On the other hand, this is an 
appropriate solution if the buffer zone surrounding R  is such that no population 
members are found in it, e.g. R  is an island, or if the population density is the 
same as iir R. hr the first case, the abundance estimate can be obtained for R  
together with the buffer zone, and the same abundance estimate will apply to R.
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In the second case, a density estimate can be obtained for R  together with the 
buffer zone. This density estimate multiplied by the surface area of R  then gives 
the required abundance estimate. For plus-sampling this leads to even coverage 
probability within R, if all samplers aie retained. Although the coverage 
probability within the buffer zone is not the same as that within the survey 
region, this is irrelevant if no animals are found in the buffer zone. If during 
plus-sampling, a selection criterion is set and some edge samplers aie discaided, 
then the coverage probability within R  is again variable with a decrease within 
Rb that becomes more extreme closer to Re. For minus-sampling the effect on 
coverage probability is the same as for option I.
b. Keep the sampler intact, but relocate it into the survey region. The relocation 
generally takes the form of a translation. The edge sampler is moved towards the 
interior of R  until it falls entirely within the bounds of R e, while minimizing the 
distance to its original intersection boundary (see figure 3.9). For both plus- and 
minus-sampling, if all edge samplers are retained this approach leads to over- 
sampling along the edge, which is not uniform over Rb. Within R b the degree of 
over-sampling and hence the coverage probability increases as one moves away 
fiom R e towai'ds the interior of R. The effect is more extreme when plus- 
sampling is used. Applying plus-sampling and discarding some edge samplers 
has the same, but slightly diminished, effect. If a selection of the edge samplers 
is discarded, using an appropriate selection criterion, then for minus-sampling 
this causes the average coverage probability over the entire boundaiy region R b 
to be the same as the remainder (interior sub-region R  -  R b) of R. However, 
within R b itself, the area near the edge is again under-sampled, while the other 
extreme of Rb is similarly over-sampled. If equal sized or whole samplers are 
required, and a buffer zone cannot be used, then translation is the only option. 
Translating edge samplers ensures samplers remain intact, but the iiregularity of 
the boundaiy may lead to a certain amount of under-sampling at the edge of R, 
when samplers are translated to fall entirely within the region (see figure 3.9). 
This is due to the potential exclusion of edge regions by some translated 
samplers. If the effect is not negligible then it may be necessaiy to compromise 
the constraint of retaining complete samplers of equal size. The result will be
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samplers that are partitioned by the suivey region boundaiy, portions of which 
fall outside the survey region boundary. If these external portions aie suiweyed, 
and obseivations made in those locations falling outside the sui’vey region are 
retained, then the survey region area must be adjusted to reflect this. If these 
external portions are not surveyed, the sampler effort must be adjusted to avoid 
bias. Another alternative is to relocate the entire edge sampler into the survey 
region at the boundary it intersects, only if it meets a predefined criterion. 
Otherwise, if it does not, then relocate it to fall entirely within the suivey region 
at the opposite boundaiy (called wrap-around). For most survey regions defining 
an opposite boundaiy is problematic. A systematic segmented line sampling 
design class that employs this technique is described in section 3.4.3.
Split the sampler into two sections; one corresponding to the portion of the 
sampler falling within the sui-vey region, and the second to that lying outside. 
The portion of the edge sampler falling within R  can be left in its original 
position, and the portion of the sampler falling outside R  can be relocated into R. 
This is an alternative to the previously described translation, if equal sized, but 
not equal shaped samplers aie a prerequisite. There are a number of options for 
relocating the second portion. Firstly, a simple reflection into R, using the edge 
sampler intersection boundary, could be used. This has the impractical 
disadvantage of causing the two sampler portions to overlap. To overcome this 
disadvantage, the reflection could be followed by a translation along the survey 
region boundaiy. Alternatively, a more sophisticated wrap-around to a boundaiy 
opposite the intersection boundaiy could be attempted. However, for anything 
but the simplest survey regions, it is difficult to define an opposite boundary -  to 
which the more sophisticated wrap-around rule can be applied -  in such a way 
as to achieve even coverage probability. Additionally, in practice it becomes 
veiy inefficient to allow split samplers. For most sui*vey regions this would 
increase the costs of the suivey, as obseivers would be required to cover 
considerable distances to survey fiactional samplers. These alternatives are 
illustrated in figure 3.9. As with translation, the distance of the edge sampler to 
the boundaiy is minimized, and again it may be problematic when the boundaiy 
is very inegular. Each of the reflection or wrap-aiound techniques leads to even
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coverage probability for minus-sampling when all samplers are retained, or for 
plus-sampling in conjunction with an appropriate selection criterion. An 
example of such a criterion is the retention of samplers that are mostly in R, with 
a translation or reflection of the retained samplers. Otherwise, if samplers are 
discaided during minus-sampling, the coverage probability at the edge is 
reduced with greatest effect neai' Re. It is increased for plus-sampling when all 
samplers are retained. The greatest increases occur in the inward direction from 
R e, towards the interior o f/?. A systematic segmented line sampling design class 
that employs the wrap-aiound technique to another boundaiy is described in 
section 3.4.3. Section 3.7.2 presents the simulation results for simple random 
and systematic designs based on lines or quadrat samplers, which use minus- 
sampling, together with the wrap-around technique to an opposite boundary, 
while all samplers are retained.
For all the techniques that lead to some under- or over-sampling at the edge, and thus 
variable coverage probability, this may or may not result in significant bias in the 
estimates. The scale of the bias depends on:
® the relative surface area of the sampled region to that of the entire survey region,
@ the relative density of the population along the edge of the survey region to that in 
the interior of the region, and 
9 the length of the survey region boundaiy relative to its surface aiea.
The combined techniques for dealing with edge samplers, previously described, 
together with the effect on coverage probability in Rb relative to the remainder of the 
survey region is summarized in table 3.1. When the sampled portion of Rb is small 
relative to the sampled interior portion of the survey region, the effect of edge samplers 
is likely to be negligible. Otherwise, some attention must be paid to the coverage 
probability achieved along the boundaiy of the survey region. The combination of 
options leading to R b-^  or in table 3.1 should then be considered.
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Table 3.1: Methods for dealing with edge samplers together witli the effect on coverage 
probability in the boundaiy region Rb relative to the remainder of the survey 
region. indicates even coverage probability within Rb relative to the 
remainder of R; Rg/ that coverage probability decreases over Rb in the 
outwaid direction towards the edge; R g// a similar more pronounced 
decrease; Rg/ that coverage probability increases over Rb in the inward 
direction; R g// a similai- more pronounced increase; and Rb^^v that coverage 
probability increases over Rb in the inward direction, but is even on average. 
It can be seen from the table that minus-sampling where all edge samplers 
aie retained, is equivalent to plus sampling where some edge samplers are 
discaided according to a predefined criterion (only if the criterion disc aids 
all those samplers that would not be generated when applying the minus- 
sampling protocol).
Method of sampling the edge Edge sampling technique? Method of dealing
samplers? Plus Minus with edge samplers?
Truncate the sampler and cover only 
the portion falling within survey 
region in its original position
Rb~* R b'^ Retain All
R b^ R b >^^ Criterion Selected
In original position
R b- R b<^ Retain All
Cover
complete
sampler
Rg/ R b<^ / Criterion Selected
Relocated as a single Rb''^ Retain All
using which 
technique?
piece R b^ Rb^sv Criterion Selected
Split relocation
R b^^ R b- Retain All
Rb- R b^ Criterion Selected^
Rb<^ R b'^ Discard All
Even coverage probability is only achieved with plus-sampling if an appropriate 
criterion is used.
Section 3.4.3 examines design classes based on segmented line samplers. This class of 
design provides a number of different methods for dealing with edge effects. An 
example suivey that uses the segmented line sampling design is also presented.
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Figure 3.9: An edge sampler (bold line) translated (dotted line) to fall entirely within the 
survey region R  (top left). Edge samplers are relocated into R using three different 
reflection or wrap-around techniques. The first reflects the sampler portion outside R 
into R (top right); the second follows this by a translation along the survey region 
boundary (bottom left). The other alternative is more complicated wrap-around to a 
boundary opposite the intersection boundary (bottom right).
3.4.3 An Example Systematic Segmented Line Survey
The automated design software was used to consider a number of survey design options 
in three national parks in Karnataka province, India (Thomas, 2001). This section 
evaluates the potential use of a systematic segmented design in line transect surveys for 
ungulates in Kudremukh National Park (figures 3.10-3.14).
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Figure 3.10: The coverage probability achieved by the systematic segmented line 
sampling design based on tracklines. The samplers were oriented at a 45 degree 
angle in the south-west stratum and at a zero degree angle in the north-east 
stratum. The wrap-around location for each sequential trackline was not randomly 
chosen. Retaining complete sampler segments causes zero coverage probability in 
narrow sub-regions of the survey region, as well as a noticeable propagation effect 
with regard to coverage probability over the entire survey region.
This design was selected as a possible candidate for a number of reasons. Firstly, it can 
provide samplers whose spatial distribution within the survey region is approximately 
even. This helps to ensure that a good sample, together with a wide range of covariate 
values, is obtained. Covariates of interest, for example, include distances from 
settlements or roads, and habitat. Secondly, observers are only able to cover a small 
section of line at one time. Additionally, the survey takes place over a short field season 
in difficult terrain, so both the length of line segments and the time available for 
fieldwoik limit the line length that can be surveyed in total. The systematic segmented
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design permits the selection of a segment length, an inter-segment and inter-trackline 
spacing that meet the constraints of the survey. In this case, a systematic segmented 
design with 3 kilometre sampler segments, and an inter-segment and inter-trackline 
spacing of 5 kilometres, met the survey requirements. The dense vegetation in 
Kudremukh limits visibility, and thus a sampler half-width of 50 metres was used to 
estimate the coverage probabilities by simulation. The 80 000 CPG points had a 100 
metre regular spacing, and 9 999 simulations were run to obtain each set of results.
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Figure 3.11: The coverage probability achieved by the systematic segmented line 
sampling design based on tracklines. Retaining complete sampler segments at a 45 
degree angle causes zero coverage probability in narrow sub-regions of the south­
west stratum. A more even coverage probability, with fewer areas having zero 
coverage probability, is obtained in the larger stratum by randomly orientating the 
tracklines. The propagation effect with regard to coverage probability is somewhat 
diminished in the south-west stratum by the selection of a random starting point for 
the wrap-around to each sequential trackline.
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Figure 3.12: The coverage probability achieved by the systematic segmented line 
sampling design based on a regular point grid. Retaining complete sampler 
segments causes zero coverage probability in narrow sub-regions of the survey 
region. The narrowness of the south-west stratum together with the small inter­
segment spacing causes bands of higher coverage probability. These bands near the 
boundary are less noticeable in the larger stratum, where the tracklines are 
randomly orientated.
The survey region was stratified into two sub-regions, as illustrated in the figures. With 
the maps orientated according to conventional compass directions (positive %-axis 
corresponding to a northerly direction, positive ^ -axis to an easterly direction), the first 
corresponds to the south-west part of Kudremukh, which contains some very steep 
slopes. Ungulate density is likely to vary with altitude, thus line segments should be 
orientated to run approximately parallel to the greatest altitude gradient. As stated 
previously, to increase precision, any variation in density should be maximized within 
samplers and minimized between them. The remaining north-east portion of
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Kudremukli is a flat plain. In this second sub-region, as there is no obvious density 
gradient, the samplers can be orientated at random. Using a Mercator projection, the 
surface areas of the north-east and south-west strata were calculated as 434.8 and 365.5 
squai'e Idlometres, respectively.
To avoid inefficiency due to fragmented sampler segments, the option of using 
complete, rather than split, segments was selected. Unlike the option of using split 
segments, this can lead to zero coverage probability in some areas, if the survey region 
contains sub-regions whose greatest extent, in the direction parallel to the sampler 
orientation, is smaller than the length of a complete segment. By selecting a random 
sampler orientation, coverage probability in narrow sub-regions can be increased. 
Especially in the south-west stratum, where a specific sampler orientation is required, to 
take the vaiiation in altitude into account, some areas of zero coverage are unavoidable. 
A random sampler orientation alleviates most of the problem in the north-east stratum.
The hit and coverage probability statistics calculated for three different systematic 
segmented designs aie shown in table 3.2. The first two designs are denoted by Slsegim 
and SisEGLb- Their samplers were placed at regular' intervals along systematic lines. For 
both Slsegim and Slsegu,, to keep segments complete, edge samplers were pushed 
inwards, if the length of the segment portion falling within the survey region exceeded 
half the length of a complete sampler. Other-wise, the sampler was wrapped around to 
the next trackline in the sequence. Slsegim, the design used to produce the coverage 
probabilities in figure 3.10, wrapped any samplers not meeting the criterion around to 
the start of the next trackline, whereas S i^ egij>, the design producing the coverage 
probabilities shown in figure 3.11, randomly selected the start or end of the next 
trackline as the wrap-around location. The figures clearly show how the shape of the 
survey region influences the coverage probability for both designs, although the 
propagation effect is slightly diminished for Slsegu, in the south-west stratum. Figure 
3.11 also illustrates how the selection of a random sampler angle leads to more even 
coverage probability in the north-east stratum. These designs use the tracklines to 
determine the ‘opposite boundary' for the wrap-around technique discussed in section 
3.4.2.
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Table 3.2A-B: The minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation of the CPG hits 
Qi) and coverage probabilities (tt), for design classes Slsegim, S ^ egu,, and Slseglp-
Hit Statistics SlSEGLa S ueGU, S lsegp
North­
east
stratum
hjnin 0 0 0
h,nax 226 156 124
h 7 2 . 7 0 8 7 1 . 5 0 2 6 4 . 9 4 5
7 1 . 2 3 6 2 5 . 1 1 5 2 2 . 7 3 7
South­
west
stratum
hinin 0 0 0
hrnax 241 244 171
l i 6 8 . 8 6 4 6 8 . 8 6 5 6 0 . 9 7 2
hstdgy 8 2 . 2 0 5 6 1 . 2 4 0 3 3 . 0 6 1
CP Statistics SLSEGLa S l s e g u , S l s e g p
North­
east
stratum
mill 0 0 0
^  W f t V 0 . 0226 0 . 0 1 5 6 0 . 0 1 2 4
n 0 . 0 0 7 0 . 0 0 7 0 . 0 0 6
^  s W e v 0 . 0 0 7 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 2
South­
west
stratum
^  mi,I 0 0 0
n ,n a x 0 . 0 2 4 1 0 . 0 2 4 4 0 . 0 1 7 1
n 0 . 0 0 7 0 . 0 0 7 0 . 0 0 6
^  stdev 0 . 0 0 8 0 . 0 0 6 0 . 0 0 3
The third segmented design is denoted by Slsegp, and its samplers are located using a 
systematic point grid. The coverage probability achieved by Slsegp is shown in figure 
3.12. The same selection criterion is applied, but segments not meeting the criterion are 
discarded, rather than wrapped-around. To achieve approximately even coverage along 
the edge, the survey region is buffered. Slsegp provides more even coverage probability 
than either S isegu or S lsegu, when a set sampler angle is used. However, the retention of 
the edge samplers that meet the criterion by translation into the survey region can lead 
to some unevenness in the coverage probability, with a band of higher coverage 
probability adjacent to the boundary of the sui*vey region. This is especially noticeable
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if the inter-segment spacing is small and the translation of edge samplers leads to 
overlap between them and the sequential sampler segments nearest the edge. Slsegu, 
performs well when a random angle is applied, and avoids the banding effect due to 
translation evident with Slsegp-
y  "
Figure 3.13: An instance of the systematic segmented line sampling design based on 
tracklines. The spatial distribution of the segments leads to samplers 
spread over the entire range of elevations in the south-west stratum.
There is also a disadvantage to S l s e g p - For the selected orientation in the south-west 
stratum, the segments for any given realization of the design tend to be located at the 
same elevation, which may lead to a sample that does not cover the range of densities 
and to greater variation between estimates from one design instance to the next. This is 
shown in figure 3.14. The segment designs based on systematic lines give the segments 
a better spatial distribution for each design instance. Figure 3.13 shows an instance of a 
design based on systematic lines. A design class that combines the advantageous
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features of both Slsegl and S ^ egp type segmented design classes is currently under 
development.
y S ' / / . '  ' §
Figure 3.14: An instance of a systematic segmented line sampling design based on a 
grid of points. The spatial distribution of the segments is such that the 
samplers are not spread over the entire range of elevations in the south­
west stratum.
The option of using a closed rectangular or triangular line sampler designs was also 
considered. The advantages of these samplers include a return to the starting point of 
the sampler - more efficient if a starting point near a road can be selected - and 
potentially causing less disturbance to the animals. The line segments are also shorter, 
which gives more even spatial cover. The disadvantages include additional complexity 
in dealing with edge samplers by means of translation or wrap-around. The designs are 
yet to be fully implemented in the automated survey design software.
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The survey region’s topographical features and dense vegetation make some parts of it 
more difficult to access than others. Thus, a stratification of the study region into easy- 
to-access and hard-to-access strata was also considered by Thomas (2001). This entailed 
defining a hard-to-access stratum, which might consist of all areas more than a set 
distance fiom a road or track, for example. More effort per unit area could then be 
allocated to the easy-to-access stratum than to the hard-to-access stratum. Although this 
would be unlikely to coiTespond to an effort allocation proportional to density, it should 
lead to a gain in precision, for fixed costs. A more sophisticated allocation scheme for 
dealing with access problems could be implemented within the automated survey design 
software. For example, once a systematic set of samplers was superimposed on the 
survey region, individual samplers could be removed with a probability that is inversely 
proportional to their distance to the nearest road. This gives a design with an uneven 
probability of coverage. Abundance estimates fiom data collected according to such a 
design can be obtained using the Horvitz-Thompson estimator (see section 2.8). 
Facilities to remove samplers according to the value of some covaiiate could be added 
to the software in future.
3.4.4 The Simulation Results
The coverage probability statistics were calculated by simulation for random and 
systematic line and quadrat sampler design classes. As described in section 3.3.7, to 
facilitate comparisons between random and systematic sampler classes, an attempt to 
generate approximately the same number of samplers for every realization fiom each of 
the classes was made.
A 40 000 point CPG at a 0.5 spacing was used to estimate the coverage probabilities. 
Results were generated fiom 9 999 simulations of the random parallel and systematic 
line design classes Sisrss and Slsyss, respectively. Both plus- and minus-sampling were 
used. For the design class Slsrss, 5 paiallel sampler lines, each with a half-width of 2 
distance units, were generated per simulation. Similarly, for Slsyss, paiallel systematic 
line samplers, each with a half-widtli of 2 distance units, were generated at a 20.5
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distance unit spacing apart, giving approximately 5 lines per simulation. All line 
samplers were orientated at a zero degree angle to the %-axis.
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Figure 3.15: The total number of times each CPG point was hit during 9 999 
simulations of the random parallel line design class S lskss. Both minus- 
sampling (top) and plus-sampling (bottom) were used.
The dispersion index defined in section 3.4.1 was used to test the hypothesis of even 
coverage probability for a given design class. For 40 000 CPG points, the critical values 
at the different significance levels for the approximated %^-distribution are given in
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table 3.3. The results of the simulations for5 i^5  and Slsyss are given in table 3.4. Figure
3.15 shows the total number of times each CPG point was hit by a sampler line during 
the simulations, using both plus- and minus-sampling, for the design class S lskss- Figure
3.16 illustrates the same for Slsyss-
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Figure 3.16: The total number of times each CPG point was hit during 9 999 
simulations of the systematic parallel line design class S l s y s s -  Both 
minus-sampling (top) and plus-sampling (bottom) were used.
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Table 3.3: The critical values at the different significance levels for the approximated 
^-distiibution with (40 000 -  1) degrees of fieedom.
100a% 
significance level
Critical value
Lower tail Upper tail
0 . 0 5 39 537 40 465
0 , 0 2 5 39 447 40 556
0 . 0 1 39 343 40 661
0 . 0 0 5 39 273 40 733
0 . 0 0 1 39 130 40 878
Table 3.4: The estimated probability of success p  for the binomial distribution,
estimated variance v of the binomial distribution, dispersion index /, and 
sample variance of the number of times each CPG point was hit for the 
random parallel design class S l s r s s  and systematic parallel design class 
Slsyss, under both plus-sampling (+) and minus-sampling (-).
5'7^ RS5+ S l sr ss- S l SYS5+ S lsyss-
P 0 . 1 9 3 0 . 1 9 7 0 . 1 9 5 0 . 1 9 3
2 0 2 6 . 9 2 14 8 4 0 . 2 0 1 0 8 2 . 3 5 13 9 7 6 . 5 6
V 1 5 5 4 . 2 7 1 5 8 7 . 7 0 1 5 7 0 . 4 8 1 5 5 7 , 2 7
I 52 1 6 2 . 8 0 373 8 6 5 . 1 0 27 5 6 6 . 6 5 358 9 9 3 . 3 5
Results were also generated fiom 9 999 simulations of the random parallel and 
systematic quadrat design classes Sqsrs2o and Sqsys2o, respectively. Random parallel 
quadrats are randomly distributed on the survey region and each quadrat has the same 
orientation with its sides running parallel to the coordinate axes. Both plus- and minus- 
sampling were used. For the design classes Sqsrs2o, 20 parallel sampler quadrats, each 
with dimensions 4 by 4 distance units, were generated per simulation. Similarly, for 
Sqsys2o, parallel systematic quadrat samplers, with the same dimensions as for Sqsrs2o, 
were generated at a 24 distance unit spacing apart, giving approximately 20 quadrats per 
simulation. The results of the simulations for Sqsrs2o and Sqsys2o are given in table 3.5. 
Figure 3.17 shows the total number of times each CPG point was hit by a sampler 
quadrat during the simulations, using both plus- and minus-sampling for the design 
class Sqsrs2o- Figure 3.18 illustrates the same for Sgsmo-
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Figure 3.17: The total number of times each CPG point was hit during 9 999 
simulations of the random parallel quadrat design class Sqsrss. Both 
minus-sampling (top) and plus-sampling (bottom) were used.
Under plus-sampling, all of the above-mentioned design classes should give even 
coverage probability, while minus-sampling should lead to under-sampling within the 
boundary region. Although the figures showing the distribution of total number of hits 
over the survey region are not always informative, the results in tables 3.5 roughly 
concur with this hypothesis, while those in table 3.4 do not. The dispersion index
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assumes the hits values are independently binomially distributed and these anomalies 
can be explained by violations of this assumption.
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Figure 3.18: The total number of times each CPG point was hit during 9 999 
simulations of the systematic quadrat design class Sqsvs20’ Both minus- 
sampling (top) and plus-sampling (bottom) were used.
These assumptions are violated in the following instances:
A: When samplers hit a series of points, and the hit values are not independent. A 
pathological example is when the orientation of line samplers runs parallel to either
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rows or columns of the CPG, as for S i^ rss and Slsyss. For any design, the shape of the 
sampler, its size relative to the CPG point spacing, and the relative orientation of the 
samplers to the CPG determine the scale of the dependence between hit values. This 
dependence leads to a sample variance that is smaller than the expected binomial 
variance.
Table 3.5: The estimated probability of success p  for the binomial distribution,
estimated vaiiance v of the binomial distribution, dispersion index I, and 
sample vaiiance of the number of times each CPG point was hit for the 
random parallel design class S qsssio and systematic parallel design class 
Sqsysio, under both plus-sampling (+) and minus-sampling (-).
S qsrS20+ S qsrS2(T S q s YS20+ SqsyS20~  I
p 0 . 0 2 7 0 . 0 2 9 0 . 0 2 8 0 . 0 2 7 5  1
2 6 2 . 6 4 1 8 4 7 . 9 7 2 3 8 . 0 5 5 1 8 . 6 5  I
V 2 6 6 . 9 0 2 8 6 . 0 3 269 . 82 2 6 7 . 6 8
i
I 39 3 6 1 . 4 4 258 4 2 7 . 2 2 35 2 8 9 . 2 3 77 5 0 0 . 4 1  1
One can attempt to counteract this dependence between hit values by:
1. Using a random rather than a systematic CPG. If a single random grid is used the
lack of independence given a sampler design whose orientation does not change 
between designs will remain. For a particulai" instance of the random CPG, the 
shape of the samplers, their orientation relative to the CPG points and the average 
number of points per sampler determine the scale of the dependence. If the CPG is 
dense, relative to the sampler area, there will be more dependence, but if it is too 
sparse, a laige number of simulations will be required to get a good estimate of 
coverage probability at each CPG point. A different random CPG for each instance 
of the design would overcome this problem. The potential lack of spatial spread of 
a random point CPG means it is less efficient in calculating coverage probability 
over the entire suivey region.
2. Randomly orientating the lines for each simulation. For each instance of the design
there with be dependence between points hit by the same sampler, but as the
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orientation changes the dependence between hit values is ‘smoothed over’. 
However, sometimes a specific rather than a random line orientation is required 
and this is not a viable solution.
3. Randomly orientating the systematic or random CPG is another computationally 
more intensive approach, which has the same effect as randomly orientating the 
samplers.
4. Using a dispersion index that takes into account the lack of independence between
some obsei-vations. For the random line sampling example, this would entail using
the coverage probability values at all points running in the same line direction, as a
single value. This would be an attempt to make the CPG vaiiance equivalent to a
binomial vaiiance. Another alternative is to compare the CPG variance to a
different type of variance that takes the dependence between certain sets of points
into account. For design classes, whose line samplers mn parallel to either rows or
columns of the CPG, the formula for calculating the dispersion index I  can be
modified to take account of the dependence between hit values of points along
rows or columns of the CPG. For S l s r s s  and S l s y s s ,  if I,i denotes the modified index 
2
then = (/• - 1 ) ~  (3.4), where r denotes the number of rows in the CPG, and sj
and are the sample and binomial vaiiance, respectively. These are calculated
using the hit values in a single CPG column. The index Id approximately follows a 
%^-distribution with r ~ l  degrees of freedom, so I  = cZr-i, where c is the number 
of columns in the CPG. The critical values for a ^^-distribution with (200 -  1) 
degrees of freedom are shown in table 3.6 and the value of the modified dispersion 
index Id for S l s r s s  and S l s y s s  is given in table 3.7.
B; When each individual sampler in the sampler set, conesponding to a realization of 
the design, is uniformly distributed on the survey region, then there exists the potential 
of sampler overlap. This violates the binomial assumption that for each trial the result is 
either a success (hit) or failure. The number of successes for points hit by more than one 
sampler during a design instance, which conesponds to a tiial, is greater than 1. This 
increases the sample variance s .^ Any sub-region of the survey region selected more
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than once would either be surveyed the number of times it was selected, or a single 
time, and the obsei^ations included the number of times the sampler was selected, to 
obtain the estimate of abundance. Currently, the hits and subsequently the coverage 
probabilities at each point in the CPG aie calculated for each sampler in the set 
conesponding to a design class realization. If a sub-region in which sampler overlap 
occurs is surveyed only once and the data included a single time for estimation 
purposes, the hits and coverage probability should be calculated for the total sub-aiea 
covered by the samplers rather than for each individual sampler. This should also be 
reflected by the effort value used, as the effective sampling intensity and hence the 
coverage probability will be reduced. If the sampler aiea covered is small in compaiison 
to the surface area of the survey region R, then this effect is negligible (i.e. one can 
ignore the effect of with-replacement sampler selection).
Table 3.6: The critical values at the different significance levels for the approximated 
-distribution with (200 -  1) degrees of fieedom.
100a% Critical value
significance level Lower tail Upper tail
0 . 0 5 168 234
0 . 0 2 5 162 241
0 . 0 1 156 249
0 . 0 0 5 151 254
0 . 0 0 1 143 266
Table 3.7: The modified dispersion index la and sample variance of the number of 
times each point in a column of the CPG was hit for the random paiallel 
design class S lsrss and systematic parallel design class S lsyss, under both 
plus-sampling (+) and minus-sampling (-).
S lsrss^ S lsrss~ S lsyss+ S lsyss" \
2 0 3 7 . 0 6 14 9 1 4 . 4 7 1 0 8 7 . 7 5 14 0 4 6 . 4 5  I
Id 2 6 0 . 8 1 1 8 6 9 . 3 2 1 3 7 . 8 3 1 7 9 4 . 9 7  1
When considering whether a design class gives even coverage probability, although 
some designs give a greater even-ness than would be expected under a binomial
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distribution, this is not a problem. The issue is not whether the hit values are binomially 
distributed, but whether the coverage probability is even. However, the increase in 
sample variance caused by sampler overlap is a problem, as the value of the dispersion 
index is inflated and misleading. A way around this is to test for even coverage
probability by applying the same design and sampler combination, using a single
sampler adjusted to give the same coverage probability as the original design.
Returning to the results in tables 3.4 and 3.5, tliree main conclusions can be drawn:
® When plus-sampling with a random design, as for example with S l s r s s  or S q s r s 2o, 
there is the compounded effect due to both sampler overlap and dependence 
between hit values. For S l s r s s  the overlap is the stronger effect, which increases the 
sample vaiiance leading to a significant result for I. This can be seen fiom the 
result for S l s r s s +  in table 3.7. For S q s r s s  the reduced surface area per sampler, 
combined with the reduced proportion of the survey region’s surface area sampled, 
leads to a non-significant dispersion index in this instance.
® When plus-sampling with a systematic design, as for example with Slsyss or Sqsys2o, 
there is no effect due to overlap, and it is dependence between hit values that
reduces the sample variance s .^ The hit values aie dependent not only for a single
sampler, but for the whole sampler set coixesponding to a single instance of a 
design. Thus the dependence is even greater than for a conesponding random 
design. For S q sy sl o , the effect is less pronounced, because the total quadrat sampler 
area is smaller, and consequently the dependence is also less.
© Whenever minus-sampling is used, the value of the dispersion index is highly 
significant. The effect of under-sampling at the boundaiy region is the main effect, 
which overrides any effects due to dependence between hit values or overlap. By 
selecting the CPG points in the interior of the survey region, i.e. R  -  Rg, the hit 
values coixesponding to those points can be used to calculate a dispersion index to 
test whether coverage probability is even when the sub-region affected by edge 
samplers is excluded. As an example, for Slsyss the value of I  was 18 438.44 when 
25 600 interior grid points were selected, for which the critical value is 25 971.93 at 
the 5% level indicating even coverage probability in the interior of R. When
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selecting interior CPG points, care must be taken in narrow sub-regions of iixegular 
survey regions to ensure that only interior points are chosen.
Having considered the coverage probability achieved by a number of design classes, the 
next section looks at the property of design classes concerned with the spatial 
distribution of the samplers. Unlike the coverage probability property that can only be 
estimated for design classes, sampler spread is a property of both design classes and 
individual design instances.
3.5 Sampler Spread
3,5.1 Estimating Indices of Sampler Spread by Simulation
Again a grid of points, referred to as the sampler spread grid (SSG), is used to estimate 
the spatial spread index xSfS) for a design class, or ÿs)  for a realization from the class. 
The index ^(s) is approximated by the quotient d I df, of the mean closest distances
d J  of the SSG points from the sampler set of the design of interest over those
y=i /
of its corresponding base design = ^ d y .  J  . The closest distance of grid point j  to
/=i /
the sampler set of interest and to those of its corresponding base design is denoted hydj 
and dbp respectively. Let J  denote the total number of grid points. The value of dj or dij 
is zero if grid point j  is hit by the sampler.
The mean of ^(s) over T  simulations gives the spatial spread index S(S) for a design 
class and the variance of ^(s) gives an indication of the consistency of the class with 
regal'd to spatial spread. As when calculating the coverage probabilities, an appropriate 
spacing must be chosen for the SSG. If SSG  is too fine the calculation of the sampler 
spread statistics is computationally intensive, whereas if SSG  is too coai’se, it will not 
interpret the spatial characteristics of the design class correctly. A good rule of thumb is 
to use an SSG  spacing of the same magnitude as the sampler width.
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A design, the construction of whose sampler is not possible in a non-convex region, is 
generated within the convex hull or minimum bounding rectangle of the survey region. 
However, the index of sampler spread for the design is calculated with respect to the 
original survey region. For non-convex regions the closest distance from a grid point to 
a sampler is allowed to run outside the boundaiy of the sui*vey region or stratum, unlike 
when coverage probabilities are estimated. When calculating the spatial spread statistics 
for a design class, the interest lies in the closest distances and not in any potential 
boundary interceptions required to traverse those distances.
Figure 3.19: A set of points (left) and its corresponding Voronoi diagram (right).
To compute the spatial spread indices requires the calculation of the distance between 
each SSG  point and the closest sampler. Computationally this is a type of nearest 
neighbour search, where for a given queiy point, its neaiest neighbour from a fixed set 
of points is found. For the puipose of calculating the spatial spread index, the SSG  
points constitute the query points and, for a point sampling design, the point samplers s 
make up the fixed set of points. A nearest neighbour search can be facilitated by the 
construction of a Voronoi diagram of s. The Voronoi diagram of a set of points s 
partitions space into regions (O’Rourke, 2001). As defined in section 2.9.1.2, for any 
point S; 6 s, the region for that s, consists of all points closer to Si than to any other point 
in s. Figure 3.19 shows a set of points and its corresponding Voronoi diagram. Once the 
Voronoi diagram has been constmcted, each sampler cell contains a cluster of SSG  
points that aie closest to that sampler. This removes the need to calculate the distance
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between each SSG  and sampler point pair to find the closest distances, which would be 
much more computationally intensive. The survey region boundary delimits those edge 
cells adjacent to it.
O’Rourke (2001) describes a number of different algorithms for computing the Voronoi 
diagram of a set of points. Of these, the plane sweep algorithm is detailed by Preparata 
& Shamos (1985). Given n points in the plane, this algorithm constructs the Voronoi 
diagram in time 0(nlog/i) in the worst case.
d t
Figure 3.20: Construction of Voronoi strips for a design based on a line sampler to 
facilitate the calculation of closest distances between SSG points and the 
sampler. For each sampler (bold solid lines), the half-distance dt to either 
Rmbr or the previous sampler is used to construct the first strip (vertical 
line fill), and the half-distance dR to either or the subsequent sampler 
is used to construct the second strip (horizontal line fill).
Similarly, a Voronoi diagram for line segments can be constmcted for those design 
classes Slsrs and Slsys based on discrete parallel line samplers. The Voronoi diagram is 
defined by the set of sampler lines. The distance from a point in the SSG to a line 
segment is defined as the distance from that point to the closest point on the segment. 
As the samplers are parallel, this simplifies the constmction of the Voronoi diagram. 
Each Voronoi cell constitutes a parallelogram strip. The minimum bounding rectangle 
R m b r  with the same orientation as the samplers delimits the top and bottom of the strips 
and either the left- or right-hand side of the edge cells. The remaining strip boundaries
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are defined by lines parallel to the samplers at a half-distance between successive 
samplers. Figure 3.20 illustrates the constmction of a Voronoi diagram for a Si^$ 
design.
Another application of Voronoi diagrams to wildlife populations is in the field of 
ecology. The survival of an individual is dependent on the number of neighbours it must 
compete with for food and light. Voronoi diagrams of forest species and territorial 
animals are used to investigate the effect of overcrowding (Pielou, 1977).
3.5.2 The Simulation Results
The spatial spread statistics were calculated by simulation for random line and point 
sampler design classes. The systematic line or point sampler design classes, equivalent 
in terms of effort expended to the random design class under consideration, were 
utilised as the base design classes, respectively. The spatial spread index for these 
systematic design classes or any instance from them always has a value of 1, and thus 
does not require any further consideration.
Figure 3.21: S lsr ss  (solid line segments) and its base design counterpart S l sy ss  (dashed 
line segments). The design instances giving from 1 000 simulations the 
minimum and maximum estimated value of ^ (s) are shown on the left and 
right, respectively.
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Results were generated from 1 000 simulations of the random parallel line design 
classes Slsrsm and their corresponding systematic base classes Sursk, where k  indicates 
the number of samplers. The results are given in table 3.8, and figure 3.21 shows S isrss 
and its corresponding base design class instance giving the minimum and maximum 
estimated value of ^s).
•  *
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Figure 3.22: Spsr$i6 (circles) and its base design counterpart Spsysjô (squares). The design 
instances giving from 1 000 simulations the minimum and maximum 
estimated value of ^s)  are shown on the left and right, respectively.
Results were generated from 1 000 simulations of the simple random point design 
classes and their corresponding systematic base classes SpsRSk, where k  indicates 
the number of samplers. The results are given in table 3.9, and figure 3.22 shows the 
SpsRSk and its corresponding base design class instance giving the minimum and 
maximum estimated value of ^ s).
For each set of design classes, the statistics shown in tables 3.8 and 3.9 include the 
minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation for the average d of the closest 
SSG distances to each design instance s, and the average dy of the closest SSG
distances to the base design Sb. These statistics are also shown for ^ s) = d I dy. The
closest distance statistics d and dy that lead to the minimum and maximum value of
^s) are given. These indicators of sample spread are described in 2.7.2 and defined in 
the previous section.
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Table 3.8: Spatial spread statistics generated from 1 000 simulations of SisRSk, where
the value of A: indicates the number of samplers generated for the design class.
5'Statistics S l s r s s S l s r s io
Min 3 . 4 0 4 1 . 3 1 6
d
Max 2 8 . 8 5 1 1 5 . 5 0 7
Mean 7 . 5 6 3 3 . 2 5 7
Stdev 3 . 3 2 1 1 . 4 2 2
Min 3 . 2 0 0 0 . 9 0 0
du
Max 4 . 1 8 3 1 . 1 3 0
Mean 3 . 5 3 9 0 . 9 7 9
Stdev 0 . 2 9 9 0 . 0 7 1
Min 0 . 8 8 4 1 . 2 6 7
^ ( s )
Max
Mean
8 . 3 8 5
2 . 1 4 9
1 5 . 5 8 8
3 . 3 4 2
Stdev 0 . 9 4 5 1 . 4 7 5
Min 0 0
dniin
Max 1 2 . 4 8 5 8 . 5 5 7
Mean 3 . 5 7 1 1 . 4 2 5
Stdev 3 . 2 5 9 1 . 7 1 8
Min 0 0
du niin
Max 1 7 . 0 8 1 7 . 8 0 2
Mean 4 . 0 4 0 1 . 1 2 4
Stdev 3 . 7 8 2 1 . 4 2 0
Min 0
d
Max 7 5 . 6 9 6 5 2 . 6 4 8
Mean 2 8 , 8 5 2 1 4 . 0 6 6
Stdev 2 4 . 9 1 5 1 7 . 0 9 5
Min 0 • 1
db max
Max 1 2 . 7 8 2 3 . 3 6 4
Mean 3 . 4 4 1 0 . 9 0 2
Stdev 3 . 0 1 4 0 . 9 9 8
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Table 3.9: Spatial spread statistics generated from 1 000 simulations of SpsRSk, where
the value of k indicates the number of point samplers generated.
Statistics SpSRSd S p sR S 16 SpSRS25
Min 1 8 . 3 1 4 9 . 0 5 5 5 . 8 3 6
d
Max 4 8 . 6 7 7 1 8 . 0 3 0 1 1 . 5 0 0
Mean 2 5 . 8 4 7 1 1 . 6 3 8 8 . 0 7 0
Stdev 4 . 0 4 8 1 . 2 7 6 0 . 9 5 8
Min 1 7 . 0 8 0 7 . 4 5 3 4 . 9 2 4
db
Max 2 6 . 5 7 7 1 0 . 3 6 0 6 . 5 3 1
Mean 2 0 . 6 3 2 8 . 4 4 8 5 . 6 7 5
Stdev 2 . 1 6 8 0 . 5 6 8 0 . 3 8 4
Min 0 . 7 4 0 0 . 9 7 5 1 . 1 3 6
Max 2 . 5 8 5 2 . 2 2 8 1 . 9 9 2
Mean 1 . 2 6 6 1 . 3 8 4 1 , 4 2 1
Stdev 0 . 2 3 7 0 . 1 7 7 0 . 1 2 9
Min 0 0 0
Max 4 7 . 2 5 4 3 1 . 9 3 4 2 3 . 1 4 0
Mean 1 9 . 0 0 7 1 0 . 0 1 4 6 . 5 5 9
Stdev 9 . 1 6 6 6 . 1 6 4 4 . 1 9 8
Min 0 1 . 3 7 9 0
d b mill
Max 6 2 . 0 8 6 2 9 . 6 6 3 1 6 . 6 4 6
Mean 2 5 . 6 7 2 1 0 . 2 6 9 5 . 7 7 3
Stdev 1 3 . 1 2 4 5 . 8 9 7 3 . 4 7 5
Min 0 0 0
d
Max 1 0 7 . 3 1 9 4 9 . 7 8 4 3 9 . 2 5 4
Mean 4 6 . 5 1 8 1 7 . 0 8 4 1 0 . 6 9 8
Stdev 2 6 . 4 0 5 1 2 . 7 1 4 8 . 7 4 5
Min 0 . 5 8 5 0 . 6 0 1 0
db max
Max 3 9 . 6 2 8 1 4 . 7 4 3 1 2 . 3 2 6
Mean 1 7 . 9 9 5 7 . 6 6 7 5 . 3 7 1
Stdev 8 . 1 2 9 3 . 6 4 9 2 . 8 0 4
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The results in both tables illustrate the increased variability in the closest distances for 
the design classes based on random ratlier than systematic samplers. As the number of 
samplers in the random design classes increases this leads to a decrease in the 
variability of the average d of the closest SSG  distances to each design instance s. 
However, there is an even greater decrease in the average dy for the conesponding base
designs, thus the spatial spread index ^{s) given hy d I dy shows an increase on average 
as the number of samplers increases. The spatial distribution of samplers also affects the 
cost of movement between sampling locations. This is considered in the next section.
3.6 The Cost of Moving between Sampling Locations
3.6.1 Estimating Cost of Movement Indices by Simulation
The actualization of any sui-vey has an associated cost. The focus here is on the cost 
incurred either by obsei-ver movement, during the sampling period, or by observer 
movement between sampling locations. The cost per unit distance for on- and off- effort 
movement differs between sampling surveys. Hence, it is only possible to calculate an 
indicator of that cost, rather than an estimate of the cost itself. Indicators presented in 
this thesis include the combined distance travelled on- and off-effort, as well as the on- 
effoit distance covered. The relative proportion of these two indicators is also given. 
For sampling designs based on points, the distance covered per sampling point or 
quadrat is also used as an indicator. No attempt is made to quantify the cost associated 
with the actual sampling procedure.
Let Ci(s) denote the total distance travelled, and the total on-effort distance 
travelled, for a realization s from a design class S. Let Cq{s) -  Ce(s) / C l(s) denote the 
quotient giving the proportion of on-effort distance travelled to the total distance 
covered. If the total distance travelled comprises a closed path, then this is denoted by 
Crtis) (TL = travel loop). The corresponding quotient denoted by Cql(s) is equal to
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CfiCsj / Ctl(s). The total distance travelled per sampling point or quadrat is denoted by 
Ctp{s) (TP = travel per point). An indicator of the expected cost and variability in cost 
associated with the various movement components of S can be obtained by calculating 
the mean and the variance of the quantities Cj(s)j Ctl(s), and Ce(s) over T  simulations. 
The mean values of Cy/sj, Cq(s) and Cqiis) over T  simulations give an indication of the 
expected relative efficiency achieved by the design class, while the variance values 
show how these fluctuate for the design class.
For a point or quadrat sampler design, there is no travel distance associated with the 
sampling period (assuming small quadrats), although there is effort at the point 
measured in time rather than distance. This time will have an associated cost, just as the 
time to cover a distance has, but only the distance Ctl(s) is calculated. For continuous 
line sampling designs talcing place in convex regions, Ci(s) = so C q(s) is always 
equal to one. This is optimal, as no time is wasted on movement between samplers. 
However, for continuous and other line sampling designs, if the observers are expected 
to return to the starting location, then C tl(s)  and C ql(s)  are also calculated. For various 
line sampling designs, these quantities can be calculated and compar ed, especially with 
regard to the proximity of C q{s) and C ql(s) to one.
As defined in section 2.2, S = {5/, S2 , ..., Sa'} the set of K  sampler sets. Now let s = {Si, 
S2 , ..., Sz} denote a sampler set constituted of Z points, lines, or quadrats. Point and 
quadrat designs are equivalent for the purpose of calculating distance cost, as the 
distances to the centroids of the quadrats are used for these calculations. Thus, only the 
formulae for points are presented.
For point or quadrat sampling designs, Ctl(s) is given by the shortest path between all 
the sampler points or quadrat centroids that passes through each of the sampling 
locations once. For this purpose a weighted graph is constructed. The points constitute 
its vertices, and the edges are formed by connecting each vertex with all the other 
vertices. The weight associated with each edge is the distance between the two vertices 
connected by the edge. The problem is then equivalent to the well-known travelling
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salesman problem (TSP). The TSP aims to find the cycle of minimum cost that visits all 
of the vertices of the graph exactly once. With a point or quadrat sampler survey, such a 
cyclic path is especially useful if the observer’s movement is made more efficient by a 
start and end position that coincide. As the path is cyclical, any point can be chosen as 
the starting point. Thus, an easily accessible point conveniently located, for instance, 
within easy reach of a road, base-camp, or other facilities, might be selected. For 
multiple observers, the surwey region can be partitioned to expedite the sampling 
process, with each observer covering the shortest path passing through each of the 
sampling locations, for the set of points falling within their partition. The same 
approach can be employed in cases where it is only possible to cover a subset of points 
in the survey region during a single survey day. Although the TSP solution is a good 
measure of the travel costs associated with a point or quadrat sampling design, there is a 
slight disadvantage. All exact algorithms for this problem require exponential time. 
Hence, finding a solution for a large nuiuber of sampling locations is intractable. 
However, sampling locations generally number tens rather than hundreds or thousands 
and thus this approach is feasible. Algorithms that provide approximate solutions exist 
for larger problems. The approach to solving the TSP problem is detailed in section 
3.6.2.
The total distance travelled per sampling point or quadrat Ctp(s) permits comparisons of 
point or quadrat sampling designs with different numbers of samplers. It is in a sense 
the equivalent of the Cq(s) and Cql(s) efficiency indicators calculated for line sarupling 
designs. For point or quadrat sampling designs, the value of Ctp(s) will be a function of 
the number of samplers generated and the particular survey region. However, a small 
value for Crp(s) indicates a more efficient design, rather than a value in close proximity 
to one, as for the C q(s)  and Cql(s) efficiency indicators.
For a line sampling design Ce(s) = L(s), where L(.) gives the length of the lines in a line
z
sampler set. Thus,L(s) = where denotes the length (or distance along the
2=1
sampler) of line sampler s^ . Now, Ci{s) is given by Ce(s) plus the sum of the shortest
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distances interconnecting the end points of the line samplers. A line sampler may be a 
multi-part line. It is assumed that the segments constituting a multi-part sampler are 
sui-veyed in succession, because frequently they will form a sampling unit. In this case, 
the extremes of the aggregation of lines form the end points of the sampler. This is 
taken into account when determining the shortest path between samplers. The TSP 
algorithm is not suitable in this case, as the observers are constrained to travel along the 
sampler lines themselves, and not just between the extreme points that define these 
samplers. For the purpose of designing line sampling designs, a design axis that spans 
the survey region, as defined in section 3.3.1, is used to orientate the samplers. In 
practice, observers move from one extrerue of this axis to the other, traversing the 
sampler lines as they go. To measure cost due to distance travelled, an algorithm that 
connects the end points of the sampler lines, moving from one extreme of the design 
axis to the other, is used. Figure 3.23 illustrates a multi-part sampler and two different 
paths that could be followed to actualize the survey. Note that for continuous line 
sampling designs within a convex region Cjis) = Cj^s) = L(s) = du as the design is 
comprised of a single line sampler. A cyclic path C tl(s)  is also calculated in this 
instance. The algorithm that finds the paths is presented in section A.20 of appendix A.
If the suiwey line follows a closed shape, e.g. a survey along the boundary of a 
rectangle, then observers automatically return to the starting point. For other types of 
line sampler design Ctl(s) is found by considering the length of potential Ci(s) distances 
plus the additional shortest distance between the survey end and starting points. Another 
alternative that provides a path, which is approximately closed, is to cover two sets of 
line samplers, one on the ‘outward’ journey, and the second on the ‘return’. This 
alternative provides better spatial spread, but also increases the sur-vey cost. For 
continuous and discrete line sampling designs obseiwers may or may not return to their 
starting points. Providing both Ci(s) and Ctl(s), as well as their corresponding 
proportional on-effort quotients, facilitates comparisons between them, whatever the 
protocol for a particular' survey.
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StartA
EndAf
PathAPathB
y  EndBStartB
Figure 3.23: A survey region R and a discrete line sampling design. The left-most 
sampler is a multi-part line made up of two segments. The endpoints of 
each sampler are designated by diamonds. The dashed line shows the 
shortest path (PathA -  between StartA and EndA) between the samplers. 
Ct{s) equals the length of this path. Another possible path (PathB -  
between StartB and EndB), which is, however, not the shortest is shown by 
the dotted line. In this example, the combined length of PathA plus the 
distance between its start and end point is the same as the corresponding 
measure for PathB. Thus, the length of either of the cyclic paths gives the 
value of C tl(s).
Like-sampler design classes are compared with respect to the mean and variance of 
Ci{s), Ctl(s), Ctp(s), Ct{s), Cq(s) or Cql(s), for those quantities that are calculable for the 
design class in question. However, for none of the design classes is the cost of getting to 
the first sampling location or returning from the last taken into account. This cost can 
only be determined on an individual basis for each design class and survey region 
combination. It cannot be generalized over all survey regions for any given design class.
The next section considers the Travelling Salesman Problem used in the calculation of 
the shortest path between point or quadrat samplers.
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3.6.2 The Travelling Salesman Problem
Consider a weighted graph G = (V,E), where the vertices V = {vj, V2, v„] link
together to form the set of edges E, where each pair of vertices (v,-, Vj) is connected by an 
edge €y. Given a weighted graph G the travelling salesman problem (TSP) aims to find 
the cycle of minimum cost that visits all of the vertices V of the graph exactly once. The 
edges E  connect the vertices and each edge has an associated weight or cost. If the 
weights for any given pair of vertices is the same in both directions of travel then the 
graph is symmetric, otheiwise it is asymmetric. A path that visits each node of the graph 
exactly once, returning to tlie staiting node is refened to as an Hamiltonian cycle.
The TSP can be solved by using the branch-and-bound technique that performs an 
exhaustive search to find an optimal solution. The TSP is an inherently combinatorial 
problem that can be expressed as an integer programming problem, where a linear 
hi notion is optimized subject to linear constraints and the requirement that the vaiiables 
have integer values (Goodman & O’Rourke, 1997). Branch-and-bound is one 
algorithmic method that is applied to this type of linear programming problem.
To solve the TSP the branch-and-bound algorithm explores the branches of a tree 
stmcture. The tree is a conceptual data structure that is hequently used in algorithmics. 
It is defined as an undirected graph for which there is a unique path between any given 
pair of nodes. The tree is said to be a rooted tree with root r, if there exists a vertex r 
such that every other vertex can be reached fi'om r by a unique path (Brassard & 
Bratley, 1988). One of the vertices in V  is designated as the root of the tree. At each 
vertex in the tree the bound on the possible length of the paths further down in the tree 
is calculated. These bounds aie used to prune some branches of the tree, i.e. discard 
potential paths that are cleaily not going to be optimal. A simplistic example tree is 
shown in figure 3.24. For fiiither details of how the branch-and-bound technique can be 
used to solve the TSP see Brassard & Bratley (1988). Brassard & Bratley maintain that 
this algorithm cannot be implemented recursively. It has, however, been implemented in 
exactly such a manner to present the results in the following two sections. The
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algorithm is a modified version of an algorithm presented in a book on discrete 
optimization algorithms by Syslo et al. (1983). The algorithm is presented in section 
A.21 of appendix A. For an asymmetiic directed graph with n vertices there are (/î-1)! 
distinct Hamiltonian cycles. Thus, the worst-case time complexity of this algorithm 
could be as bad as 0(M !) and the execution time of the branch-and-bound algorithm 
grows exponentially with the size of the graph G. It is computationally intensive to 
obtain an exact solution for the TSP for graphs with more than approximately 40 
vertices.
Bound value = El
Bound value = B4
Bound value -  B3
Vi  >  V3-> V2 >  V4 >  Vjf
Total path cost = C3
V/ ->  V3"> V4 ->  V2 VI
Total path cost = C4
Vjr ->  V2 ->  Vj ->  V./ >  V/ 
Total path cost = Cl
V/ - > V 2- > V 4- > V 3- >  Vi
Total path cost = 02
Figure 3.24: A simplistic tree that might be constructed during the execution of a 
branch-and-bound algorithm to find the shortest path through 4 vertices. In 
this example the right-most branch has not been expanded. This occurs if 
the branch is pruned, because its bound value is greater than a bound or 
total path cost value, calculated previously for other branches before that 
branch is examined.
Currently, the locations are passed to the TSP software in a random order. The 
efficiency of the software could be improved by a more judicious selection of the order
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of the point locations. If a point ordering that leads to a good solution is found early on 
during the execution of the algorithm, then many branches need not be explored at all. 
If a peipendiculai- line were dropped from the points onto the design axis, then, for 
example, the points could be ordered according to their perpendicular intersection with 
the design axis, and this may lead to an improvement in the execution time of the 
algorithm.
Mehlhom (1984, p. 145) states that for a graph containing n nodes, i.e. for n points in 
the plane, a path at most twice the length of the optimal path can be found in time 
0(«log«). The algorithm uses the minimum spanning tree as a tool in finding the 
approximate solution to the TSP problem. For n points in the plane, a minimum 
spanning tree is a tree of minimum total length whose vertices are the given points. It 
commonly features in applications involving networks (Preparata & Shamos, 1985).
The results stated in the previous paragraph aie used in the implementation of heuristic 
algorithms that find approximate solutions to the TSP. The solution found by such an 
algorithm may be optimal or it could be aititraiily bad. Some heuristic TSP algorithms 
require as input an initial path between the locations. If the initial path is selected 
carefully, then this increases the chances of a reasonable solution, as the results of the 
algorithm are dependent on this input. Such extensions to the TSP component of the 
automated survey design softwaie should be considered if the optimal paths for more 
than 40 locations is required.
3.6.3 The Simulation Results
The travel and number of sampler statistics were calculated by simulation for random 
and systematic line and point sampler design classes. As described in section 3.3.7, to 
facilitate compaiisons between random and systematic sampler classes an attempt to 
generate the same number of samplers for each realization for both of the classes is 
made. When this is not feasible, the aim is use a systematic class for whom the number
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of samplers generated on average is approximately equal to the comparative random 
design class.
Results were generated from 1 000 simulations of the random parallel and systematic 
line design classes Slsrs^  and Slsysu, respectively, where k  indicates the sampling 
intensity. The results are given in table 3.10, and figure 3.25 shows the minimum and 
maximum Ctl for the design class S i^ rss-
Figure 3.25: The on-effort (solid line segments) and off-effort (dashed line segments) 
tracklines for a random parallel line sampling design class with 5 sampler 
lines. The tracklines giving the minimum and maximum from the 1 000 
simulations Ctl are shown on the left and right, respectively.
Table 3.10: Travel and number of sampler statistics generated from 1 000 simulations 
for random parallel and systematic line design classes StsRSk and SisYSk, 
respectively, where A: = 5 or 10. For 5/^5* the value of A: indicates the number of 
samplers generated for each realization from the design class, and for Slsysm it 
indicates a systematic spacing that gives approximately k  sampler lines on 
average. For these examples, it was possible to find a systematic spacing that 
gave the required number of samplers for each realization of the design. The 
statistics include the mi mi mum, maximum, mean and standard deviation for the
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on-effort Ce( s) and total tiavel distance covered Crfs), the proportion of on- 
effort to total travel distance Cgfs), the total cyclic travel distance covered 
Ctl(s), the proportion of on-effort to total cyclic travel distance C ql(s), and the 
total line sampler length L„(s). The cost of movement indicators are defined in
3.6.1, and L„{s) is defined in 3.3.7.
Travel Statistics S lsrss Sj^YSS SuRSlO S lsysio
Min 500 500 1 000 1 000
Max 500 500 1 000 1 000
Mean 500 500 1 000 1 000
Stdev 0 0 0 0
Min 5 1 2 . 0 5 5 0 4 . 4 2 1 0 2 5 . 2 4  j 1 090
Max 5 9 9 . 2 9 5 9 9 . 5 0 1 0 9 9 . 9 2 1 090
Mean 567 .5 5 6 6 . 8 2 1 0 8 1 . 8 8 1 090
Stdev 1 7 . 5 8 7 1 7 . 8 5 1 1 . 1 2 9 9 0
Q W
Min 0 . 8 3 4 0 . 8 3 4 0 . 9 0 9 0 . 9 1 7
Max 0 . 9 7 6 0 . 9 9 1 0 . 9 7 5 0 . 9 1 7
Mean 0 . 8 8 2 0 . 8 8 3 0 . 9 2 4 0 . 9 1 7
Stdev 0 . 0 2 7 9 0 . 0 2 8 3 0 . 0 0 9 6  I 0
Min 6 1 2 . 7 8 6 0 4 . 5 2 1 0 5 0 . 4 8 1 180
Max 7 4 0 . 2 1 7 4 0 , 5 6 1 1 9 9 . 8 5  j 1 180
Mean 6 8 9 . 0 8 6 8 8 . 0 4 1 1 6 3 . 7 5  1 1 180
Stdev 2 6 . 7 7 2 7 . 1 5 2 2 . 2 5 9 8  0
C ql(s )
Min 0 . 6 7 6 0 . 6 7 5 0 . 8 3 3  0 . 8 4 8
Max 0 . 8 1 6 0 . 8 2 7 0 . 9 5 2  : 0 . 8 4 8
Mean 0 . 7 2 7 0 . 7 2 8 0 . 8 6 0 . 8 4 8
Stdev 0 . 0 2 8 8 0 . 0 2 9 2 0 . 0 1 6 7 0
L n (s )
Min 5 5 10 10
Max 5 5 10 10
Mean 5 5 10 10
i
Stdev 0 0 0 I 0
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Results were generated from 1 000 simulations of the simple random point and 
systematic point grid design classes SpsRsk and SpsYSk, respectively, where k  indicates the 
sampling intensity. The results are given in table 3.11 and figure 3.26 shows the 
minimum and maximum Ctl for the design classes Sp^gg a^nd Spsksp-
Table 3.11: Travel and number of sampler statistics generated from 1 000 simulations 
for a simple random point sampling design class SpsRSk and a systematic point 
grid design class SpsYSk, where /c = 9,16 or 25. For SpsRSk the value o f t  indicates 
the number of point samplers generated for each realization from the design 
class, and for SpsYSk it indicates a systematic spacing that gives approximately k  
sampler points on average. For these examples it was possible to find a 
systematic spacing that gave the required number of samplers for each 
realization of the design classes Spsysm and Spsys2s> The statistics include the 
mimimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation for the total cyclic fravel 
distance C tl(s)  between the sampler points, the cyclic travel distance per 
sampler point C tp(s)  and the number of point samplers P„(s). The cost of 
movement indicators aie defined in 3.6.1, and P„(s) is defined in 3.3.7.
Travel Statistics SpSRS9 SpSYS9 j SpSRSlô SpSYS16 SpSRS25 SpsYS25
C tl(s)
Min 1 5 3 . 4 5 150 2 4 9 . 2 3 400 3 4 8 . 1 2 4 7 6 . 5 2
Max 3 6 7 . 4 4 3 5 3 . 0 3  ' 4 8 3 . 2 9
I
400 4 8 7 . 4 6 675
Mean 2 7 3 . 3 3 2 7 5 . 1 7 3 4 8 . 2 3 400 4 2 1 . 0 2 5 4 3 . 5 9
Stdev 3 4 . 8 6 7 3 . 7 9  1 3 2 . 6 4 0 2 8 . 4 6 6 4 . 5 8
C tp(s)
Min 1 7 . 0 5 3 7 . 5 0  i 1 5 . 5 8 25 1 3 . 9 3 1 8 . 7 5
Max
Mean
4 0 . 8 3
3 0 . 3 7
3 9 . 2 3  j 3 0 . 2 1  
3 8 . 2 8  i 2 1 . 7 6
25
25
1 9 . 5 0
1 6 . 8 4
1 9 . 0 6
1 8 . 8 7
Stdev 3 . 8 7 0 . 8 6  ; 2 . 0 4 0 1 . 1 4 0 . 1 5 2
Pn(s)
Min 9 4 1 16 16 25 25
Max 9 9 j 16 16 25 36
Mean 9 7 . 1 5 16 16 25 2 8 . 8 3
Stdev 0 1 . 7 7 0 0 0 3 . 6 1
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Figure 3.26: The minimum (dashed line segments) and maximum (solid line segments) 
Ctl paths (over 1 000 simulations) for a simple random point sampling 
design class with 9 point samplers (left) and a systematic point grid 
sampling design class with a grid spacing of 33 distance units (right).
For this particular combination of design classes and survey region there is not a 
considerable difference in the performance of the random versus the systematic design 
classes with regard to the cost of travel. Generally, however, the mean values of the 
travel statistics will be comparable for the systematic and its corresponding non- 
systematic design class, but the statistics will be much more variable for the non- 
systematic design. Thus, given a limited amount of effort the systematic design class 
facilitates planning and is additionally often simpler to implement in the field.
In the simulations, the conceptual graph used to solve the TSP problem has been 
constructed as an undirected graph with the distance between a given pair of points as 
the edge weights. Thus the cost of travel between two locations is equated to the 
distance between them and the assumption is made that this cost is equivalent in both 
directions. If the cost of travel is determined not only by the distance, but by other 
factors, then a directed graph with asymmetric weights assigned to the two directions 
can be used. Features such as tidal currents in marine surveys, wind direction in aerial
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surveys, or elevation in tenestrial surveys that influence the cost can be taken into 
account. Similarly, the shortest distance between two points may not always be the most 
cost efficient, for example in dense vegetation using some pre-existing paths rather than 
the shortest route between two locations may be more efficient. The edge weights can 
be tuned to suit the practical reality of a particular survey region. These modifications 
can be handled by the software, which finds the TSP path.
Section 3.6.4 considers the cost of movement for an example aerial line transect survey.
3.6.4 All Aerial Systematic Line Transect Survey
This section presents an example of a systematic line sampling design. The automated 
design software was used to investigate the properties of the systematic line sampling 
design class. This sampling design was used for an aerial survey of porpoise, common 
dolphins and seals in and around St Andrews bay in eastern Scotland. The survey region 
(shown in figure 3.27) comprises the nearer St Andrews bay region that has been 
extended in an easterly direction out past Bell rock; a physical feature suiTounded by 
some pockets of deeper water that are of interest with regard to distribution of 
cetaceans. The survey region has a section missing due to a no-fly zone around Buddon 
Ness, just below Carnoustie.
The survey region does not have great geographic extent (just under 1 000 square 
kilometres) and can be covered by a small survey plane in a single flight. The airplane 
permits a total flight time coiTesponding to approximately 250 Idlometres (excluding 
the flight time to and from the landing strip at Fife Ness, just down the coast). The 
sui*vey plane facilitates movement between the systematically spaced survey lines, but it 
is still efficient to spend as much of the 250 kilometres flight time on-effort surveying, 
rather than on moving between the sampler lines. The automated survey design 
software provides the statistics that help decide on a suitable systematic line spacing, 
which leads to an efficient design under the 250 kilometres flight distance constraint.
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Figure 3.27: The on-effort (solid line segments) and off-effort (dashed line segments) 
tracklines for a 5 kilometre systematic line spacing. The tracklines giving 
the minimum and maximum Ct from 1 000 simulations are shown on the 
left and right, respectively.
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Figure 3.28: The on-effort (solid line segments) and off-effort (dashed line segments) 
tracklines for a 6 kilometre systematic line spacing. The tracklines giving 
the minimum and maximum Cji. from 1 000 simulations are shown on the 
left and right, respectively.
Statistics were generated for systematic line design classes SjLsm, where A: = 3,4,4.5, 5, 
5.5, 6, or 6.5, which indicates the systematic spacing in kilometres between the sampler 
lines. The results from 1 000 repetitions of survey designs from those classes are given 
in table 3.12. The Transverse Mercator projection was used for the calculations and all 
distances were measured in kilometres. Section 2.9.3 provides an overview of map
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projections and more detail is given in appendix B. The survey designs are placed 
approximately paiallel to a suspected population gradient emanating out from the coast.
Table 3.12: Travel statistics generated from 1 000 simulations for systematic line 
design classes Stsrsk, where k  indicates a 3, 4, 4.5, 5, 5.5, 6, or 6.5 kilometre 
spacing between samplers. The statistics include the minimum, maximum, 
mean and standard deviation for the on-effort and total travel distance 
covered, their proportion to one another, the total cyclic travel distance 
covered and the proportion of the on-effort to the total cyclic travel distance.
Travel Statistics S l S¥S3 S lS Y S 4 S lSYS4.S S l sy ss S lSYS5.S S i j Y s e S lSYS6,S
min 3 2 7 . 5 6 2 3 6 . 3 5 2 0 6 . 5 8 1 8 4 . 4 3 1 6 9 . 7 1 1 5 2 . 8 1 1 4 6 . 7 4
max 3 3 3 . 3 7 2 5 4 . 5 0 2 2 8 . 7 8 2 0 5 . 7 6 1 8 9 . 7 4 1 7 6 . 1 8 1 5 9 . 5 2
mean 3 2 9 . 1 3 2 4 6 . 6 3 2 1 9 . 4 7 1 9 7 . 5 7 1 7 9 . 5 7 1 6 4 . 5 5 1 5 1 . 8 3
stdev 1 . 3 5 5 . 5 9 7 . 5 2 5 . 9 9 4 . 1 2 1 0 . 2 0 3 . 7 5
C/a:)
min 3 7 3 . 8 2 2 7 0 . 5 0 2 4 9 . 3 3 2 2 0 . 5 3 2 1 7 . 0 5 1 8 3 . 6 7 1 8 2 . 1 1
max 3 8 8 . 9 4 3 0 0 . 9 1 2 7 6 . 3 0 2 4 8 . 8 0 2 4 5 . 5 2 2 2 0 . 4 4 2 0 3 . 7 7
mean 3 7 9 . 2 5 2 9 2 . 8 4 2 6 3 . 9 1 2 4 1 . 9 4 2 2 4 . 8 2 2 0 8 . 5 9 1 9 2 . 9 2
stdev 3 . 2 4 6 . 8 6 8 . 2 1 8 . 6 3 7 . 5 3 9 . 7 5 7 . 7 0
Q W
min 0.  852 0 . 8 1 5 0 . 7 7 9 0 . 7 9 8 0 . 7 4 9 0 . 7 5 7 0 . 7 5 4
max
mean
0 . 8 7 9
0 . 8 6 8
0 . 8 7 4  
0 . 842
0 . 8 5 7
0 . 8 3 2
0 . 8 3 7
0 . 8 1 7
0 . 8 2 2
0 . 7 9 9
0 . 8 3 3
0 . 7 8 8
0 . 8 1 9
0 . 7 8 8
stdev 0 . 0 0 5 7 0 . 0 1 8 0 . 0 2 0 4 0 . 0 1 2 7 0 . 0 2 3 8 0 . 0 1 8 6 0 . 0 2 5 2
C tl(s)
min 4 1 6 . 7 5 3 1 0 . 5 4 2 8 1 . 9 8 2 6 1 . 8 1 2 5 9 . 6 1 2 1 5 . 6 8 2 1 6 . 6 0
max 4 3 7 . 0 3 3 4 3 . 3 6 3 2 5 . 2 6 2 8 5 . 0 1 2 8 4 . 8 5 2 6 2 . 8 3 2 4 3 , 5 1
mean 4 2 8 . 4 7 3 3 7 . 8 5 3 0 4 . 8 3 2 7 9 . 0 6 2 6 5 . 7 6 2 4 6 . 4 7 2 2 7 . 3 3
stdev 4 . 2 7 8 . 9 4 1 2 . 9 9 6 . 8 2 6 . 6 5 1 5 . 0 9 7 . 9 5
^ q l ( s )
min 0 . 7 5 3 0 . 7 0 2 0 . 6 8 6 0 . 6 7 5 0 . 6 3 6 0 . 6 4 0 0 . 6 3 0
max 0 . 7 8 9 0 . 7 6 1 0 . 7 4 0 0 . 7 3 0 0 . 6 9 0 0 . 7 1 0 0 . 6 9 3
mean 0 . 7 6 8 0 . 7 3 0 0 . 7 2 1 0 . 7 0 8 0 . 6 7 6 0 . 6 6 8 0 . 6 6 7
stdev 0 . 0 0 9 4 0 . 0 1 3 4 0 . 0 1 9 0 0 . 0 1 1 7 0 . 0 1 5 7 0 . 0 1 0 6 0 . 0 1 9 9
3^#
If the constraints of the survey require the airplane to return to its start point then a 
spacing of approximately 6 kilometres is most appropriate. This can be seen from the 
cyclic travel distance for the design class Sisys6 estimated by the mean of C tl(s), which 
equals 246.47 kilometres, just less than the stated limit of 250 kilometres. The tracklines 
giving the extreme values for Cr/, are illustrated in figure 3.28. Otherwise, if the return 
of the airplane to its start point is not a requirement, an approximately 5 kilometre 
systematic line spacing is more efficient. For the design class Sisyss this is indicated by 
Cj{s) and its associated larger mean quotient Cq(s). The tracklines giving the extreme 
values for Cr are illustrated in figure 3.27. The total flight track calculations do not take 
into account the no-fly zone (as can be seen in the right-hand illustration of figure 3.28), 
which in this example would only add a couple of kilometres to the distance totals. The 
travel statistics only give an indication of cost. If this survey region were to be covered 
by a vessel rather than an airplane the statistics would be calculated from tracklines that 
cross land. This would, similarly, lead to travel statistics that do not entirely reflect all 
the physical constraints associated with the survey region and the mode of survey. In 
practice, the general software could be tuned to take into consideration such constraints.
No-fly zone '
Landing strip
No-flv zone I
Landing strip
Figure 3.29; The on-effort (solid line segments) and off-effort (dashed line segments) 
tracklines for a random parallel line sampling design class with 8 sampler 
lines. The tracklines giving the minimum and maximum Ct from 1 000 
simulations are shown on the left and right, respectively.
If Slsyss is selected as the design class from which survey plans are to be generated, then 
the travel statistics for the corresponding non-systematic design class can also be
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calculated for the sake of compaiison. The random parallel line sampling design class 
with 8 line samplers is the corresponding design and its travel statistics are shown in 
table 3.13. For this design class, figure 3.29 shows illustrations of the two extreme 
travel statistics for Cr. The estimates of the travel statistics for the design classes, given 
by the mean values, are comparable for the systematic and its corresponding non- 
systematic design class, but the tiavel statistics aie much more variable for the non- 
systematic design. Thus, for this particulai" example, and for other systematic versus 
non-systematic design classes, the systematic design class facilitates planning and 
actualizing the survey for a set amount of survey effort.
Table 3.13; Travel statistics generated from 1 000 simulations for a random parallel 
line sampling design class with 8 line samplers. The statistics include the 
minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation for the on-effort Cl{s) and 
total tiavel distance covered C i(s), their proportion to one another C q(s), the 
total cyclic travel distance covered C tl(s) and the proportion of the on-effort to 
the total cyclic tiavel distance C ql(s).
c / g ) C tl(s) ^Ql(s)
Min 1 3 1 . 9 0 1 7 0 . 0 4 0 . 7 1 8 2 0 8 . 8 1 0 . 5 9
Max 2 6 2 . 0 7 2 7 7 . 4 0 0 . 9 5 1 3 1 3 . 6 5 0 . 9 1
Mean 1 9 9 . 9 5 2 3 8 . 6 2 0 . 8 3 7 2 7 3 . 5 7 0 . 7 3
Stdev 2 0 . 8 5 0 1 8 . 8 8 0 0 . 0 3 6 1 7 . 3 8 0 0 . 0 4 7
If this survey region were tenestrial, then a point sampling design would be a possible 
choice. Under this scenaiio, the simple random point sampling design class Spsrsio with 
10 point samplers can be compaied to a systematic point grid design class S p s y s io  with a 
10 kilometre regular point grid spacing. For Spsysio, the number of point samplers P„(s) 
generated for each instance of the design vaiies, but the mean number is approximately 
10 point samplers. The statistics and illustrations aie shown in table 3.14 and figure 
3.30, respectively.
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Table 3.14: Travel statistics generated from 1 000 simulations for a simple random 
point sampling design class Spsrsio with 10 point samplers and a systematic point 
grid design class Spsysio with a 10 kilometre grid spacing. The statistics for the total 
cyclic travel distance C t l ( s )  between the sampler points, the cyclic travel distance 
per sampler point C tp ( s )  and the number of point samplers P„(s) are shown.
Travel Statistics SpsRSIO S p s y s io
C t l ( s )
min 5 5 .  9 5 8 0 . 0 0
max 1 2 8 . 4 3 1 3 4 . 1 4
mean 9 3 . 1 7 1 0 3 . 6 0
stdev 1 1 . 3 3 1 5 . 8 3
C tp ( s )
min 5 .  6 0 1 0
max 1 2 . 8 4 1 1 . 3 8
mean 9 . 3 2 1 0 . 5 5
stdev 1 . 1 3 0 . 3 5
P n ( s )
min 1 0 8
max 1 0 1 3
mean 1 0 9 . 8 4
stdev 0 1 . 5 7
No-fly zone
Landing strip Landing strip
Figure 3.30: The minimum (dashed line segments) and maximum (solid line segments) 
Ctl paths from 1 000 simulations for a systematic point grid sampling 
design class with a 10 kilometre grid spacing (left) and a simple random 
point sampling design class with 10 point samplers (right).
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3.7 The Sample Estimates
3.7.1 Evaluating Survey Design Efficiency for Estimating Population Abundance
111 this section and in chapter 4, the bias, variance, and mean square error of the 
abundance estimates are calculated, to compare different survey designs applied to 
various known population densities. The quantities are either calculated analytically, or 
estimated by simulation if an analytic approach is not feasible.
The total number of survey design simulations is denoted by T, as defined in section
3.4.1. Let Nf denote the abundance estimate obtained from the simulation over a
known population density. Then the bias, variance and the mean square error (MSB) 
can be estimated by simulation using the following formulae:
—  1 ^
(3.5)
B{N)  = N - N  (3.6)
= (3.7)
■* /=!
MSE(N)  = ^ ' ^ ( N , - N f  (3.8)
i  t-\
The MSE  is equal to the squared estimated bias plus estimated variance as shown:
MSE(N)  = - ' ^ ( N , - N Ÿ  - ^ + ' ^ - N Ÿ
T' f=l T
= ^ x [ ( i v ,  ~ N f  + 2 ( N , - N ) ( N - N )  + ( N - N f
= èS (^ <
 ^ /=1 ^  M l f  M l
■' /=1 M l
= V (N ) + B(N)^+2B(iV)
= y  ( # ) + # ( # ) "
N - N
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Ill this chapter the performance of random versus systematic samplers are compaied 
with regard to estimator precision. As described in section 2.8, for locations ii(x,y) 
throughout the survey region R, the population density is given by D(u), \ /u e  R , Here 
it is assumed that the population density is known, in reality it would have to be 
estimated. The total population size N  can be found by means of equation 2.5. The 
continuous case Hoi^vitz-Thompson estimator, introduced in equation 2.8, integrates 
over the sub-region Rs of the survey region covered by the samplers to obtain the 
abundance estimate. It requires knowledge of the coverage probability at all locations in 
Rs.
For random and systematic line or quadrat sampler design classes, denoted by Slsrs and 
Slsys, or Sqsrs and Sqsys, respectively, the sampler set s comprises K  discrete samplers, 
where the size of the set may vary from one instance of the design to the next for Slsys 
ovSqsys. As described in section 3.3.7, the design axis Rda coincides with thejtr-axis. If a 
realization s from a design class contains K  samplers, then s -  {sj, S2 , S/r} denotes the 
set of samplers. Equation 2.8 can be written as
where Sj. e  s, Xkmm^ Xkmax, ykmm and y^ nax denote the minimum and maximum x, y  
extremes of sampler
Let H(x) denote the height of the survey region at position x  along R da. For each 
sampler Sk of constant width / 4  that lies peipendiculai' to R da, Xk,,,ax = + A-. For edge
samplers the size of jUk will vary, and conespond to the width of the sampler portion 
falling within the survey region. For all other samplers the constant width is denoted by 
jLi. For line samplers yk,,wx = yk,„in + H(x), and for quadrats of constant height =yA/H/« 
+ hqk, where hgk is the height of the sampler portion in R. For edge samplers the size of 
hgk will vary, and correspond to the height of the sampler portion falling within the 
sui*vey region. For all other samplers the constant height is denoted by hq.
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As discussed in section 3.4.2, only some methods of dealing with edge samplers lead to 
the same coverage probability throughout the survey region. In this chapter for the 
purpose of obtaining the sample estimates, the assumption is made that the design class 
under consideration gives even coverage probability This is achieved by using 
minus-sampling in conjunction with a wrap-around to the opposite boundary for edge 
samplers.
Under this assumption, for design classes based on line samplers, equation 3.9 can be 
formulated as
—  2  j  j (3.10),
^ m i l l  m in
and for quadrat based classes as
1 K  ^kmln+Mk 3’*inla+V -
Nf j j = — 2  J (3.11)
- I ; , , , ! , ,  . y *  m il .
The sampling designs are applied to a number of populations whose respective densities 
are known.
Constant Densitv Population
Given a constant density population in R, i.e. D{x,y)  = D ,\ /x ,y ^  R , the location of a 
design class’ samplers within R  is of no consequence with regard to the precision of the 
estimators for all design classes. Thus this simplistic type of density is not considered.
Population Densitv Increasing Lineaiiv with x. Independent of v
Let the population density in R  be given by D{x) - 0 X  + J3, \fx, y e  R ,  where a , j5 are
positive constants. For design classes S isrs and Sisys, equation 3.10 gives
7t„
 ^ 1 A ‘ Amln^/'A .>'A inh iy 'V -'A
^ U T ~  —  X j ^  {(XX +  P)dydx (3.12)
^  ^ m i l l  yk  m il l
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Population Density Increasing with both x and v
Let the population density in R  be given by D i x , y )  = o x  + j3y + 'jxy + ô , V% , y e  R ,  
where a , j 3 , y , S  are positive constants. For design classes S lsrs and S lsys, equation 3.10 
gives
—  X  J \[ax + Ô ^ { p  + yx)y]lydx (3.13)
^  ^ A -m ill  3 ’A i n l n
For design classes S qsrs and S qsys, the corresponding equations for the different densities 
aie equivalent to those given for S lsrs and S lsys, except that hqk replaces H(%).
3.7.2 The Simulation Results
The sample estimates were calculated for the same random and systematic line and 
quadrat sampler design classes presented in section 3.4.4, to illustiate the coverage 
probability properties, namely Slsrss, Slsyss, Sqsrs2o and Sqsyszo- The simulations were 
executed in the simple survey region intioduced in section 3.3.7.
Population Density Increasing Lineaily with x. Independent of y 
For S lsrss and S lsyss,
^  1 5  '^A m ln '^ /4  100
—  S  J }(coc + f i)d y d x
*=* -VAmln 0
1 o n  ■'■'a- min+/^A
= ----- ^  ^ { a x  + f i ) d x  (3.14)
-VAmin
A-1
The S l s r s s  and S l s y s s  Sample estimates can be evaluated by simulation with analytical 
evaluation of Equation (3.14). The results aie shown in tables 3.15 and 3.16, 
respectively. An instance of the Slsyss design class over a population density of this type 
is illustrated in figure 3.31.
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Table 3.15: The Njjj. statistics for Slskss under the assumption of even coverage 
probability for different values of a  and f l .
S lsrss
a P N N H T m\n ^  H T  max N  ht # B 4  M S E
0 . 2 0 . 5 105 000 23 3 0 9 . 5 0 182 2 9 5 . 1 0 105 1 8 4 . 5 3 24 8 7 9 . 2 8 1 8 4 . 5 3 24 8 7 9 . 9 7
0 . 2 0 . 0 5 100 500 16 0 8 0 . 9 0 182 2 3 8 . 0 4 100 4 9 1 . 4 3 24 7 3 8 . 4 1 - 8 . 5 7 24 7 3 8 . 4 1
0 . 2 0 . 0 0 5 100 050 19 8 5 1 . 9 2 179 6 1 0 . 3 4 99 7 4 9 . 8 3 24 8 4 0 . 4 5 - 3 0 0 . 1 7 24 8 4 2 . 2 6
0 . 0 2 0 . 5 15 000 7 0 4 1 . 3 8 22 7 4 8 . 4 6 15 0 1 0 . 5 8 2 4 7 7 . 8 1 1 0 . 5 8 2 4 7 7 . 8 4
0 . 0 2 0 . 0 5 10 500 2 7 8 6 . 5 6 18 9 6 8 . 7 5 10 5 1 4 . 5 6 2 4 9 3 . 3 2 1 4 . 5 6 2 4 9 3 . 3 6
0 . 0 2 0 . 0 0 5 10 050 2 3 4 1 . 6 5 18 1 0 6 . 7 5 10 0 0 0 . 6 5 2 4 6 4 . 8 9 - 4 9 . 3 5 2 4 6 5 . 3 8
0 . 0 0 2 0 . 5 6 000 5 2 0 8 . 1 0 6 8 1 5 . 3 4 6 0 0 0 . 0 9 2 4 7 . 3 7 0 . 0 9 2 4 7 . 3 7
0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 5 1 500 7 1 6 . 7 7 2 3 3 1 . 9 4 1 5 0 4 . 9 8 2 4 7 . 9 7 4 . 9 8 2 4 8 . 0 2
0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 5 1 050 2 2 1 . 5 9 1 9 1 2 . 4 6 1 0 4 6 . 7 2 2 5 0 . 7 5 - 3 . 2 8 2 5 0 . 7 7
Table 3.16: The statistics for Slsyss under the assumption of even coverage
probability for different values of a  and p .
*L5YSS
a P N JVH T tain IVH T max ^ H T #
A
B 4  MSE
0 . 2 0 . 5 1 050 0 0 89 0 0 0 . 4 7 120 9 9 7 . 3 3 104 9 2 1 . 1 2 9 2 7 3 . 8 2 - 7 8 . 8 8 9 2 7 4 . 1 5
0 . 2 0 . 0 5 1005 00 84 5 1 1 . 6 6 116 4 9 5 . 3 3 100 4 4 2 . 1 3 9 2 1 5 . 1 2 - 5 7 . 8 7 9 2 1 5 . 3
0 . 2 0 . 0 0 5 1 00050 84 0 5 1 . 1 5 116 0 4 9 . 2 2 100 0 8 0 . 3 2 9 2 3 3 . 5 8 3 0 . 3 2 9 2 3 3 . 6 3
0 . 0 2 0 . 5 15000 13 4 0 0 . 1 3 16 5 9 9 . 5 3 15 0 0 1 . 9 8 9 2 5 . 2 4 1 . 9 8 9 2 5 . 2 4
0 . 0 2 0 . 0 5 10500 8 9 0 1 . 8 7 12 0 9 9 . 6 8 10 5 1 2 . 4 8 9 2 7 . 4 9 1 2 . 4 8 9 2 7 . 5 7
0 . 0 2
0 . 0 0 2
0 . 0 0 5 10050 8 4 5 0 . 1 2 11 6 4 9 . 4 4 10 0 4 9 . 8 1 9 2 9 . 3 4 - 0 . 1 9 9 2 9 . 3 4
0 . 5 6000 5 8 4 0 . 0 0 6 1 6 0 . 0 0 5 9 9 9 . 1 4 9 2 . 7 6 , - 0 . 8 6 9 2 . 7 6
0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 5 1500 1 3 4 0 . 0 4 1 6 5 9 . 9 6 1 5 0 0 . 0 0 9 1 . 9 4  j 0 9 1 . 9 4
0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 5 1050 8 9 0 . 0 0 1 2 0 9 . 9 8 1 0 5 0 . 6 3 9 2 . 3 3  1 0 . 6 3 9 2 . 3 3
Rotating the design axis by 90 degrees would make the estimates given by the S l s r s s  and 
S l s y s s  exact. In reality, however, the direction of the population density gradient would 
be less well defined and detailed knowledge about it would be unavailable; otherwise a 
survey would be unnecessary.
D(x.y)=0.2*X+0 5
□  15 6
Figure 3.31: A realization fix>m S l s y s s  over a population density given by D(jc, y) = ax-¥ p .
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For Sqsrs2o und Sqsys2o 
N H T (3.15)
The Sqsrs2o and Sqsyszo sample estimates can be evaluated by simulation with analytical 
evaluation of Equation (3.15). The results are shown in tables 3.17 and 3.18, 
respectively.
Table 3.17: The statistics for Sqsrs2o under the assumption of even coverage 
probability for different values of a  and P .
a P N ^  o r  min N H T  max N „ # I B 4  MSE
0 2 0 5 105 000 57 395 .92 151 228 07 104 9 7 0 . 44 13 024 32 1 - 2 9 56 13 0 2 4 . 3 6
0 2 0 05 100 500 54 656 . 41 153 851 02 100 25 1 . 07 12 883 86 ! - 2 4 8 . 93 12 8 8 6 . 2 6
0 2 0 005 100 050 52 708 .49 148 627 43 99 9 0 6 . 78 12 957 54 1 - 1 4 3 . 22 12 9 5 8 . 3 3
0 02 0 5 15 000 10 02 6 . 21 19 827 08 15 0 0 9 . 47 1 287 19 1 9. 47 1 2 8 7 . 2 3
0 02 0 05 10 500 5 159 .05 15 927 23 10 4 7 6 . 35 1 299 18 ! - 2 3  . 65 1 2 9 9 . 3 9
0 02 0 005 10 050 5 252 16 15 109 05 10 0 1 2 . 50 1 2 8 8 . 49 i - 37 .5 1 2 8 9 . 0 4
0 002 0 5 6 000 5 270 69 7 195 10 6 015 . 30 1 5 8 . 27 i 15 .3 1 5 9 . 0 1
0 002 0 05 1 500 1 050 25 1 943 63 1 499 . 02 1 2 8 . 97 i - 0 . 98 1 2 8 . 9 8
0 002 0 005 1 050 585 85 1 489 83 1 047 . 85 1 2 8 . 62 i - 2 . 15 1 2 8 . 6 4
Table 3.18: The statistics for Sqsys2o under the assumption of even coverage 
probability for different values of a  and p .
S q s yS20
a P N N H T  min N
!
H T  max i N  ht V f B 4  MSE
0 . 2 0 . 5 105 000 89 0 0 0 . 5 2 120 9 9 8 . 8 5 { 104 9 5 9 . 4 0 9 2 0 8 . 1 2 - 4 0 . 6 0 9 2 0 8 . 2 1
0 . 2 0 .  05 100 500 84 5 0 3 . 4 4 116 4 9 6 . 8 8 i 100 6 1 8 . 3 8 9 2 6 9 . 4 8 1 1 8 . 3 8 9 2 7 0 . 2 4
0 . 2 0 . 0 0 5 100 050 84 0 5 5 . 6 4 116 0 4 8 . 4 4 1 100 1 7 4 . 7 5 9 2 1 2 . 6 4 1 2 4 . 7 5 9 2 1 3 . 4 9
0 . 0 2 0 . 5 15 000 13 4 0 0 . 1 3 16 5 99 . 86 1 15 0 1 1 . 6 4 9 2 1 . 5 0 1 1 . 6 4 9 2 1 . 5 7
0 . 0 2 0 . 0 5 10 500 8 9 0 0 . 0 6 12 0 9 9 . 8 7 ] 10 4 9 0 . 8 5 9 2 1 . 8 7 - 9 . 1 5 9 2 1 . 9 1
0 . 0 2 0 . 0 0 5 10 050 8 4 5 1 . 0 7 11 6 4 9 . 7 4 ] 10 0 6 1 . 6 6 9 2 5 . 0 7 1 1 . 6 6 9 2 5 . 1 4
0 . 0 0 2 0 . 5 6 000 5 8 4 0 . 0 4 6 1 5 9 . 9 6  : 5 9 9 9 . 8 9 9 1 . 4 7 - 0 . 1 1 9 1 . 4 7
0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 5 1 500 1 3 4 0 . 0 1 1 6 5 9 . 9 4 ] 1 4 9 9 . 7 6 9 2 . 3 6 - 0 . 2 4 92 . 36
0 . 0 0 2 0 .  005 1 050 8 9 0 . 0 4 1 2 0 9 . 9 5 ; 1 0 5 0 . 2 2 9 2 . 4 4 0 . 2 2 9 2 . 4 4
Population Density Increasing with both x and v 
For S l s r s s  and S l s y s s ,
 ^ 5 k^in\n^Pk
^ H T =  — 2  J \[o(x-^S + {P-^yx)y]pydx
A^mln 0
5  A m il l
■ Î - 2  I« -VAmln
(ox + (5)100 ’i '~ (P  + 1^ ) 1 0 0 '^ ix
jj^ QQ 5 •' * 
A=1
(or + (5)+—(y^  + }^)100 ix
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(3.16)
The SisRss and S lsyss sample estimates can be evaluated by simulation with analytical 
evaluation of Equation (3.16). The results are shown in tables 3.19 and 3.20, 
respectively.
Table 3.19: The statistics for under the assumption of an even coverage 
probability for different values of a , y and<J.
s LSRSS
a P y Ô N N H T  min N H T  max N ht # È 4  MSE
0 . 0 2 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 50 050 21 1 6 6 . 9 2 79 9 0 5 . 2 4 50 0 3 7 . 6 4 8 7 6 1 . 7 3 - 1 2 . 3 6 8 7 6 1 . 7 4
0 . 0 2 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 27 550 18 1 3 7 . 2 9 37 0 7 2 . 1 4 27 5 2 1 . 8 5 3 0 8 9 . 0 8 - 2 8 . 1 5 3 0 8 9 . 2 1
0 . 0 2 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 36 550 6 5 1 7 . 8 5 64 2 2 2 . 8 8 36 6 4 1 . 5 6 8 6 5 4 . 7 8 9 1 . 5 6 8 6 5 5 . 2 7
0 . 0 2 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 14 050 4 1 4 4 . 0 8 24 3 7 7 . 6 9 14 0 8 9 . 4 1 3 1 0 3 . 6 6 3 9 . 4 1 3 1 0 3 . 9 1
0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 41 050 20 8 0 7 . 6 4 61 5 9 7 . 8 2 41 0 3 2 . 9 3 6 4 7 4 . 2 8 - 1 7 . 0 7 6 4 7 4 . 3 0
0 .  002 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 18 550 15 9 6 4 . 2 9 21 5 6 8 . 1 5 18 5 4 9 . 3 2 8 6 4 . 5 6 - 0 . 6 8 8 6 4 . 5 6
0.  002 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 1 0.  005 27 550 6 5 9 9 . 5 6 49 4 0 2 . 2 8 27 5 6 7 . 0 7 6 4 7 4 . 3 7 1 7 . 0 7 6 4 7 4 . 3 9
0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 5 050 2 1 2 5 . 9 1 7 9 2 4 . 3 4 5 0 4 4 . 7 0 8 7 1 . 4 4 - 5 . 3 0 8 7 1 . 4 6
Table 3.20: The N  „j. statistics for under the assumption of even coverage 
probability for different values of a , p , y and Ô .
s LSYSS
a  ; p r Ô N ^  H T min N H T  max N  h t # B 4  MSE
0 . 0 2 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 50 050 44 4 5 3 . 7 6 55 6 4 9 . 5 4 50 0 4 8 . 5 0 3 2 4 7 . 1 4 - 1 . 5 0 3 2 4 7 . 1 4
0 . 0 2 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 27 550 25 5 5 0 . 0 5 29 5 4 9 . 5 5 27 5 3 9 . 7 3 1 1 5 1 . 0 0 - 1 0 . 2 7 1 1 5 1 . 0 5
0 . 0 2 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 36 550 30 9 5 0 . 0 0 42 1 4 5 . 4 3 36 5 8 1 . 0 4 3 2 4 6 . 9 2 3 1 . 0 4 3 2 4 7 . 0 6
0 . 0 2 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 14 050 12 0 5 0 . 0 1 16 0 4 9 . 9 8 14 0 7 9 . 4 3 1 1 5 6 . 0 3 2 9 . 4 3 1 1 5 6 . 4 1
0.  002 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 41 050 36 8 9 0 . 5 0 45 2 0 9 . 7 7 41 0 5 7 . 2 2 2 4 0 1 . 8 6 7 . 2 2 2 4 0 1 . 8 7
0.  002 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 18 550 17 9 9 0 . 0 2 19 1 0 9 . 8 7 18 5 5 1 . 0 2 3 2 2 . 9 6 1 . 0 2 3 2 2 . 9 6
0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 27 550 23 3 9 1 . 4 9 31 7 0 8 . 2 8 27 5 7 6 . 0 0 2 3 9 9 . 5 1 2 6 . 0 0 2 3 9 9 . 6 5
0.  002 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 5 050 4 4 9 0 . 0 2 5 6 0 9 . 9 7 5 0 5 1 . 8 9 3 2 7 . 0 9 1 . 8 9 3 2 7 . 1 0
D(x.y) = 0 002*X+0 OOTY+0 0001 *X*Y+0 005
■  0 44
□  0.71
Figure 3.32: A realization from Sqsrsio over a population density given by 
y) = œc^py-\-')xy-\-ô.
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For S q s r sio  and S q s ys io  
20
k=l
N HT = - S
% h i.
+ yJigkV + -^y)(^kimiiMk + 2 Aa ) + O k^  ^+ + ~Y^^^k (3.17)
The S q s r sio  and S q sysio  sample estimates can be evaluated by simulation with analytical 
evaluation of Equation (3.17). The results are shown in tables 3.21 and 3.22, 
respectively. An instance of the S q s r sio  design class over a population density of this 
type is illustrated in figure 3.32.
Table 3.21; The N  statistics for 5qs/îs2o under the assumption of even coverage 
probability for different values of a, y and <5 .
" a i  P r s
Pi
^  ^  H T min
S^SIO 
^  H T max N  fjY B 4 m s e
0 . 0 2  1 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 50 0 5 0 1 2 6  4 5 7 . 3 6 80 3 0 3 . 6 1 50 0 1 4 . 3 7 7 0 8 1 . 9 9 - 3 5 . 6 3 7 0 8 2 . 0 8
0 . 0 2  1 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 27 5 5 0 1 1 6  6 6 3 . 5 5 38 8 2 6 . 0 6 27 6 0 7 . 5 9 2 7 9 0 . 2 1 5 7 . 5 9 2 7 9 0 . 8 1
0 . 0 2  i 0 . 0 0 3 0.  001 0 . 0 0 5 36 5 5 0 i 16 5 7 8 . 1 1 63 6 2 5 . 2 4 36 5 1 0 . 9 2 5 9 9 7 . 7 1 - 3 9 . 0 8 5 9 9 7 . 8 3
0 . 0 2  1 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 14 0501 7 8 1 3 . 1 7 20 6 1 8 . 0 5 14 0 0 0 . 0 3 1 6 8 1 . 6 7 - 4 9 . 9 7 1 6 8 2 . 4 1
0 . 0 0 2  i 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 41 0 5 0 1 1 8  4 9 3 . 6 7 67 7 6 2 . 8 8 40 9 9 4 . 1 5 6 3 8 5 . 1 0 - 5 5 . 8 5 6 3 8 5 . 3 5
0 . 0 0 2  1 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 18 5 5 0 1 1 0  1 6 9 . 7 8 27 7 9 6 . 7 3 18 5 8 2 . 1 5 2 3 4 7 . 3 3 3 2 . 1 5 2 3 4 7 . 5 5
0 . 0 0 2  1 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 27 5 5 0 1 1 0  4 8 1 . 9 0 50 4 9 7 . 6 1 27 5 5 4 . 6 9 5 1 2 2 . 4 0 4 . 6 9 5 1 2 2 . 4 1
0 . 0 0 2  ; 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 5 05 0 '  2 6 6 5 . 2 0 8 2 4 4 . 0 2 5 0 4 4 . 7 2 7 0 7 . 9 2 - 5 . 2 8 7 0 7 . 9 4
Table 3.22: The statistics for S q s ys io  under the assumption of even coverage 
probability for different values of a , p , y  and â .
S q sysio
cc ; P r s ^  \ ^  H T mill ^  HT  max N  fjj. # B 4 m s e
0 . 0 2  1 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 50 0501 37 1 3 7 . 5 4 64 6 3 4 . 8 1 50 7 4 1 . 2 9 5 8 0 4 . 8 5 3 4 . 3 0 5 8 0 4 . 9 5
0 . 0 2  1 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 27 5 5 0 1 2 2  0 6 8 . 0 0 33 2 6 0 . 8 3 27 8 9 2 . 8 8 2 4 2 4 . 3 4  
4 531.68"
6 8 . 8 8  
- 5 4  .'87
2 4 2 5 . 3 2
0 . 0 2  1 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 1 0 .  005 36 5 5 0 1 2 6  2 9 1 . 0 3 48 3 4 6 . 0 5 37 0 5 5 . 5 4 4 5 3 2 . 0 1
0 . 0 2  1 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 14 0 5 0 1 1 1  3 4 9 . 6 1 16 9 4 0 . 7 4 14 1 2 1 . 1 9 1 2 4 9 . 0 7 - 3 7 . 3 5 1 2 4 9 . 6 3
0 . 0 0 2  j 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 41 0 5 0 1 2 9  4 7 5 . 9 2 54 3 0 0 . 4 3 41 7 8 4 . 9 9 5 3 7 5 . 2 7 - 4 1 . 9 6 5 3 7 5 . 4 3
0 . 0 0 2  1 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 18 5 5 0 1 1 4  4 6 0 . 3 3 22 8 1 8 . 7 8 18 8 7 6 . 2 1 2 1 3 7 . 5 7 3 2 . 5 1 2 1 3 7 . 8 2
0 . 0 0 2  ! 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 27 550  I 18  7 5 2 . 9 1 37 9 4 0 . 7 6 28 0 1 5 . 2 7 3 9 9 7 . 8 2 - 4 . 5 2 3 9 9 7 . 8 2
0 . 0 0 2  ! 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 0 1 0.  005 5 050 i 3 7 3 9 . 1 8 6 5 1 2 . 0 1 5 1 2 6 . 8 5 5 7 2 . 5 0 6 . 1 0 5 7 2 . 5 3
When comparing tables 3.15 and 3.17, it can be noted that although the design class 
S q sr sio  gives a coverage probability smaller than that of S l s r s s  by almost a factor of ten, 
it achieves far greater precision. This is due to the linear population density increase in 
direction of increasing x, independent ofy. The increased effort achieved by the line 
samplers in they direction does not provide any additional information. The 20 quadrat
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samplers provide better information about the population density in the x  direction, 
compared to the 5 line samplers.
The shape of the survey region in practice often complicates matters for those samplers 
located along the edges of the survey region, or within non-convex survey regions with 
‘holes’. Here estimates have been calculated over complete samplers. If the entire width 
or height of a sampler cannot be suiweyed, then this should be taken into account in the 
estimation procedure.
A few conclusions about the comparative performance of systematic versus non- 
systematic design classes are given in the next section. Conclusions are drawn with 
regard to the sample estimates obtained in this section and the design properties 
presented in sections 3.4 -  3.6.
3.8 Survey Design Properties and Sample Estimates: Random versus 
Systematic Designs
The population densities and survey region presented in the previous section are overly 
simplistic, but they provide a good illustration of how estimator precision can be 
improved by using a systematic rather than a random survey design. In reality, the 
population density gradient will not be as well defined.
Section 3.4 shows that even coverage probability can be achieved with both the 
systematic and non-systematic design classes described in this chapter, if some care is 
taken with regaid to edge sampler placement. The coverage probability is directly 
proportional to the precision of the estimator. However, for a fixed coverage 
probability, greater precision can usually be achieved using a systematic random design 
of a given sampler type rather than a non-systematic random design.
3^0
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Figure 333: Graph A shows how percent coefficient of variation changes over a 
population density given by D{x,y)  = ax + p  for the design classes Si^ss and 
Slsyss- Graph B shows the same results for Sqsrsio and Sqsys2o. The graphs show that 
for each sampler type there is a marked decrease in the variance for the systematic 
versus the non-systematic design for different values of a  and P  =0.5 (the same 
pattern can be observed for the remaining values of p  in tables 3.15-3.18).
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The results given in tables 3.15-3.22 demonstrating the improved precision are shown 
graphically in figure 3.33-3.35 in the form of a percent coefficient of variation (the
standard deviation divided by the mean N expressed as a percentage).
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Figure 3.34: The four graphs above show how percent coefficient of variation changes 
over a population density given by Z>(jc,y) = a x - \- f y  + )ocy + ô  for the design 
classes Slsrss and Slsyss- The graphs show the marked decrease in the variance 
for the systematic versus the non-systematic design for different values of 
/?, y  and ô .
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F i g u r e  3 . 3 5 :  T h e  f o u r  g r a p h s  a b o v e  g r a p h s  s h o w  h o w  p e r c e n t  c o e f f i c i e n t  o f  v a r i a t i o n  
c h a n g e s  o v e r  a  p o p u l a t i o n  d e n s i t y  g i v e n  b y  D (x ,y )  = ax + j3y + yxy + ô  f o r  t h e  
d e s i g n  c l a s s e s  Sqsrs2o a n d  Sqsys2o. T h e  g r a p h s  s h o w  t h e  m a r k e d  d e c r e a s e  in  t h e  
v a r i a n c e  f o r  t h e  s y s t e m a t i c  v e r s u s  t h e  n o n - s y s t e m a t i c  d e s i g n  f o r  d i f f e r e n t  v a l u e s  
o f  a , y  a n d  S  .
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The increase in precision is due to the more even spatial distribution of the samplers 
achieved by the systematic design classes, as shown by the spatial spread indices 
presented in section 3.5. For a given survey region and sample population, the 
comparative precision of the samplers depends on the population density and the 
patchiness of this population.
The cost of movement indices presented in section 3.6 illustrate how the cost of 
movement is frequently similar* on average for systematic and non-systematic designs. 
However, the variation in the cost is generally greater for the random design, which 
makes the logistics of planning and actualizing a survey more difficult for random 
design classes. The next chapter investigates design classes based on continuous zigzag 
samplers. Such design classes can provide greater efficiency, as their associated cost of 
movement is often reduced. Different zigzag design classes along with their design 
properties and the precision and accuracy of the sample estimates they provide are 
considered in chapter 4.
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4 The Zigzag Sampler
4.1 Overview
Li this chapter design classes based on zigzag samplers are investigated. An 
introduction to the zigzag sampler, together with its spatial spread and travel cost 
properties, is given. Subsequently, the issue of zigzag sampler orientation witli respect 
to the boundaries of the survey region is considered. This orientation may act as a 
constraint during the creation of a zigzag and is relevant to all design classes based on 
zigzag samplers. In addition, although zigzag samplers may improve efficiency, they 
can only be constiucted within a convex survey region.
In this chapter all designs are restricted to convex survey regions. Chapter 5 addresses 
this constraint, and the problem of non-convex survey regions in general. In the 
following chapter, specific reference is made to design classes based on zigzag samplers 
and how these can be implemented within non-convex siuvey regions.
hi the past, zigzag samplers with a constant angle or that pass through equally spaced 
points on opposite sides of the sui-vey region boundary have been used. These types of 
zigzag samplers only provide even coverage probability within a rectangular* region 
(and within such a region only if the design axis runs parallel to one of the sides of the 
rectangle). Within most survey regions they give variable coverage probability. The 
amount of variability depends on the shape of the sur*vey region and is greater for the 
constant angle zigzag sampler*. If the coverage probability is assumed to be even when it 
is not, standard estimation methods are biased, unless density is uniform. If more 
complex methods are used to allow for uneven coverage probability, estimator* precision 
is typically lower than for* an even coverage probability design. A central focus of this 
chapter is this estimator bias and the implementation of a zigzag design class whose 
sampler* provides approximately even coverage probability.
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Finally in this chapter, the performance of the zigzag sampler versus discrete line 
sampling design classes is compared with regard to estimator precision. Survey effort is 
restricted by time and resource limitations. When it is expensive to travel from one 
sampler location to another, continuous samplers are potentially more efficient. If the 
total travel distance is fixed then the effective effort, i.e. the time spent actually 
sampling, will be more for continuous line sampling methods than, say, for parallel line 
sampling methods (due to the dead time between lines).
4.2 Introduction to the Systematic Zigzag Sampler
An illustration of a zigzag sampler in a convex survey region, comprised of a single 
continuous unbroken line, is given in figure 4.1. A single continuous sampler has strong 
practical advantages when it is expensive in time and other resources to travel from one 
sampler to the next. As no effort is wasted by moving between sampling locations, 
design classes based on zigzag samplers can be more efficient and are, for this reason, 
typically used for costly shipboard surveys and frequently also for aerial surveys. The 
systematic nature of zigzag samplers facilitates surveyor movement and the provision of 
a sample that covers a wide range of population densities.
Figure 4.1: An example of a continuous zigzag line sampling design on survey region R.
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A systematic zigzag design achieves a better spatial distribution of the sampler over the 
survey region than a fully random design. However, as with other systematic designs 
variance estimation is problematic in that it cannot be estimated without bias. The 
problem is avoided if a spatial model that does not require effort to be randomly located 
is fitted to tlie data. Hedley et a l (1999) have developed such a model for line transect 
suiweys, in which the ‘waiting times’ between detections are modelled. If a design- 
based approach rather than a model-based approach is required, then the continuous 
zigzag sampler is normally split into smaller line segment sub-samplers that are 
assumed to be independent, to allow variance estimation. A sampler segment defined by 
two successive locations where the zigzag ‘bounces off the boundaiy of the survey 
region is referred to as a leg. Zigzag legs (the ‘zigs’ and ‘zags’) provide a convenient 
place to partition the continuous sampler into sub-sampler segments, as each sub­
sampler samples the full height of the survey region. The assumption of independence 
between sub-samplers is compromised to some degree, especially around a change of 
course, where successive legs overlap. Provided, however, the area of overlap is small 
relative to total leg area, and provided the legs are spread reasonably evenly through the 
survey area, approximate independence can be assumed. In this case, methods that treat 
the legs as replicate lines, or that resample the legs together with their associated data, 
yield reliable estimates of precision (Buckland et a l, 1993, p.90). In shipboaid suiweys, 
all effort earned out on a single day is fiequenfiy taken to be a single leg, as it is often 
reasonable to assume that sampling on one day is independent of sampling on the 
previous day.
If there is sufficient effort available, another approach is to paitition the effort and to 
generate more than one randomly located continuous sampler in the survey region. 
These independent continuous samplers can then be used for unbiased variance 
estimation. Two or more zigzag samplers may not necessarily give improved spatial 
coverage of the survey region compaied to a single sampler of the same total length. 
However, if the observers are required to return to their starting position, when an even 
number of samplers are used it can lead to a more efficient cyclic travel path. This is
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illustrated in figure 4.2. The spatial spread and cost of movement statistics for the 
zigzag sampler are presented in sections 4.8.1 and 4.8.2, respectively.
Figure 4.2: An example of a design with two independent zigzag line samplers. The 
spatial coverage of the survey region by the samplers is improved. It can 
also lead to a more efficient cyclic travel path if the observers are required 
to return to their starting position.
Sometimes there is a known density gradient in a population, a marine survey region in 
which density of objects is a function of distance from the coast, for example. As with 
design classes based on other types of samplers, the zigzag sampler orientation should 
usually be chosen so that each leg as far as possible cuts across all density levels. This 
minimizes inter-sample variation (Buckland et al, 1993: pp.186-187) and thus better 
precision in the estimated abundance is achieved. For zigzag designs this is best 
accomplished by orientating the design axis Rda to be approximately parallel to the 
density contours. As stated previously, if nothing is known about density gradients 
within the population, and zigzag legs are used as sampling units, then a sampler 
orientation that maximizes the number of legs is advantageous. This increases the 
sample size for variance estimation and permits a more precise estimate of variance. It 
is achieved by use of a design axis as described in 3.3.1.
As with other design classes described previously, those based on zigzag samplers 
comprise an infinite set of possible samplers. Zigzag samplers have an associated width 
and can overlap in area from one realization of the design class to the next. Even within
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the same realization, at the survey region edges, a certain amount of overlap can occur 
between the sub-samplers. This overlap is not a problem as long as the features of 
interest of the population elements falling within the overlapping area are recorded for 
each sub-sampler, or alternatively, the overlapping effort is added to the effort total only 
once. Another problem is that part of the sampler may fall outside the survey region at 
the region boundaiy. This may lead to a coverage probability over jR that is smaller than 
expected. In the following sections the assumption is made that the sampler width is 
veiy small compared to the sampler length, and thus sampler overlap and other edge 
effects aie negligible.
4.3 Coverage Probability and the Zigzag Sampler
In subsequent derivations, use will be made of a coordinate system, design axis and the 
type of survey region described in section 3.3.1. Again, the location of the zigzag 
samplers and the spatial element of design properties are phrased in terms of the same 
coordinate framework. The zigzag samplers are defined with respect to a design axis 
Rda that, without loss of generality, runs parallel to the jc-axis of the coordinate system.
Each type of zigzag sampler described in sections 4.5 -  4.7 forms an angle 6(x) or 
180°-^(%) with Rda, where <9(%) may vaiy with respect to the sampler’s %-coordinate 
value along R da in the range [0,90°). Let L  denote the total length of the sampler, jj, its 
width, and A  the area oiR , Let Uc denote the constant coverage probability, where Kc -  
Lxi.llA. Previously, survey designs based on zigzag design classes have been produced 
using ad hoc methods, with no checking that coverage probability is at least 
approximately uniform, although this assumption is made in subsequent analyses. Even 
coverage probability is only attained when the probability of including any survey 
region point in the sample is the same for all points in the region. When this is the case 
7t(u) = Kc, \/ueR, where Kc is a constant, as defined in 2.7.1.
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Let hs(x) denote the height of the zigzag sampler with respect to Rda- Figure 4.3 
illustrates how in the sampled portion of the survey region /?.„ Ih(x) is given by
h ( x )  =
cos6{x)
, \ / x eR^  (4.1)
c o s ( 6 ( x ) ) - 1 2 / h
hs(x)A
Figure 4.3: The height hs(x) of the sampler s is determined by its width ju and angle 6(x).
Under the assumption that a zigzag design class attains even coverage probability tIc 
equation 2.8 can be written as
•’•ninx > > j( .V )+ //j( .v )
N h t =^
J_
where x„,i„ and x,„ax define the endpoints of the design axis Rda, and (%) is the lowery- 
extreme of the sampler.
Equation 4.2 can equivalently be written as
1
N h t =— fz>(:r,y)z(x,y)fM (4.3),
R
where z(x,y) is the same indicator function used in 2.8 to show that the Horvitz- 
Thompson estimator is unbiased. Equation 4.3 is used in subsequent derivations.
The coverage probability tc(u), Vu(x,y)eR, achieved by the zigzag sampler, can be split 
into two components, namely a horizontal component n(x) and a vertical component 
^ 0 ’)> with respect to Rda- Let H(x) denote the height of the suiwey region at x. For all 
zigzag design classes the horizontal component is given by
= (4.4)
H( x )
The vertical component n(y) does not have an equivalent analytic form. Its value 
depends on the type of zigzag design class, the survey region shape and the amount of
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survey effort available. When a random orientation for Rda for each instance from the 
design class is a viable option, then this is one technique for dealing with any uneven­
ness of 7v(y). For each of the zigzag design classes, the algorithm for generating designs 
is readily automated; thus it is easy to estimate the combined vertical and horizontal 
coverage probability as a function of location by simulation. If this were considered to 
vaiy too much from a constant probability, a Horvitz-Thompson estimator can be 
constructed, evaluating by simulation the coverage probability at every location at 
which an object of interest is detected, Cooke (1985) was the first to suggest this 
approach for line transect sampling.
In later sections it will be shown that the variability in k (x)  is due to sampler 
construction. Any potential vaiiability in 7t(y) is a function of survey region shape. Only 
potential bias due to vaiiability in 7i(x) is considered, as the role played by n(y) cannot 
be controlled by sampler construction.
One can view the suiwey region itself as the composition of an infinite number of either 
vertical or horizontal infinitesimal strips. For each x  along Rda, an infinitesimal stiip of 
width Sx can be constructed. This is illustrated in figure 4.4, where x  e [0,ipj. The 
interval Sx is small and thus intersects only one sub-sampler. To the first order, the aiea 
of the strip is As„& = SxxH(x). The area of the section of the sampler falling within the 
infinitesimal strip is given by SLx/2 , where the length of the sub-section SL ~ Sx f 
cos6(x). Now consider the ratio SLxjulAsub.
Sx----------- xju
SLxju _ cosd(x)  _ II 1 _ h^{x)
H { x ) x S x  cos^(x) H{x)  H{x)
Thus SLxji / Asub is equal to the ratio for n(x) given in equation 4.4. In general, the 
height H(x) of R  varies for different x  values. Sections 4.5 -  4.7 consider how k (x ) 
varies for different types of zigzag samplers. The focus is on whether or not n(x) equals 
the overall constant coverage probability Ttc at all times, as the zigzag sampler moves 
along Rda- Wliatever the influence of the sampler’s angle 6(x) on 6(x) has to meet
some general constiaints, which are described in the next section.
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4,4 General Constraints for the Zigzag Sampler
Consider a survey region R. Any zigzag sampler s is oriented with respect to the design 
axis Rda- The sampler s forms either an angle 0(x) or 1 8 0 ° - ^ )  with Rda, where 
sampler angle [0,90°). The size of 6(x) may depend on the value of the x- 
coordinate with respect to Rda- Similarly, each edge within the set of survey region 
edges Re = [ci, 6 3 , Ck), as defined in section 2.9.1.2, has a fixed orientation with 
respect to the selected R da- Let ^ a = { . . . ,  <1>k] denote the set of angles formed by 
each of the g* with Rda- Let R ev denote the set of ‘upper’ edges that can be intersected 
by s as it moves in tire direction of increasing y -values with respect to Rda- Let Rel 
denote the set of ‘lower’ edges tliat can be intersected by s as it moves in the direction 
of decreasing y -values with respect to Rda-
There is an allowable range for the zigzag angle 6(x) that prevents the sampler fiom 
‘bouncing outside’ the survey region R. For any edge angle (pK, its slope is given by 
tan(0/r). The coordinate system quadrants were defined in section 2.2. A quadrant is 
said to be totally accessible fiom an edge £k, if s can take on any orientation in that 
quadrant. Four different types of suiwey region edges and their conesponding 
allowable sampler angle 6(x) (illustrated in figure 4.5) can be observed:
1. Any 6k with tan(^g) > 0, in R el requires 0 < 0(x) < 90° -  4>k and has quadrant (H) 
totally accessible.
2. Any g* with tan(^/c) < 0, in Rel requires 0 < 6(x) < 4>k -  90° and has quadrant (I) 
totally accessible.
3. Any eu with tan(0jf) > 0, in Reu requires 0 < 6{x) < (pu -  90° and has quadrant (IV) 
totally accessible.
4. Any Ck with tan(^A) > 0, in R eu requires 0 < 6{x) < 90° -  ipK and has quadrant (HI) 
totally accessible.
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Given a survey region R with edge angles 0bA for a selected design axis orientation, it is 
possible to estimate the amount of effort, i.e. sampler length, required to avoid bouncing 
outside R. Without loss of generality, let R da run parallel to the %-axis and locate the 
bottom right hand corner of the survey region’s minimum bounding rectangle at the 
origin of the coordinate system. The maximum sampler angle 6(x), such that the 
sampler remains within R, corresponds to the edge that has the greatest absolute slope 
with respect to the coordinate system. Let „^,av denote the angle of such an edge with 
respect to R da- Then, the corresponding maximum allowable sampler angle 6(x) = 90°- 
(pmax, if 0 < (p,n„x < 90° oi" 6(x) = “  90°, if 90° < ,^„ax < 180° (Note: the boundaiy is
taken to be part of the suiwey region and the sampler is allowed to coincide with the 
boundary). It may be possible to select an Rda orientation that permits a greater range of 
sampler angles 6(x) for a given survey region.
For some survey regions when the available survey effort is limited, it will be 
impossible to avoid a boundary and sampler orientation combination that forces the 
sampler out of R. This problematic scenario could be dealt with by choosing an angle at 
random within the permissible range or letting the sampler run along the boundaiy to 
minimise the discontinuity, while maintaining the same total line length. The former 
option destroys the systematic stincture of the design, while the latter option is likely to 
lead to over-sampling along the edge and may not be advisable. The effect either 
method of dealing with the problem would have on coverage probability could be tested 
by simulation on the given survey region. Another more deteiministic and non-random 
solution to the problem is to generate a number of alternate paths that intersect the 
problem boundaiy at a different angle to that achieved by the problem path. From 
among those alternate paths that fall within the survey region, the one with the smallest 
distance that from the problem point can be used. The zigzag path would be non- 
random from the problem point onwaid.
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Totally Accessible Quadrant
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Figure 4.5: The allowable range for the zigzag angle 0  that prevents the sampler from 
‘bouncing outside’ the survey region R . The restrictions on 6  are determined by 
the relative location of the boundary edge and its angle 0. For each of four 
possible combinations a different quadrant (diamond fill) becomes completely 
accessible to the zigzag sampler with regard to its orientation within that quadrant.
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4.5 The Equal Angle Zigzag Sampler
The equal angle zigzag sampling design superimposes a continuous zigzag sampler of 
fixed angle 6 on the survey region. The implementation of this design is given in 
section A. 12 of appendix A. It involves uniformly selecting firstly a starting point 
Po(xo,yo) within the survey region, and secondly a random sampler orientation with 
respect to Rda {0 or 180®-0 with equal probability). The sampler is extended fiom Po in 
both directions until it meets the upper and lower region boundary. At each point of 
intersection of the sampler with the boundary, the sampler ‘bounces off the boundaiy. 
This is achieved by reflecting the sampler in a line perpendicular to Rda passing through 
the intersection of the sampler with the boundary. This procedure is continued until the 
sampler covers the entire %-value range of Rda. (As an example, in figure 4.4 this 
corresponds to [0,tv]). Design classes based on an equal angle zigzag sampler are 
denoted by Seaz.
Equal angle zigzag sampling design classes are defined and generated either according 
to the constant sampler angle specified or the total continuous line length set. For a 
predefined total line length, it is possible to estimate the constant sampler angle for all 
realizations of the design. Similarly, for a fixed constant sampler angle, an estimate of 
the total line length required to generate the zigzag sampler at that angle can be 
calculated. The implementation of the algorithms to calculate these estimates is given in 
section A. 13 of appendix A. Both of the algorithms rely on the following formulae, 
respectively:
6 -  arccos  ^and
L
COS (9
where 9 is the constant zigzag angle, L  the total sampler length, and x„„„ and x,„ax define 
the end points o îRda-
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For the equal-angled zigzag sampler <9 (jc) = 0 ,\/xg  a R , i.e. the angle of the zigzag 
remains constant throughout the survey region. Thus from equation 4.2, using 4.6, the 
sampler height Ih(x) with respect to Rda is given by
h,(x) = h = ~ ^  = ------^  - , V x e R ,  (4.7)
COS (9 - X  i J
In turn, from equation 4.4, the horizontal coverage probability can be written as
The horizontal coverage probability is not even for this type of a zigzag sampler, but 
inversely proportional to the height of the survey region. Thus, 7l (x )  is a function of the 
varying height H(x), for a sampler of constant angle and width.
Under the assumption of even coverage probability, the indicator function z(x,y) still 
has an expected value that reflects the true coverage probability. In other words,
= —^ ÿ \ / x , y e  R  and from Equation 4.3, knowing that Kc = Lxjul  A  and 
applying 4.7, the expected value of the estimator is
B [ ] = T I  D(j:, y)Elz(x,  y)V A  = —  f f (4.9)
g R L c o s 6 {  H{x)
The estimator is biased and the amount of bias depends on the shape of the survey 
region R  and the population density distiibution within R. Section 4.8 presents the 
sample estimates produced for this and the other zigzag design classes over different 
known population densities. It illustrates the potential bias in the sample estimates when 
the assumption of even coverage is made. Note that, if H(x) is constant, i.e. a 
rectangular survey region, the estimator is unbiased.
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4.6 The Equal Spaced Zigzag Sampler
The equal spaced zigzag sampling design superimposes a continuous zigzag sampler 
that passes through equally spaced points on opposite sides of the survey region 
boundary. The implementation of this design is given in section A. 14 of appendix A. 
An equally spaced set of lines, located intermittently along the entire jc-value range of 
R da and perpendicular to it, is randomly superimposed on R. The first of the systematic 
lines passes through the starting point P((xo,yo) uniformly chosen within the survey 
region. One of its intersections with the boundary of R is selected to start off the equal 
spaced zigzag sampler. Alternate intersections of the systematic lines with the boundary 
are then connected to form the zigzag sampler.
Figure 4.6: The construction of an equal spaced zigzag sampler (solid line) using the
intersection points of a systematically spaced set of lines (dashed lines) 
with the boundary of R. The sample end segments are constructed using the 
intersection of the dotted and dot-dashed line.
Constmcting the end segments of the sampler is more problematic as it is not obvious 
where these segments should intersect the boundary of R at the extremes of/?o/t. A line 
perpendicular to the first systematic line is constructed. This line passes the through the 
intersection of first systematic line with the boundary opposite the zigzag sampler. Then 
a second line, parallel and at the equal spacing distance from the first systematic line is 
constructed. The end point of the end segment is defined by the intersection of these
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two lines. The same procedure is applied to the last systematic line. This is illustrated in 
figure 4.6. Design classes based on an equal spaced zigzag sampler are denoted by Sesz.
Equal spaced zigzag design classes are defined and generated according to the spacing 
between the points on opposite sides of the survey region boundary, with respect to R da. 
For a specified spacing, it is possible to estimate the expected total sampler length for a 
realization of the design. The actual sampler length is determined by the survey region 
shape and the particular instance of the design, and may differ from the expected length. 
Similarly, for a fixed total zigzag length, an estimate of the spacing required to generate 
that total line length can be calculated. The algorithm used to calculate these estimates 
relies on the average suiwey region height introduced in 3,3.4. The implementation of 
this algorithm is given in section A. 15 of appendix A.
The equal spaced zigzag sampler can be paititioned into K  segments. For each sampler 
segment s* the sampler angle 6(x) remains constant, in other words 
6(x) = 6^f \ /xEiSf^ ,k- l , . , . ,K. Let 4  denote the length of s*. Thus, for each sampler
segment Sk, fiom equation 4.2 and using 4.7, the height hk of Sk with respect to Rda is 
given by
h , i x ) - h i ,  = — = -------— ------ - , V x e s ^ , k  = l,...,K  (4.10)
cos(0j) (A:^„,„-A:t„,„)
In turn, fiom equation 4.4, the horizontal coverage probability can be written as
where Xk,„m and Xk,„ax are the minimum and maximum jr-values covered by the 
sampler segment Sk.
As for the equal angle zigzag design class the horizontal coverage probability is not 
even for this type of a zigzag sampler. It is also inversely proportional to the height of 
the suiwey region. However, the constant of proportionality may be different for each of 
the K  sampler segments. Again, under the assumption of even coverage probability the
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indicator function z(x,y), whose expected value reflects the true coverage probability, is 
given by
E[z{x,  y )] = , \ / x , y e R ^ , k ^  1,..., K  ,
H( x )
where Rk is the survey sub-region within which the sampler segment Sa- lies. Thus from 
equation 4.3, knowing that Kc = L x jli  /  A  and applying 4.10, the expected value of the 
estimator is
= D ( x , y ) E [ z { x , y ) m
R
=  4 v — I— \ B ^ d A
L f i c o s ( e , ) l  H( x )
The estimator is biased and the amount of bias again depends on the shape of the survey 
region R  and the population density distribution within R. Section 4.8 illustrates the 
potential bias in the sample estimates when the assumption of even coverage probability 
is made.
The equal spaced zigzag design class gives more even coverage probabilities than the 
equal angle zigzag design class. As for the latter design class, the estimator given in 
equation 4.12 is unbiased for a rectangulai* survey region and the vaiiability in coverage 
probability decreases as the sampling intensity (line length L), increases. This requires a 
trade-off between the length of line whose associated survey costs can be afforded and 
the degree of even-ness required for the coverage probability. The next section 
considers a zigzag design class that achieves an even horizontal coverage probability 
n(x), while not requiring an infinite amount of survey effort.
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4.7 Approximating Even Coverage Probability with the Adjusted 
Angle Zigzag Sampler
The equal angle zigzag and to a lesser degree the equal spaced zigzag do not achieve an 
even horizontal coverage probability n(x) throughout a convex survey region R. The 
problem lies in the fact that the length, and consequently the surface area, of a sampler 
sub-section falling within any infinitesimal strip of R  is not proportional to tlie surface 
area of that strip. It needs to be ensured tliat the area of the sampler sub-section in any 
infinitesimal strip of the survey region is proportional to the area of that strip, and that 
ratio SLxju/As„b is equal to the constant coverage probability Kc. It is possible to derive 
a formula for the calculation of the sampler angle 6(x) at each %-value, which ensures 
that this criterion is met. Elaborating on equation 4.5, the following result holds:
n  = =  = _______ 2 _______ (4.13)
A H { x ) x 8 x  cos (6(x) )xH(x)
Thus, to achieve even 7z(x) with a zigzag sampler, the angle of the sam p le r^ ) (and 
consequently its height hs(x)) must be continually adjusted in proportion to the survey 
region height H(x). At any position along Rda, the adjusted angle of the zigzag is given 
by
6>(.x:) = arccos(— —— ), \ / x e R .  c: i?,— ——  < 1V% (4.14)
L H ix )  LH{x)
The sampler height can be written as
h , ( x ) = ---- ^  = = ^ g ( x ) , V j : 6 R  (4.15)
cos6l(x) A A
LH{x)
From equation 4.4, it can be seen that the horizontal coverage probability is
(^.Jk) = —^  j Vjcg i? (4.16)
and as E[z{x,  y)] = , Vx, y g /? , it follows that E { N ] = N  and N is unbiased, if
uniform coverage within a vertical strip is achievable. This depends on the shape of the
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survey region. When the above criterion is applied, the dashed-lined sampler in figure 
4.4 is generated. Its path is noticeably different from the path followed by the solid- 
lined equal angle sampler.
Note that even coverage probability for the above continuous sampler is achievable only
if H (x )  > ^  for all x. As for the other types of zigzag designs, the procedure relies on
being able to ‘bounce’ off a survey region boundaiy at an angle 6(x) to R da- As figure 
4.7 illustrates, this is possible only when the boundary angle <p(x) is smaller than 0(x). 
This condition always holds as 6(x)-^90°, which occurs as L—>o<>. For smaller values of 
0(x), sub-regions in which a continuous sampler with constant horizontal coverage
probability is not achievable can be anticipated. When H ( x ) - ^ ,  6(x) ~ 0° and at
smaller values ofH(x) even a sampler that is paiallel to the design axis over-samples an 
infinitesimal strip at x. In the particular case of a rectangulai' survey region of height It 
and width Wj applying equation 4.14, the sampler angle is given by
(9(a:) = arccosf-^-^^) = arccos(—) ( Z, > ip ), independent of x. For sections 
L x h  L
corresponding to H {x) < ~ ,  segments of the sampler could be omitted if desired, to
avoid over-sampling. This ensures that all infinitesimal strips of width âx have the same 
horizontal coverage probability, equal to the constant coverage probability Jtc. Thus 
even horizontal coverage probability k (x )  equal to K c is achieved throughout the survey 
region. The exception to this is when it is not possible to keep the sampler in the survey 
region due to the angle of the survey boundai'y at that point. This problem can be solved 
by increasing the value of L until the angle 9(x) increases sufficiently to ensure that 
6(x)>(f)(x) for all boundaiy angles (j)(x). For a smooth boundaiy, however, there are 
some values at which (j)(x) = 90°, and this requires L—>oo. To implement the design it 
may be necessary to tiimcate problematic sub-regions of jR.
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A.
<Kx)
B.
Figure 4.7: In case A, the sampler ‘bounces’ within the survey region. By contrast, in 
case B, the adjusted angle zigzag algorithm does not keep the sampler in 
the survey region.
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Given enough effort, even coverage probability is theoretically possible with this 
sampling method. Firstly, this may not lead to a very practical survey design. Secondly, 
it is worth noting that, as the effort, and consequently overlap between sampler 
segments, increases, so does their dependence. This lack of independence could bias the 
variance estimate if the overlap area is a substantial proportion of the sampler aiea.
The continuous adjustment of the sampler angle, as the height of the survey region 
changes with respect to Rqa, may result in a curved sampler. In practice, if a curved 
sampler were generated for the given survey region, this could be replaced by a piece- 
wise lineal* approximation to the curve. This approximation increases the vaiiability in 
coverage probability, but still gives more even coverage probability than the other 
zigzag designs. The sampling method provides a practical design that gives almost even 
coverage probability throughout the region. The available survey effort and the intended 
practicality of the design will be the factors that limit the degree of approximation to an 
even coverage probability design.
The adjusted angle zigzag sampling design superimposes a continuous zigzag sampler 
whose adjusted angle is determined by the survey region height, as previously stated. In 
general, equation 4.14 implies that the sampler orientation varies continuously. The 
implementation of this design is given in section A. 16 of appendix A. It involves 
selecting firstly a starting point Po(xo,yo) uniformly within the survey region, and 
secondly a random sampler orientation with respect to R da {0 or 180°-<9 with equal 
probability), so that equation 4.14 is satisfied for all x. The sampler is extended fi'om Po 
in both directions along Rda- When it intersects the upper or lower boundary of K, it 
‘bounces off the boundary at an angle determined by the height of R  at that x- 
coordinate. This procedure is continued until the sampler covers the entire %-value 
range of Rda (figure 4.4 shows an example of an adjusted angle design). Design classes 
based on an adjusted angle zigzag sampler are denoted by Saaz- If the survey region is 
convex, the adjusted angle zigzag design provides even coverage probability in the 
direction of the design axis.
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Adjusted angle zigzag design classes are defined and generated according to the 
constant coverage probability, which is determined by the total sampler length. If the 
sampler width and surface area of R  aie known, then it is possible to estimate the total 
sampler length for a realization of the design, for a specified constant coverage 
probability. Similarly, for a set total zigzag length, the constant coverage probability 
can be calculated. The implementation of this algorithm is given in section A. 17 of 
appendix A.
Different orientations of Rda, may require a different line length, as the required length 
depends on the height of the survey region with respect to Rda- As defined in section
4.4, (p,„ax denotes the angle of a boundary edge that has the greatest absolute slope with 
respect to Rda- Using the identity cos(vi- va) = cos(vi)cos(v2) + sin(vi)sin(v2), it follows 
that cos(O) = siii(^„;ar) when the boundai*y has a positive slope, and cos(^  = 
when the boundaiy has a negative slope. The formula <9 = cos'^(A/(LxiTj) can be 
reaiTanged, i.e. L — (A/(cos(6) x  H)), to calculate an approximate minimum effort value 
L  for which the sampler remains within the survey region for any instance of the design. 
Let Hrnin be the minimum height of the survey region with respect to the coordinate 
system. To obtain the most extreme maximal value for 6, the value of H  must be set to 
The value of ^is set to one of the above, depending on the value of However, 
to ensure that L takes on a positive value, the absolute value of cos(0  must be taken. 
Thus the following formula is used:
This formula is a conservative estimate of L, i.e. more effort than is necessaiy for the 
sampler to remain within the survey region may be allocated. This is due to the fact that 
the minimum height may never correspond to the steepest part of the boundaiy. To get 
an exact estimate of the minimum amount of effort required, the heights corresponding 
to each point on the boundary need to be considered, and the effort needed for each 
point found. The overall minimum effort required would then be the maximum of all 
these point values. For a polygonal survey region for instance, each edge must be
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considered, with its corresponding minimum height, separately, calculating the effort 
required if that edge were used. A simple example is shown in figure 4.8.
(0 ,2 5 ) (5 0 ,2 5 )
(5 0 ,-2 5 )
(2 5 ,-1 5 0 )
Figure 4.8; The coordinates, as shown, define the simple survey region. In this example, 
the minimum height H,„i„ = 50, and it corresponds to the steepest edges, 
whose angles are given by = ±tan(5) = 78.69°. Thus, with a survey 
region area of A = 8750, the minimal effort calculation of L = 892.33 is 
exact for this survey region.
4.8 A Comparison of the Zigzag Samplers
4.8.1 Evaluating Estimator Bias over Different Population Densities
The equal angle zigzag design class Smz and equal spaced zigzag design class Sesz are 
applied to a number of populations whose respective densities aie known, in order to 
evaluate the bias of their estimators under the assumption of even coverage probability.
Constant Density Population
Given a constant density population in R, i.e. D(jc,y) = D ,\ /x ,yE  R , the location of a 
design class’ samplers within R  is of no consequence with regard to the accuracy of the
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estimators when the assumption that the design class achieves even coverage 
probability is violated. Thus this simplistic type of density is not considered, because as
can be seen from the following two formulas, ] = AD  = N  for both Seaz and Sesz’
For from Equation 4.9, using Equation 4.7
E[N f j r p  ] — D dA = AD  1
Lcos ^   ^ Lcos <9
AD  V ,  AD
J / H (x ) dydx
LcosO
jd x  =
(4.18)
(•^ niax ’^ niin )
For S e s z  from Equation 4.12, using Equation 4.10 
1 r D
ft=l
dA
^  A-l
H ( X )“I i^un\ / 1
—  J  f --------dydx
cos 6 1. J  i  H (x )* 0
^  A=1 COS0,
fd x
^  A=1
h
(x, -X,..) (x .  -  a:. )
~ t h = A D
^  A=1
0^19)
Population Density Increasing Lineaiiv with x. Independent of y
Let the population density in R be given by D{x) = a c  + /?, V a:, yE  R ,  where a, j3 are
positive constants.
For design class Seaz, equation 4.9 gives
E\_N OT ] — J ax + J3dA =L c o s d j^ H ( x )  LcosO
i^iiax
j  {ax + p)dx  =
•'''max ^ (^ ')
/  I ax + p  H{x)
Lcosd (^ max ^min )
ax
dydx
+ Px
(^ max •^ min )
a = A a
0 L2 O)
A23
For design class S e s z ,  equation 4.12 gives 
1 eOOc + ^A A
^  A=1
^  A=1
A A
A=1
Jj , H(JC) dA
A yT ^maiL' A = 1
 ^IIUIX ^  )1 *iiinx **
—  I 1c A J Jco s &
ax^r P  
H ix )
dydx
J ( a r  + /?)Ær
.....
I a  
l 2
(%
01.21)
-  Y  ^  ( " 2  ’''  ^^  ^  I
The estimator in equation 4.20 is unbiased for a survey region whose height is constant 
with respect to the design axis. Intuitively one expects that when the height of the 
survey region is either positively or negatively coixelated with the increase in 
population density, then the estimator in equation 4.20 is negatively or positively 
biased, respectively. For large K, the estimator in equation 4.21 is less biased than that 
in equation 4.20. The expected value of the latter is given by a constant expression 
whose value is solely detemiined by the values taken by x„,in and whereas the bias 
of the former estimator tends to zero as K~^oo (so that Xk,„m~Xkmax-^ 0). This can be seen 
by rewriting equation 4.21 as follows:
^ S  {f
As Æ— this expression tends to the true population size N  as shown below. 
A jiax- \- j3 )H {x)dx  A j { a x  + /3)H(x)dx
'‘max
jH {x )d x
j(m : + P)H{x)dx
The total population size N  can be found by means of equation 2.5 as follows
-^'rnux •^'max
A = j  D(x, y)dA = J  J  + P)dydx -  J {ooc + P)H{x)dx  (4.22)
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Population Density Increasing with both x and y
Let the population density in R be given by D (x ,y)  = ox + j3y + pcy + 0 , \ / x , y e  R ,  
where are positive constants.
For design class Seaz, equation 4.9 gives
E[N„rJ =
_ A Ç ox + Py + p:y + S (lA
L co sé 'i H (x)
A T ‘^ ï ' ( c x  + S) + iP  + y)c)y
LcosO
LcosO
H (x)  
1(ox + S) + —(P + pc)H(x)
dydx 
dx
(4.23)
For design class S e s z ,  equation 4.12 gives
1 e (XX-Y Py->r y x y 6
^  A-=l 
i- t=l 
■*-' A=1
cos^, ( #(% )
dA
1
cos6 L
COS O j .
H (x)
((XX + 0 )- \-~ (p  + yx)H(x) dx
0L24)
The total population size N  can be found by means of equation 2.5 as follows
^  nmx )
N  = ^ (ox-\r p y ^  yxy + ô)dA = J  J  [(coc + S) + (P + )x )y i^ yd x
* 0L25)
(ax + + l(yS  + yx)(H(x)Ÿ dx
Population Density Increasing with Decreasing Distance from the Survey Region’s 
Upper or Lower Boundaiw
Let the population density in R  be given by D (x ,y )  = a(x)y'^ + P(x)y-\-y (x \
\ / x , y e R ,  where a (x )  = Anin(^))  ^ = - o H ( x ) , y(x)  = (x)
y t l  \ X  ) )
and D„j., (^a:) ,D^ ^^ ^^ (x ) are the minimum and maximum density V%, y e  R .
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For design class Seaz, equation 4.9 gives
a{x)y^ + P(x)y  + y(x)
Lcos^ H (x)
dA
A  Y  7 ’a{x)y'‘ + P(x)y  + y(x)  
n(x)
dydx
LcosO
A
LcosO
A
LcosO
*• iiiin
 ^ n i ln
— (%))^ 4- — /)(% )!?(% ) + y(%) dx
6(^(A7))"
~A„ax(^) + |^m in(^))
(4.26)
+ A„ax(^) dx
For design class S e s z , equation 4,12 gives
1 Ç <%(%)y ^  + P(x)y + y(x)
E[N«T] = j t^  A=1
= l S^  k=\ 
^  k~l
4 6^  A=1
dA
cosOi  ^ H (x)
1 y ' " ' r ^ a ( x ) y ^ + f i i x ) y  + r(x )
COS Or. J J H ix ) dydx
1
cosO, 6 (H(x))^ + ^max('C)
dx
0L27)
1 •jp’‘ (  \ 2
C O S 0, ^  f
dx
The total population size N  can be found by means of equation 2.5 as follows
*^"innx r ? ( x ‘ )
A  =  J  (a(x)y'^ + P (x)y  + y{x))dA = J  J  ioc{x)y'^ +  p (x )y  + y{x))dydx
R 0
= J
= T
6 (H (x )y  
(x;) + (x))g(AT) t e
+ 0 „ ,„ (x te (x ) dx 0L28)
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4.8.2 The Example Survey Region and Sampler Effort
The samplers from the S e a z  and S e sz  design classes are generated over a simple 
trapezoidal survey region R with parallel sides that are peipendiculai' to Rda- Without 
loss of generality, the bottom left hand corner of the trapezium is located at the origin of 
the coordinate system. The angle of samplers is defined with respect to the design axis 
Rda, which coincides with the a:-axis. The end points of the parallel sides are defined by 
the coordinate pairs (0,0), (0,100), and (120,20), (120,0), respectively. Thus, the length 
of the parallel sides is 100 and 20 measurement units, respectively. The survey region 
with these specifications has surface area A = 7200 square measurement units and is 
shown in figure 4.9.
D A
(0,0)
Figure 4.9: The coordinates, as shown, define a simple trapezoidal survey region R, whose
design axis R d a  coincides with the A:-axis.
Each type of zigzag sampler is constructed in such a manner as to use the same amount 
of effort, i.e. has the same total length. This facilitates a comparison of the zigzag 
samplers with regard to their performance. To compare them visually they are started 
off at the same location, at (0,0) for example (as shown in figure 4.10). In practice, the 
start location would be chosen randomly.
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Figure 4.10: A trapezoidal survey region illustrating three types of zigzag sampler: 
equal angle (dotted line), equal spaced (dashed line) and adjusted angle (solid 
line). The design axis nins parallel to the base of the trapezium. The samplers 
all have the same total length. The adjusted angle zigzag starts to curve to 
reduce the area it samples as the survey region height decreases.
To generate the three different types of zigzag sampler with the same length, the
following strategy is employed:
>  A systematic spacing is selected and a zigzag sampler realization from the Sesz 
design class is generated by simulation.
>  The length L  of the equal spaced zigzag sampler is calculated.
>  The constant angle for the equal angle zigzag sampler is calculated using the 
formula in equation 4.6.
>  Using the known length L  of the sampler and surface ar ea A ofR, the adjusted angle 
zigzag sampler can be generated.
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In this example, the spacing for the design class S e s z  is set to 20 distance units. A 
realization from S e s z , which starts off at (0,0) for instance, produces a sampler comprised 
of 3 segments in the intervals [0,40], [40,80] and [80,120] each with sampler angle 77°, 
71.57° and 59.04°, respectively. It results in a sampler of length L = 382.126 distance 
units. Samplers from the design class Seaz with constant angle 71.696° have the same 
length. The angle of samplers from the design class Saaz is given
u zi/ .  , A , , 7200by^(%) = arccos(—— ; ; ) = arccos(
LH (x)
-),\ fx e  R ,  where H (x)  = — x + 100 
382.126H(%) 3
Using this explicit form for H(x), equations 4.22, 4.25 and 4.28 that evaluate the total 
population size N, can be formulated as
A  —  J  ( q 3 c +  ; 0 ) ( — —  a : +  1 0 0 ) Æ t
(4.29)
N  = I {ox +  < î)(- ~  ^  +100) + l(y S  + )o:)(--^A: + 100)' dx
-  ^  -  ^ itün ) + -   3 ~ ^ ~   ^ (^-^0 )
+ (50a - 1 ,5  -  ^  + 2 5 0 0 r)(x L  -  ) + (1005 + 5OOO;0)(x„„ - x ^ J
N = J è D , , ^ W  + ^ D ^„ {x))H {x)
D 3
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0.097
0.053
0.045
0.032
Figure 4.11: Horizontal coverage probability against distance along the design axis, for 
the three zigzag samplers in figure 4.10. Also shown is the height of the trapezium 
(not to scale) as a function of distance along the design axis, which indicates that the 
equal angle zigzag (dotted line) has too low coverage probability where the survey 
region is wide, and too high where it is narrow. For the equal spaced zigzag (dashed 
line), the coverage probability changes for each change in sampler angle. The 
coverage probability for the adjusted angle zigzag (solid line) remains constant, 
because the angle varies smoothly according to the trapezium height.
Using a trapezoidal survey region whose height varies considerably with respect to Rda 
facilitates comparison between the zigzag design classes. It illustrates how the different 
design classes perform with regard to the accuracy of their estimators. The perfonuance 
is determined by the variability in the horizontal coverage probability 7r(jc). Figure 4.11 
illustrates how the horizontal coverage probability varies against distance along Rda, for 
the three zigzag samplers shown in figure 4.10. Figure 4.12 illustrates how the 
horizontal coverage probability varies over the trapezoidal suiwey region for Seaz and 
iSbsz. The sample estimates are obtained by analytical evaluation of the estimators over a 
number of known population densities. The results are given in the following section.
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Figure 4.12; The horizontal coverage probability varies over the trapezoidal survey 
region for equal angle zigzag design class (top), and to a lesser degree for 
the equal spaced zigzag design class (bottom).
4.8.3 The Results
The sample estimates were calculated for the equal angle and equal spaced zigzag 
design classes presented in section 4.5 and 4.6, respectively. Only the bias caused by the 
invalid assumption of even coverage probability in the horizontal direction is 
considered. The value of n(x) is constant for the adjusted angle zigzag sampler. The 
population density is assumed to be known, thus its sample estimate is the same as the 
population abundance in the following examples. The estimators were evaluated over 
the simple survey region introduced in the previous section.
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Population Density Increasing Lineai'ly with x. Independent of y 
The expected value of estimator for Seaz and Sesz can be calculated by
analytical evaluation of equations 4.20 and 4.21, respectively. The results are shown in 
table 4.1.
Table 4.1: The bias and percent bias statistics for Seaz and Sesz under the
assumption of even coverage probability for different values of a  and f3 .
a P N B (N ^r) % B (N ^Y
S e a z S e s z S e a z S e s z S e a z S e sz
2 5 708 000 900 000 749 049 192 000 41 049 27 .12 5 . 8 0
0 . 2 5 103 200 122 400 107 305 19 200 4 105 18 . 60 3 . 9 8
0.  02 5 42 720 44 640 43 131 1 920 411 4 . 4 9 0 . 9 6
2 0 . 5 675 600 867 600 716 649 192 000 41 049 2 8 . 4 2 6 . 0 8
0 . 2 0 . 5 70 800 90 000 74 905 19 200 4 105 2 7 . 1 2 5 . 8 0
0.  02 0 . 5 10 320 12 240 10 731 1 920 411 1 8 . 6 0 3 . 9 8
2 0 . 0 5 672 360 864 360 713 409 192 000 41 049 2 8 . 5 6 6 . 1 1
0 . 2 0 . 0 5 67 560 86 760 71  665 19 200 4 105 2 8 . 4 2 6 . 0 8
0 .  02 0 . 0 5 7 080 9 000 7 491 1 920 411 2 7 . 1 2 5 . 8 1
Population Density Increasing with both x and v
For this type of a population density, for Seaz equation 4.23 can be fonnulated as
E i m  =
Lcos^
(ca + ^ ) + i ( /?  + y x ) ( ~ x  +100) dx
= A +^nmx^niin + “  T T ■„) + (<?+50/?)
For S e s z  equation 4.24 can be foimulated as 
1
Li COS 9. ‘^mln
{ooc + + + j^ ) ( -“  X + 1 0 0 ) dx
-  Y  S ( * ^ L x  + -^ max^ mia +  ^ 2  ~ 3  ^  ^  )(^max + ) + (<^  + 50/?)
Equation 4.25 giving the total population size N  can be formulated as
N =  J (ax 4- J ) ( - ^  jc +100) +100)^ dx
+ (5 0 a - - Ô  — /? + 2500f)(A: ,^^  ^- )  + (100^ + 5000/?)(x„^„^ - )
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The total population size N  and for Seaz and Sesz can be calculated by
analytical evaluation of the previous equations. The results aie shown in table 4.2.
Table 4.2: The bias and percent bias statistics for S e a z  and S e s z  under the
assumption of even coverage probability for different values of a, f3, y  and S .
a P r Ô N
S eaz S esz S eaz S esz S eaz S esz
0 .2 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 165 876 193 716 171  739 27 840 5 863 1 6 . 7 8 3 . 53
0 . 2 0.  03 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 83 796 102 996 87 892 19 200 4 096 2 2 . 9 1 4 . 8 9
0 . 2 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 159 180 187 884 165 228 28 704 6 048 1 8 . 0 3 3 . 8 0
0 . 2 0.  003 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 77 100 97 164 81 381 20 064 4 281 2 6 . 0 2 5 . 5 5
0 . 0 2 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 105 396 115 956 107 565 10 560 2 169 1 0 . 0 2 2 . 0 6
0 . 0 2 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 005 23 316 25 236 23 718 1 920 402 8 . 2 3 1 . 7 2
0 . 0 2 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 98 700 110 124 101 054 11 424 2 354 1 1 . 5 7 2 . 3 9
0 . 0 2 0.  003 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 16 620 19 404 17 206 2 784 586 1 6 . 7 5 3 . 53
0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 1 0 . 005 99 348 108 180 101 147 8 832 1 799 8 . 8 9 1 . 8 1
0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 17 2 68 17 460 17 300 192 32 1 . 1 1 0 . 1 9
0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 1 0 . 0 0 5 913 452 1009 548 933 109 96 096 19 657 1 0 . 5 2 2 . 15
0 . 002 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 92 652 102 348 94 636 9 696 1 984 1 0 .4 6 2 . 1 4
0 . 002 0.  003 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 10 572 11 628 10 789 1 056 217 9 . 9 9 2 . 05
Population Density Increasing with Decreasing Distance from the Survey Region’s 
Upper or Lower Boundaiy
If = and V x,ye i?, then the population size
1 2N  as well as is given byA( — bot h S e a z  and Sesz- This is
true for any D(x,y) that is a ftinction of j  alone. As an example, ifD„,,„(A:) = 0.1, 
O m „W  = 10, VatsB then A '=£[)V] = 7200(1iO + |o .1 )  = 24480.
If E>^(x) = a^x  + P^,D^^(jc) = Y j D ^ ( x ' ) , y x e R ,  then for equation 4.26 can 
be formulated as
E[7V] =
L qos6
''nmx
I
^miii ^min (^) dx
For Sesz equation 4.27 can be foimulated as
1 ' y r x .
cos6 >.. I 3r^niii
dx
fc=l
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Equation 4.28 giving N  can be formulated as 
N =  I dx
( n + 2 ) 2 a
" 9
■' + - ( 1 0 0 %  +100P^x
The total population size N  and its expected value for S m z  and S e s z  can be calculated by 
analytical evaluation of the previous equations. The results are shown in table 4.3.
Table 4.3: The bias and percent bias statistics for S e a z  and S e s z  under the
assumption of even coverage probability for different values of and .
«rf Æ Yd N %  B ( N  j j j ,  )
S e a z S e s z S e a z S e s z S e a z S e s z
0 . 0 2 3 10 113 280 120 960 114 922 7 680 1 642 6 . 7 8 1 . 4 5
0 . 0 2 3 0 . 1 19 824 21 168 20 111 1 344 287 6 . 7 8 1 . 4 5
0 . 0 2 3 0 . 0 1 18 974 20 261 19 249 1 286 275 6 . 7 8 1 . 4 5
0 . 0 2 0 . 3 10 35 520 43 200 37 162 7 680 1 642 2 1 . 6 2 4 . 6 2
0 . 0 2 0 . 3 0 . 1 6 216 7 560 6 503 1 344 287 2 1 . 6 2 4 . 6 2
0 . 0 2 0 . 3 0 . 01 5 950 7 236 6 225 1 286 275 2 1 . 6 1 4 .  62
0 . 0 2 0 . 0 3 10 27 744 35 424 29 386 7 680 1 642 2 7 . 6 8 5 . 9 2
0 . 0 2 0 . 0 3 0 . 1 4 855 6 199 5 143 1 344 287 2 7 . 6 8 5 . 9 1
0 . 0 2 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 1 4 647 5 934 4 922 1 286 275 2 7 . 6 7 5 . 9 2
0.  002 3 10 89 088 89 856 89 252 768 164 0 . 8 6 0 . 1 8
0 . 0 0 2 3 0 . 1 15 590 15 725 15 619 134 29 0 . 8 6 0 . 1 9
0.  002 3 0 . 0 1 14 922 15 051 14 950 129 28 0 . 8 6 0 . 1 9
0 . 0 0 2 0 . 3 10 11 328 12 096 11 492 768 164 6 . 7 8 1 . 4 5
0.  002 0 . 3 0 . 1 1 982 2 117 2 O i l 134 29 6 . 7 6 1 . 4 6
0.  002 0 . 3 0 . 0 1 1 897 2 026 1 925 129 28 6 . 8 0 1 . 4 8
0.  002 0 . 0 3 10 3 552 4 320 3 716 768 164 2 1 . 6 2 4 . 6 2
0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 3 0 . 1 622 756 650 134 29 2 1 . 5 4 4 . 6 6
0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 1 595 724 622 12 9 28 2 1 . 6 8 4 . 7 1
4.9 Discrete Parallel Line Sampling versus Continuous Systematic 
Zigzag Sampling: A Simulation Comparison
This section compares the performance, with regard to design properties and estimator 
precision, of a design class based on a zigzag sampler to that of design classes Slsrs and 
SisYSy based on paiallel line samplers. The sampler spread and cost of movement 
statistics produced by simulation for Slsrs and Slsys were presented in sections 3.5.2 and 
3.6.3, respectively. The sample estimates produced for these design classes were
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presented in section 3.7.2. Here simulation results are shown for zigzag design classes 
on the same rectangular survey region for two different cases. In the first case, the total 
length of the zigzag sampler corresponds to the on-effort distance covered during the 
S l s r s  and S l s y s  designs. In the second case, the total length of the zigzag sampler 
includes the inter-sampler travel distance in addition. As for the line samplers generated 
by S l s r s  and S l s y s , the width of the zigzag samplers presented in these examples is set at 
4 distance units
4.9.1 Sampler Spread
The closest distances between the sampler spread grid (SSG) points and the sampler are 
required to calculate the spatial spread statistics. This is made computationally less 
intensive by the construction of Voronoi diagrams for the samplers, as described in 
section 3.5.1 (the indicators of sample spread are described in section 2.7.2). For design 
classes based on continuous zigzag samplers, finding the closest distances to calculate 
the spatial spread statistics can be facilitated by the construction of triangles (or trapezia 
along the left and right edge of Rmbr). Edge triangles or trapezia are delimited by a 
zigzag sampler leg and Rmbr, while internal triangles are delimited by the bisector of the 
angle between successive legs in addition. The SSG points falling within a triangle are 
closest to the sampler leg used in the construction of the triangle. Figure 4.13 illustrates 
the construction of these triangles for a design based on a zigzag sampler.
Figure 4.13: Construction of triangles and edge trapezia for a design based on a zigzag 
sampler. This facilitates the calculation of closest distances between SSG 
points and the sampler. Internal triangles have a vertical line fill.
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Results were generated fi'om 1000 simulations of the zigzag design classes &zzt, where 
the value of k  indicates the length of the zigzag sampler generated for each realization 
from the class. The samplers generated fr'om S lzzsoo and Sizz/ooohave the same length as 
the on-effort length of their discrete line design class counteiparts, namely 500 and 
1000 distance units, respectively. The samplers generated from Slzzsô? and 5 z^ zjo«5 have a 
total length of 567 and 1085 distance units, respectively, which includes the inter­
sampler travel distance. Table 4.4 presents the spatial spread statistics for the zigzag 
design classes 5lzzi-. The systematic line sampling design class with 5 or 10 samplers 
(Si^Yss or S l sy sio )  is used as the base design class to standardise the sampler spread 
statistics. Figure 4.14 shows a Slzzsoo instance and its coiTesponding base design class 
instance giving the minimum and maximum estimated value for ^(s).
Figure 4.14: S lzzsoo  (solid line segments) and its base design counterpart S l s y s s  (dashed 
line segments). The design instances giving fi*om 1000 simulations the minimum 
and maximum estimated value of ÿs)  are shown on the left and right, respectively.
Table 4.4: Spatial statistics generated from 1000 simulations of zigzag design classes 
•Slzza ,  where the value of k  indicates the length of the zigzag sampler from the 
design class. The statistics include the minimum, maximum, mean and standard 
deviation for the average d of the closest SSG distances to each design instance 
s, and the average dj, of the closest SSG  distances to the base design Sb. These 
statistics are also shown for ÿ[s) = d Idf,. The closest distance statistics d  and di, 
that lead to the minimum and maximum value of ^ (s) are given.
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^Statistics S lzzsoo S lZZ567 S lzziooo S lzzioss
Min 4 . 7 2 3 4 . 2 6 1 1 . 5 2 8 1 . 5 2 3
d
Max 5 . 6 9 9 4 . 5 4 9 2 . 2 2 0 1 . 7 1 4
Mean 5 . 2 5 6 4 . 4 2 5 1 . 8 5 1 1 . 6 0 3
Stdev 0 . 3 1 5 0 . 0 8 5 0 . 1 9 2 0 . 0 5 5
Min 3 3 0 . 5 0 0 0 . 5 0 0
Max 4 . 0 9 9 4 . 0 9 6 1 . 4 9 9 1 . 4 9 9
Mean 3 . 5 2 1 3 . 5 1 9 0 . 9 7 4 0 . 9 7 5
Stdev 0 . 3 2 9 0 . 3 2 5 0 . 2 9 7 0 . 2 9 5
Min 1 . 1 7 3 1 . 0 5 2 1 . 0 2 8 1 . 0 1 7
Max 1 . 8 9 9 1 . 5 1 4 4 . 4 2 7 3 . 4 2 4
Mean 1 . 5 0 5 1 . 2 7 2 2 . 1 0 8 1 . 8 2 6
Stdev 0 . 1 6 5 0 . 1 1 9 0 . 7 6 0 0 . 6 3 3
Min 0 0 0 0
^miii
Max 1 6 . 3 5 8 2 3 . 1 6 9 7 . 5 1 7 1 1 . 0 1 6
Mean 4 . 7 3 8 4 . 2 7 4 1 . 5 3 9 1 . 5 2 4
Stdev 4 . 3 7 8 4 . 2 6 2 1 . 8 1 6 1 . 8 9 3
Min 0 . 3 0 5 0 . 1 8 8 0 0
db
Max 1 5 . 6 9 5 1 5 . 8 1 2 2 , 9 9 5 3 . 0 0 6
Mean 4 . 0 3 9 4 . 0 6 2 1 . 4 9 8 1 . 4 9 8
Stdev 3 . 9 5 0 3 . 9 8 0 1 . 4 9 8 1 . 4 9 7
Min 0 0
J Max 26 . 308 1 9 . 2 8 6 1 2 . 4 5 0 8 . 4 5 6
Mean 5 . 6 9 7 4 . 5 4 2 2 . 2 1 4 1 . 7 1 2
Stdev 5 . 6 4 8 4 . 4 1 4 2 . 4 1 4 2 . 015
Min 0 . 4 6 8 0 . 4 2 1 0 . 1 7 4 0 . 3 2 8
db  max
Max 5 . 5 3 2 5 . 5 7 9 0 . 8 2 6 0 . 6 7 2
Mean 3 3 0 . 5 0 0 0 . 5 0 0
Stdev 2 . 5 0 0 2 . 5 0 1 0 . 3 2 6 0 . 1 7 2
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4.9.2 Cost of Movement between Sampling Locations
Results were generated from 1000 simulations of the zigzag design classes Slzza-, where 
the value of k  indicates the length of the zigzag sampler generated for each realization 
from the design class. The results are given in table 4.5.
Table 4.5: Travel statistics generated from 1000 simulations zigzag design classes 5lzza-, 
where the value of k  indicates the length of the zigzag sampler from the 
design class and equals the on-effort travel distance C^s). The statistics 
include the minimum, maximum, mean and standard deviation for total 
travel distance covered, the proportion of on-effort to total travel distance, 
the total cyclic travel distance covered and the proportion of the on-effort to 
the total cyclic travel distance. The indicators C t(s) ,  C tl(s) ,  C tp(s) ,  C q(s)  or 
C ql(s)  are defined in 3.6,1. For zigzag design classes L„(s) denote the 
number of sampler legs, rather than the number of individual samplers 
generated for each realization from a design class, as defined in 3.3.6.
Travel Statistics S lzzsoo S l ZZS67 S lzziooo S l z z io s s
Min 5 8 0 . 3 8 6 7 . 0 1 1 1 0 0 . 0 3 1 1 7 7 . 2 2
C tl(s)
Max 6 3 4 . 4 7 7 0 0 . 1 3 1 1 3 3 . 2 8 1 2 1 3 . 3 8
Mean 6 1 3 , 8 5 6 7 3 . 6 1 1 1 0 0 . 6 0 1 1 9 8 . 4 7
Stdev 1 2 . 6 1 4 . 1 3 3 . 27 1 0 . 7 2
Min 0 . 7 8 8 0 . 8 1 0 0 . 8 8 2 0 . 8 9 4
C ql(s)
Max 0 . 8 6 2 0 . 8 5 0 0 . 9 0 9 0 . 9 2 2
Mean 0 . 8 1 5 0 . 8 4 2 0 . 9 0 9 0 . 9 0 5
Stdev 0 . 0 1 6 7 0 . 0 0 5 1 0 . 0 0 2 6 0 . 0 0 8 1
Min 14 15 20 20
Ln(s)
Max 16 17 2 1 2 2
Mean 1 5 . 8 5 1 6 . 5 5 2 0 . 9 3 2 1 . 7 9
Stdev 0 . 3 8 2 4 0 . 5 4 5 3 0 . 2 5 3 5 0 . 4 2 7 2
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4.9.3 The Sample Estimates
Let Stzzsoo and Slzzsô? denote the two zigzag design classes, whose samplers have a total 
length of 500 and 567 distance units, respectively. For the fii'st design class, the total 
length of the zigzag sampler corresponds to the on-effort distance covered during the 
S l s r s s  and S l s y s s  designs, namely 500 distance units. For the second design class, the 
total length of the zigzag sampler includes the inter-sampler travel distance in addition. 
For both S l sr ss  and Si^Yss, this comes to approximately 567 distance units on average. 
All three zigzag designs described in sections 4,5-4.7 aie equivalent and provide even 
coverage probability within a rectangular region. Thus, the sample estimates evaluated 
within the rectangulai" region introduced in section 3.3.1, under the assumption of even 
coverage probability 7tc and are unbiased. The results aie presented below.
Let the population density in R  be given by D(%) = ox + j3, V%, y e  R ,  where a, p  are 
positive constants. Then for Slzzsoo and Slzzss?^ from equation 4.1
1 '««X
= —  J J(<2X + P)dydx
 ^ •^nilii I'j )
= —  f A, (je)(m: + P)dx (4.32)
= j^n(%)(m; + /3)(&
For the rectangular survey region this gives
100
= jl00icac + P)dx = l0 0 \5 0 a  + P) (4.33)
0
There is no need to evaluate the S lzzsoo  and S l z z so ? sample estimates by simulation with 
analytical evaluation of equation 4.33, as the results aie exact for this population 
density. In reality the population density would be less well defined and the zigzag 
samplers would be unlikely to have an orientation that could achieve such a perfect 
result.
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Let the population density in R  be given by D (x ,y)  = ax + j3y + yxy + S , Vx,y s R ,  
where a, P, y ,ô  are positive constants. Then for Slzzsoo and S lzzso?, from equation 4.1
•' i^nax J’j( .v )+ /» j( .v )
71^
2  s(. ,(.V
f^HT~—  I ^[ax + ô ^ -{p-^yx)y)pydx
I /(
1{x)[{ax + <^ ) + -  (/?+ yx){2y^ (x) + (x))^ dx (4.34)
‘^max / 1 \
=  J  1 T ( % ) (  ( m :  +  ( ^ )  +  -  ( ^  +  ) ^ ) ( 2 y ^  ( % )  +  B ( % ) )  W
The zigzag sampler comprises K  sections. Each section Zk conesponds to aline segment, 
which is delimited by its intersection with the boundaries of the survey region. In this 
example, the orientation of each Zk remains constant. For a convex survey region, eveiy 
realization from a zigzag design class has a single sampler Sj and Sj = {zi, Zzi •••? Zk} . Let 
the initial location of Zk with respect to the design axis Rda be given by {Xki, yw). Let 
sign(zt) = 1 , if Zk forms angle 0 with Rda, while sign(zt) = - 1 , if Zk forms angle 180°-^ 
with Rda- Let denote the width of Rda covered by Zk- Then the ti'ajectoiy of each Zu, 
with respect to its x-ordinate on Rda, is given by y ^ y ^ i  + sign{zj,){x - x^ i) i 2in{0 ) . 
For the same rectangular survey region equation 4.34 can be written as
N H T
1 0 0  /  1  -j A A  \
= J  1 0 0 ((cw + (^)+ — ( / ?  + ;^c)(2 y^(x)+  ))dx
100-= lOOf (50a + 0) + (50/) + 2500y)
+ 1 0 0 / ) ^
A=1
+ io o r SA-=l
t^n{0)sign(Zk)
^tan{0)signiz^)Xi,fWl
0L35)
The S lzzso o  and S l z zso ? sample estimates can be evaluated by simulation with analytical 
evaluation of equation 4.35. The results aie shown in tables 4.6 and 4.7, respectively.
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Table 4.6: The statistics for Slzzsoo under the assumption of even coverage
probability for different values of a, P, y  and S .
S lzzsoo
a  j r â AT 1 jw
! H r  m i l l
N
H r  m a x N ht # B -Im s e
0 . 0 2  ! 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 50 050146 0 0 9 . 1 8 54 0 9 0 . 8 2 50 0 1 7 . 3 9 2 9 3 3 . 0 9 - 3 2 . 6 1 2 9 3 3 . 2 7
0 . 0 2  j 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 27 5 5 0 1 2 5  7 8 2 . 1 4 29 3 1 7 . 8 6 27 5 4 5 . 2 7 1 2 6 9 . 4 4 - 4 . 7 3 1 2 6 9 . 4 4
0 . 0 2  1 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 36 5 5 0 1 3 3  8 7 2 . 9 6 39 2 2 7 . 0 4 36 5 4 3 . 9 2 1 9 5 2 . 1 5 - 6 . 0 8 1 9 5 2 . 1 6
0 . 0 2  j 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 0 1 0.  005 14 0 5 0 113 6 4 5 . 9 2 14 4 5 4 . 0 8 14 0 5 4 . 1 9 2 9 3 . 2 4 4 . 1 9 2 9 3 . 2 7
0 . 0 0 2  1 0 . 0 3  
0^002 j 0 To 3
0 . 0 0 1  
"o^  0 0 0 1 "
0 . 0 0 5
0 . 0 0 5 '
41 050137 0 0 9 . 1 8 45 0 9 0 . 8 2 41 0 9 4 . 3 2 2 9 5 0 . 2 3  
1 ' 2 9 0 . 9 3
4 4 . 3 2  
' ' l 4 l 7 8
2 9 5 0 . 5 7
18 5 5 0 116 7 8 2 . 1 4 20 3 1 7 . 8 6 18 5 6 4 . 7 8 1 2 9 1 . 0 2
0 . 0 0 2  ! 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 27 550124 8 7 2 . 9 6 30 2 2 7 . 0 4 27 5 4 0 . 1 0 1 9 5 6 . 8 7 - 9 . 9 0 1 9 5 6 . 8 9
0 . 0 0 2  I 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 5 050!  4 6 4 5 . 9 2 5 4 5 4 . 0 8 5 0 4 9 . 4 0 2 9 4 . 4 0 - 0 .  60 2 9 4 . 4 0
The results given in tables 4.6 and 4.7 show how the sample estimates for S l z z s o o  and 
S l z z 567 are more precise than those given by S l s r s s  and S l s y s s -  In this example, the 
improvement is caused by two properties of the zigzag sampler. The first is the 
systematic nature of the sampler, which leads to an improvement similar to that shown 
for the comparison between the S l s r s s  and S l s y s s  design classes (the results for these are 
shown in tables 3.19 and 3.20). The second is the shape of the sampler, which gives 
better samples leading to more precise estimates due to the improved spatial distribution 
of the sampler. The continuous zigzag sampler makes it possible to invest additional 
effort on sampling rather than on inter-sampler movement. This leads to a further 
improvement in precision, as can be seen by comparing the results for S l z z s o o  and S l z z s o z -
Table 4.7: The statistics for Slzzso? under the assumption of even coverage
probability for different values of a ,  p ,  y  and Ô .
S l ZZS67
a  jg r s N
^  Hr m ill HT max ^HT B -Im s e
0 . 0 2  i 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 50 050 47 1 1 0 . 7 7 52 9 8 9 . 2 3 50 0 4 9 . 3 7 2 1 2 9 . 8 0 - 0 . 6 3 2 1 2 9 . 8 0
0 . 0 2  1 0 . 0 3 0 , 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 27 550 26 4 9 8 . 5 4 28 6 0 1 . 4 6 27 5 4 6 . 8 3 7 1 0 . 8 5 - 3 . 1 7 7 1 0 . 8 6
0 . 0 2  1 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 1 0.  005 36 550 34 1 3 4 . 3 0 38 9 6 5 . 7 0 36 5 2 2 . 1 1 1 7 5 8 . 1 0 - 2 7 . 8 9 1 7 5 8 . 3 2
0 . 0 2  1 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 .  005 14 050 13 7 5 6 . 0 8 14 3 4 3 . 9 2 14 0 4 6 . 8 0 2 1 3 . 1 4 - 3 . 2 0 2 1 3 . 1 7
0 . 0 0 2  1 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 41 050 38 1 1 0 . 7 7 43 9 8 9 . 2 3 41 0 2 9 . 4 1 2 1 3 7 . 4 1 - 2 0 . 5 9 2 1 3 7 . 5 1
0 . 0 0 2  1 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 18 550 17 4 9 8 . 5 4 19 6 0 1 . 4 6 18 5 4 8 . 0 2 7 1 7 . 6 6 - 1 . 9 8 7 1 7 . 6 6
0 . 0 0 2  ; 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 27 550 25 1 3 4 . 3 0 29 9 6 5 . 7 0 27 5 4 1 . 5 4 1 7 6 0 . 1 4 - 8 . 4 6 1 7 6 0 . 1 6
0 . 0 0 2  , 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 5 050 4 7 5 6 . 0 8 5 3 4 3 . 9 2 5 0 5 2 . 4 1 2 1 3 . 2 0 2 . 4 1 2 1 3 . 2 2
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Table 4.8; The statistics for Slzzsoo with a sampler width of 4 distance units. The 
false bias in the results is due to integration over 4 distance units from the 
zigzag trajectoiy in a direction of increasing density. Integrating over 2 
distance units in both directions from the trajectory eliminates the problem.
a r Ô N N HT mill N HT max N  h t B 4 m s e
0 . 0 2 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 50 050 54 0 0 9 . 1 8 62 0 9 0 . 8 2 58 0 3 3 . 4 2 2 9 3 4 . 9 5 7 9 8 3 . 4 2 8 5 0 5 . 8 1
0 . 0 2 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 27 550 29 2 8 2 . 1 4 32 8 1 7 . 8 6 31 0 4 5 . 4 3 1 2 9 1 . 6 9 3 4 9 5 . 4 3 3 7 2 6 . 4 6
0 . 0 2 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 36 550 39 172 .96 44 5 2 7 . 0 4 41 8 3 5 . 3 6 1 9 4 4 . 7 2 5 2 8 5 . 3 6 5 6 3 1 . 7 8
0 . 0 2 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 14 050 14 4 4 5 . 9 2 15 2 5 4 . 0 8 14 8 4 8 . 5 2 2 9 4 . 8 6 7 9 8 . 5 2 8 5 1 . 2 2
0 . 0 0 2 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 41 050 45 0 0 9 . 1 8 53 0 9 0 . 8 2 49 0 5 5 . 6 3 2 9 4 9 . 5 8 8 0 0 5 . 6 3 8 5 3 1 . 7 1
0.  002 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 18 550 20 2 8 2 . 1 4 23 8 1 7 . 8 6 22 0 6 2 . 9 8 1 2 9 3 . 1 3 3 5 1 2 . 9 8 3 7 4 3 . 4 3
0 .  002 0 . 0 0 3 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 27 550 30 1 7 2 . 9 6 35 5 2 7 . 0 4 32 8 3 9 . 2 1 1 9 5 4 . 4 4 5 2 8 9 . 2 1 5 6 3 8 . 7 6
0.  002 0.  003 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 5 050 5 4 4 5 . 9 2 6 2 5 4 . 0 8 5 8 4 6 . 3 8 2 9 3 . 8 8 7 9 6 . 3 8 8 4 8 . 8 7
Tables 4.8 and 4.9 show how care must be taken when calculating the sample estimates 
by shnulation. The results indicate a misleading positive bias for Si z^soo, which does not 
exist in reality. This is not a tme bias, but caused by incorrect integration over the 
zigzag sampler. The problem results from integration from the zigzag tiajectoiy 
upwai'ds, rather than a coixect integration with the trajectory at its midpoint. Tables 4.8 
and 4.9 give the results for a sampler width of 4 and 0.4 distance units, respectively. A 
larger sampler width exacerbates tlie false bias problem.
Table 4.9: The Njjj- statistics for Slzzsoo with 
false bias in the results is due to 
direction of increasing density.
a sampler width of 0.4 distance units. The 
integration from the 
Integrating in both
zigzag trajectory in a 
directions from the
a P r 5 N N Hr rain N HT max N  h t B -Im s e
0 . 0 2 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 0 1 0 .  005 50 050 46 2 0 9 . 1 8 54 2 9 0 . 8 2 50 2 6 3 . 4 8 2 9 4 4 . 3 2 2 1 3 . 4 8 2 9 5 2 . 0 5
0 . 0 2 0 . 0 3 0 . 0 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 27 550 25 8 6 9 . 5 4 29 4 0 5 . 3 6 27 6 3 4 . 7 8 1 2 8 9 . 4 8 8 4 . 7 8 1 2 9 2 . 2 6
0 . 0 2 0.  003 0 . 0 0 1 0 . 0 0 5 36 550 34 0 0 5 . 4 6 39 3 5 9 . 5 4 36 693 . 94 1 9 5 5 . 8 8 1 4 3 . 9 4 1 9 6 1 . 1 7
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4.10 A Zigzag Sampler Summary
Three types of design classes based on zigzag samplers were presented in this chapter. 
The equal angle zigzag sampler can only achieve even coverage probability in a
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rectangulai' survey region. In all other survey regions its horizontal coverage probability 
is determined by the height of the survey region with respect to the design axis. The 
equal spaced zigzag accommodates changes to the sui-vey region height to a certain 
degree and achieves a less vaiiable horizontal coverage probability than the equal angle 
zigzag. The adjusted angle zigzag continually adjusts its angle according to the survey 
region height with respect to the design axis. For anything but a rectangulai' survey 
region, the adjusted angle zigzag is the only design of the three to achieve uniform 
horizontal coverage probability. Section 4.8 illustrated how the assumption of even 
coverage probability can lead to biased estimates for the equal angle and equal spaced 
zigzags. For a given survey region R, the amount of estimator bias for the first two 
designs depends on the available survey effort, the shape of R, and the population 
density disti'ibution within R, In general, the equal angle survey design should not be 
used. If a prospective survey design is likely to be based on an equal spaced zigzag, 
then the combined horizontal and vertical coverage probability should be evaluated by 
simulation. If it is approximately even, then a standard analysis method, which assumes 
even coverage probability, can be applied. Otherwise, either an estimator such as the 
Horvitz-Thompson estimator that takes account of the variable coverage probability 
should be used, or a survey design based on the adjusted angle zigzag (or a good 
approximation to it) generated to ensure unbiased abundance estimates.
As shown in section 4.9, design classes based on zigzag samplers compaie favourably 
to design classes based on discrete line samplers. The shape of the zigzag samplers for 
the given amount of effort lead to a slight increase in the spatial spread statistics, but 
more importantly, the cost of movement statistics aie improved. The zigzag sampler 
also leads to better precision in the sample estimates.
The results have all been obtained by simulation or analytical evaluation over simple 
convex survey regions. Chapter 5 examines in pait how zigzag designs can be 
generated on non-convex regions, which make up the larger proportion of survey 
regions in reality.
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5 Dealing with Non-convex Survey Regions
5.1 Overview
Besides the survey examples presented in sections 3.4.3.2 and 3.6.4, the remaining 
survey designs, whose simulation results were presented in previous chapters, were all 
generated in simple convex survey regions. Instances from design classes based on 
points, quadrats or discrete line samplers can all be generated in iixegular non-convex 
suiwey regions without difficulty. The only complication this introduces for discrete line 
samplers is the definition of an appropriate sampling unit for vaiiance estimation. Each 
sampler may have a different length, determined by the survey region’s height with 
respect to the design axis. The ‘holes’ and iixegularities in the survey region may also 
lead to samplers comprised of a number of variable length sections. This makes the 
definition of a suitable sampling unit slightly more problematic. Consequently, such 
designs are more stiaightfbiivard when implemented in convex study regions. However, 
some designs, such as the zigzag sampling designs presented in chapter 4, can only be 
generated in convex survey regions.
Most survey regions are not convex, unlike the simple rectangulai' and trapezoidal 
regions used for illustration purposes in earlier chapters, but have various topographical 
features such as islands, bays and inlets, for example. The complexity introduced by 
non-convexity makes it difficult to generate survey designs based on zigzag samplers 
either by means of GIS software or pen and paper. Given a non-convex survey region, a 
number of alternative strategies suggest themselves.
Firstly, a non-convex survey region can be divided into a small number of convex 
strata. Then the design algorithm can be applied within each stratum. In section 5.2, 
some techniques for survey region stiatification are presented, namely rectangulai- 
partitioning, triangulation and other forms of convex partitioning. The shape of the 
particular survey region under consideration determines the number of str ata generated.
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However, either method can potentially lead to a large number of small strata. When 
this is the case then a simple triangulation and rectangular partitioning is not a practical 
solution for dealing with the non-convexity of a survey region.
Section 5.3 illustrates an approach that combines survey region paititioning with the 
application of a convex hull or minimum bounding rectangle to each of the paititions 
generated. The partitioning leads to sub-regions that are close to convex. The design 
algorithms can be applied to the convex counteipart of these sub-regions, and any effort 
that falls outside the study area can be removed from the design. This may lead to some 
small discontinuities in the sampler. However, these are generally out-weighed by the 
gains in efficiency and precision obtained, for instance, by those sampling methods 
based on zigzag samplers. Once the irregular survey region has been split into strata, the 
problem of efficient movement between strata arises. This issue is addressed in section
5.4.
In section 5.5 a continuous line survey design for non-convex survey regions is 
considered. The last section in this chapter, 5.6, looks at design classes based on a 
tesselation or tiling of the survey region, where the survey path is constrained to move 
along the edges of the tiles (or segments between the centroids of tiles). Suggestions are 
made for what would potentially constitute a sampling unit and how the spatial 
distiibution of the design can be made as even as possible.
5.2 Stratification by Rectangular Partitioning or Triangulation
Bauer & Schneider (1995) describe how convexity simplifies geometrical problems. 
Their paper deals with the theory of geometiic probabilities, which is concerned with 
randomly generated geometric objects. They compute probabilities of certain geometric 
events or distributions of random variables defined in a geometric way. They detail how 
very often the computation even of simple expectations is too difficult, and one has to
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be satisfied with establishing estimates and, if possible, sharp inequalities. In geometric 
probabilities, convex sets play a prominent role, since often the convexity assumptions 
simplify the situation considerably. Coverage probabilities are an example of geometric 
probabilities. The samplers corresponding to a design class constitute geometric objects. 
The construction of zigzag samplers in particular is only feasible within convex survey 
regions. Given a non-convex survey region, a first approach is to constmct a partition 
on the survey region, where each sub-region in the partition is convex. A polygon 
composition is referred to as a partition if the sub-regions comprising the composition 
do not overlap. When overlap is allowed, the composition is referred to as a cover.
A.
B.
Figure 5.1: Two types of rectangular partitioning of a survey region R  (shown in grey).
In illustration A, the rectangles (dashed lines) are constrained to fall inside 
R, leading to an unsampled sub-region in R. In B, the rectangles provide 
exhaustive coverage of R, but this leads to sections of the sampler falling 
outside R, and hence sampler discontinuity. Example zigzag samplers are 
also shown (dotted lines).
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A simplistic approach is to generate a rectangular partition over the survey region R, as j
shown in figure 5.1. Zigzag or other sampler types can then be generated within each |
rectangle. Although this has an advantage in that sampler properties are known, each of 
the two options for a rectangular' partitioning of R  has drawbacks. The first option 
involves partitioning R  in such a manner as to constrain the rectangles to all fall within |
R. Unless R  is an orthogonal polygon whose edges are all aligned with a pair of 
orthogonal coordinate axes, this means portions of R  will not be sampled, which is 
generally unacceptable as a sampling strategy. The second option involves the 
construction of an exhaustive set of rectangular' partitions covering all of R  that are 
allowed to extend outside R. This option leads to sampler discontinuity.
Either a small number of large partitions or a large number of small partitions can be 
constructed. A smaller number of large partitions is the preferred alternative, as it 
facilitates survey design within a stratum and also reduces the inefficiency due to 
movement between strata. A lar ge number of small partitions is an impractical solution 
if the rectangles are too small. This is especially true if the distances observers are 
required to cover while moving between the sampling locations in various strata 
increases considerably relative to the distances covered actually sampling.
With the former partitioning option, decreasing the allowable size of the partitions 
means that the area o fR  excluded from the survey is reduced. The latter option provides 
a more viable alternative in that the whole of R  is included in the sur-vey and the amount 
of sampler discontinuity is a function of rectangle size and survey region shape.
Increasing the size of the partitions tends to lead to greater sampler discontinuity, which 
defeats the purpose of using a zigzag sampler in the first place. Thus a trade-off must be 
made between stratum size and sampler discontinuity.
The decrease in sampling efficiency is caused not only by sampler discontinuity due to 
rectangles falling partly outside R, but also by the required movement between strata.
Consider the boundary interface between adjacent strata to be a straight line set 
perpendicular or parallel to the design axis in each stratum. This not only facilitates
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movement between strata, but also potentially reduces the inefficiency due to movement 
between strata. If the end points of samplers in adjacent strata meet, this leads to no 
reduction in efficiency. However, it may not be a feasible option and additionally, it 
may influence the coverage probabilities adversely. The issue is considered further in 
section 5.4. Examples of sampler paths that meet at stratum boundaries are shown in 
figure 5.1.
Reflected with probability p.
Continues with probability l-p .
Figure 5.2: Movement between the rectangular partitions of a survey region.
Depending on the relative location of adjacent strata, it may be possible to alternate 
between strata. The topic of efficient movement between rectangular partitions requires 
further investigation. A potential avenue of investigation is that of probabilistic sampler 
movement. Here when the sampler reaches a stratum boundary, it either remains in its 
current stratum with a fixed probability p  or moves into the adjacent stratum with 
transmission probability l-p .  An illustration of this is given in figure 5.2. To improve 
the spatial spread of the sampler over the entire survey region, the transmission 
probabilities might vary by stratum boundary. If effort is allocated proportional to the 
surface area of the rectangular strata then the angle of the sampler changes between 
strata to reflect the difference in their sizes. The question of directed probabilistically 
determined sampler movement is also addressed in section 5.6. The issue of efficient 
movement for other types of partitions is considered further in section 5.4.
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A more elegant approach to convex partitioning of a survey region can be achieved by 
means of triangulation, which leads on to convex paititioning. O'Rourke’s (1987) book 
on art gallery theorems and algorithms focuses on solving the problem of determining 
the number of guards sufficient to cover the interior of an «-wall ait gallery room. To 
solve the problem, he utilizes methods that partition a non-convex polygon into convex 
polygons.
Triangulations are the simplest type of polygon partitioning possible. A triangulation 
dissects a polygon into triangles by drawing a maximal number of non-crossing 
diagonals. The triangulation theorem states that a polygon of n vertices may be 
partitioned into « ~ 2 triangles by the addition of « -  3 internal diagonals (O'Rourke, 
1987, p. 12). The vertices of the triangles coincide with the vertices of the polygon and 
some algorithms allow the controlled introduction of additional points refeired to as 
Steiner points. Steiner points are not polygon vertices and decompositions resulting 
from algorithms with Steiner points aie more efficient (i.e. result in larger partitions), 
but are harder to find. The most efficient algorithm for the triangulation of a simple 
polygon is linear in the number of polygon vertices «, i.e. 0(«), and is due to Chazelle 
(1991).
# #
#
#
# #
#
*
#
Figure 5.3: The triangulation (right) of a set of points (left).
An example of another triangulation based exclusively on a set of points is the 
Delauney triangulation. This is the dual of a Voronoi diagram (defined in section
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2.9.1.2 and discussed further in section 3.5.1) and can be constructed by joining the 
centre-points of the Voronoi tiles, which provides a triangulation of the region. This is 
one technique for constructing a triangulation of a polygon based on a set of points 
superimposed on the polygon. A triangulation of a set of points is shown in figure 5.3.
Triangles are unlikely to be practical strata for the purposes of suiwey design. 
Fortunately, Hertel & Mehlhorn (1983) state that any triangulation of a polygon can be 
converted into a convex par titioning of no more than 2r + 1 pieces by removing tr iangle 
sides, where r is a positive integer. The merging of the triangles increases the size of the 
convex partitions and reduces their number. The algorithm runs in 0(wloglog«) time, 
but is not always optimal. Other algorithms, not based on triangulations, exist to find 
the optimal (minimum) number of convex pieces into which a polygon can be 
partitioned (Chazelle & Dobkin, 1985). Chazelles’ O(n^) optimal algorithm uses 
dynamic programming and Steiner points. Greene (1983) proposes a decomposition 
algorithm that does not use Steiner points, but is not necessarily optimal. The algorithm 
is ad hoc; depending on the order in which you choose the polygon vertices you get a 
different partition. It also has the disadvantage that it does not necessarily provide a 
minimal number of partitions. The problem of partitioning polygons with ‘holes’ is 
intractable.
These methods can be applied to non-convex surwey regions to obtain a stratification 
that is also a convex partitioning. However, when partitioning survey regions, a 
minimum number of partitions is desirable as this facilitates the design process in each 
of the partitions and the linking of each of these designs. From a practical point of view, 
each partition should not be smaller than a certain size. The next section considers the 
development of a method with the added constraint of a minimum allowable partition 
size.
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5.3 Stratification by Limited Partitioning
5.3.1 Partitioning Combined with Convex Region Substitution
Instead of convex partitioning, another approach to dealing with a non-convex survey 
region R  is to substitute R  by either its minimum bounding rectangle Rmbr (as defined in 
section 2.8) or convex hull Rch (as defined in section 2.9.1.2). The survey design can 
then be implemented within the substituted convex region Rc. The shape of the original 
survey region determines the size of the sub-regions contained within Rc, but not within 
R. Let Rc- = Rc -  R  denote the discrepancy between R  and Rc. The size of Re­
determines the amount of sampler discontinuity. Only those sections of the design 
implemented in Rc that fall within R  are covered during the survey, thus a large amount 
of sampler discontinuity leads to an inefficient design.
y Region
Figure 5.4: The problem of survey design in non-convex survey regions can be avoided 
by implementing the design in the convex hull of the region. This, however, 
leads to sampler discontinuity and inefficiency.
Continuous designs, such as the zigzag designs, are selected for their improved 
efficiency, especially in the marine context where ship time is extremely costly. Thus, 
discontinuity caused by dealing with non-convexity in this manner, may defeat the
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purpose of selecting a continuous design in the first place. An example of this can be 
seen in figure 5.4 that shows a survey region along the Antarctic ice-edge covered 
during a marine mammal line transect survey. Replacing the survey region in figure 5.4 
by its convex hull, during the design process, leads to a great deal of discontinuity in the 
line sampler. Subsequently, although the magnitude of Rc- will vary from one survey 
region to the next, the aim will always be to minimize the relative size of Rc- to R in 
order to reduce discontinuity and improve efficiency.
In the previous section, convex partitioning was put forward as a way of dealing with 
non-convex survey regions. This option reduces the size of R c- to zero, by partitioning a 
non-convex R into convex sub-regions. For an M-vertex polygon, Chazelles’ convex 
partitioning algorithm creates a convex partitioning of the plane into n + I sub-regions 
(Chazelle & Dobkin, 1985). The algorithm proceeds by bisecting the angle at each 
polygon vertex. If the vertex is convex the bisector line is extended outward, while for a 
reflex vertex (whose interior polygon angle is greater than 180°) a bisector extension 
into the polygon takes place.
Figure 5.5: The curved boundary of the survey region could lead to an infinite number 
of convex partitions. This problem is overcome if the sizes of the partitions 
are constrained to be above a fixed minimal size. A stratification into four 
partitions substituted by their convex hulls is shown.
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As an extreme example of how convex partitioning can lead to a lai'ge number of small 
sub-regions, consider the survey region shown in figure 5.5, whose boundary is a 
continuous cuiwe. This survey region, whose polygonal representation could have a 
potentially infinite number of vertices, would give an infinite number of convex 
partitions. The individual partitions would be infinitely small, making it impossible to 
generate a survey design within them. Consequently, although for polygonal survey 
regions, the resulting number of partitions is known, their relative size is a function of 
the shape of the polygon. In the pathological example, as in other less extreme cases, 
some limiting constraint such as the number or minimum allowable size of partitions 
must be introduced. For non-convex surwey regions, an algorithm that constrains the 
minimum size of the sub-regional strata avoids the problem of convex partitioning that 
leads to a lar'ge number of potentially small partitions.
The trade-off between stratum size and convexity involves dividing a non-convex 
survey region into a small number of almost convex strata reducing sampler 
discontinuity as much as possible, while still maintaining a reasonable size for each 
stratum. Let {Ri, R 2 , ..., Rr} denote the set of almost convex sub-regions into which R  
is partitioned by the intermediate approach to dealing with the problem of non­
convexity. Those members of the set {Ri, R 2 , ... , R k] , which are only approximately 
convex, can be substituted by their convex conterparts for the
purpose of survey design. For a sub-region Rk, the convex counterpart can again either 
be its minimum bounding rectangle RuBsk or convex hull Rcuk. The algorithm of design 
classes requiring convex regions for their implementation can then be generated within 
each Rck^  Any effort that falls outside Rk is removed from the design. This leads to some 
discontinuities in the sampler. The increased cost due to sampler discontinuity and 
between strata movement must be out-weighed by the gains in efficiency and precision 
obtained by the sampling method that requires a convex region.
If a zigzag sampler leads to the type of discontinuities shown in figure 5.4, then a 
different surwey design should be used; a systematic parallel line design for instance. 
However, if the surwey region permits almost convex partitions whose layout facilitates
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movement between them, then the zigzag sampler is still the preferred option. Figure 
5.6 shows an example of a partition on the non-convex survey region in figure 5.4.
Figure 5.6; The problem of survey design in non-convex survey regions can be avoided 
by partitioning the survey region into a small number of almost convex sub- 
regions and then implementing the design in the convex hull of each.
The problem of creating a limited partition on a non-convex survey region R  is 
approached using combinatorics. The partitions are constructed by introducing 
partitioning segments on R. The start location for a partitioning segment corresponds to 
reflex vertices within R. Its end point corresponds to another non-adjacent vertex that 
maximizes the size reduction of Rc- The end node is found by iterating through all the 
nodes except those that lie adjacent to the start point node. The problem is 
combinatorial in that different vertex pairs are examined until the optimal pair for a 
given partitioning segment is found. The current algorithm is greedy in that it does not 
permit any backtracking. Once a partitioning segment has been introduced, its position 
cannot be changed during the process of positioning a subsequent partitioning segment 
in R. Partitioning segments are not permitted to cross, as this would increase the final 
number of partitions. The number of partitioning segments introduced is determined by 
the minimum allowable partition size. The partitions presented by the solution of the 
algorithm will be different depending on the search direction of the algorithm. Once a 
partition has been created, this excludes certain nodes fi-om future partition searches.
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This may exclude some potentially optimal partitions from the solution. The algorithm 
is still in its development phase and requires further enhancement, such as permitting 
backtracking and the introduction of Steiner points to potentially delimit partitioning 
segments rather than only using the polygon vertices. Figure 5.7 illustrates a 
partitioning of a non-convex survey region that is completely optimal. Two partitioning 
segments, which eliminate all non-convexity, are introduced. An example of the 
partitioning of a survey region sampled during a line transect survey is described in 
section 5.3.2.
Figure 5.7: The original survey region has two reflex vertices. Inserting partitioning 
segments at these vertices as shown results in a partitioning of the survey
region into 3 strata (separated by dotted lines). The stratification eliminates
all non-convexity (grey areas).
Unlike the optimal example, most limited partitioning will lead to some non-convexity
in the strata. As mentioned above, a sub-region Rk in the partition of R can be
substituted either by its minimum bounding rectangle RiuBRk or convex hull Rcnk- When 
Rk is substituted by its minimum bounding rectangle, this provides the simplest type of 
substitute region for the generation of a survey design. However, the comparative 
performance to the substitute convex hull RcHk recommends the use of Rem rather than 
Rwb/». There are two main reasons for this:
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• The substitute Rmbb* generally leads to greater sampler discontinuity and greater
inefficiency than when Rem is used.
® As detailed in chapter 4, design classes based on zigzag samplers give even
coverage probability over a rectangular’ survey region (assuming a design axis Rda 
running parallel to one of the sides ofRMam). This is due to the ar ea covered by the 
zigzag sampler being in proportion to the height of Ra/b/». However, the area 
covered by the sampler will not be proportional to the height of R&, and thus the 
horizontal coverage probability achieved by the design will be variable. The 
height of RcHk with respect to the design axis will always be smaller than the 
height of the corresponding Ra/bb*, at any point along R oa- This implies that the 
height of RcHk will be closer to that of R*. By generating an adjusted angle zigzag 
(or an approximation to it) within the convex hull the coverage probabilities 
achieved will be less variable than for those achieved within R mbivc’
5.3.2 A Line Transect Survey with Stratification
The region shown in figure 5.8 was sui'veyed during an aerial cetacean line transect 
suiwey off the Spanish coast. The surface area of the original survey region, using a 
Transverse Mercator projection, is 8750 square nautical miles. The total length of the 
sampler shown in figure 5.8 is 895 nautical miles. The design axis is oriented to place 
the samplers approximately parallel to a suspected population gradient emanating out 
fi’om the coast. The shape of the survey region leads to a great deal of sampler 
discontinuity when the design is generated in its convex hull. The zigzag design for the 
convex hull is compromised to an extreme level and this survey region would clearly 
benefit fiom a partitioning.
Figure 5.9 shows a minimal number of partitions that do not violate the convexity 
assumptions too extremely. The partitioning leads to four strata of 873,3088, 1714 and 
3075 square nautical miles. The total length of the samplers in each stratum is 96, 306, 
148, 325 nautical miles, respectively, giving an overall sampler length of 875 nautical
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miles. An equal spaced zigzag design with a systematic spacing of 10 nautical miles 
was used to generate the samplers. The height of each stratum does not vary appreciably 
along its design axis. This leads to coverage probabilities that are acceptably close to 
uniform.
Figure 5.8: Generating an equal spaced zigzag design (dark blue line) within the 
convex hull of the survey region (light blue) leads to considerable sampler 
discontinuity. The difference between the convex hull and the survey
region is highlighted in red.
The stratification has three distinct advantages:
• It leads to a dramatic decrease in sampler discontinuity.
• It permits different design axis orientations in each stratum and allows the
design axes to follow the contour of the coastline more closely than a single axis
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could. Each design axis is placed approximately perpendicular to the suspected 
population gradient.
• It provides samplers whose length can be covered in a single flight.
6 ?
Figure 5.9: The survey region shown in figure 5.8 is partitioned into 4 strata. An equal 
spaced zigzag design (dark blue line) is generated within the convex hull of 
each stratum. This leads to limited sampler discontinuity. The difference 
between the convex hull and the survey region is highlighted in red. The
stratification gives more flexibility with regard to the orientation of the
zigzag samplers in each stratum.
Once the survey region was partitioned, a zigzag sampler was generated in each
stratum. Each sampler was generated separately and no attempt was made to link up
samplers in adjacent strata along their common boundary. The issue of efficient 
movement between survey strata is considered in the next section.
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5.4 Efficient Movement between Survey Strata
The amount of sampler discontinuity is a function of the suivey region shape and the 
number and location of partitions. The goal is to minimize both the number of pai titions 
and the dead time due to movement from one sampler section to the next, and due to 
movement from one stratum to the next. The constraint of a minimum partition size, 
introduced in the previous section, leads to less effort being wasted moving from the 
end of a sampler in one partition to the start of a sampler in die next. However, this only 
increases design efficiency when the gain due to a reduction in movement between 
strata is not accompanied by an increase in distances that are required to be covered in 
movement between sampler sections; the greater the discrepancy between the stratum 
and its convex counterpait, the gieater the sampler discontinuity.
With regal'd to movement between survey strata, the ideal from an efficiency point of 
view is to commence sampling at the exact location on the common boundaiy between 
strata. No effort is wasted if the sampler corresponding to one stratum ends where the 
sampler coixesponding to the next sequential stratum to be surveyed starts. The survey 
design shown in figure 5.6 shows seamless transitions between some strata, while this is 
not possible between others. The survey design shown in figure 5.9 does not attempt to 
link up samplers in adjacent stiata along their common boundaiy.
If the automated suivey design soffwaie is set up to allow such transitions between 
strata, then this can lead to uneven coverage probabilities. The location of the common 
boundaries and their orientation with respect to the design axis in each stratum 
influences the coverage probabilities. The effect can be investigated by means of 
simulation. Depending on the amount of variability obsei*ved in the coverage 
probabilities, it may be better to allow some sampler discontinuity instead.
Another alternative is to separately generate suivey designs in each stratum and only 
join up those whose end points are at most a set distance apart. A similar operation can 
be performed in some GIS packages, where the “snap to” option joins points a given
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distance apait. Again the effect of this on coverage probability can be investigated by 
simulation.
5.5 A Design Based on Sampler Reflection
This section considers design classes based on a continuous line sampler that has a start 
point uniformly selected within the suiwey region and a random initial orientation. 
When the sampler intersects the survey region boundaiy, it is reflected to bounce off the 
boundaiy in such a way as to remain within the survey region. The sampler stops in its 
tracks when it has covered a predefined distance. The design does not make use of a 
design axis in its implementation. This design can be implemented in both convex and 
non-convex regions in a number of different ways.
I l l
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B~d A
Figure 5.10; Movement of the reflection sampler in convex survey regions. The 
direction of the sampler path from location Ui to a waypoint located at ih is 
determined by a random value b along the survey region boundaiy. The cuiTent 
edge of the sampler can be excluded by selecting a value in the range B -  d, 
where B  is the length of the boundary and d the length of the edge (on the right).
First consider a simple reflection survey design within a non-convex region R  for a set 
amount of effort L. Once the random start point Poixo^ yo) is selected and a random angle
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in the range [0°,360°), then the trackline is extended from the random start point in the 
direction of the selected angle. Each time the tmckline encounters the region boundary 
it is reflected at a randomly selected angle. The range of allowable angles must be such 
that the tiackline remains within the region. This process continues until the total 
sampler length is L. If ^  is strictly convex, then it is possible to select an angle that 
meets the constraint by selecting a random value b in the range (0,B), where B  denotes 
the length of the survey region boundary. However, even if b is uniformly selected in 
the range (0,B), this does not generally imply that that the coiTesponding angles are 
uniformly distributed over the range of possible angles. The randomly selected value of 
the constrained angle or of b determines the next boundaiy waypoint as shown in figure 
5.10. Figure 5.10 also shows how for a polygonal region with straight edges, the next 
waypoint can be constrained to fall on a different edge.
The random angle reflection sampler, when the angles are uniformly chosen in a range 
that constrains the sampler to remain in the survey region, has a distinct disadvantage. 
The sampler trackline tends to have a higher sampling intensity near' comers of 22, 
which leads to uneven coverage probability. The degree of variability in the coverage 
probabihty is a function of survey region shape. If the angle values are uniformly 
distributed this tends to leads to varying sampling intensities in various sub-regions of 
R. Even when randomly selected boundary points determine the next waypoint, this 
does not necessarily decrease the variability in the sampling intensities. The resulting 
sampling intensities are a function of the survey region shape in both cases.
A variation of this design creates sampler trajectories whose angle of reflection equals 
the angle of incidence. This is achieved by reflecting the sampler through a line 
perpendicular to the boundary at the point of intersection of the sampler with the 
boundaiy. It can be shown that trajectories of this type do not get stuck in comers of the 
surwey region R. For a comer of 22, let or denote the angle formed by the top and lower 
edges of the corner. Let P  denote the initial angle at which the trackline reflects off the 
top edge. Using the fact that the external angle of a triangle is equal to the sum of its 
two opposite internal angles, the angles of the trackline as it reflects off the survey
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region boundaiy can be calculated. After k  reflections in the lower edge, the trackline 
angle is {2k -  l)a-\- Thus for positive angles a  and /?, the tiackline will eventually 
move out of the corner when 180°- (2/c -  \ ) a  ~ J3 > 90°. Figure 5.11 provides an 
illustration.
3a+|3 180°-(3a+P)a+p
Figure 5.11: Reflection samplers whose angle of reflection equals the angle of
incidence do not get stuck in comers of suivey regions.
The trajectories whose angle of incidence equals the angle of reflection are referred to 
as billiard balls. Extensive literature on the class of billiaid ball problems is available. 
Although not very useful from the perspective of suivey design with the practical 
constraint of limited effort L, an interesting theorem can be stated: Let x be a point in a 
rational polygon R, and 6 a direction. Then, except for a countable number of directions 
0, the path of a billiard ball issuing fr'omjc in the direction ^ is  spatially dense in R, that 
is, it passes arbitraiily close to eveiy point of R (Boldrighini et a l, 1978; Kerckhoff et 
a l, 1985). This theorem implies that eveiy rational polygon is illuminable from each of 
its points and that no finite sub-region will be left unilluminated (if each point is 
thought of as a light source). Rational polygons are those whose angles are all rational 
multiples of 180°, so it is unlikely that most survey regions would fall into this class of 
polygon. No general result can be stated for irrational polygons (most ti’iangles, for 
example).
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Although the equal reflection angle sampler does not get stuck in comers, it is more 
likely to lead to samplers that get stuck in loops, rather than when a constrained random 
angle is chosen at each boundary intersection. It may be possible to reduce variability in 
the coverage probability by using an equal angle reflection sampler. The potential 
reduction is entirely dependent on the shape of the survey region.
Figure 5.12: Two examples of the reflection sampler in a convex survey region. The 
first sampler (left) has a reasonable spatial spread over the region, while the 
second (right) has worse spatial spread as it spends more time in two comers of 
the survey region.
Design classes based on either type of reflection sampler have poor spatial spread 
characteristics. Reflection samplers tend to be unevenly spread throughout the region 
and can give very variable estimates from one realisation of the design to the next. The 
design would thus not be very robust. Figure 5.12 shows an example of a reflection 
sampler that attains reasonable spatial spread over the survey region, and another whose 
spatial spread is worse as it samples two comers of the survey region more intensely. 
Some ideas for improving the spatial spread of this design are presented in the 
following paragraphs.
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The spatial spread and coverage probabilities attained by the reflection sampler can be 
variable. However, design classes based on reflection samplers have the advantage that, 
unlike classes such as those based on zigzag samplers, it is possible to generate survey 
designs in non-convex regions.
Design classes based on the reflection sampler can easily be extended to non-convex 
suivey regions. For convex regions a value for b can be randomly chosen from the 
entire boundaiy, except for the cuirent edge possibly. For non-convex regions the range 
of values for b is restricted to a subset of values along the boundary. Only those 
boundaiy values that ensure the sampler remains in the suivey region until the next 
waypoint is hit are allowed. This is illustrated in in figure 5.13.
Allowable 
values for b
Exclude values of b 
that send the sampler
out ofR .
Figure 5.13; To generate a reflection sampler in a non-convex suivey region the 
values of b that can be chosen to define the next boundaiy intersection of 
the sampler are constrained to those that keep the sampler inside R,
The following presents an adjustment to reflection sampler designs that generates 
samplers, which have a better sampler spread and give more even coverage 
probabilities. Instead of selecting a constrained random angle for each sampler 
reflection off the boundaiy of the suivey region R, the set of points accessible fr om each 
sampler intersection with the boundaiy is determined. Given a sampler intersection 
point u on the edge of the survey region Re, accessible points are those visible from ».
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A point in R is visible from u if the line segment joining the two points lies entirely 
within R. Visible points can be thought of as those illuminated by a light source 
emanating from u, where Re absorbs the light, as illustrated in figure 5.14. The 
algorithm proceeds by selecting a random point r  in the set of accessible points. A line 
from u passing through r  is projected into the survey region and intersects R e at the 
subsequent boundary. The process is repeated until the line length is equal to the fixed 
effort amount L. This second algorithm seems to be less biased towards edges with 
regard to sampling intensity than the first algorithm, which locates points at random 
along the available boundary or selects a random angle.
A method for uniformly selecting a random point r in the set of accessible points from u
is to uniformly generate points in R  until the segment ru falls entirely within R. This 
method is somewhat inefficient. Another more complex alternative involves the 
computation of visibility polygons containing the set of accessible points. This more 
complex method is required for a further extension to the reflection sampler algorithm 
that is detailed below.
Set of accessible points 
illuminated by the ‘light 
source’ emanating from u.
Figure 5.14: The grey area highlights the sub-region of the survey region R visible 
from the point u on the boundary. The visible sub-region contains the set 
of accessible points from u.
The further extension to the reflection sampler involves the weighting of points within 
the survey region. The weighting for each internal point r would be a function of its
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overall visibility from the combined set of points comprising the boundaiy of R. 
Consider a possibly non-convex survey region R with a boundary of length B. A 
boundary (possibly comprised of one or more sub-sections) of length b corresponding to 
the length of the boundary visible to r  can be associated with eveiy r  e R. Similarly, a 
sub-region Rr with surface area Ar visible to r can be associated with every r e R. As 
before, the extended algorithm selects a point within the current visible region to 
determine the direction of the trackline. This time, however, the point is not chosen 
uniformly, but weighted according to its visibility. The weighting would depend on the 
value of some visibility index ly. For instance, the visibility index ly could be given by 
b/B ov AJA, where A is the surface aiea of R. A point r  with a small visibility index 
should have higher weight than a point with a larger visibility index. A number of 
problems, which may make the unweighted uniform selection of /* a better option, can 
arise:
® Points within areas of low visibility will have a small visibility index and will thus 
be “upweighted”. But once the sampler enters this region of low visibility, e.g. bays 
within a non-convex survey region, it would have the tendency to get tiapped there 
due to the “upweighting”. Thus it may be necessaiy to change the weightings of 
points depending on the path of the sampler. This creates tlie problem of finding a 
mle to stratify the region R  into sub-regions of varying reachability and then 
developing a method of changing the weighting.
® If a point is not veiy visible, then it may infrequently fall within a sampler’s visible 
region. Thus the weighting may be of limited use.
To determine the reachability of points in R  requires tlie computation of visibility 
polygons. For a point r e  R, s l simplistic algorithm, which does this, can be stated as 
follows: Let each vertex have an associated status flag, which is set to “Visible” when 
the vertex is visible from r and set to “Invisible” otherwise. For each vertex, in the 
ordered sequence of polygon vertices, check whether it is visible from r. If the status of 
the current vertex is “Visible” then add it to the accessible vertex list, otherwise 
backtrack along the current edge until a point i\ on the edge that is visible from r is
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found. Add i\  to the accessible vertex list. Join the points in the accessible vertex list to 
find the sub-region of R  visible from r. Some caie must be taken when visibility 
polygons are delimited by non-sequential edge vertices. To find the visible boundaiy 
fr om r, join the points in the accessible vertex list, but break the boundaiy if the point is 
not one of the vertex points or the vertices aie not sequential.
More sophisticated algorithms for constructing visibility polygons, for points both 
internal to R  and on its edge, are presented by O’Rourke (1987, pp. 202-227) and 
Goodman & O’Rourke (1997, pp. 467-479). The best algorithm for computing the 
visibility polygon from a point has time complexity 0(w), where n indicates the number 
of vertices in R.
The final section in this chapter presents ideas for a design class that uses a directed 
random walk rather than visibility polygons to generate samplers with acceptable spatial 
spread chaiacteristics on both convex and non-convex suiwey regions.
5.6 A Systematic Sampler with Constraints
This section examines the idea of a design class based on a sampler whose path 
coincides with the edges of tiles (or passes through the centioids of tiles) that form part 
of a tessellation of the survey region R. As defined in section 2.1.9.2, a tessellation is a 
planar sub-division. Polygon triangulation or other types of convex partitioning, 
discussed in an eailier section, constitute an aperiodic tessellation or tiling, where each 
tile can have a different shape and size. A periodic tessellation comprises regular 
tiiangulai", rectangular, pentagonal or hexagonal tiles, for instance, that are all 
tianslational symmetrical. The tessellation is randomly superimposed on R.
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The properties associated with tessellations based on different types of tiles e.g. 3-, 4-, 
5-, or 6-sided tiles, need to be investigated further. Assuming the selection of a suitable 
tiling for a given survey design, then an appropriate tile size, given a limited amount of 
effort, must be approximated. This can be achieved by iteratively dividing the surface 
area of the survey region by the area size of the tessellation building block or tile. This 
would roughly give the number of tiles required to exhaustively cover the survey 
region. The objective would be to establish a relationship between the effort obtained by 
joining the centre of tiles or by traversing their edges to the amount of effort available. 
The Travelling Salesman Problem, described in section 3.6.2, might be helpful in this 
regard. A path over a tessellation can be constmcted to include either all the tile 
edges/centroids or a random sub-selection of them. If only a random sub-selection of 
tiles is covered, then this would invalidate the tile size approximation corresponding to 
the available effort.
If the survey region is stratified (perhaps according to population density), then the tile 
size can be vaiied to permit the allocation of different amounts of effort to the different 
density paititions within the survey region. If the sampling path is constructed by 
random sub-selection and does not pass through every pait of the tessellation, then 
stratification by density can still be dealt with by allocating different amounts of effort 
to each stratum. Thus a larger section of the random path should occur in “high effort” 
areas. The idea of effort allocation conesponding to the length of the random survey 
path within a stratum has a counterpart in graph theory. One can view the tessellation as 
a graph and associate a weight with each of the tile edges (or line segments between tile 
centroids). Thus a random path would be more likely to select an edge of smaller 
weight, say. The weight allocation could again correspond to the desired effort 
allocation.
Using a regular periodic tiling improves the spatial spread characteristics of the 
sampler, if the sampler can be forced to cover as many of the tiles over as wide a spatial 
range as possible. For a limited amount of effort L, sampler efficiency relies on not 
covering the same tiles more than once, if possible. The algorithm to construct the path
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requires a type of directed random walk. Again use could be made of a weighted graph 
whose edge weights change depending on tlie trajectory followed by the sampler 
through the tessellation. Edges in sub-regions not extensively covered by the sampler 
could be allocated large weights to act as attractors. Similarly, small weights in sub- 
regions already covered would tend to repel the sampler.
For samplers moving through a tessellation grid, it is necessary to define a sampling 
unit. When defining the sampling unit, a number of issues need to be kept in mind, 
especially if the variance is estimated empirically using the sampling units. Sampling 
units should be such that observations made within each unit are iirdependent of 
observations associated with other sampling units. Such empirical variance estimation is 
often employed in line transect methods if the population is highly aggregated or there 
is strong dependence between observations, because, as mentioned previously, 
theoretical variance estimates tend to be negatively biased under these conditions. 
Strictly, the units should also be independently selected. If they are not, variance will 
tend to be negatively biased, unless the units are inclined to have a uniforin distribution 
through the region.
A periodic tessellation randomly superimposed on a surwey region R  will lead to some 
tiles along the boundary of R  being incomplete. Care must be taken as to the manner in 
which these boundary tiles at the edges of the survey area are sampled. It may be 
necessary to either compromise the condition of equal coverage probability by allowing 
the edge and the interior of the survey region to have different coverage probabilities, or 
to permit some discontinuity in the sampling path. The survey region can be divided 
into two sub-regions, one lying adjacent to the survey region boundary and another 
interior region. A different set of path rules, i.e. edge weights, can be developed in each 
of these sub-regions to minimize sampler discontinuity. This may lead to different 
coverage probabilities in each of the sub-regions.
Another edge effect caused by the orientation of the tiles in the tessellation may lead to 
an increased sampling intensity adjacent to tire survey region boundary. This
phenomenon should not be a problem as long as the coverage probability in the 
boundary region can be estimated. However, problems may arise if the sampling 
procedure leads to extreme coverage probabilities (nearly zero) along the edges, or 
elsewhere in the survey region. As detailed in chapter 2, sampling procedures that lead 
to extremely variable coverage probabilities within the survey region are not robust as 
they potentially lead to extremely variable abundance estimates. Some tile shapes may 
be less prone to over-sampling the edge of the survey region than others.
Only a preliminary investigation has been made of samplers whose paths use the tiles of 
tessellations randomly superimposed on tire survey region. Design classes based on 
tessellations have the potential to provide flexible design classes that generate samplers 
with good spatial spread characteristics. Other prospective areas of investigation and 
development are covered in the following concluding chapter of this thesis.
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6 Summary and Future Developments
Chapter 1 gave a brief motivation for the work in this thesis and an outline of the topics 
covered within it. An overview of sampling, with an emphasis on the methods 
employed for the purpose of abundance estimation of wildlife populations or natural 
resources, was given in chapter 2. This chapter considered the question of optimal 
sampling strategies for wildlife population assessment. It introduced the design class 
properties evaluated in later chapters, the design-based estimator used throughout the 
thesis, and the subject of automated suiwey design.
Chapters 3 and 4 presented the simulation results for a number of design classes with 
regard to the coverage probability they achieve, the spatial spread of their samplers and 
the cost of movement between samplers. Indices were developed, which permit the 
evaluation of these design properties by simulation. Chapter 3 focused on the 
comparative performance of random versus systematic designs. The design classes 
based on zigzag samplers were examined in chapter 4. It was shown that while zigzag 
samplers potentially lead to more efficient designs due to the reduction in cost of 
movement, they can also produce biased results if care is not taken to ensure that the 
coverage probabilities achieved by the design are approximately even. This issue of 
variable coverage probability was also dealt with in chapter 3 in the context of edge 
effects and the treatment of samplers that intersect the survey region boundary.
If something is known about the density characteristics of the study population then 
automated survey design permits the simulation-based estimation of abundance that 
facilitates the selection of a design for future surveys. The results of simulations over an 
hypothetical known population densities were given in chapters 3 and 4 and provided 
the opportunity to compare design classes based on random discrete par allel lines or on 
quadrats to their systematic design class counterpart, and allowed a comparison of 
design classes based on discrete parallel lines to those based on continuous zigzag line 
samplers.
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Chapter 5 covered the issue of survey design in non-convex regions, firstly looking at 
ways to generate designs tliat require convex survey regions for their implementation, 
and secondly presenting designs that can be generated in non-convex regions.
Automated survey design can be used to evaluate the performance of designs in order to 
optimize the suiwey design used for a given study. The survey design component within 
Distance 4 applies methods developed within the field of computational geometry and 
utilizes GIS technology to permit the automation and implementation of survey designs 
allowing a comparison of their properties. For this purpose, survey data fiom a variety 
of sources can easily be integrated by the software. It has the potential to provide an 
interactive dynamic management tool that can facilitate the decision making process for 
selecting a sampling strategy. There is a great deal of scope for future development of 
both the surwey design issues covered in this thesis and the automated survey design 
software.
Issues such as survey region stratification to accommodate samplers that can only be 
generated in convex regions and design classes that can be generated under conditions 
of non-convexity, considered in chapter 5, require further investigation and expansion.
Constructs such as visibility graphs may prove useful for design classes based on the 
reflection sampler. A visibility graph is a graph whose nodes correspond to geometric 
components, such as vertices or edges. Two nodes are connected by an arc of the graph, 
if the components are visible to one another. If the nodes of a visibility graph 
correspond to the vertices of a polygon, then its arcs correspond to lines of visibility 
between vertices in the interior or along the boundary of the polygon.
For design classes based on tessellations of the survey region, enquiries can be made 
into the potential link to adaptive sampling and space-filling curves, as well as the use 
of genetic algorithms for the full implementation of the design.
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Development of constrained survey designs with a set start and end point within the 
suiwey region could make use of a tessellation over the survey region to improve the 
spatial spread of such a design. The sampler would be generated as a random path 
(constr ained by the tessellation) of the desired length by means of some rule. If only the 
start point is fixed, then a random subset of nodes could be iteratively selected. The 
location of each node would be changed if the change were to bring the sampler end 
nearer to the desired end point. It is not desirable to find the absolutely optimum path, 
as this would avoid all randomness and not provide coverage probabilities that are 
required to calculate the estimates. The sampler path would be chosen by some 
stochastic rule process, where the rule is influenced by the sampler’s previous locations. 
A type of adaptive sampler, whose future path depends on the curxent location of the 
sampler, and that location's distance fiom the desiied end point, might prove a viable 
option. The decision rule would be influenced by the location of the sampler relative to 
the end point.
Fractals may be useful in the survey design process in two ways. Firstly, to provide an 
indicator of the complexity of the survey region by calculating its fractal dimension and 
secondly, to generate the sampler itself. For example, a straight line could be placed 
between the selected stait and end points and then, while there is sufficient effort 
available, contort the sampler at various points along its length in a fiactal manner. The 
length of the sampler due to the fractal contortions would not increase linearly.
Art gallery theorems aie concerned with finding the minimum number of points that 
cover a polygon, where some sub-region can be covered fiom more than one point. 
Once those points are found, the entire polygon is visible to observers from those points 
and would be illuminated by light sources at the points. This implies that samplers 
passing through these points would achieve non-zero coverage probabilities throughout 
the survey region. An extension of this idea may lead to another design class whose 
samplers can be generated in non-convex regions.
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During this thesis, it has been assumed that good polygonal representations of survey 
regions exist for the purpose of implementing the survey designs. The topic of how to 
best approximate a survey region by its polygonal representation has not been covered. 
This requires a trade-off between accurate depiction of the survey region and 
computational efficiency. Another issue is that some types of polygon simplify 
operations from the perspective of computational geometry. For example, if a survey 
region boundary (or sections of the boundary) is approximated by a spiral polygon, then 
it has a triangulation whose dual (found be joining the triangle centroids) is a path. A 
spiral polygon is one that has at most one sequence of consecutive reflex vertices.
— \-
Figure 6.1: Area transformation of a survey region to facilitate the design process.
A topic that has been considered, but not presented in earlier chapters, is that of area 
preserving transformations. They may provide an elegant solution to the problem of 
generating designs, which require convexity, within non-convex regions. However, 
given the complications map projections encounter when attempting to accurately 
depict geographic areas, producing such a mathematical transformation presents some 
difficulty. Figure 6.1 shows the process of placing a square grid over the non-convex 
survey region and then transforming this region into a convex region, while attempting 
to preserve the area. The survey design takes place within the new convex region in a 
straightforward manner. The resulting sampler is then back-transformed onto the 
original non-convex survey region. The transformation might not preserve the length of 
the sampler and this would have to be accounted for. However, the transformation
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required to mutate the non-convex survey region into a convex one would be known 
and thus it should be possible to estimate the sampler length required prior to the back- 
transformation to give the appropriate sampler length in the non-convex survey region. 
Serious difficulties may arise when attempting to transform survey regions near the pole 
where the back-transformation of the sampler would lead to extreme lengths.
There are also a number of survey designs that if automated would prove very useful. 
Design classes based on closed rectangular or triangular line samplers can be efficient 
in that the observer returns to the start point for each sampler. The implementation of 
these designs is somewhat problematic for samplers that intercept the survey region 
boundary. From the point of view of computational geometry, this adds another level of 
complexity. The question of the exact placement of the end points of such samplers 
needs to be well tliought-out.
The issue of edge effects and how samplers falling partly within the survey region 
influence coverage probabilities was considered. However, how the loss of effort can be 
incorporated into the estimator when sampling truncated samplers was not discussed. 
For methods of abundance estimation based on transect techniques, a possible approach 
is to adjust the detection function, which gives the probability of detecting an object as a 
fonction of distance from the point or line transect, to take account of transect segments 
that fall outside the survey region. By adjusting for the reduction in effort this way, 
rather than by just multiplying by the proportion of area actually sampled, the fact that 
the detection drops off as the distance from the tracldine increases is accounted for.
The subject of automated optimized survey design provides extensive scope for future 
research and development.
6.5
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Appendix A: The Automated Survey Design Algorithms
A.l Overview
For the puipose of automated survey design a set of rules that can be used to generate the 
design is required. In other words, an algorithm is needed. An algorithm is a method or 
procedure of computation, usually comprised of a series of steps, which is required by 
definition to be unambiguous, correct and tenniiiating. Iterative algorithms seiwe most 
automated survey designs in that they call for the explicit repetition of a process until 
some condition is met. This appendix presents the most important algorithms used to 
automate the suivey design process. The Visual Basic (Microsoft Coiporation, 1998) 
code used to implement the algorithm is shown.
A.2 Superimposing a Perpendicular Regular Grid of Points on a 
Polygon
The following algorithm superimposes a grid of points on a polygon. The grid points are 
regularly spaced with the same orientation as the x-y axis. The grid points are generated 
within the minimum bounding rectangle of the polygon. Points generated outside the 
polygon aie rejected. This design is used to generate the coverage probability point grid 
used in estimating the coverage probabilities by simulation.
Private Function GeneraleGridPolnts() As Boolean 
’ Purpose: Generates the grid points.
' Returns true if successful
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE &
".GenerateG ridPoints"
On Error GoTo ErrHandler
Dim rtgSurveyRegionMBR As MapObjects2.Rectangle 
Dim pntCenter As New MapObjects2. Point 
Dim pntGridPoint As MapObjects2.Point
Dim dblMBRWidth, dblMBRHeight As Double 
Dim dblMBRLeft, dblMBRBottom As Double
Set rtgSurveyRegionMBR = mpgnSurveyRegion.Extent 
Set pntCenter = rtgSurveyRegionMBR.Center 
dblMBRWidth = rlgSurveyRegionMBR.Width 
dblMBRHeight = rtgSurveyRegionMBR.Height 
dblMBRLeft = pntCenter.X - dblMBRWidth / 2 
dblMBRBottom = pntCenter.Y - dblMBRHeight / 2
Randomize ’ Initialize random-number generator.
Dim dblStartXPos, dblStartVPos As Double 
Dim dblXPos, dblYPos As Double
dblStartXPos = mdblPointSpacing * Rod +
dblMBRLeft 
dblStartYPos = mdblPointSpacing * Rnd +
dblMBRBottom
Dim IngGridPointCount As Long 
IngGridPointCount = 0
’dimension the point array to maximum possible size 
’to avoid redimensioning for every point added 
Dim IngEstimatedSize As Long 
IngEstimatedSize = (C Lng(dbl M BRW idth / 
mdblPointSpacing) + 1) * _ 
(CLng(dblMBRHeight/mdblPointSpacing) +1)
ReDim mpntGridPoint(lngEstimatedSize)
Dim dblXMax, dblYMax As Double 
dblXMax = dblMBRLeft + dblMBRWidth
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dbIYMax= dblMBRBottom + dblMBRHeight
dblXPos = dblStartXPos 
While dblXPos <= dblXMax
dblYPos = dblStartYPos 
While dblYPos <= dblYMax
Set pntGridPoint = New MapObjects2.Point 
pntGrldPoint.X = dblXPos 
pntGridPoint. Y = dblYPos
If (mpgnSurveyRegion.lsPointln(pntGridPoint)) Then 
Set mpntGridPoint(lngGridPointCount) = 
pntGridPoint 
IngGridPointCount = IngGridPointCount + 1 
End If
Set pntGridPoint = Nothing 
dblYPos = dblYPos + mdblPointSpacing 
Wend
dblXPos = dblXPos + mdblPointSpacing 
Wend
’save space by redimensioning to actual size 
ReDim Preserve mpntGridPoint(lngGridPointCount -1)
G enerateG ridPoints = True 
Exit Function
ErrHandier:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Function
A 3 Uniformly Distributing Points on a Polygon
This algorithm superimposes n uniformly distilbuted points on a polygon. Random points 
aie repeatedly generated within a minimum bounding rectangle of the polygon. Those 
falling outside the polygon itself aie rejected, while the remainder are stored, until a total 
of n points is reached.
Public Function GenerateRandomPoints(
ByVal Region As MapObjects2.Polygon, _
ByVal SamplerTotal As Long) As M ^0bjects2. Points 
’ Purpose: Generates a random set of points within the 
' given region.
' Returns a points object if successful
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE &
".G enerateRandom Poi nts"
On Error GoTo ErrHandler
Dim dblXMin As Double 
Dim dblYMin As Double 
Dim dblXMax As Double 
Dim dblYMax As Double 
GetRegionBounds Region, dblXMin, dblYMin, 
dblXMax, dblYMax
Dim dblMBRWidth, dblMBRHeight As Double 
dblMBRWidth = dblXMax - dblXMin 
dblMBRHeight = dblYMax - dblYMin
Dim pntSampler As MapObjects2.Point 
Dim ptsSamplers As New MapObjects2. Points
Const IngMAXLOOPS = 10000
Dim IngLoopCounter As Long 
Dim IngSamplerCount As Long 
Dim dblRanX As Double 
Dim dblRanY As Double
While (IngSamplerCount < SamplerTotal) And 
(IngLoopCounter < IngMAXLOOPS)
dblRanX = dblMBRWidth *
grngRanNumGen.RandomNum + dblXMin 
dblRanY = dblMBRHeight *
grngRanNumGen.RandomNum + dblYMin 
Set pntSampler = New MapObjects2.Point 
pntSampler.X = dblRanX 
pntSampler. Y = dblRanY 
IngLoopCounter = IngLoopCounter + 1
if (Region.lsPointln(pntSampler)) Then 
ptsSamplers.Add pntSampler 
Set pntSampler = Nothing 
IngSamplerCount = IngSamplerCount + 1 
IngLoopCounter = IngLoopCounter -1 
End If 
Wend
If (IngLoopCounter = IngMAXLOOPS) Then 
UpdateLog logPointSRSProblems 
End If
Set GenerateRandom Points = ptsSamplers 
E)dt Function 
ErrHandler:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Function
A.2
A.4 Superimposing a Regular Grid of Points on a Polygon
The following algoritlim superimposes a grid of points on a polygon. The grid points are 
regularly spaced. The horizontal and vertical spacing is allowed, to be different. This grid 
differs from that described in A.2 in that it can have an orientation between zero and 
ninety degrees - measured in an anti-clockwise direction from the positive jr-axis. The 
systematic line algorithm described in A.8 is used in generating the grid.
Public Function GenerateRotatedSystematicGrid(
ByVal VerticalGridSpace As Double, _
ByVal HorizontalGridSpace As Double, _
ByVal RotationAngle As Double, _
Region As M^Objects2.Poiygon) As MapObjects2.Points 
’ Purpose: Generates a  systematically spaced set of grid 
‘points at the specified angle within the given region.
' Assumes the rotation angles is in radians (in the range 
'[0,90) degrees), the spacing units corresponds to the units 
‘the region is defined in i.e. the region has been projected 
‘ appropriately.
‘ Returns a points object if successful
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE &
".GenerateRotatedSystematicGrid"
On Error GoTo ErrHandler
Dim pi As Double 
pi = 4*Atn(1)
Dim mollnLinesI As MapObjects2.Line 
Dim molinUnes2 As MapObjects2.Line 
Dim ptsGrid As MapObjects2. Points 
Dim dblAngleComplement As Double
Dim DummyMatO As MapObjects2.Llne
Set mollnLinesI =
GenerateSystematicLines(Vertica!G ridSpace, _ 
RotationAngle, _
Region, DummyMat)
If (RotationAngle < pi /  2) Then 
dblAngleComplement = pi / 2 + RotationAngle 
Else
dblAngleComplement = RotationAngle - p i / 2 
End If
Set molinUnes2 =
GenerateSystematicLines(HorizontaIG ridSpace, _
dblAngleComplement, _  
Region, DummyMat)
Set ptsGrid == molinLines1.GetCrossings(molinUnes2)
Set GenerateRotatedSystematicGrid -  ptsGrid 
E>dt Function
ErrHandler:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Function
A.5 Number of Points for a Systematic Spacing on a Polygon and vice 
versa
For a specified number of points in a systematic point grid, the first algorithm shown 
below estimates the required régulai' grid spacing within the given polygon. The second 
algorithm estimates the potential number of points that would be generated for a set grid 
spacing.
Public Function CalculateSystematicPointGridSpacing(
ByVal RowNum As Long) As Double 
‘ Purpose: For a given amount of effort calculates the 
‘approximate spacing required between points on a 
‘systematic grid at the specified tolerance level.
‘Description of the systematic point sampler spacing 
‘algorithm - using bisection method:
‘ 1. Scale up the effort from survey region SR effort to MBR effort 
' MBRSamplerTotal = SRSamplerTolal * (MBRArea / SRArea)
■ 2. Recalculate the MBR Effort tolerance level effort 
' MBRToleranceLevel = (MBRSamplerTotal/100) * TolPercent
3. Initialise the minimum grid spacing to 0 and the 
maxmum grid spacing to the MBR width
4. Let the current spacing be the average of the 
minimum & maximum grid spacing.
5. EstMBRSamplerTotal = [lnt(MBR Width /
CurrentSpacing) +1] 
* [lnt(MBR Height / CurrentSpacing) + 1] *
6. if (MBRSamplerTotal - M B RT oleranceLevel
<= EstMBRSamplerTotal <= 
MBRSamplerTotal + M BRToleranceLevel) then 
STOP
elseif (EstMBRSamplerTotal < MBRSamplerTotal-
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IVI BRT OleranceLevel) then 
current maximum spacing = current spacing 
elseif (EstMBRSamplerTotal > (MBRSamplerTotal +
M BRToleranceLevel)) then 
current minimum spacing = current spacing 
end if
NOTE: Working in double data types, even if the sampler 
total is an integer, to avoid the problems of 
underflow/overflow more easily caused by 
integer data types.
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE &
".CalculateSystematicPointGridSpacing" 
On Error GoTo ErrHandler
Const MAXITERATIONS = 1000
Dim dblEffortTolerancePercent As Double
dblEffortTolerancePercent = txtEffortToIPercent
Dim dblTotalSamplers As Double 
dblTotalSamplers =
C Dbl(f IxEf f ort Allocation.T extMatrix( RowNum,
mlngABSEFFCOLINDEX))
Dim strMess As String 
if (dblTotalSamplers > 100000) Then 
strMess = "The number of samplers should not 
exceed 100 000. " &_
"Change the number of samplers and check the 
design and effort unit combination." 
MsgBox strMess, vbExclamation + vbOKOnly, _  
"Extreme sampler numbers"
End If
Dim dblCurrentGridSpacing As Double 
If (dblTotalSamplers > 0) Then
Dim dblFromUnits As Double
Dim dblToUnits As Double
'turn the area unit factor into a linear unit factor
dblToUnits = EffortUnitFactor
dblFromUnits = mdblStratumAreaDesignUnitFactor
Dim Inglndex As Long
lnglndex= RowNum - fixEffortAllocation.PixedRows 
Dim dblStratumArea, dbiStratumMBRArea As Double 
dblStratumArea = mdblStratumAreas(inglndex)
If (dblStratumArea <= 0) Or (dblToUnits <= 0) Then 
CalculateSystematicPointGridSpacing = 0 
Exit Function 
End If
'the area of the stratum's MBR 
dbiStratumMBRArea =
mdblStratumMBRWidths(lnglndex) * 
mdblStratumMBRHeights(lnglndex)
'scale up the effort
Dim dblTotalMBRSampiers As Double 
dblTotalMBRSamplers = Round((dblStratumMBRArea/ 
dblStratumArea) * dblTotalSamplers)
Dim dblMBRWidthLength As Double
Dim dblMBRHeightLength As Double
'convert the virtual design stratum MBR's sides into the
'units of the grid spacing
dbl M BRW idth Length = (dblFromUnits/dblToUnits) * 
mdblStratumMBRWidths(lnglndex) 
dblMBRHeightLength = (dblFromUnits/ dblToUnits) * 
mdblStratumMBRHeights(lnglndex)
Dim dblM inGridSpacing As Double 
Dim dblMaxGridSpacing As Double 
dblMinGridSpadng = 0
if (dblMBRHeightLength < dblMBRWidthLength) Then 
dblMaxGridSpacing = dblMBRWidthLength 
Else
dblMaxGridSpacing = dblMBRHeightLength 
End if
Dim dblSamplerWidthEstimate As Double 
Dim dblSamplerHeightEstimate As Double 
Dim dblSamplerTotalM BREstimate As Double
Dim dbIM BRToleranceLevel As Double 
dbIM BRTOleranceLevel =
Round((dblTotalMBRSamplers /100) *
dblEff ortT olerancePercent)
Dim blnToleranceOK As Boolean 
blnToleranceOK = False
Dim inglterationCounter As Long 
inglterationCounter = 0
Dim dblPrevEstimate As Double 
dblPrevEstimate = 0
Do
dblCurrentGridSpacing = (dblMaxGridSpacing + 
dblMinG ridSpacing) /  2 
If (dblCurrentGridSpacing <= 0) Then 
strMess = "Unable to calculate a  point spacing. " & _ 
"Check the design and effort unit combination and 
the effort tolerance %."
MsgBox strMess, vbExclamation + vbOKOnly, _  
"Problems finding the correct spacing" 
CaiculateSystematicPointGridSpacing = 0 
Exit Function 
End If
'calculate the number of grid ceils that fit within the 
'stratum MBR area 
dblSamplerWidthEstimate = 
Round(dblMBRWidthLength/dblCurrentGridS pacing) 
dblSamplerHeightEstimate =
Round(dblMBRHeightLength /
dblCurrentGridSpacing) 
dblSampierTotalMBREstimate = 
dblSamplerWidthEstimate*
dblSamplerHeightEstimate
If (dblSampierTotalMBREstimate >= 
(dblTotalMBRSamplers - dbIM B RT oleranceLevel) ) And 
(dblSampierTotalMBREstimate <= 
(dblTotalMBRSamplers +
dblM BRT oleranceLevel)) Then 
blnToleranceOK = True 
Elseif (dblSampierTotalMBREstimate < 
(dblTotalMBRSamplers -
dblMBRT oleranceLevel)) Then 
dblMaxGridSpacing = dblCurrentGridSpacing 
Eiself (dblSampierTotalMBREstimate > 
(dblTotalMBRSamplers + 
dblMBRT OleranceLevel)) Then 
dblMinGridSpacing = dblCurrentGridSpacing 
Eiself (Abs(dblPrevEstimate -
dblSampierTotalMBREstimate) < 2) Then 
blnToleranceOK = True
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End If
dblPrevEstimate = dblSampierTotalMBREstimate 
InglterationCounter = InglterationCounter + 1 
Loop Until ((inglterationCounter > MAXITERATIONS) 
Or (blnToleranceOK = True))
If (InglterationCounter > MAXITERATIONS) Then 
strMess = "Unable to calculate a point spacing. " & _ 
"Check the design and effort unit combination and 
the effort tolerance %."
MsgBox strMess, vbExclamation + vbOKOnly, _  
"Problems finding the correct spacing" 
dblCurrentGridSpacing = 0 
End If
' only an approximation so  rounding the spacing to a
'few decimal places won't make the deifference 
'if tiny spacing maybe keep extra decimal places 
If (dblCurrentGridSpacing < 1) Then 
dblCurrentGridSpacing =
R ou nd(dblC urrentG ridSpacing, 5)
Else
dblCurrentGridSpacing =
R ou nd(dblCurrentG ridSpacing, 3)
End If 
End if
CalcuiateSystematicPointGridSpacing =
dblCurrentGridSpacing
Exit Function 
ErrHandler:
RaiseError gslrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Function
Private Function EstimateTotalSamplers(
ByVal RowNum As Long) As Long 
' Purpose: Find the approximate number of samplers by 
‘calculating thenumber of samplers for MBR of the survey 
‘stratum and then scaling down.
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE &
".EstimateTotalSamplers"
On Error GoTo ErrHandler
Dim dblGridWidth As Double 
Dim dblGridHeight As Double 
If (chkSquareGrid. Value = 1 ) Then 
dblGridWidth = f IxEffortAllocation.TextMatrix(RowN um, 
mingSQUCOLINDEX)
dblGridHeight =
fixEffortAllocation.TextMatrix(RowNum,
mingSQUCOLINDEX)
Else
dblGridWidth = f IxEffortAllocation.T extM atrix(RowN um, 
mlngHORCOLINDEX)
dblGridH eight =
f IxEf f ortAllocation .TextM atrix(RowN um, 
mlngVERCOLINDEX)
End If
Dim dblFromUnits As Double 
Dim dblToUnits As Double
'turn the area unit factor into a  linear unit factor
dblToUnits = EffortUnitFactor
dblFromUnits = mdblStratumAreaDesignUnitFactor
Dim Inglndex As Long
Inglndex = RowNum - flxEffortAllocatirxi.FixedRows
Dim dblStratumArea As Double 
Dim dbiStratumMBRArea As Double 
dblStratumArea = mdbiStratumAreas(lnglndex)
'the area of the stratum's MBR
dbiStratumMBRArea = mdblStratumMBRWidths(lngindex) 
mdblStratumMBRHeights(lnglndex)
If (dblGridWidth <= 0) Or (dblGridHeight <= 0) Or _ 
(dblToUnits <= 0) Or (dbiStratumMBRArea <= 0) Then 
EstimateTotalSamplers = 0 
Exit Function 
End if
Dim dblMBRWidthLength As Double
Dim dblMBRHeightLength As Double
'convert the virtual design stratum MBR's sides into the
'units of the grid spacing
dbl M BR W idth Length = (dblFromUnits/dblToUnits) * 
mdblStratumMBRWidlhs(lngindex) 
dblMBRHeightLength = (dblFromUnits/ dblToUnits) * 
mdblStratumMBRHeights(lnglndex)
'calculate the number of grid cells that fit within the 
'stratum MBR area
Dim dblSamplerWidthEstimate As Double 
Dim dblSamplerHeightEstimate As Double 
dblSamplerWidthEstimate = Round(dblMBRWidthLength /
dblGridWidth)
dblSamplerHeightEstimate = Round(db!MBRHeightLength I
dblGridHeight)
Dim dblSamplerTotalEstimate As Double 
dblSamplerTotalEstimate = dblSamplerWidthEstimate * 
dblSamplerHeightEstimate
‘downweight the samplers calculated for the stratums
'MBR to the actual
'stratum
dblSamplerTotalEstimate = Round( (dblStratumArea /
dbiStratumMBRArea) * dblSamplerTotalEstimate)
Dim strMess As String
If (dblSamplerTotalEstimate > 2000000) Then 
strMess = "The estimated number of 
samplers exceeds 2 million. " & _
"Check the design and effort unit combination. 
Resetting the samplers to zero."
MsgBox strMess, vbExclamation + vbOKOnly, _  
"Extreme sampler numbers" 
dblSamplerTotalEstimate = 0
Eiself (dblSamplerTotalEstimate > 100000) Then 
strMess = "The estimated number of 
samplers exceeds 100 000. " & _
"Check the design and effort unit combination." 
MsgBox strMess, vbExclamation + vbOKOnly, _
"Extreme sampler numbers"
End If
EstimateTotalSamplers =
CLng(dblSamplerTotalEstimate)
Exit Function 
ErrHandler:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Function
A.5
A.6 Uniformly Distributing Parallel Lines on a Polygon
The following algorithm generates a number of uniformly distributed parallel lines. The 
lines can be orientated at an angle between zero and 180 degrees, measured in an anti­
clockwise direction from the positive x-axis.
Private Function GenerateRandomParallelLlnes(
ByVal EffortDeflnition As String, _
ByVal EffortAmount As Variant, _
ByVal RotationAngle As Double, _
Region As MapObjects2.Polygon, _  
SurveyLineMatO As MapObjects2.Line)
As MapObjects2.Line 
’Purpose: Generates a  set of random parallel lines in the 
‘given region. The number of lines generated is determined 
‘either by a  set total line number or a  set line length (the 
'resultant line length will be less).
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE &
".GenerateRandom ParallelLines"
On Error GoTo ErrHandler
'define the region's MBR and set the parameters 
Dim rtgRegionMBR As MapObjects2.Rectangle 
Set rtgRegionMBR = Region.Extent
Dim dblMBRWidth As Double, dblMBRHeight As Double 
Dim dblMBRLeft As Double, dblMBRBottom As Double 
dblMBRWidth = rtgRegionMBR.Width 
dblMBRHeight = rtgRegion M BR .H eight 
dblMBRLeft = rtgRegionMBR.Left 
dblMBRBottom = rtgRegionMBR.Bottom
'the minimum and maximum extent of the MBR's coords 
Dim dblXMin As Double, dblXMax As Double, _  
dblYMin As Double, dblYMax As Double 
dblXMin = dblMBRLeft 
dblXMax = dblMBRLeft + dblMBRWidth 
dblYMin = dblMBRBottom 
dblYMax = dblMBRBottom + dblMBRHeight
Dim IngSamplerTotal As Long 
Dim IngCurrentCount As Long 
Dim dblTotalSamplerLength As Double 
Dim dblCurrentLineLength As Double 
Dim dblCurrentLengthTotal As Double 
Dim binlgnoreSamplerNo As Boolean 
Dim blnignoreLength As Boolean
If (EffortDefinition = strSAMPLEREFFORTDEFINITlON) Then 
IngSamplerTotal = CLng (EffortAmount)
IngCurrentCount = 0 
dblTotalSamplerLength = 0 
dblCurrentLineLength = 0 
dblCu rrentLengthT otal = 0 
binlgnoreSamplerNo = False 
blnignoreLength = True 
Elseif (EffortDefinition =
strLENGTHEFFORTDEFlNlTlON) Then 
dblTotalSamplerLength = CDbl(EffortAmount) 
dblCurrentLengthTotal -  0 
dblCurrentLineLength = 0 
IngSamplerTotal = 0 
IngCurrentCount = 0 
binlgnoreSamplerNo = T rue
blnignoreLength = False 
End if
'random start position for the line
Dim dblRandStart As Double
'The X & y coord differences between the two line ends
Dim dblXDiff As Double, dblYDiff As Double
'start pos from which each new lines coords calculated
Dim dblXPos As Double, dblYPos As Double
If (RotationAngle = 0) Then 
dblXDiff = dblMBRWidth 
dblYDiff = 0 
'will remain the sam e 
dblXPos = dblXMin
Elseif (RotationAngle = (90 * DEG2RAD)) Then 
dblXDiff = 0
dblYDiff = dblMBRHeight 
'will remain the sam e 
dblYPos = dblYMin
Eiself (0 < RotationAngle) And (RotationAngle <
(90 * DEG2RAD)) Then 
dblXDiff = dblMBRHeight/Tan(RotationAngle) 
dblYDiff = dblMBRHeight 
'the y-coord defining the bottom of the MBR 
dblYPos = dblYMin
Eiself ((90 * DEG2RAD) < RotationAngle) And
(RotationAngle < (180 * DEG2RAD)) Then 
dblXDiff = 0 - dblMBRHeight/
Tan(180 * DEG2RAD - RotationAngle) 
dblYDiff = dblMBRHeight 
'the y-coord defining the bottom of the MBR 
dblYPos = dblYMin 
End If
Dim pntLinePoint As New MapObjects2.Point 
Dim ptsLines As New MapObjects2.Line 
Dim ptsTemp As New MapObjects2.Polnts 
Dim molinCurrent As New MapX)bjects2.Line 
Dim intersectShape As Object 'MapObjects2.1ine 
Dim IngNumLines As Long 
Dim i As Long 
Dim Inglndex As Long 
Inglndex = 0
‘Use the points object as a  linked list to order samplers 
'on their x-values (y-values if angle = 0). The x-value of 
‘points in the list are used for ordering and position of 
‘the sampler in the SampIerLines array are stored in the 
‘y-value.
Dim ptsOrderSamplers As MapObjects2.Points 
Dim dblOrderVd As Double 
Dim InglndexVal As Long
Dim IngSamplerLineCount As Long
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IngSamplerLineCount = -1
Dim bInLongEnougti As Boolean 
bInLongEnough = False
While ((IngCurrentCount < IngSamplerTotal) Or _ 
(binlgnoreSamplerNo = T rue)) And _
((bInLongEnough = False) Or _
(blnignoreLength = True))
if (RotationAngle = 0) Then 
dblRandStart = dblMBRHeight *
grngRanNumGen.RandomNum 
’will step along the y-axis 
dblYPos = dblYMin + dblRandStart
Eiself (RotationAngle = (90 * DEG2RAD)) Then 
dblRandStart = dblMBRWidth *
grngRan Num Gen. Random N um 
'will step along the x-axis 
dblXPos = dblXMin + dblRandStart
Elseif (0 < RotationAngle) And
(RotationAngle < (90 * DEG2RAD)) Then 
’include the start triangle to the left of the MBR 
’in choosing random start point 
dblRandStart = (dblXDiff + dbiMBRWidth) * 
grngRanNumGen.RandomNum 
’translate the start point into the survey region MBR 
dblXPos = dblRandStart + dblXMin - dblXDiff
Eiself ((90 * DEG2RAD) < RotationAngle) And 
(RotationAngle < (180 * DEG2RAD)) Then 
’include the start triangle to the right of the MBR 
’in choosing the start point 
dblRandStart = (Abs(dblXDiff) + dblMBRWidth) * 
grngRanNumGen.RandomNum 
'translate the start point into the survey region MBR 
dblXPos = dblXMin + dblRandStart 
End if
'start of the line in the MBR
pntLinePoint.X = dblXPos
pntLinePoint. Y = dblYPos
ptsTemp.Add pntLinePoint
'end of the line in the MBR
pntLinePoint.X = dblXPos + dblXDiff
pntUnePoint.Y = dblYPos + dblYDiff
ptsTemp.Add pntLinePoint
'make the line in the MBR
molinCurrent. Parts.Add ptsTemp
Set pntLinePoint = Nothing
Set ptsTemp = Nothing
'find intersection of current line with region
Set intersectShape = Region.lntersect(molinCurrent)
If (intersectShape is Nothing) Then 
Dim pgnBuffer As MapObjects2.Poiygon 
Dim rtgExtent As MapObjects2. Rectangle 
Set pgnBuffer =
Region.Buffer(intlNTESCTBUFFERSlZE)
Set rtgExtent = pgnBuffer. Extent
Set intersectShape = Region.intersect(molinCurrent,
rtgExtent)
Set pgnBuffer = Nothing 
Set rtgExtent = Nothing 
End If
If Not intersectShape Is Nothing Then 
'Result could be a  point, points, or a  line 
’ hopefully a  line!
If IntersectShape.ShapeType = (moShapeTypePoint 
Or moShapeTypeMultipoint) Then 
UpdateLog logLineRegionlntersectProblem 
Eiself IntersectShape.ShapeType =
moShapeTypeLine Then
If (EffortDefinition =
StrSAMPLEREFFORTDEFINITlON) Then 
IngCurrentCount = IngCurrentCount + 1 
ReDim Preserve
mmolinSamplers(lngCurrentCount -1 ) 
Set mmolinSamplers(lngCurrenlCount -1 ) =
intersectShape
IngNumLines = intersectShape.Parts.Count 
For i = 0 To IngNumLines -1 
Set ptsTemp = intersectShape.Parts(i) 
ptsLines. Parts.Add ptsTemp 
Set ptsTemp = Nothing 
Next
'keep sampler section possibly comprised of >1 
'line segment together
IngSamplerLineCount = IngSamplerLineCount + 1 
ReDim Preserve
SurveyLineMat(lngSamplerLineCount) 
Set SurveyLlneMat(lngSampierLineCount) =
intersectShape
'keep track of new sampler position wrt its x-value 
'or y-value (if angle = 0) - just use the start point 
'of the line for this, since this is always used, it 
'should be fine for ordering 
if (RotationAngle = 0) Then 
dblOrderVal =
intersectShape.Parts(0).ltem(0).Y
Else 
dblOrderVal =
intersectShape.Parts(0).ltem(0).X
End If
InglndexVal = IngSamplerLineCount 
AddToList ptsOrderSamplers, dblOrderVal, 
CDbl(lnglndexVal)
Elseif (EffortDefinition =
StrLENGTHEFFORTDEFlNlTlON)
Then
dblCurrentLineLength = intersectShape.Length 
dblCurrentLengthTotal = dblCurrentLengthT otal + 
dblCurrentLineLength 
If (dblCurrentLengthTotal +
dblCurrentLineLength <= _  
dblTotalSamplerLength) Then 
inglndex = Inglndex + 1 
ReDim Preserve mmolinSamplers(lnglndex) 
Set mmolinSamplers(lnglndex) =
intersectShape
Inglndex = Inglndex + 1
IngNumLines = intersectShape.Parts.Count 
For i = 0 To IngNumLines -1 
Set ptsTemp = intersectShape. Parts(i) 
ptsLines.Parts.Add ptsTemp 
Set ptsTemp = Nothing 
Next
’keep sampler section possibly comprised of 
‘more than one line segment together 
IngSamplerLineCount =
IngSamplerLineCount + 1
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ReDim Preserve
SurveyLineMat(ingSamplerLineCount) 
Set SurveyLineMat(lngSamplerLineCount) = 
intersectShape
’keep track of new sampler position wrt its x-value 
'or y-value (if angle = 0) - just use start point 
'of the line for this, since this is always used, it 
'should be fine for ordering 
If (RotationAngle = 0) Then 
dblOrderVal =
inters ectSh ape. Parts(O). Item ( 0). Y
Else 
dblOrderVal =
intersectShape. Parts(O). ltem(0).X
End If
InglndexVal = IngSamplerLineCount 
AddToList ptsOrderSamplers, dblOrderVal, 
CDbl(lnglndexVal)
Else
bInLongEnough = T rue 
End If 
End If
End If 
End If
Set molinCurrent = Nothing 
Wend
'order sampler lines according to start x-value (or y-value 
'if angle = 0) facilitates things when survey plan generated 
'and to ensure that travel path distance can be calculated, 
if Not (ptsLines Is Nothing) Then 
Dim IngSamplerLineTotal As Long 
ingSamplerLineTotal = UBound(SurveyLineMat)
ReDim molinTemp(lngSamplerLineTotal)
For IngSamplerLineCount = 0 To IngSamplerLineTotal 
Set molinTemp(lngSamplerLineCount) =
SurveyLineMat(lngSampierLineCount)
Next
Dim IngMatlndex As Long
For IngSamplerLineCount = 0 To IngSamplerLineTotal 
IngMatlndex=
CLng(ptsOrderSamplers(lngSamplerLlneCount).Y) 
Set SurveyLineMat(lngSamplerLineCount) = 
molinT emp(lngMatlndex)
Next 
End If
Set GenerateRandomParallelLines = ptsLines
Exit Function 
ErrHandler:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Function
A.7 Number of Lines for a Line Length on a Polygon and vice versa
The first algorithm estimates the potential total line length, if a predefined number of 
lines were generated within the given polygon. For a specified total line length, the 
second algorithm estimates the number of lines that would be generated.
Public Function CalculateLineLength(
ByVal RowNum As Long) As Double 
' Purpose: For a  given number of line samplers calculates 
‘the approximate line length required.
' Description of the algorithm: The average line iength for all 
'possible lines running parallel to the height of the survey 
‘region is given by the surface area of the survey region 
‘divided by its width. The total line length is then 
‘approximated by multiplying this average by the number of 
'sampler lines. The average iength in design units is 
'converted into the chosen line length units.
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE &
".CalculateLineLength"
On Error GoTo ErrHandler
Dim dblTotalSamplers As Double 
dblTotalSamplers =
flxEffortAllocation.TexlMatrix(RowNum,
mlngSAMPLERCOLlNDEX)
Dim strMess As String 
if (dblTotalSamplers > 100000) Then 
strMess = "The number of samplers should not exceed 
100000.
"Change the number of samplers and check the 
design and effort unit combination." 
MsgBox strMess, vbExclamation + vbOKOnly, _  
"Extreme sampler numbers"
End If
Dim dblLineLength As Double 
If (dblTotalSamplers > 0) Then
Dim dblFromUnits As Double
Dim dblToUnits As Double
dblToUnits = EffortUnitFactor
dblFromUnits = mdbiStratumAreaDesignUnitFactor
Dim Inglndex As Long
Inglndex = RowNum - fIxEffortAilocation.FixedRows 
If (mdblStratumMBRWidths(lnglndex) <= 0) Or 
(dblToUnits <= 0) Then 
CalculateLineLength = 0 
Ext Function 
End If
Dim dblStratumArea, dbiStratumMBRArea As Double 
dblStratumArea = mdblStratumAreas(lnglndex)
'this is only m  approximation for lines running parallel
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'to the stratum height
Dim dblAverageLineLength As Double
dbl AverageLi n eLength = dblStratumArea/
mdblStratumMBRWidths(lnglndex)
'convert the line length into the units of the line length 
dblAverageLineLength = (dblFromUnits /  dblToUnits) ’ 
dblAverageLineLength 
dblLineLength = dblAverageLineLength *
End If
dblTotalSamplers
CalculateLineLength = Round(dblLineLength, 3)
Exit Function 
ErrHandler:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR. strSOURCE 
End Function
Private Function EstimateTotalSamplers(
ByVal RowNum As Long) As Long 
' Purpose: Find the approximate number of samplers given 
‘a line length.
' Description of the algorithm: The average line length for all 
'possible lines running parallel to the height of the survey 
‘region is given by the surface area of the survey region 
‘divided by its width. The total num ter of sampler lines is 
‘then approxmated by dividing the given line length by this 
‘average. The average length in design units is converted 
' into the chosen line length units.
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE &
". EstimateT otalSam piers"
On Error GoTo ErrHandler
Dim dblTotalSamplers As Double 
Dim dblLineLength As Double 
dblLineLength = flxEffortAllocation.TextMatrix(RowNum, 
mlngLENGTHCOLlNDEX)
If (dblLineLength > 0) Then
Dim dblFromUnits As Double
Dim dblToUnits As Double
dblToUnits = EffortUnitFactor
dblFromUnits = mdblStratumAreaDesignUnitFactor
Dim Inglndex As Long
Inglndex = RowNum - flxEffortAllocation.Fi)ædRows 
If (mdblStratumMBRWidths(lnglndex) <= 0) Or 
(dblToUnits <= 0) Then 
EstimateTotalSamplers = 0 
Exit Function 
End if
Dim dblStratumArea, dbiStratumMBRArea As Double 
dblStratumArea = mdblStratumAreas(lnglndex)
'this is only an approximation for lines running parallel
'to the stratum height
Dim dblAverageLineLength As Double
dblAverageLineLength = dblStratumArea /
mdblStratumMBRWidths(lnglndex)
If (dblAverageLineLength <= 0) Then 
EstimateTotalSamplers = 0 
Exit Function 
End If
'convert the line length into the units of the line length 
dblAverageLineLength = (dblFromUnits /  dblToUnits) ‘ 
dblAverageLineLength 
dblTotalSamplers = Round(dblLineLength /
dblAverageLineLength)
End If
Dim strMess As String
If (dblTotalSamplers > 2000000) Then 
strMess = "The estimated number of 
samplers exceeds 2 million. " & _
"Check the design and effort unit combination.
Resetting the samplers to zero." 
MsgBox strMess, vbExclamation + vbOKOnly, _  
"Extreme sampler numbers" 
dblTotalSamplers = 0
Eiself (dblTotalSamplers > 100000) Then 
strMess = "The estimated number of 
samplers exceeds 100 000. " & _
"Check the design and effort unit combination." 
MsgBox strMess, vbExclamation + vbOKOnly, _  
"Extreme sampler numbers"
End If
EstimateTotalSamplers = CLng(dblTotalSamplers)
Exit Function 
ErrHandler:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Function
A.8 Superimposing a Systematic Set of Parallel Lines on a Polygon
The following algorithm superimposes a systematic set of parallel lines on a polygon. 
The lines can be orientated at an angle between zero and 180 degrees, measured in an 
anti-clockwise direction from the positive %-axis.
Public Function GenerateSystematicLines( 
ByVal LineSpace As Double, _  
ByVal RotationAngle As Double. _
Region As MapObjects2.Polygon, _  
SurveyLineMatO As MapObjects2.Line, _  
Optional IndividualSamplers As Boolean = False)
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As MapObjects2.Line 
' Purpose: Generates a  systematically spaced set of lines at the 
' specified angle within the given region. Assumes the 
' rotation angles is in radians (in the range [0,180) degrees),
' the spacing units corresponds to units the region is defined in 
' i.e. the region has been projected appropriately.
' Returns a  multi-part line object if successful
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE &
".GenerateSystematicLines"
On Error GoTo ErrHandler
'define the region's MBR and set the parameters 
Dim rtgRegionMBR As MapObjects2.Rectangle 
Dim pntCenter As New MapObjects2.Point 
Set rtgRegionMBR = Region.Extent
Dim dblMBRWidth, dblMBRHeight As Double 
Dim dblMBRLeft, dblMBRBottom As Double 
dblMBRWidth = rtgRegionMBR.Width 
dblMBRHeight = rtgRegionMBR.Height 
dblMBRLeft = rtgRegionMBR.Left 
dblMBRBottom = rtgRegionMBR.Bottom
'the minimum and maximum extent of the MBR's coords
Dim dblXMin As Double, dblXMax As Double
Dim dblYMin As Double, dblYMax As Double
dblXMin = dblMBRLeft
dblXMax = dblMBRLeft + dblMBRWidth
dblYMin = dblMBRBottom
dblYMax = dblMBRBottom + dblMBRHeight
'random start position within the linespacing
Dim dblRandStart As Double
'x & y steps between succesive lines
Dim dblXStep As Double, dblYStep As Double
'The X & y coordinate differences between two ends of line
Dim dblXDiff As Double, dblYDiff As Double
'start position from which each new lines coords calculated
Dim dblXPos As Double, dblYPos As Double
If (RotationAngle = 0) Then 
dblXStep = 0 
dblYStep = LineSpace 
dblRandStart = LineSpace *
grngRanNumGen.RandomNum 
dblXDiff = dblMBRWidth 
dblYDiff = 0 
'will remain the same 
dblXPos = dblXMin 
'will step along the y-axis 
dblYPos = dblYMin + dblRandStart
Eiself (RotationAngle = (90 * DEG2RAD)) Then 
dblXStep = LineSpace 
dblYStep = 0
dblRandStart = LineSpace *
grngRanNum Gen. RandomNum
dblXDiff = 0
dblYDiff = dblMBRHeight 
'will step along the x-axis 
dblXPos = dblXMin + dblRandStart 
'will remain the same 
dblYPos = dblYMin
Elseif (0 < RotationAngle) And
(RotationAngle < (90 * DEG2RAD)) Then 
dblXStep = LineSpace /  Sin(RotationAngle) 
dblYStep = 0
dblRandStart = dblXStep *
grngRanNumGen. RandomNum 
dblXDiff = dblMBRHeight/Tan(RotationAngie) 
dblYDiff = dblMBRHeight 
'translate start point into survey region MBR & then 
' out to the start triangle to the left of the MBR 
dblXPos = dblRandStart + dblXMin - dblXDiff 
dblXMin = dblXMin - dblXDiff 
'the y-coord defining the bottom of the MBR 
dblYPos = dblYMin
Eiself ((90 * DEG2RAD) < RotationAngle) And
(RotationAngle < (180 * DEG2RAD)) Then 
dblXStep = 0 - LineSpace / Sln(RotationAngle) 
dblYStep = 0
dblRandStart = Abs(dblXStep) *
grngRanNumGen.RandomNum 
dblXDiff = 0 - dblMBRHeight /
Tan(180 * DEG2RAD - RotationAngle) 
dblYDiff = dblMBRHeight 
'translate start point into survey region MBR & then 
' out to the start triangle to the right of the MBR 
dblXPos = dblXMax + Abs(dblXDiff) - dblRandStart 
dblXMax = dblXMax + Abs(dblXDiff)
'the y-coord defining the bottom of the MBR 
dblYPos = dblYMin 
End If
Dim IngGridPointCount As Long 
IngGridPointCount = 0
If (IndividualSamplers = True) Then 
Dim IngSamplerLineCount As Long 
IngSamplerLineCount = -1 
End If
Dim pntLinePoint As New MapObjects2.Point 
Dim ptsLines As New MapObjecls2.Line 
Dim ptsTemp As New MapObjects2.Points 
Dim molinCurrent As New MapObjects2.Line 
Dim intersectShape As Object 'MapObjects2.iine 
Dim IntLineNum, i As Integer
While (dblXMin <= dblXPos) And (dblXPos <= dblXMax) 
And (dblYMin <= dblYPos) And (dblYPos <= dblYMax) 
'start of the line in the MBR 
pntLinePoint.X = dblXPos 
pntUnePoint.Y = dblYPos 
ptsTemp.Add pntLinePoint 
'end of the line in the MBR 
pntLinePoint.X = dblXPos + dblXDiff 
pntUnePoint.Y = dblYPos + dblYDiff 
ptsTemp.Add pntLinePoint 
'make the line in the MBR 
moiinCurrent.Parts.Add ptsTemp 
Set pntLinePoint = Nothing 
Set ptsTemp = Nothing 
'find intersection of current line with region 
Set intersectShape = Region.Intersect(molinCurrent)
If (intersectShape Is Nothing) Then 
Dim pgnBuffer As MapObjects2.Polygon 
Dim rtgExtent As MapObjects2.Rectangle 
Set pgnBuffer =
Region. Buffer(intl NTESCTBU FFERSIZE)
Set rtgExtent = pgnBuffer.Extent
Set intersectShape = Region.intersect(moIinCurrent,
rtgExtent)
Set pgnBuffer = Nothing 
Set rtgExtent = Nothing 
End If
If Not intersectShape Is Nothing Then
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'Result could be a  point, points, or a line 
’ hopefully a  line!
If intersectShape.ShapeType= (moShapeTypePoint 
Or moShapeTypeMultipoint) Then
UpdateLog logLlneRegion I ntersectProbiem 
Elself intersectShape.ShapsType =
moShapelypeLine Then
If (IndividualSamplers = True) Then 
'keep sampler section possibly comprised of 
’ more than one line segment together 
IngSampIerLineCount = IngSamplerLineCount + 1 
ReDim Preserve
SuiveyLineMat(lngSamplerLineCount)
Set SurveyLineMat(lngSamplerLineCount) = 
intersectShape
End If
IntLineNum = intersectShape. Parts.Count
For i = 0 To IntLineNum -1 
Set ptsTemp = interseclShape.Parls(i) 
ptsLines.Parts.Add ptsTemp 
Set ptsTemp = Nothing 
IngGridPointCount = IngGridPointCount + 1 
Next
End If 
End If
Set moiinCurrent = Nothing 
dblXPos -  dblXPos + dblXStep 
dblYPos = dblYPos + dblYStep 
Wend
Set GenerateSystematicLines = ptsLines 
Exit Function
ErrHandier:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Function
A.9 Number of Lines, Line Length or Systematic Spacing on a 
Polygon
A systematic line sampler design has associated properties, such as inter-line spacing, 
number of lines, and total line sampler length. This algorithm, given a value for one of 
these properties, estimates the remaining two properties.
Public Sub CalculatelVIissingEffortData(
ByVal RowNum As Long, ByVal KnownData As Long)
' Purpose: For a given amount of line length calculates the 
'approximate spacing required between systematic lines at 
'the specified tolerance level.
' Description of the algorithm: The average line length for all 
‘possible lines running parallel to the height of the survey 
‘region is given by the surface area of the survey region 
‘divided by its width. The total line length is then 
‘approximated by multiplying this average by the number of 
‘sampler lines. The average length in design units is 
‘converted into the chosen line length units.
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE &
".CalculateLineLength"
On Error GoTo ErrHandier
Dim dblLineSampiers As Double
Dim dblLineLength As Double
Dim dblLineSpacing As Double
Dim strMess As String
With fIxEffortAllocation
Select Case KnownData 
Case mlngSAMPLER 
dblLineSampiers =
.TextM atrix(RowNu m, 
mlngSAMPLERCOLINDEX) 
if (dblLineSampiers <= 0) Then Exit Sub 
If (dblLineSampiers > 10000) Then 
strMess = "The number of samplers should not 
exceed 10 000. " &
"Change the number of samplers and check 
the design and effort unit combination." 
MsgBox strMess, vbExciamation + vbOKOnly, 
"Extreme sampler numbers"
Exit Sub 
End If 
C ase mlngLENGTH 
dblLineLength =
.TextMatrix(RowNum, mlngLENGTHCOLINDEX) 
If (dblLineLength <= 0) Then Exit Sub 
C ase mlngS PACING 
dblLineSpacing =
.TextMatrix(RowNum, IngSPACINGCOLINDEX) 
If (dblLineSpacing <= 0) Then Exit Sub 
End Select 
End With
Dim dblFromUnits As Double
Dim dblToUnits As Double
dblToUnits = EffortUnitF actor
dblFromUnits = mdblStratumAreaDesignUnitFactor
Dim InglndexAs Long
Inglndex = RowNum - fIxEffortAllocation.FixedRows 
Dim dblStratumArea As Double 
dblStratumArea = mdblStratumAreas(lnglndex)
‘this Is only an approximation for lines running parallel to 
‘the stratum height
Dim dblAverageLineLength As Double
Dim dblMBRWidlh As Double
dblMBRWidth = mdblStratumMBRWidths(lnglndex)
If (dblMBRWidth <= 0) Or (dblToUnits <= 0) Then
Exit Sub
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dblAverageLineLength = dblStratumArea /  dblMBRWidth
’convert into the units of the line length 
dblAverageLineLength = (dblFromUnits/dblToUnits) * 
dblAverageLineLength 
dblMBRWidth = (dblFromUnits / dblToUnits) * 
dblMBRWidth
With fIxEffortAllocation 
■Redraw = False 
Select Case KnownData 
Case mlngSAMPLER 
dblLineLength = dblAverageLineLength * 
dblLineSampiers 
If ((CLng(dblLineSampiers) -1 ) <= 0) Then Exit Sub 
dblLineSpacing = dblMBRWidth /
(CLng(dbiLineSamplers) -1) 
.TextMatrix(RowNum, mlngLENGTHCOLINDEX) = 
Round(dblUneLength, 3) 
.TextMatrix(RowNum, mIngSPACINGCOLINDEX) = 
Round(dblLineSpacing, 3)
Case mlngLENGTH 
If (dblAverageLineLength < -  0) Or 
((CLng(dblLineSampiers) -1 ) <= 0) Then Exit Sub 
dblLineSampiers = Round(dblLin eLength / 
dblAverageLineLength) 
dblLineSpacing = dblMBRWidth /
(CLng(dbiLineSampiers) -1 )
T  extMatrix(RowN um,
mlngSAMPLERCOLINDEX) = 
dblLineSampiers 
.T extM atrix( RowN um,
mlngSPACINGCOLINDEX) = 
Round(dbiLineSpacing, 3)
Case mingSPAClNG 
dblLineSampiers = Round(dblMBRWidth / 
dblLineSpacing) + 1 
dblLineLength = dblAverageLineLength * 
dblLineSampiers 
T  extM atrix(RowN um,
mlngSAMPLERCOLINDEX) = 
dblLineSampiers
.T extM atrix(RowN um,
mlngLENGTHCOLINDEX) =
Round(dblLineLength, 3)
End Select 
.Redraw = T rue
End With
Exit Sub 
ErrHandier:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Sub
A.IO Superimposing a Systematic Set of Parallel Line Segments on a 
Polygon
The following algorithms superimpose a systematic set of parallel line segments on a 
polygon. The first algorithm shown places the segments along systematic tracklines 
(generated using the algorithm described in A.8). The tracklines can be orientated at an 
angle between zero and 180 degrees, measured in an anti-clockwise direction from the 
positive jc-axis. The second algorithm uses a systematic grid of points (generated using 
the algorithm described in A.4) to locate the segments in the polygon.
Private Function GenerateSystematicSegments(
ByVal SegmentSpacing As Double, _
ByVal SegmentLength As Double, _
ByVal RotationAngle As Double, _
ByVal SegmentSplittingOption As String, _ 
TracklineMatO As MapObjects2.Line, _  
SurveyLineMatO As MapObjects2.Line, _
Optional IndividualSamplers As Boolean = False)
As MapObjects2.Line 
■ Purpose: Generates a systematically spaced set of line 
‘ segments along specified tracklines within the given region.
' Assumes the spacing units corresponds to the units the 
tracklines are defined In.
' Returns a multi-part line object if successful
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE &
".GenerateSystematicSegments"
On Error GoTo ErrHandier
'random start position within the linespacing
Dim dblRandStart As Double 
'x & y steps between start & end of a  sampler segment 
Dim dblXStepFactor As Double, 
dblYStepFactor As Double 
'x & y steps between start & end of a  sampler segment 
Dim dblSegXStep As Double, dblSegYStep As Double 
'x & y steps between succesive sampler segments 
Dim dbllntraSegXStep As Double, 
dbllntraSegYStep As Double
'set up product factors & complete step length in X & Y 
'direction for different angle groupings 
If (RotationAngle = 0) Then 
' just stepping along parallel to the x-axis 
dblXStepFactor = 1 
dblYStepFactor = 0 
dblSegXStep = SegmentLength 
dblSegYStep = 0
dbllntraSegXStep = SegmentSpacing 
dbllntraSegYStep = 0
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Elself (RotationAngle = (90 * DEG2RAD)) Then 
’ just stepping along parallel to the y-axis 
dblXStepFactor = 0 
dblYStepFactor = 1 
dblSegXStep = 0 
dblSegYStep = SegmentLength 
dbllntraSegXStep = 0 
dbllntraSegYStep = SegmentSpacing
Elself (0 < RotationAngle) And
(RotationAngle < (90 * DEG2RAD)) Then 
’ just stepping in the direction of increasing x& y 
dblXStepFactor = Cos(RotationAngle) 
dblYStepFactor = Sin(RotationAngie) 
dblSegXStep = SegmentLength * dblXStepFactor 
dblSegYStep = SegmentLength * dblYStepFactor 
dbllntraSegXStep = SegmentSpacing *
dblXStepFactor 
dbllntraSegYStep = SegmentSpacing *
dblYStepFactor
Elself ((90 * DEG2RAD) < RotationAngle) And
(RotationAngle < (180 * DEG2RAD)) Then 
' just stepping in direction of increasing y & decreasing x 
dblXStepFactor = Cos(RotationAngle) 
dblYStepFactor = Sin(RotationAngie) 
dblSegXStep = SegmentLength * dblXStepFactor 
dblSegYStep = SegmentLength * dblYStepFactor 
dbllntraSegXStep = SegmentSpacing *
dblXStepFactor 
dbllntraSegYStep = SegmentSpacing *
dblYStepFactor
End If
If (IndividualSamplers = True) Then 
Dim IngSamplerSegmentCount As Long 
IngSamplerSegmentCount = -1 
End If
’to get those e>dreme line segments
Dim pntExtremel As MapObjects2.Point
Dim pntExtreme2 As MapObjects2.Point
Dim ptsExtremes As MapObjects2.Points
Dim molinTrackExtremeSegment As MapObjects2.Line
Dim IngTrackExtremeCount As Long
IngTrackExtremeCount = -1
'the length of a  split or complete sampler segment 
Dim dblCurrentSegmentLength As Double 
Dim dblWholeSegment As Double 
dblCurrentSegmentLength = SegmentLength 
dblWholeSegment = SegmentLength
'random start position within the combination of segment 
'spacing & length think of it as a random positioning of a 
‘sequence of sampler segments and spacings started off 
'by a  sampler segment 
Dim dblSegmentRandomStart As Double 
dblSegmentRandomStart = (SegmentLength + 
SegmentSpacing) * grngRanNum Gen. Random Num 
'assume the sampler segment is followed by the spacing 
‘in selecting the virtual start at which the boundary 
‘intersects the trackline
'the length of split segments
Dim dblSampierSegmentRemainder As Double
'the position of the current sampler segment relative to start
'of the current trackline section
Dim dblCurrentSegmentPosition As Double
'the total length along the trackline section 
Dim dblSegmentPdsitionTotai As Double
If (dblSegmentRandomStart <= SegmentLength) Then 
'at boundary first sampler segment & then spacing
If (SegmentSplittingOption =
strCOMPLETESEGMENTS) Then 
no split segments so  push whole segment into region 
dblSampierSegmentRemainder = 0 
dblCurrentSegmentPosition = 0 
dblSegmentPositionT otai = 0 
Else
dblSampierSegmentRemainder = SegmentLength -  
dblSegmentRandomStart 
dblCurrentSegmentPosition = 0 
dblSegmentPositionT otai =
dblCurrentSegmentPosition
End If 
Else
'at boundary first have spacing & then sampler segment 
dblSampierSegmentRemainder = 0 
dblCurrentSegmentPosition = SegmentLength + 
SegmentSpacing -
dblSegmentRandomStart 
dblSegmentPositionTotai =
dblCu rrentSegmentPosition
End If
'running total of sampler segments placed along tracklines 
Dim IngSamplerSegmentTotal As Long 
IngSamplerSegmentT otai = 0
'tiength of current trackline section & total length covered
'while putting down sampler segments along tracklines
Dim dbITracklineSectionLength As Double
Dim dbITracklineLengthTotai As Double
Dim dbITracklineSectionTail As Double
dbIT racklineLengthT otai = 0
'the current number and total number of tracklines 
Dim IngTrackiineCount As Long 
Dim IngTrackiineTotal As Long 
IngTracklineTotal = UBound(T racklineMat) + 1
'tcurrent trackline & points collection for tractdine sections 
Dim molinCurrentT rackLine As MapObjects2.Line 
Dim ptsTrackLineSection As New IVIapObjects2.Points 
Dim molinCurrentSection As MapObjects2.Line
'current number and total number of trackline sections 
Dim IngTracklineSectionCount As Long 
Dim IngTrackiineSectionTotai As Long
'the coordinates of the current trackline section 
Dim dblSectionStartX As Double, 
dblSectionStartY As Double 
Dim dblSectionEndX As Double, 
dblSectionEndY As Double
‘the coordinates of the current sampler segment 
Dim dblSegmentStartX As Double, 
dblSegmentStartY As Double 
Dim dblSegmentEndX As Double, 
dblSegmentEndY As Double
'the geometric objects used to store the samplers 
Dim molinSegment As New MapObjects2.Line 
Dim molinCurrentSegments As New MapObjects2.Line 
Dim molinAIISegments As New MapObjects2.Line
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’keeps track of whether any segments have been created
'for the current trackline
Dim blnTrackLlneHasSegments As Boolean
'the random start position for each trackline 
Dim dblRndTrack As Double 
' multiplication factor for the random trackline direction 
' of movement
Dim dblMultFactor As Double
For IngTrackiineCount = 1 To IngTracklineTotal
Set molinCurrentTrackLine =
TracktineM at(ingT racklineCount -1)
IngT rackiineSectionT otai =
moiinCurrentTrackLine.Parts.Count 
blnTrackLlneHasSegments = False 
Set pntExtreme2 = New MapObjects2.Point
For IngTracklineSectionCount = 1 To
IngTracklineS ectionT otai 
Set ptsTrackLineSection = 
molinCurrentTrackLine.Parts(lngTracklineSectionCount -1)
If (ptsTrackLineSection.Count < 2) Then 
‘log a warning m essage & skip this 'segment' 
UpdateLog logSegLineProblem 
Else
'Generally just two points defining the 
'trackline section, but just in case there are more we 
'take the first and last point and assum e that any 
' intermediate points if they exist lie on Wie same line.
dblRndTrack = grngRanNumGen.RandomNum 
If (dblRndTrack < 0.5) Then 
'start laying down segments at the beginning of 
‘the trackline 
dblMultFactor = 1
dblSectionStartX = ptsT rackLineSection (0). X 
dblSectionStartY = ptsTrackLineSection (0). Y 
dblSectionEndX = ptsTrackLineSection(
ptsTrackLineSection.Count - 1).X 
dblSectionEndY = ptsTrackLineSection(
ptsTrackLineSection.Count - 1).Y
Else
'start laying down segments at the end of trackline 
dblMultFactor = -1
dblSectionEndX = ptsTrackLineSection(0).X 
dblSectionEndY = ptsT rackLineSection(O). Y 
dblSectionStartX = ptsTrackLineSection (
ptsTrackLineSection.Count - 1).X 
dblSectionStartY = ptsTrackLineSection (
ptsTrackLineSection.Count - 1).Y
End If
dbIT racklineSectionLength =
Sqr{(dblSectionEndX 
- dblSectionStartX) ^ 2 + _ 
(dblSectionEndY - dblSectionStartY) '‘‘2)
'only complete sampler segments allowed 
If (SegmentSplittingOption =
strCOMPLETESEGMENTS) Then
'check that the next sampler segment fits into the
‘next trackline section
While (dblSegmentPositionTotai >=
dbIT racklineLengthT otai) And_ 
(dblSegmentPositionTotai <=
(dbITracklineLengthTotai + 
dbITracklineSectionLength -  
dblCurrentSegmentLength)) 
IngSamplerSegmentTotal =
IngSamplerSegmentTotal + 1 
dblSegmentStartX = dblSectionStartX + 
dblCurrentSegmentPosition * 
dblXStepFactor * dblMultFactor 
dblSegmentStartY = dblSectionStartY + 
dblCurrentSegmentPosition * 
dblYStepFactor * dblMultFactor 
dblSegmentEndX -  dblSegmentStartX +
dblSegXStep * dblMultFactor 
dblSegmentEndY = dblSegmentStartY +
dblSegYStep * dblMultFactor
'update the collection of segment samplers 
Set molinSegment =
AddSegment(dbISegmentStartX, 
dblSegmentStartY, _ 
dblSegmentEndX, dblSegmentEndY, _ 
molinCurrentSegments, 
molinAIISegments, _ 
IndividualSamplers)
'must be the first segment sampler so store the 
‘e>dreme point
If (blnTrackLlneHasSegments = False) Then 
Set pntExtremel = New MapObjects2.Point 
pntExtremel .X = dblSegmentStartX 
pntE)dreme1 .Y = dblSegmentStartY 
End If
pntExtreme2.X = dblSegmentEndX 
pntExtreme2.Y = dblSegmentEndY
blnTrackLlneHasSegments = True 
if (IndividualSamplers = True) And 
(Not molinSegment Is Nothing) Then 
'keep sampler section possibly comprised of 
' more than one line segment together 
IngSamplerSegmentCount =
IngSamplerSegmentCount +1 
ReDim Preserve
SurveyLineMat(lngSampIerSegmentCount)
Set SurveyLineMat(IngSamplerSegmentCount) = 
molinSegment
End If
dblSegmentPositionTotal = 
dblSegmentPositionTotai + 
dblCurrentSegmentLength +
SegmentSpacing
dblCurrentSegmentPosition = 
dblCurrentSegmentPosition + 
dblCurrentSegmentLength +
SegmentSpacing
Wend
'The next segment starts in the current trackline 
‘section
If (dbITracklineSectionLength >
dblCurrentSegmentPosition) Then
'if more than half segment lies in the current 
'trackline section & the iength of the current 
'trackline is greater than segment length then 
'retrace steps to fit a  whole segment into the 
'current trackline, otherwise push it to the next 
‘trackline section 
If (((dbITracklineSectionLength -
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dblCurrentSegmentPosition) >= 
(dblCurrentSegmentLength / 2)) And _ 
((dbITracklineSectionLength -  
dblCurrentSegmentPosition) < 
dblCurrentSegmentLength)) And _
(dbIT racklineSectionLength >=
dblCurrentSegmentLength) Then
IngSamplerSegmentTotal =
IngSamplerSegmentTotal +1 
'move back the start of the segment so  the 
‘whole thing fits
'into the current trackline segment 
dblCurrentSegmentPosition =
dbITracklineSectionLength -  
dblCurrentSegmentLength
dblSegmentStartX = dblSectionStartX + 
dblCurrentSegmentPosition * 
dblXStepFactor * dblMultFactor 
dblSegmentStartY = dblSectionStartY + 
dblCurrentSegmentPosition * 
dblYStepFactor * dblMultFactor 
dblSegmentEndX = dblSegmentStartX + 
dblSegXStep * dblMultFactor 
dblSegmentEndY = dblSegmentStartY + 
dblSegYStep * dblMultFactor
'update the collection of segment samplers 
Set molinSegment =
AddSegmenl(dblSegmentStartX, 
dblSegmentStartY, _  
dblSegmentEndX, dblSegmentEndY, _ 
molinCurrentSegments,
molinAIISegments, _
IndividualSamplers)
'must be the first segment sampler so store 
‘the extreme point
If (blnTrackLlneHasSegments = False) Then 
Set pntExtremel = New MapObjects2.Point 
pntExtremel .X = dblSegmentStartX 
pntExtremel. Y = dblSegmentStartY 
End If
pntExtreme2.X = dblSegmentEndX 
pntExtreme2.Y = dblSegmentEndY
blnTrackLlneHasSegments = True 
If (IndividualSamplers = True) And
(Not molinSegment Is Nothing) TTien 
'keep sampler section possibly comprised 
‘of more than one line segment together 
IngSamplerSegmentCount =
IngSamplerSegmentCount + 1 
ReDim Preserve 
SurveyLineMat(ingSampierSegmentCount) 
S et SurveyLineMat(lngSamplerSegmentCount) 
= molinSegment
End If
'next segment is located whole segment spacing 
'from the start of the next trackline section 
dblCurrentSegmentPosition = SegmentSpacing
'the next segment sampler starts at the start of 
'the next trackline section 
Elself (((dbITracklineSectionLength -  
dblCurrentSegmentPosition) < 
(dblCurrentSegmentLength / 2)) And _ 
((dbITracklineSectionLength -
dblCurrentSegmentPosition) > 0)) Then 
dblCurrentSegmentPosition = 0 
End If
Else 'next segment starts in next trackline section 
dblCurrentSegmentPosition =
dblCurrentSegmentPosition -  
dbIT racklineSectionLength
End If
'sampler segments may be split over tracklines or 
‘their sections
Elself (SegmentSplittingOption =
strSPLITSEGMENTS) Then
'if there's a  section of sampler segment left from 
'last trackline then resize current segment length, 
'otherwise reset length to whole segment length 
If (dblSampierSegmentRemainder = 0) Then 
dblCurrentSegmentLength =
dblWholeSegment
Else
dblCurrentSegmentLength =
dblSampierSegmentRemainder
End If
While (dblSegmentPositionTotal >=
dbITracklineLengthTotal) And_ 
((dblSegmentPositionTotal + 
dblCurrentSegmentLength +
SegmentSpacing) <=
(dblTracklineLengthTotal +
dbIT racklineSectionLength)) 
IngSamplerSegmentTotal =
IngSamplerSegmentTotal + 1 
dblSegmentStartX = dblSectionStartX + 
dblCurrentSegmentPosition * 
dblXStepFactor * dblMultFactor 
dblSegmentStartY = dblSectionStartY + 
dblCurrentSegmentPosition * 
dblYStepFactor * dblMultFactor 
dblSegmentEndX = dblSegmentStartX + 
dblCurrentSegmentLength * 
dblXStepFactor * dblMultFactor 
dblSegmentEndY = dblSegmentStartY + 
dblCurrentSegmentLength * 
dblYStepFactor * dblMultFactor
‘update the collection of segment samplers 
Set molinSegment =
AddSegment(dblSegmentStartX, 
dblSegmentStartY, _  
dblSegmentEndX, dblSegmentEndY, _ 
molinCurrentSegments, 
molinAIISegments, _ 
IndividualSamplers)
'must be the first segment sampler so  store the 
‘extreme point
if (blnTrackLlneHasSegments = False) Then 
Set pntExtremel = New MapObjects2.Point 
pntExtremel ,X = dblSegmentStartX 
pntExtremel .Y = dblSegmentStartY 
End If
pntExtreme2.X = dblSegmentEndX 
pntExtreme2.Y = dblSegmentEndY
bInT rackLineHasSegments = True 
If (IndividualSamplers = True) And
(Not molinSegment Is Nothing) Then 
'keep sampler section possibly comprised of
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'more than one line segment together 
IngSamplerSegmentCount =
IngSamplerSegmentCount +1 
ReDim Preserve
SurveyLineMat(lngSamplerSegmentCount)
Set SurveyLineMat(lngSamplerSegmentCount) = 
molinSegment
End If
dblSegmentPositionTotal =
dblSegmentPositionTotal + 
dblCurrentSegmentLength + 
SegmentSpacing 
dblCurrentSegmentPosition = 
dblCurrentSegmentPosition + 
dblCurrentSegmentLength +
SegmentSpacing
‘reset the length to whole segment length as 
'remainder segment section has been put down 
if (dblSampierSegmentRemainder > 0) Then 
dblSampierSegmentRemainder = 0 
dblCurrentSegmentLength =
dblWholeSegment
End if 
Wend
dblT racklineSectionTail =
dblTrackiineSectionLength -
dblCurrentSegmentPosition 
If (dbIT racklin eS ectionT ail < 0) Then 
dblCurrentSegmentPosition =
dblCurrentSegmentPosition -
dbIT racklineS ectionLength
Elself (dbITracklineSectionTail <
dblCurrentSegmentLength) Then 
IngSamplerSegmentTotal =
IngSamplerSegmentTotal +1 
dblSegmentStartX = dblSectionStartX + 
dblCurrentSegmentPosition * 
dblXStepFactor * dblMultFactor 
dblSegmentStartY = dblSectionStartY + 
dblCurrentSegmentPosition * 
dblYStepFactor * dblMultFactor 
dblSegmentEndX = dblSectionStartX + 
dbITracklineSectionLength * 
dblXStepFactor * dblMultFactor 
dblSegmentEndY = dblSectionStartY + 
dbITracklineSectionLength * 
dblYStepFactor * dblMultFactor
'update the collection of segment samplers 
Set molinSegment = 
AddSegment(dblSegmentStartX,dblSegmentStartY, 
dblSegmentEndX, dblSegmentEndY, _  
moiinCu rrentS egments, 
molinAIISegments, _
IndividualSamplers)
'must be the first segment sampler so store 
'the extreme point
If (blnTrackLlneHasSegments = False) Then 
Set pntE)dreme1 =
New MapObjects2.Point 
pntExtremel .X -  dblSegmentStartX 
pntExtremel .Y = dblSegmentStartY 
End If
pntExtreme2.X = dblSegmentEndX
pntExtreme2,Y = dblSegmentEndY
blnTrackLlneHasSegments = True 
If (IndividualSamplers = True) And
(Not molinSegment Is Nothing) Then 
'keep sampler section possibly comprised 
'of more than one line segment together 
IngSamplerSegmentCount =
IngSamplerSegmentCount +1 
ReDim Preserve
SurveyLineMat(lngSamplerSegmentCount)
Set SurveyLineMat(lngSamplerSegmentCount)
= molinSegment
End If
dblSampierSegmentRemainder = 
dblCurrentSegmentLength -
dblT rackiineSectionT ail 
dblCurrentSegmentLength =
dblSampierSegmentRemainder 
dblCurrentSegmentPosition = 0
Elself (dbIT rackiineSectionT ail >
dblCurrentSegmentLength) Then 
IngSamplerSegmentTotal =
IngSamplerSegmentTotal + 1 
dblSegmentStartX = dblSectionStartX + 
dblCurrentSegmentPosition * 
dblXStepFactor * dblMultFactor 
dblSegmentStartY = dblSectionStartY + 
dblCurrentSegmentPosition * 
dblYStepFactor * dblMultFactor 
dblSegmentEndX = dblSectionStartX + 
(dblCurrentSegmentPosition + 
dblCurrentSegmentLength) * 
dblXStepFactor * dblMultFactor 
dblSegmentEndY = dblSectionStartY + 
(dblCurrentSegmentPosition + 
dblCurrentSegmentLength) * 
dblYStepFactor * dblMultFactor
'update the collection of segment samplers 
Set molinSegment = 
AddSegment(dblSegmentStartX, 
dblSegmentStartY, _ 
dblSegmentEndX, dblSegmentEndY, _  
molinCu rrentSegments, 
molinAIISegments,
IndividualSamplers)
'must be the first segment sampler so store 
‘ the extreme point
If (binTrackLineHasSegments = False) Then 
Set pntExtremel =
New MapObjects2. Point 
pntExtremel .X = dblSegmentStartX 
pntE)Areme1 .Y = dblSegmentStartY 
End If
pntExtreme2.X = dblSegmentEndX 
pntExtreme2.Y = dblSegmentEndY
blnTrackLlneHasSegments = True 
If (IndividualSamplers = True) And
(Not molinSegment Is Nothing) Then 
'keep sampler section possibly comprised 
‘of more than one line segment together 
IngSamplerSegmentCount =
IngSamplerSegmentCount +1 
ReDim Preserve
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SurveyLineMat(lngSamplerSegmentCount)
Set SurveyUneMat(lngSampierSegmentCount) 
molinSegment
End if
dblCurrentSegmentPosition =
SegmentSpacing -  
(dbIT rackiineSectionT ail -  
dblCurrentSegm entLength) 
dblSampierSegmentRemainder = 0 
dblCurrentSegmentLength = dblWholeSegment 
End If
End If
'update the combined current trackline iength 
‘already covered and the position of the next 
‘segment on that combined trackline 
dbITracklineLengthTotai =
dbIT racklineLengthTotal 
4- dbIT racklineSectionLength 
dblSegmentPositionTotal =
dbIT racklineLengthTotal + 
dblCurrentSegmentPosition
End If
Set ptsTrackLineSection = Nothing 
Next
If (blnTrackLlneHasSegments = True) Then 
'Construct a  line segment defined by extreme points of 
'segment samplers on current trackline - used to calculate
'total travel distance later, as it's assumed observer 
'traverses a  single trackline in one go
'make the line segment
Set ptsExtremes = New MapObjects2.Points
ptsExtremes.Add pntExtremel
ptsExtremes .Add pntExtreme2
Set molinTrackExtremeSegment =
New l\/lapOb]ects2.Line 
molinT rackExtremeSegment.Parts.Add ptsExtremes 
Set ptsExtremes = Nothing
IngTrackExtremeCount = IngTrackE^dremeCount + 1 
ReDim Preserve
mmoiinSamplerT rackExtremes(lngT rackExtremeCount) 
Set
mmoiinSamplerT rackExtremes(
IngTrackExtremeCount) = 
molinT rackExtremeSegment 
Set molinTrackExtremeSegment = Nothing 
End if
Set molinCurrentSegments = Nothing 
Next
Set GenerateSystematicSegments = molinAIISegments 
Exit Function
ErrHandier:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Function
Private Function AddSegment(
ByVal SegmentStartX As Double,
ByVal SegmentStartY As Double, _  
ByVal SegmentEndX As Double,
ByVal SegmentEndY As Double, _  
SegmentSubset As MapObjects2.Line,. 
AllSegments As MapObjecls2.Line, _  
Optional IndividualSamplers As Boolean = False) 
As MapObjects2.Line 
‘ Purpose: Adds line segments to the segment sets.
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE & ".AddSegment"
On Error GoTo ErrHandier
Dim pntSegment As New MapObjects2.Point 
Dim ptsSegment As New MapObjects2. Points 
Dim molinSegment As New MapObjects2.Line 
Set ptsSegment = New MapObjects2.Points 
Set pntSegment = New MapObjects2.Point 
'start of the segment 
pntSegment.X = SegmentStartX 
pntSegment. Y = SegmentStartY
ptsSegment.Add pntSegment
‘end of the segment
pntSegment.X = SegmentEndX
pntSegment.Y = SegmentEndY
ptsSegment.Add pntSegment
Set pntSegment = Nothing
'add the new segment to the set of all segments
AilSegments.Parts.Add ptsSegment
molinSegment.Parts.Add ptsSegment
If (IndividualSamplers = True) Then 
'add the new segment to the set of all segments 
SegmentSubset.Parts.Add ptsSegment 
End If
Set ptsSegment = Nothing 
Set AddSegment = molinSegment 
Exit Function
ErrHandier:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Function
Private Function ClipSegments(
Region As MapObjects2.Poiygon,
SurveyLineMatO As MapObjecls2.Line)
As MapObjects2.Line 
' Purpose: Clips the systematically spaced set of line 
‘ segments (generated within a  MBR) against the given regioi. 
' Returns a  multi-part line object if successful
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE & ".ClipSegments"
On Error GoTo ErrHandier
Dim IngCount, IngSamplerLineTotal As Long 
IngSamplerLineT otai = UBound(SurveyLineMat) 
Dim IngSamplerLineCount As Long 
IngSamplerLineCount = -1
Dim moiinTempSamplersO As MapObjects2.Line 
ReDim molinTempSamplers(lngSamplerLineTotai)
All
For IngCount = 0 To IngSamplerLineTotal 
Set mo!inTempSamplers{lngCount) =
SurveyLineMat(lngCount)
NexJ
Dim pntSegment As New MapObjects2.Point 
Dim ptsSegment As New MapObjects2.Points 
Dim molinAIISegments As New MapObjects2.Line 
Dim moiinCurrent As New MapObjects2.Line 
Dim intersectShape As Object ’MapObjects2.line
For IngCount = 0 To IngSamplerLineTotal 
Set moiinCurrent = molinTempSamplers(lngCount)
’find intersection of current sampler segments with region 
Set intersectShape = Region.Intersect(molinCurrent)
If (intersectShape is Nothing) Then 
Dim pgnBuffer As MapObjects2. Polygon 
Dim rtgE)dent As MapObjects2. Rectangle 
Set pgnBuffer =
Region.Buffer(intlNTESCTBUFFERSIZE)
Set rtgExtent = pgnBuffer.Extent
Set intersectShape = Region.I ntersect(molinCurrent,
rtgExtent)
Set pgnBuffer = Nothing 
Set rtgExtent = Nothing 
End If
If Not intersectShape Is Nothing Then 
’Result could be a point, points, or a  line 
’ hopefully a  line!
If intersectshape.ShapeType = (moSh^eTypePoint 
Or moShapeTypeMultipoint) Then 
UpdateLog logLineRegionlntersectProblem 
Elself intersectShapaShapeType =
moShapeTypeLine Then
’keep sampler section possibly comprised 
'of more than one line segment together 
IngSamplerLineCount =
IngSamplerLineCount +1
ReDim Preserve
SurveyLineMat(lngSamplerLineCount) 
Set SurveyLineMat(lngSampierLineCount) = 
intersectShape
End If 
End if
Set moiinCurrent = Nothing 
Next
Set ClipSegments = molinAIISegments
Exit Function
ErrHandier:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Function
Private Function GenerateSystematicSegments(
SurveyRegion As MapObjects2.Polygon, _
ByVal SegmentLength As Double, _
ByVal RotationAngle As Double, _
ByVal SegmentSplittingOption As String, _  
PointMatO As MapObjects2.Point, _  
SurveyLineMatO As MapObjects2.Line, _
Optional IndividualSamplers As Booiem = False)
As MapObjects2.Line 
' Purpose: Generates a systematically spaced set of line 
' segments along the specified systematic grid points within 
' given region. Assumes the spacing units corresponds to 
‘ the units the tracklines are defined in.
' Returns a multi-part iine object if successful
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE &
". G enerateSystemat icSegm ents"
On Error GoTo ErrHandier
'random start position within the linespacing 
Dim dblRandStart As Double
'x& y steps between the start and end of a  sampler segment 
Dim dblXStepFactor As Double 
Dim dblYStepFactor As Double
'x& y steps between the start and end of a sampler segment 
Dim dblSegXStep As Double, dblSegYStep As Double
'set up the product factors and complete step length in the 
' X & Y  direction for different angle groupings 
If (RotationAngle = 0) Then 
' just stepping along parallel to the x-axis 
dblXStepFactor = 1 
dblYStepFactor = 0 
dblSegXStep = SegmentLength 
dblSegYStep = 0
Elself (RotationAngle = (90 * DEG2RAD)) Then 
' just stepping along parallel to the y-axis
dblXStepFactor = 0 
dblYStepFactor = 1 
dblSegXStep = 0 
dblSegYStep = SegmentLength
Elself (0 < RotationAngle) And
(RotationAngle < (90 * DEG2RAD)) Then 
' just stepping in the direction of increasing x& y 
dblXStepFactor = Cos (RotationAngle) 
dblYStepFactor = Sin(RotationAngle) 
dblSegXStep = SegmentLength * dblXStepFactor 
dblSegYStep = SegmentLength * dblYStepFactor
Elself ((90 * DEG2RAD) < RotationAngle) And
(RotationAngle < (180 * DEG2RAD)) Then 
‘just stepping in direction of increasing y & decreasing x 
dblXStepFactor = Cos(RotationAngle) 
dblYStepFactor = Sin(RotationAngle) 
dblSegXStep = SegmentLength * dblXStepFactor 
dblSegYStep = SegmentLength * dblYStepFactor 
End If
If (IndividualSamplers = True) Then 
Dim IngSamplerSegmentCount As Long 
IngSamplerSegmentCount = -1 
End If
'the length of a  split or complete sampler segment 
Dim dblCurrentSegmentLength As Double 
Dim dblAddSegmentLength As Double
'the coordinates of the current sampler segment 
Dim dblSegmentStartX As Double 
Dim dblSegmentStartY As Double 
Dim dblSegmentEndX As Double 
Dim dblSegmentEndY As Double
'the geometric objects used to store the samplers
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Dim molinSegment As MapObjects2.Line
Dim molinClipSegment As iVlapObjects2.Line
Dim molinCurrentSegments As New MapObjecls2.Line
Dim molinAiiSegments As New MapObjects2.Line
Dim ptsSegment As MapObjects2.Points
Dim ptsCross As MapObjects2.Points
Dim blnCrossingsExist As Boolean
Dim IngNum Parts As Long, I As Long
’the running total of sampler segments placed along grid 
Dim IngSamplerSegmentTotal As Long 
IngSamplerSegmentTotal = 0
Dim pntSegStart As MapObjects2. Point 
Dim pntSegEnd As MapObjects2.Point
Dim blnStartin As Boolean 
Dim blnEndIn As Boolean 
Dim binAddSegment As Boolean
Dim dblDistStart As Double 
Dim dblDistEnd As Double
Dim IngPointTotal As Long 
Dim IngPointCount As Long 
IngPointTotal = UBound(PointMat)
For IngPointCount = 0 To IngPointTotal
blnCrossingsExist = False 
Set pntSegStart = New MapObjects2.Point 
Set pntSegEnd = New MapObjects2. Point 
pntSegStart.X = PointMat{lngPointCount).X 
pntSegStart. Y = PointMatÔngPointCount).Y 
pntSegEnd.X = pntSegStart.X + dblSegXStep 
pntSegEnd.Y = pntSegStart. Y + dblSegYStep
Set molinSegment = New MapObjects2.Line 
Set ptsSegment = New MapOb]ects2.Points 
ptsSegment.Add pntSegStart 
ptsSegmenLAdd pntSegEnd 
molinSegment.Parts.Add ptsSegment
Set ptsCross = SurveyRegion.GetCrossings(molinSegment) 
If (ptsCross Is Nothing) Then 
blnCrossingsExist = False 
Else
If (ptsCross.Count > 0) Then 
blnCrossingsEwst = T rue 
Else
blnCrossingsExist = False 
End If 
End If
blnStartin = SurveyRegion.lsPointln(pntSegStart) 
blnEndIn = SurveyRegion.lsPointln(pntSegEnd)
’both ends fall within the survey region & segment
does
'not cross the survey region so it’s completely inside 
If (blnStartin = True) And (blnEndIn = True) And _ 
(blnCrossingsExist = False) Then 
'update the collection of segment samplers 
molin AllSegm ents. Parts. Add ptsS egment 
Else
Set molinClipSegment =
Clips egment(SurveyRegion, 
molinSegment) 
if Not (molinClipSegment Is Nothing) Then
'only complete sampler segments allowed 
If (SegmentSplittingOption =
strCOMPLETESEGMENTS) Then 
If (blnStartin = True) And
(blnEndIn = True) Then 
Set molinSegment = Nothing 
Else
IngNumParts = molinClipSegment,Parts.Count 
If (IngNumParts > 1) Then 
'just keep the longest part 
Dim molinTemp As MapObjects2.Line 
Dim molinLongest As MapObjects2.Line 
Dim dblPartLength As Double 
dblPartLength = -1 
For I = 0 To IngNumParts -1  
Set molinTemp = New MapObjects2.Line 
molinTemp.Parts.Add
molinClipSegment.Parts(i)
If (dblPartLength <
molinTemp.Length) Then 
Set molinLongest = molinTemp 
dblPartLength = molinTemp.Length 
End If 
Next
Set molinClipSegment = molinLongest 
End If
dblCurrentSegmentLength =
molinClipSegment.Length 
If (dblCurrentSegmentLength >
(SegmentLength / 2)) Then
dblDistStart = 
pntSegStart.DistanceTo(molinClipSegment) 
dblDistEnd =
pntSegEnd.DistanceTo(moiinCiipSegment) 
'head in direction of smallest distance 
If (dblDistStart < dblDistEnd) Then 
'going from original end to start 
‘so switch step 
If (pntSegStart.DIstanceTo(
molinClipSegment. Parts(O). Item(O)) < _ 
pntSegStart.DistanceTo( 
molinClipSegment.Parts(0).ttem(1))) Then 
Set pntSegStart =
molinClipSegment.Parts(0).item(1)
Else
Set pntSegStart =
molinClipSegment.Parts(0).ltem(0)
End If
pntSegEndX = pntSegStart.X -
dblSegXStep 
pntSegEndY = pntSegStart.Y -
dblSegYStep
Else
'going from original end to start 
‘so keep step
If (pntSegEnd.DistanceTo(
molinCllpSegment.Parts(0).ltem(0)) < 
pntSegEnd.DistanceTo( 
molinCllpSegment.Parts(0).ltem(1 ))) Then 
Set pntSegStart =
molinClipSegment.Parts(0).ltem(1)
Else
Set pntSegStart =
molinCllpSegment.Parts(0).ltem(0)
End If
pntSegEnd.X = pntSegStart.X + dblSegXStep 
pntSegEndY = pntSegStart.Y + dblSegYStep 
End If
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'might have pushed the complete segment 
‘out of the region
blnEndIn = SurveyRegion.lsPointln(pntSegEnd)
If (blnEndIn = False) Then 
Set molinSegment = Nothing 
Else
Set molinSegment = New MapObjects2.Line 
Set ptsSegment = New fVtapObiects2.Points 
ptsSegment.Add pntSegStart 
ptsSegment.Add pntSegEnd 
molinSegment.Parts.Add ptsSegment 
End If
Set molinClipSegment = Nothing 
Else 
'chuck it
Set molinSegment = Nothing 
End If 
End if
'sampler segments may be split 
Elself (SegmentSplittingOption =
strSPLITSEGMENTS) Then 
IngNumParts = moIinCllpSegment.Parts.Count 
For I = 0 To IngNumParts -1 
'update the collection of segment samplers 
molinAiiSegments. Parts.Add molinClipSegment.Part^(i) 
Next
Set molinSegment = molinClipSegment
Set molinClipSegment = Nothing 
End If 
Else 
'chuck It
Set molinSegment = Nothing 
End If
End If
if (IndividualSamplers = True) And
(Not molinSegment Is Nothing) Then 
'keep sampler section possibly comprised of >1 
'line segment together 
IngSamplerSegmentCount =
IngSamplerSegmentCount +1 
ReDim Preserve 
SurveyLineMat(lngSamplerSegmentCount)
Set SurveyLlneMat(lngSampIerSegmentCount) =
molinSegment
End If 
Next
Set GenerateSystematicSegments = molinAiiSegments 
Exit Function 
ErrHandier:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Function
Private Function ClipSegment(
Region As MapObjects2.Polygon,
Segment As MapObjects2.Line) As MapObjects2,Line 
' Purpose: Clips the line segments.
' Returns the clipped line object if successful
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE & ".ClipSegment"
On Error GoTo ErrHandier
Dim intersectShape As Object
'find intersection of current sampler segment with region
Set intersectShape = Region.lntersect(Segment)
If (intersectShape Is Nothing) Then 
Dim pgnBuffer As MapObjects2.Polygon 
Dim rtgE)dent As MapObjects2. Rectangle
Set pgnBuffer = Region.Buffer(lntlNTESCTBUFFERSiZE)
Set rtgE)dent = pgnBuffer. Extent
Set intersectShape = Region.Intersect(Segment, rtgExtent)
Set pgnBuffer = Nothing
Set rtgExtent = Nothing
End If
If Not intersectShape Is Nothing Then 
■Result could be a point, points, or a  line 
' hopefully a line!
If intersects hape. ShapeType = (moSh^eTypePoint 
Or moShapeT^eM  ultipoint) Then 
UpdateLog logLineRegionlntersectProblem 
Set ClipSegment = Nothing 
Elself IntersectShapaShapeType =
moShqaeTypeLine Then 
Set ClipSegment = IntersectShape 
End If 
Else
Set ClipSegment = Nothing 
End If
Ext Function 
ErrHandier:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Function
A .ll Number of Line Segments, Line Segments Length or Systematic 
Segments Spacing on a Polygon
A given systematic segemented line sampler design has associated properties, such as 
inter-trackline spacing, number of lines segments, and total line segement sampler length. 
This algorithm, given a value for one of these properties, estimates the remaining two 
properties.
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Public Sub CalculateMissingEffortData(
ByVal RowNum As Long, ByVai KnownData As Long)
' Purpose: For a given amount of line length calculates the 
‘approximate spacing required between systematic lines at 
‘the specified tolerance level.
' Description of the algorithm: The average line length for all 
‘possible lines running parallel to the height of the survey 
‘region Is given by the surface area of the survey region 
‘divided by its width. The total line iength is then 
‘approximated by multiplying this average by the number of 
‘sampler lines. The average iength In design units Is 
‘converted into the chosen line length units.
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE &
".CalculateMissingEffortData"
On Error GoTo ErrHandier
Dim dblLineSampiers As Double 
Dim dblLineLength As Double 
Dim dblSegSpacing As Double 
Dim dblTrackSpacing As Double 
Dim dbiSegLength As Double
Dim strMess As String 
With fIxEffortAllocation
dbiSegLength =
CDbl(.Te)AMatrix(RowNum,
mlngSEGLENGTHCOLINDEX)) 
'can only do calculations if the sampler segment length 
‘has been specified 
If (dbiSegLength <= 0) Then Exit Sub
Select C ase KnownData 
Case mlngSAMPLER 
dblLineSampiers =
.TextMatrix(RowNum,
mlngSAMPLERCOLINDEX)
If (dblLineSampiers <= 0) Then Exit Sub 
If (dblLineSampiers > 10000) Then 
strMess = "The number of samplers should not 
exceed 10 000. " & _
"Change the number of samplers and check 
the design and effort unit combination." 
MsgBox strMess, vbExciamation + \t)OKOnly, 
"Extreme sampler numbers"
Exit Sub 
End If
dblLineLength = dbiSegLength * dblLineSampiers
Case mlngLENGTH 
dblLineLength =
.TextMatrix(RowNum, mlngLENGTHCOLINDEX)
If (dblLineLength <= 0) Then Exit Sub 
dblLineSampiers =
Round(dbILineLength / dbiSegLength)
Case m I ngS PACING 
'Sampler segments & tracklines spacing different 
dblSegSpacing =
.T extMatrix(RowNum, 
mlngSPACINGCOLINDEX)
If chkSameSpacing.Value = 0 Then 
dblTrackSpacing =
.TextMatrix(RowNum,
mlngTRACKSPAClNGCOLINDEX)
Else
dblTrackSpacing =
.TextMatrix(RowNum,
mlngSPACINGCOLINDEX)
End If
If (dblSegSpacing <= 0) Or 
(dblTrackSpacing < - 0) Then Ext Sub 
End Select 
End With
Dim dblFromUnits As Double
Dim dblToUnits As Double
dblToUnits = EffortUnitFactor
dblFromUnits = mdblStratumAreaDesignUnltFactor
Dim InglndexAs Long
Inglndex = RowNum - fIxEffortAllocation.FixedRows 
Dim dblStratumArea As Double 
dblStratumArea = mdblStratumAreas(inglndex)
"only an approximation for lines running parallel to 
'the stratum height
Dim dblAverageStratumHeight As Double
Dim dblMBRWidth As Double
dblMBRWidth = mdblStratumMBRWidths(lnglndex)
If (dblMBRWidth <= 0) Or (dblToUnits <= 0) Then
Exit Sub
dblAverageStratumHeight = dblStratumArea/
dblMBRWidth
'convert Into the units of the line length 
dblAverageStratumHeight = (dblFromUnits /  dblToUnits) 
* dblAverageStratumHeight 
dblMBRWidth = (dblFromUnits /  dblToUnits) *
dblMBRWidth
Dim dblTrackLines As Double 
Dim dblAlpha As Double 
Dim dblMinusBeta As Double 
Dim dblMinusGamma As Double 
' If sampler segment number or total segment iength Is 
‘specified then can calculate Inter-segment & trackline 
‘spacing. Know dblTrackLines = Round(dbiMBRWidth/ 
'dblSegSpacing) + 1 now dblLineLength =
‘dbITrackLlnes*(dblAverageStratumHeight *
dbiSegLength) /  (dbiSegLength + dblSegSpacing)
' solving two equation for two unknowns leads to a 
' quadratic dblLineLength*dblSegSpacing^2 +
' (dblLineLength -
‘ dblAverageStratumHeight)*dblSegLength* 
dblSegSpacing - dblMBRWidth* 
dblAverageStralumHeight*dblSegLength = 0
If (KnownData = mlngSAMPLER) Or 
(KnownData = mlngLENGTH) Then 
dblAlpha = dblLineLength 
dblMinusBeta = (dblAverageStratumHeight -  
dblLineLength) * dbiSegLength 
dblMinusGamma = dblMBRWidth *
dblAverageStratumHeight * dbiSegLength 
If (dblAverageStratumHeight < dbiSegLength) Then 
' impossible to find a segment spacing 
dblSegSpacing = 0 
Else
' whether dblMinusBeta is positive or negative we 
‘always need to add not subtract to get a positive 
‘segment spacing
dblSegSpacing = (dblMinusBeta+ 
Sqr(dblMinusBeta ^ 2  + _
4 * dblAlpha * dblMinusGamma)) /
(2 * dblAlpha)
End If 
End If
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With fIxEffortAllocation 
•Redraw = False 
Select Case KnownData 
Case mlngSAMPLER
.TextMatrix(RowNum, mlngLENGTHCOLINDEX) = 
Round(dbiLineLength, 3) 
.TextMatrix(RowNum, mlngSPACINGCOLINDEX) = 
Round(dblSegSpacing, 3)
If (mlngTRACKSPAClNGCOLINDEX > 0) Then 
.TextMatrix(RowNum,
mlngTRACKSPAClNGCOLINDEX) =
.TextMatrix(RowN um, 
mlngSPACINGCOLINDEX)
End If 
Case mlngLENGTH 
.TextMatrix(RowNum, mlngSAMPLERCOLINDEX) = 
dblLineSampiers 
.TextMatrix(RowNum, mlngSPACINGCOLINDEX) = 
Round(dblSegSpacing, 3) 
if (mlngTRACKSPAClNGCOLINDEX > 0) Then 
.TextMatrlx(RowNum,
mlngTRACKSPAClNGCOLINDEX) = 
.Te)^Matrix(RowNum,
mlngSPACINGCOLINDEX)
End If 
Case mlngS PACING 
dblTrackLines = Round(dblM B RW Idth /
dblTrackSpacing) +1 
dblLineSampiers = Round(dblTrackLines *_ 
(dblAverageStratumHeight/(dblSegSpacing + 
dbiSegLength)))
dblLineLength = dbiSegLength * dblLineSampiers 
.T extMatrlx(RowNum,
mlngSAMPLERCOLINDEX) = 
dblLineSampiers 
.T extMatrix(RowNum,
mlngLENGTHCOLINDEX) =
Round(dblLlneLength, 3)
End Select 
.Redraw = True 
End With
Exit Sub 
ErrHandier;
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Sub
A.12 Superimposing an Equal Angled Zigzag on a Polygon
This set of algorithms superimposes a continuous constant angle zigzag on a convex polygon.
Private Function GenerateEqualAngleZigzag(
ByVal EqualAngle As Double, _
Region As MapObjects2. Polygon, _
ByVal DesignAxisAngle As Double, _  
SurveyLineMatO As MapObjects2.Une)
As MapObjects2.Line 
’Purpose: Generates a  set of sampler lines forming an 
equal
‘angle zigzag In the given region. The number of sampler 
‘lines generated Is determined by the sampler angle and the 
‘resultant line length may differ from line length estimated 
‘for the given angle. The zigzag sampler is generated within 
'a  Design Axis MBR located and origin (Xda,Yda). This Is 
‘MBR obtained by calculating the MBR of the survey region 
'at the angle defined by the design axis. The zigzag 
‘segments are generated relative to the Design A>ds MBR,
‘then translated & rotated to the convex region MBR, where 
‘ they are clipped against the convex region. The clipped 
‘segment is then rotated and translated back to the Design 
‘Axis MBR and the next segment is calculated etc. When 
‘Design /\xis angle is zero the Design Axis & convex region 
‘MBR coincide.
'Note: The region is assumed to be convex.
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE &
".GenerateEqualAngleZlgzag"
On Error GoTo ErrHandier
'define the region's MBR and set the parameters 
Dim rtgRegionMBR As MapObjects2. Rectangle 
Set rtgRegionMBR = Region.Extent
Dim dblMBRWidth As Double, dblMBRHeight As Double 
Dim dblMBRLeft As Double, dblMBRBottom As Double 
dblMBRWidth = rtgRegionMBR.Width 
dblMBRHeight = rtgRegionMBR.Height 
dblMBRLeft = rtgReglonMBR.Left
dblMBRBottom = rtgRegionMBR. Bottom
‘minimum and maximum extent of the MBR's coords 
Dim dblXMin As Double, dblXMax As Double, _  
dblYMin As Double, dblYMax As Double 
dblXMin = dblMBRLeft 
dblXMax = dblMBRLeft + dblMBRWidth 
dblYMin = dblMBRBottom 
dblYMax=: dblMBRBottom + dblMBRHeight
'random start position for the line
Dim dblRandStart As Double
'the random start position within the survey region
Dim pntRandomStart As MapObjects2.Point
Const IngMAXLOOPS = 1000 
Dim IngLoopCounter As Long 
IngLoopCounter = 0 
Dim blnStartFound As Boolean 
blnStartFound = False 
Dim dblRanX As Double 
Dim dblRanY As Double 
While (IngLoopCounter < IngMAXLOOPS) And 
(blnStartFound = False) 
dblRanX = dblMBRWidth *
gmgRaiNumGen.RandomNum + dblXMin 
dblRanY = dblMBRHeight *
grngRanNumGen.RandomNum + dblYMin 
Set pntRandomStart = New MapObjects2.Point 
pntRandomStart.X = dblRanX 
pntRandomStart. Y = dblRanY 
IngLoopCounter = IngLoopCounter + 1
If (Region.IsPointIn(pntRandomStart)) Then 
blnStartFound = True 
Else
Set pntRandomStart = Nothing
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End If 
Wend
If (IngLoopCounter = IngMAXLOOPS) Then 
UpdateLog logStartPointProblems 
Exit Function 
Else 
End If
'points defining the lines at top and bottom of DA MBR 
Dim pntDATopStart As New MapObjects2.Point 
Dim pntDATopEnd As New MapObjects2.Point 
Dim pntDABottomStart As New MapObjects2.Point 
Dim pntDABottomEnd As New MapObjects2.Point
'DA MBR info
Dim ZigzagDAMBR As DesignAxisMBR
Dim dblDASiope As Double
Dim dblDAOrthogonaiSlope As Double
If (DesignA>dsAngle = 0) Then 
'left, bottom , right, top
ZigzagDAMBR.Intercept(mlngLEFT) = dblXMin 
ZigzagDAMBR.SIope(mlngLEFT) =
mlnglNFINlTESLOPE 
ZigzagDAMBR.Intercept(mlngBOTTOM) = dblYMin 
ZigzagDAMBR.Slope(mlngBOTTOM) = 0 
ZigzagDAMBR.Intercept(mlngRIGHT) = dblXMax 
ZigzagDAMBR.SIope(mlngRIGHT) =
mlnglNFINlTESLOPE 
ZigzagD AM B R. I ntercept(m IngTOP) = dblYMax 
ZigzagDAMBR.SIope(mlngTOP) = 0
pntDATopStarl.X = dblXMin 
pntDATopStart. Y = dblYMax 
pntDATopEnd.X = dblXMax 
pntDATopEnd. Y = dblYMax 
pntDABottomStart.X = dblXMin 
pntDABottomStart. Y = dblYMin 
pntDABottom End.X = dblXMax 
pntDABottomEnd. Y = dblYMin
Elself (DesignAxisAngle = (90 * DEG2RAD)) Then
'left, bottom , right, top
ZigzagDAMBR.Intercept(mlngLEFT) = dblYMin 
ZigzagDAMBR.SIope(mlngLEFT) = 0 
ZigzagD AMBR.Intercept(mlngBOTTOM) = dblXMax 
ZigzagDAMBR.Slope(mlngBOTTOM) =
mlnglNFINlTESLOPE 
ZigzagD AMBR.Intercept(mlngRIGHT) = dblYMax 
ZigzagD AMBR.SIope(mlngRIGHT) = 0 
ZigzagDAMBR.Intercept(mingTOP) = dblXMin 
ZigzagDAMBR.Slope(mlngTOP) =
mlnglNFINlTESLOPE
pntDATopStart.X = dblXMin 
pntDATopStart. Y = dblYMin 
pntDATopEnd.X = dblXMin 
pntDATopEnd. Y = dblYMax 
pntDABottomStart.X = dblXMax 
pntDABottom Start. Y = dblYMin 
pntDABottom End.X = dblXMax 
pntDABottom End. Y = dblYMax
Elself (0 < DesignAxisAngle) And
(DesignAxisAngle < (90 * DEG2RAD)) Then 
dblDASiope = T an(Design AxisAngle) 
dblDAOrthogonaiSlope = Tan(Design AxisAngle +
(90 * DEG2RAD))
'left, bottom , right, top
ZigzagDAMBR.Intercept(mlngLEFT) = dblYMin -  
dblDAOrthogonaiSlope * dblXMin 
ZigzagDAMBR.SIope(mlngLEFT) =
dblDAOrthogonaiSlope 
ZigzagDAMBR.Intercept(mlngBOTTOM) = dblYMin -  
dblDASiope * dblXMax 
ZigzagDAMBR.SIope(mlngBOTTOM) = dblDASiope 
ZigzagDAMBR.Intercept(mlngRIGHT) = dblYMax-  
dblDAOrthogonaiSlope * dblXMax 
ZigzagDAMBR.SIope(mingRIGHT) =
dblDAOrthogonaiSlope 
ZigzagDAMBR.Intercept(mlngTOP) = dblYMax-  
dblDASiope * dblXMin 
ZigzagDAMBR.SIope(mlngTOP) = dblDASiope
Elself ((90 * DEG2RAD) < DesignAMsAngle) And
(DesignAxisAngle < (180 * DEG2RAD)) Then
dblDASiope = Tan(Design Axis Angle) 
dblDAOrthogonaiSlope = Tan(DesignAxisAngle -  
(90 * DEG2RAD))
'left, bottom , right, top
ZigzagDAMBR.Intercept(mlngLEFT) = dblYMax-  
dblDAOrthogonaiSlope * dblXMin 
ZigzagDAMBR.SIope(mlngLEFT) =
dblDAOrthogonaiSlope 
ZigzagDAMBR,Intercept(mingBOTTOM) = dblYMin -  
dblDASiope * dblXMin 
ZigzagDAMBR.Siope(mlngBOTTOM) = dblDASiope 
ZigzagDAMBR.intercept(mingRIGHT) = dblYMin-  
dblDAOrthogonaiSlope * dblXMax 
ZigzagDAMBR.SIope(mlngRIGHT) =
dblDAOrthogonaiSlope 
ZigzagD AMBR.intercept(mlngTOP) = dblYMax-  
dblDASiope * dblXMax 
ZigzagDAMBR.SIope(mlngTOP) = dblDASiope 
End If
If (DesignAxisAngle <> 0) And
(DesignAxisAngle <> (90 * DEG2RAD)) Then 
Dim dblTempX As Double, dblTempY As Double 
GetXYCoord dblDAOrthogonaiSlope,
ZigzagD AM BR.I ntercept(m!ngLE FT), _  
dblDASiope, ZigzagDAMBR.Intercept(mlngTOP), 
dblTempX, dblTempY 
pntDATopStart.X = dblTempX 
pntDATopStart. Y = dblTempY
GetXYCoord dblDAOrthogonaiSlope,
ZigzagD AMBR.Intercept(mlngRIGHT),_ 
dblDASiope, 
ZigzagDAMBR.lntercept(mlngTOP), 
dblTempX, dblTempY 
pntDATopEnd.X = dblTempX 
pntDATopEnd. Y = dblTempY
GetXYCoord dblDAOrthogonaiSlope,
ZigzagD AM BR.I ntercept(m I ngLEFT), _ 
dblDASiope,
ZigzagDAMBR.intercept(mlngBOTTOM), 
dblTempX, dblTempY 
pntDABottomStart.X = dblTempX 
pntDABottomStart. Y = dblTempY
GetXYCoord dblDAOrthogonaiSlope,
ZigzagDAMBR.Intercept(mlngRIGHT), _  
dblDASiope,
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ZigzagD AMBR.Intercept(mlngBOTTOM), 
dblTempX, dblTempY 
pntDABottom End.X = dblTempX 
pntDABottom End. Y = dblTempY 
End If
'construct the design axis MBR polygon to use in
‘constructing the zigzag sampler
Dim pgnDesignAxisMBR As New MapObjects2.PoIygon
Dim ptsTemp As New MapObjects2.Points
ptsTemp.Add pntDABottomStart
ptsTemp.Add pntDABottomEnd
ptsTemp.Add pntDATopEnd
ptsTemp.Add pntDATopStart
pgnDesignAxisMBR.Parts.Add ptsTemp
Set ptsTemp = Nothing
'Sort out the initial random slope. Need to skip extreme 
‘zigzags going up from max height or down from min 
‘height of the DA MBR
Dim dblCurSlope As Double, dbiCurlntercept As Double 
Dim dblUpSlope As Double, dblDownSlope As Double 
dblUpSlope = Tan(EqualAngle) 
dblDownSlope = 0 - dblUpSlope
Dim dblRndSlope As Double 
Dim IngSlopeSign As Long 
dblRndSlope = grngRanNumGen.RandomNum 
If (dblRndSlope < 0.5) Then 
IngSlopeSign = 1 
dblGurSiope = dblUpSlope 
Else 
IngSlopeSign = 2 
dblCurSlope = dblDownSlope 
End If
'find slopes of zigzag relative to absolute coordinate 
'system rather than just the design axis 
Dim dblZigAngle As Double, dblZagAngle As Double 
dblZigAngle = EqualAngle + DesignAxisAngle 
dblZagAngle = (180 * DEG2RAD) -
EqualAngle + DesignAxisAngle
Dim dblZigSlope As Double, dblZagSlope As Double 
If (Sin(dblZigAngle) = 1) Then 
dbIZigSlope= mlnglNFINlTESLOPE 
Elself (Sin(dblZigAngle) = 0) Then 
dblZigSlope = 0 
Else
dblZigSlope = Tan(dblZigAngle)
End If
If (Sin(dblZag Angie) = 1) Then 
dblZagSlope= mlnglNFINlTESLOPE 
Elself (Sin(dbiZagAngle) = 0) Then 
dblZagSlope = 0 
Else
dblZagSlope = Tan(dblZagAngle)
End if
If (IngSlopeSign = 1) Then 
dblCurSlope = dblZigSlope 
Elself (IngSlopeSign = 2) Then 
dblCurSlope = dblZagSlope 
End If
'start position of the zigzag sampler within survey region 
Dim pntTopPos As New MapObjects2.Point 
Dim dblTopXPos As Double, dblTopYPos As Double 
'start position of zigzag sampler within survey region
Dim pntBottomPos As New MapObjects2.Point 
Dim dblBottomXPos As Double, 
dblBottomYPos As Double 
'start position of the zigzag sampler within survey region 
Dim pntStartPos As New MapObjects2.Point 
Dim dblStartXPos As Double, dblStartYPos As Double
If (dblCurSlope = mlnglNFINlTESLOPE) Then 
dbiCurlntercept = pntRandomStart.X 
Elself (dblCurSlope = 0) Then 
dbiCurlntercept = pntRandomStart. Y 
Else
dbiCurlntercept = pntRandomStart.Y -
dblCurSlope * pntRandomStart.X
End if
Dim blnlnLeftTail As Boolean, blnlnRightTail As Boolean 
blnlnLeftTail = False 
blnlnRightTail = False
GetXYCoord dblCurSlope, dbiCurlntercept, _  
ZigzagDAMBR.SIope(mlngTOP),
ZigzagDAM BR. Intercept(mlngTOP), _ 
dblTopXPos, dblTopYPos 
pntTopPos.X = dblTopXPos 
pntTopPos.Y = dblTopYPos
If Not pgnDesignAxisMBR.IsPointln(pntTopPos) Then 
'slope is upwards wrt design axis so intersection of 
'line extended from random start point intersects 
'line passing through top of design angle MBR 
‘outside MBR and must thus intersect either 
‘the right or left hand side of MBR 
If (IngSlopeSign = 1) Then 
GetXYCoord dblCurSlope, dbiCurlntercept, _  
ZigzagDAMBR.SIope(mlngRIGHT),
ZigzagDAM BR.Intercept(mlngRIGHT), 
dblTopXPos, dblTopYPos 
blnlnRightTail = True 
Elself (IngSlopeSign = 2) Then 
GetXYCoord dblCurSlope, dbiCurlntercept, _  
ZigzagDAMBR.SIope(mlngLEFT),
ZigzagDAMBR.Intercept(mlngLEFT), 
dblTopXPos, dblTopYPos 
blnlnLeftTail = True 
End If 
End If
GetXYCoord dblCurSlope, dbiCurlntercept, _  
ZigzagDAMBR.SIope(mlngBOTTOM), 
ZigzagDAMBR.Intercept(mlngBOTTOM),_ 
dblBottomXPos, dblBottomYPos 
pntBottomPos.X = dblBottomXPos 
pntBottomPos.Y = dblBottomYPos
If Not pgnDesignAxisMBR.IsPointln(pntBottomPos) Then 
'slope is upwards wrt design axis so intersection of 
'line extended from random start point intersects 
'line passing through top of design angle MBR 
‘outside MBR and must thus intersect either 
‘the right or left hand side of MBR 
If (IngSlopeSign = 2) Then 
GetXYCoord dblCurSlope, dbiCurlntercept, _  
ZigzagDAMBR.SIope(mlngRIGHT), 
ZigzagDAMBR.Intercept(mlngRIGHT), _  
dblBottomXPos, dblBottomYPos 
blnlnRightTail = True 
Elself (IngSlopeSign = 1) Then 
GetXYCoord dblCurSlope, dbiCurlntercept, _ 
ZigzagDAMBR.SIope(mlngLEFT),
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ZigzagDAMBR.Intercept(mlngLEFT), _  
dblBottomXPos, dblBottomYPos 
blnlnLeftTail = True 
End If 
End If
Dim intersectShape As Object 
Set intersectShape =
intersectRegionWithLine{dblTopXPos, 
dblTopYPos, _
dblBottomXPos, dblBottomYPos,
Region)
If Not intersectShape Is Nothing Then 
'Result could be a  point, points, or a line 
' hopefully a  line!
If intersectShapaShapeType = moShapeTypePoint Then 
Set pntStartPos = intersectShape 'see what happens! 
Elself intersectShape.ShapeT^e = 
moShapeTypeMultipoint Then 
Set pntStartPos = intersectShape(O) 'see what happens! 
Elself intersectShape.ShapeT^e =
moShapeTypeLine Then 
‘extreme xy-coords of line clipped against convex region 
Dim pntFirst As MapObjects2.Polnt 
Dim pntLast As MapObjects2. Point 
GetExtremePositions intersectShape, pntFirst, pntLast
'set up the direction to get the start point nearest the top 
' of the DA MBR 
Dim strDirection As String 
If (IngSlopeSign = 1) Then 
StrDirection = mstrRIGHT 
Elself (IngSlopeSign = 2) Then 
StrDirection = mstrLEFT 
End If
SetPreviousPosition IngSlopeSign, strDirection, _ 
pntFirst, pntLast, _  
pntDATopStart, pntDATopEnd, _  
pntDABottomStart, pntDABottomEnd, _  
dblStartXPos, dblStartYPos 
pntStartPos.X = dblStartXPos 
pntStartPos. Y = dblStartYPos 
End If 
Else
UpdateLog logEAZIntersectProblem 
Exit Function 
End If
Dim moiinAIISamplers As New MapObjects2.Line 
Dim moiinLeftSampiers As MapObjects2.Line 
Dim moiinRightSamplers As MapObjects2.Line 
Dim moiinLeftUneMatO As MapObjects2.Line 
Dim molinRighîLineMatO As MapObjects2.Line
'going left so start at the same point on the top MBR 
boundary using the zig slope 
Set moiinLeftSampiers =
EqualAngleZigzagOneDirection( 
dblZigSlope, dblZagSlope, _  
dblZigSlope, 1, _ 
mstrLEFT, blnlnLeftTail, _  
pntStartPos, Region, _  
pntDATopStart, pntDATopEnd, _
pntDABottomStart, pntDABottomEnd, _ 
pgnDesignAwsMBR, _
ZigzagDAMBR, molinLeftLineMat)
Dim IngTotai As Long, IngCounter As Long 
If Not (moiinLeftSampiers Is Nothing) Then 
'get the left segement point parts 
IngTotai = moiinLeftSampiers. Parts.Count 
For IngCounter = IngTotai -1 To 0 Step -1 
molinAilSamplers.Parts.Add
molinLeftSamplers.Parts(lngCounter)
Next
'get left sampler lines - maybe 1+ parts to line seg 
IngTotal = UBound(molinLeftLineMat)
ReDim SurveyLineMat(lngTotal)
For IngCounter = 0 To IngT otai 
Set SurveyLineMat(lngCounter) =
molinLeftLineMat(lngTotai -
IngCounter)
Next 
End If
'going right so start at the same point on the top MBR 
* boundary using the zag slope 
Set moiinRightSamplers = 
EqualAngleZigzagOneDirection(dblZigSlope, 
dblZagSlope, _ 
dblZagSlope, 2 , _  
mstrRIGHT, blnlnRightTail, _  
pntStartPos, Region, _  
pntDATopStart, pntDATopEnd, _  
pntDABottomStart, pntDABottomEnd, _  
pgnDesignAxisMBR, _
ZigzagDAMBR, molinRightLineMat)
If Not (moiinRightSamplers Is Nothing) Then 
'get the left segement point parts 
IngTotal = moiinRightSamplers.Parts.Count 
For IngCounter = 0 To IngTotal -1 
molinAilSamplers.Parts.Add
molinRightSamplers.Parts(lngCounter)
Next
'get the right sampler lines - may be one or more parts
‘to a line segement
Dim IngMatBound As Long
IngMatBound = UBound(SurveyLineMat)
IngTotal = UBound(molinRightLineMat)
ReDim Preserve SurveyLineMat(lngMatBound + 
IngTotal +1)
For IngCounter = IngMatBound + 1 To
IngMatBound + IngTotal + 1 
Set SurveyLineMat(lngCounter) = 
molinRightLineMat(lngCounter -
IngMatBound -1 )
Next 
End If
Set GenerateEqualAngleZlgzag = moiinAIISamplers 
Exit Function 
ErrHandier:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED„ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Function
Private Function EqualAngleZigzagOneDirection( 
ByVal ZigSlope As Double, _
ByVal ZagSlope As Double,
ByVal CurrentSlope As Double,
ByVal SlopeSign As Long, ByVal Direction As String, 
ByVal InTaii As Boolean, StartPos As MapObjects2.Point, 
Region As MapObjects2.Polygon, _
DATopStart As MapObjects2.Point,
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DATopEnd As MapObjecls2.Point, _
DABottomStart As MapObjects2.Point.
DABottomEnd As MapObjects2.Point, _
DAMBR As MapObjects2.Polygon,
ZigzagDAMBR As DesignAxisMBR, _
SurveyLineMatO As MapObjects2.Line)
As MapObjects2.Line 
’ Purpose: Generates zigzag lines at the specified angle in 
‘ the given direction within the survey region.
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE &
". Equal AngleZigzagOneDirection"
On Error GoTo ErrHandier
'allow the tail of the zigzag sampler to the left or right to 
‘have at most 10 segments once its hit the left or right 
‘MBR boundary 
Const IngMAXTAIL = 1 0
'the current slope and intercept zigzag line section
Dim IngCurSlope As Double, IngCurlntercept As Double
ingCurSlope = CurrentSlope
'the zig or zag slope
Dim IngSlopeSign As Long
IngSlopeSign = SlopeSign
Dim moiinSamplerSegments As MapObjects2.Line 
Dim ptsTemp As New MapObjects2.Points 
Dim intersectShape As Object 
Dim IngNumLines As Long 
Dim i As Long
Dim IngSamplerLineCount As Long 
IngSamplerLineCount = -1
Dim IngSamplerTailCount As Long 
IngSamplerTailCount = 0 
Dim binAlmostFinished As Boolean 
blnAlmostFinished = False 
If (InTaii = True) Then 
IngSamplerTailCount = 1 
blnAlmostFinished = True 
End If
‘The current position of the zigzag sampler 
Dim pntCurPos As New MapObjects2.Point
'extreme xy-coords of line clipped against convex region 
Dim pntFirst As MapObjects2.Point 
Dim pntLast As MapObjects2.Point
'Keep the current & previous x& y coordinates to
‘construct the line sampler
Dim dblXPos As Double, dblYPos As Double
Dim dblPrevXPos As Double, dblPrevYPos As Double
dblPrevXPos = StartPos.X
dblPrevYPos = StartPos.Y
Dim binFinished As Boolean 
blnFinished = False 
Dim binBoundaryProblems As Boolean 
blnBoundaryProblems = False 
While (blnFinished = False) And
(blnBoundaryProblems = False)
If (IngCurSlope = mlnglNFINlTESLOPE) Then 
IngCurlntercept = dblPrevXPos 
Elself (IngCurSlope = 0) Then 
IngCurlntercept = dblPrevYPos 
Else
IngCurlntercept = dblPrevYPos -
IngCurSlope * dblPrevXPos
End If
If ((IngSlopeSign = 1) And
(Direction = mstrRIGHT)) Or 
((IngSlopeSign = 2) And 
(Direction = mstrLEFT)) Then 
GetXYCoord IngCurSlcpe, IngCurlntercept, _  
ZigzagD AMBR.SIope(mlngTOP),
ZigzagD AMBR.Intercept(mlngTOP), 
dblXPos, dblYPos 
Elself ((IngSlopeSign = 2) And
(Direction = mstrRIGHT)) O r_
((IngSlopeSign = 1) And 
(Direction = mstrLEFT)) Then 
GetXYCoord IngCurSlope, IngCurlntercept, _  
ZigzagDAM BR.SIope(mlngBOTTOM), 
ZigzagDAM BR.Intercept(mlngBOTTOM), 
dblXPos. dblYPos
End If
pntCurPos.X = dblXPos 
pntCurPos.Y = dblYPos 
if Not DAMBR.IsPointln(pntCurPos) Then 
'since the slope is upwards wrt the design axis 
‘intersection of line extended from the random 
‘start point intersects the line passing through 
‘top of the design angle MBR outside the MBR 
‘must thus intersect either the right or left hand 
‘side of the MBR
blnAlmostFinished = True 
If (Direction = mstrRIGHT) Then 
GetXYCoord IngCurSlope, IngCurlntercept, _ 
ZigzagDAMBR.Siope(mlngRIGHT), 
ZigzagDAMBR.Intercept(mlngRIGHT), _ 
dblXPos, dblYPos 
Elself (Direction = mstrLEFT) Then 
GetXYCoord IngCurSlope, IngCurlntercept, _  
ZigzagDAM BR.SIope(mlngLEFT), 
ZigzagDAMBR.Intercept(mlngLEFT),_ 
dblXPos, dblYPos
End If 
End If
'assuming that once sampling line hits MBR's side 
'the end is near, so if zigzaging continues > few 
‘times then probably stuck in a  pathological 
‘corner of survey region whose height reduces in 
'direction zigzag moves causing each successive 
'sampler seg length to decrease that will make them 
‘ impractical at some point anyway 
If (blnAlmostFinished = True) Then 
IngSamplerTailCount = IngSamplerTailCount + 1 
End If
If (IngSamplerTailCount > IngMAXTAIL) Then 
blnFinished = True 
End If
'we haven't moved from spot, so must have reached 
‘the edge of the survey region some problems with 
'accuracy In the calculations, so just round 
If (Round(dbiPrevXPos, 7) = Round(dblXPos, 7)) And 
(Round(dblPrevYPos, 7) = Round(dblYPos, 7)) Then 
blnFinished = True 
Else
Set intersectShape =
lntersectRegionWithLine(dblPrevXPos,
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dblPrevYPos, dblXPos, dblYPos, Region)
If Not intersectShape Is Nothing Then 
'Result could be a point, points, or a  line 
' hopefully a line!
If IntersectShape.ShapeType =
(moShapeTypePoint Or 
moShapeTypeMultipoint) Then
'have already put down the last "zag" and now the 
'"zig" falls outside the survey region, so we’re done 
If (blnAlmostFinished = True) Then 
blnFinished = True 
Else
'the angle of the zigzag may be greater than 
‘the angle of a  survey region boundary 
UpdateLog logEAZRegionlntersectProblem 
blnBoundaryProblems = True 
End If
Elself IntersectShape.ShapeType =
moShapeTypeLine Then
'keep sampler section possibly comprised of 
' more than one iine segment together 
IngSamplerUneCount = IngSamplerLineCount + 1 
If (IngSamplerLineCount = 0) Then 
Set moiinSamplerSegments =
New MapObjects2.Line
End If
ReDim Preserve
SurveyLineMat(lngSampierLineCount)
Set SurveyLineMat(lngSamplerLineCount) = 
intersectShape
IngNumLines = inters ectShape.Parts.Count 
For i = 0 To IngNumLines -1 
Set ptsTemp = intersectShape.Parts(i) 
moiinSamplerSegments. Parts.Add
ptsTemp
Set ptsTemp = Nothing
Next
GetExtremePositions intersectShqje,
pntFirst, pntLast 
'only get extreme points if haven't had hiccup 
SetPreviousPosition IngSlopeSign, Direction, 
pntFirst, pntLast, DATopStart, _  
DATopEnd, DABottomStart, 
DABottomEnd, _  
dblPrevXPos, dblPrevYPos
End If 
Else
If (blnAlmostFinished = True) Then 
blnFinished = True 
Else
'angle of the zigzag may be greater than 
‘angle of a  survey region boundary 
UpdateLog logEAZIntersectProblem 
blnBoundaryProblems = True 
End If 
End If
'switch the slope 
If (IngSlopeSign = 1) Then 
IngCurSlope = ZagSlope 
IngSlopeSign = 2 
Else
IngCurSlope = ZigSlope 
IngSlopeSign = 1 
End If
Set pntFirst = Nothing 
Set pntLast = Nothing 
End If 
Wend
Set EqualAngleZigzagOneDirection =
moiinSamplerSegments
Exit Function 
ErrHandier:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Function
Private Sub SetPre\flOusPosition(ByVal SlopeSign As Long, 
ByVal Direction As String, _
FirstPoint As MapObjects2. Point,
LastPoint As MapObjects2.Point, _
DATopStart As MapOb]ects2.Point,
DATopEnd As MapOb]ects2. Point, _  
DABottomStart As MapObjects2.Point, 
DABottomEnd As MapQb]ects2.Point, _  
PrevXPos As Double, PrevYPos As Double)
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE &
".SetPreviousPosition"
On Error GoTo ErrHandier
If ((SlopeSign = 1) And (Direction = mstrRIGHT)) O r_  
((SlopeSign = 2) And (Direction = mstrLEFT)) Then 
'the first point in the intersection of the current line with 
'the convex region is closer to the top of MBR then use 
'the first point as the ne>d starting point of the zigzag, 
'otherwise use the last point of the intersection
if FirstPoint.DistanceToSegm ent(DATopStart,
DATopEnd) <
LastPoint. DistanceToSegment(DATopStart,
DATopEnd) Then
PrevXPos = FirstPoint.X
PrevYPos = FirstPoint. Y 
Else
PrevXPos = LastPoint.X 
PrevYPos = LastPoint. Y 
End If 
Else
'first point in the intersection of the current line with 
'convex region is closer to bottom of MBR then use 
'first point as the next starting point of the zigzag, 
'otherwise use the last point of the intersection 
If FirstPoint.DistanceToSegment(DABottomStart, 
DABottomEnd) <
LastPoint.DistanceToSegment(DABottomStart, 
DABottomEnd) Then 
PrevXPos = FirstPoint.X 
PrevYPos = FirstPoint. Y 
Else
PrevXPos = LastPoint.X 
PrevYPos = LastPoint. Y 
End If 
End If
Exit Sub 
ErrHandier:
RaiseError gstrU N EXPECTED_ER ROR, strSOURCE 
End Sub
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A.13 Equal Zigzag Angle for a Line Length on a Polygon and vice versa
An equal angle zigzag design has associated properties, such as the constant angle of the 
zigzag and the total line sampler length. Given a value for one of these properties, this 
algorithm estimates the other.
Public Function CalculateZlgzagAngle{
ByVal RowNum As Long) As Double 
' Purpose: For a  given line iength calculates the exact zizag 
‘angle required.
' NOTE: This is only a good approximation for when design 
'a)ds runs parallel to the stratum width.
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE &
".CalculateZigzagAngle"
On Error GoTo ErrHandier
Dim dblLineLength As Double 
dblLineLength = f IxEf f ort AI location .TextMatrix(Row Num, 
mlngLENGTHCOLIN DEX)
Dim dblAnglelnDegrees As Double 
Dim strMess As String 
If (dblLineLength <= 0) Then 
strMess = "Please enter a  line length greater than than 0.' 
MsgBox strMess, vbExciamation + vbOKOnly, _
"Invalid line length" 
dblAnglelnDegrees = 0 
Exit Function 
End If
Dim dblFromUnits As Double
Dim dblToUnits As Double
dblToUnits = EffortUnitFactor
dblFromUnits = mdblStratumAreaDesignU nitFactor
If (dblToUnits <= 0) Then Exit Function
Dim Inglndex As Long
Inglndex = RowNum - fIxEffortAllocation.FixedRows
Dim dbIM BR W idth I n Ef f ortUn its As Double 
'convert MBR width length into the units of line length 
dblMBRWidthlnEffortUnits = (dblFromUnits /  dblToUnits) *.
mdblStratumMBRWidths(lnglndex)
If (dblMBRWidthlnEffortUnits <= 0) Then Ext Function
'should have already exited function if line length zero 
'VB doesn't have an inverse cosine function so rewrite 
' AnglelnRadians = acos(dblMBRWidthinEffortUnits /
dblLineLength) 
'to give a  formula that uses inverse tangent instead
Dim dblThirdSide As Double 
dblThirdSide = dblLineLength
dblMBRWidthlnEffortUnits *2
If (dblThirdSide < 0) Then 
strMess = "Unable to calculate angle. Please enter a 
line length greater than the " _
& CStr(Round(dblMBRWidthInEffortUnits. 3))
& " " & EffortUnits & _
" width of the survey stratum."
MsgBox strMess, vbExciamation + vbOKOnly, _  
"Invalid line length" 
dblAnglelnDegrees = 0 
Exit Function 
End If
Dim dblAnglelnRadians As Double 
dblAnglelnRadians = Atn(Sqr(dblThirdSide) /
dblMBRWidthlnEffortUnits)
'the radians to degree conversion constant 
Dim dblRAD2DEG As Double 
dblRAD2DEG = 45/Atn(1)
dblAnglelnDegrees = dblAnglelnRadians * dblRAD2DEG 
CalculateZigzagAngle = Round(dblAnglelnDegrees, 3)
Exit Function 
ErrHandier:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Function
Public Function CalculateLineLength(
ByVal RowNum As Long) As Double 
' Purpose: For a given zizag angle calculates the exact line 
‘length required.
' NOTE: This is only a  good approximation for when design 
‘axis runs parallel to the stratum width.
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE &
".CalculateLineLength"
On Error GoTo ErrHandier
Dim dblAnglelnDegrees As Double 
dblAnglelnDegrees = fixEffortAllocation.TextMatrix(RowNum, 
mlngANGLECOLINDEX)
Dim strMess As String 
If (dblAnglelnDegrees <= 0) Or
(dblAnglelnDegrees >= 90) Then 
strMess = "Please enter an angle greater than 0 and 
less than 90 degrees. Resetting the value to 45." 
MsgBox strMess. vbExciamation + vbOKOnly, _ 
"Invalid angle"
Exit Function 
End If
Dim dblFromUnits As Double
Dim dblToUnits As Double
dblToUnits = EffortUnitFactor
dblFromUnits = mdblStratumAreaDesignUnilFactor
if (dblToUnits <= 0) Then E>dt Function
Dim InglndexAs Long
Inglndex = RowNum - fIxEffortAllocation.FixedRows
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Dim dblMBRWidthlnEffortUnits As Double 
'convert the MBR width length into the units of the line length 
dblMBRWidthlnEffortUnits = (dblFromUnits / dblToUnits) *_ 
mdblStratumMBRWidths(lnglndex)
If (dblMBRWidthlnEffortUnits <= 0) Then Exit Function
Dim dblLineLength As Double 
Dim dblAnglelnRadians As Double
'the degree to radians conversion constant 
Dim dblDEG2RAD As Double 
dblDEG2RAD = Atn(1)/45
dblAnglelnRadians = dblAnglelnDegrees * dblDEG2RAD 
If (Cos(dblAngleinRadians) = 0) Then
dblLineLength = 0
strMess = "Angle either 90 or 270 degrees. Unable to 
calculate zigzag length."
MsgBox strMess, vbExciamation + vbOKOnly, _ 
"Invalid angle"
Else
dblLineLength = dblMBRWidthlnEffortUnits /
Cos(dblAngielnRadians)
End If
CalculateLineLength = Round(dblLineLength, 3)
Exit Function 
ErrHandier:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Function
A.14 Superimposing an Equal Spaced Zigzag on a Polygon
This set of algorithms superimposes a continuous equal spaced zigzag on a convex polygon.
Private Function GenerateEqualSpacedZigzag(
BoundaryLineMatO As MapObjects2.Line, _
ByVal DesignSpacing As Double. _
Region As MapOb]ects2.Polygon. _
SurveyLineMatO As MapObjects2.Line)
As MapOb]ects2.Line 
'Purpose: Generates set of sampler lines forming an equal 
‘spaced zigzag in the given region. The boundary lines 
‘ determined the sampler location and the resultant line 
‘length may differ from the line length estimated for the 
given 
'angle.
'Note: The region is assumed to be convex.
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE &
".GenerateEquaiSpacedZigzag"
On Error GoTo ErrHandier
Dim IngTotalBoundaryLines As Long 
I ngTotai BoundaryLines = UBound(BoundaryLineMat) + 1
Dim pntPrevPos As MapObjects2. Point 
Dim pntNextPos As MapObjects2.Point 
Dim pntFirst As MapObjects2.Point 
Dim pntLast As MapObjects2.Point 
Dim strCurPointPos As String
GetExtremePositions BoundaryLineMat(O). pntFirst. pntLast
Dim dblRndStart As Double 
dblRndStart = grngRanNumGen.RandomNum 
If (dblRndStart < 0.5) Then 
Set pntPrevPos = pntFirst 
StrCurPointPos = strFIRST 
' UpdateLog logESZStartBndStart 
Else
Set pntPrevPos = pntLast 
StrCurPointPos = strLAST 
' UpdateLog logESZStartBndEnd 
End If
Dim moiinAIISamplers As MapObjects2.Line 
ReDim SurveyLineMat(ingTotalBoundaryLines)
Dim IngSamplerCount As Long 
IngSamplerCount = -1
Dim IngBound As Long 
Dim TempLineMatQ As MapObjects2.Line 
If (IngTotaiBoundaryUnes = 1) Then 
'need to construct both zigag sections assuming angle 
‘that gives the spacing 
If (dblRndStart < 0.5) Then 
Set moiinAIISamplers =
GetSingIeBoundaryLineSegments( _  
pntFirst, pntLast, DesignSpacing. _ 
Region, SurveyLineMat)
Else
Set moiinAIISamplers =
GetSingleBoundaryLineSegments( _  
pntLast. pntFirst. DesignSpacing, _ 
Region. SurveyLineMat)
End If 
Else
Dim molinSampier As MapObjects2.Line 
Dim IngCounter As Long
'do ail the inner samplers
For IngCounter = 1 To IngTotalBoundaryLines -1
If (IngCounter = 1) Then 
'construct the first sampler 
Dim moiinFirstSampier As MapObjects2.Line 
If (dblRndStart < 0.5) Then 
Set moiinFirstSampier =
GetSingleBoundaryLineSegments( _ 
pntFirst. pntLast, DesignSpacing, _  
Region, TempLineMat, True, False)
Else
Set moiinFirstSampier =
GetSingleBou ndaryLineS egments( _  
pntLast, pntFirst, DesignSpacing, _  
Region, TempLineMat, True, False)
End If
'if 1 S t boundary line coincides with survey 
'region boundary then no extra agzag seg 
‘could be constructed 
if (moiinFirstSampier Is Nothing) Then 
IngBound = UBound(SurveyLineMat)
ReDim SurveyLineMat(lngBound -1)
Else
IngSamplerCount = IngSamplerCount + 1
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Set moiinAIISamplers = New MapObjects2.Llne 
molinAilSamplers.Parts.Add
molinFirstSampler.Parts(O)
Set SurveyLineMat(lngSampierCount) = 
moiinFirstSampier
End If
Erase TempLineMat 
End If
GetExtremePositions
BoundaryLineMat(lngCounter), 
pntFirst, pntLast 
Set molinSampier = GetNextSegment(pntFirst, pntLast, 
pntPrevPos, strCurPointPos, pntNextPos)
IngSampierCount = IngSamplerCount + 1 
If (IngSamplerCount = 0) Then
Set moiinAIISamplers
= New MapObjects2.Line 
molinAilSamplers.Parts.Add molinSampier.Parts(0)
Set SurveyLineMat(lngSamplerCount) =
molinSampier 
'during the last loop don't overwrite previous position 
'tœcause it'll be used to define last sampler segment 
If (IngCounter <> IngTotalBoundaryLines -1 ) Then 
Set pntPrevPos = pntNextPos 
End If 
Next
'construct the last sampler 
If (strCurPointPos = strFIRST) Then
Set molinSampier =
GetSingleBoundaryLineSegments( _ 
pntFirst, pntLast, DesignSpacing, _  
Region, TempLineMat, False, True)
Else
Set molinSampier =
GetSingleBoundaryLineSegments( _  
pntLast, pntFirst, DesignSpacing, _  
Region, TempLineMat, False, True)
End If
'if last boundary line happened to coincide with survey 
'region boundary then no extra zigzag segment could 
'be constructed
if (molinSampier Is Nothing) Then 
IngBound = UBound(SurveyLineMat)
ReDim Preserve SurveyLineMat(lngBound -1)
Else
IngSamplerCount = IngSamplerCount + 1 
molinAilSamplers.Parts.Add molinSampler.Parts(O) 
Set SurveyLineMat(lngSamplerCount) =
molinSampier
End If 
End If
Set GenerateEquaiSpacedZigzag = moiinAIISamplers 
Exit Function 
ErrHandier:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Function
Private Function GetSingieBoundaryLineSegments(
BndStartPoint As MapObjects2.Point. _  
BndEndPoint As MapObjects2.Point, _  
ByVal DesignSpacing As Double, _
Region As MapObjects2.Polygon, _  
SurveyLineMatO As MapObjects2.Line, _  
Optional GetFirst As Boolean = True, _  
Optional GetLast As Boolean = True)
As MapObjects2.Line 
' Purpose: From a single boundary line which intersects 
‘survey region construct, randomly starting at BndStartPoint,
‘both zigag sections.
' Construct the segments so that their endpoints are defined by 
' intersection of line passing through BndEndPoint, perpendicular 
' to single boundary line, with lines running parallel to the 
' boundary line at desired spacing. This rule for constructing 
‘ equal spaced zigzag sampler is somewhat arbitraray, but on 
‘the otherhand is of no great consequence because if 
‘selected spacing & boundary line angle results in just a 
‘single boundary line the user should adjust 
' their spacing or angle to generate more boundary lines.
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE &
".GetSingleBoundaryLineS egments"
On Error GoTo ErrHandier
Dim dblBoundarySlope As Double
Dim dblBoundarylntercept As Double
Dim dblBoundaryAngle As Double
'get slope, angle & intercept for the single boundary line
CalcS ingleSlope I nterceptAngle BndStartPoint,
BndEndPoint, _
dblBoundarySlope, dblBoundaryAngle, 
dblBoundarylntercept 
If (dblBoundaryAngle < 0) Then 
dblBoundaryAngle = (180 * DEG2RAD) +
End If
dblBoundaryAngle
'BndStartPoint is the start of the line segments 
'x& y step lengths for construction of intersection points 
Dim dblXStep As Double, dblYStep As Double 
'set up step length in X & Y direction for 
‘ different angle groupings
Dim GetLeft As Boolean 
Dim GetRight As Boolean
Dim pntLeftSegmentEnd As New MapObjects2.Point 
Dim pntRightSegmentEnd As New MapObjects2.Point
If (GetFirst = True) And (GetLast = True) Then 
GetLeft = True 
GetRight = True 
Else
if (dblBoundaryAngle = 0) Or
(dblBoundaryAngle = (90 * DEG2RAD)) Then 
' just parallel to the x-axis or y-axis 
If (GetFirst = True) Then ' at smallest x or y 
GetRight = True 
End If
If (GetLast = True) Then ' at largest x or y 
GetLeft = T rue 
End If
Elself (0 < dblBoundaryAngle) And
(dblBoundaryAngle < (90 * DEG2RAD)) Then 
' in the direction of increasing x& y 
If (GetFirst = True) Then ' leftmost boundary line 
GetLeft = True 
End If
If (GetLast = True) Then 'rightmost boundary line 
GetRight = True 
End If
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Elself ({90 * DEG2RAD) < dblBoundaryAngle) And 
(dblBoundaryAngle < (180 * DEG2RAD)) Then 
If (GetFirst = True) Then ’ at rightmost bounday line 
GetRight = True 
End If
If (GetLast = True) Then ' at leftmost boundary line 
GetLeft = T rue 
End If 
End If
End If
If (dblBoundaryAngle = 0) Then 
■ just parallel to the x-axis 
If (GetLeft = True) Then 
pntLeftSegmentEnd.X = BndEndPoint.X 
pntLeftSegmentEnd. Y = BndEndPoint. Y +
DesignSpacing
End If
If (GetRight = True) Then 
pntRightSegmentEnd.X = BndEndPoint.X 
pntRightSegmentEnd.Y = BndEndPoint.Y -
DesignSpacing
End If
Elself (dblBoundaryAngle = (90 * DEG2RAD)) Then 
' just parallel to the y-axis 
If (GetLeft = True) Then 
pntLeftSegmentEnd. X = BndEndPoint.X +
DesignSpacing 
pntLeftSegmentEnd. Y = BndEndPoint.Y 
End If
If (GetRight = True) Then 
pntRightSegmentEnd.X = BndEndPoint.X -
DesignSpacing 
pntRightSegmentEnd.Y = BndEndPoint.Y 
End if
Elself (0 < dblBoundaryAngle) And
(dblBoundaryAngle < (90 * DEG2RAD)) Then 
' in the direction of increasing x& y 
dblXStep = DesignSpacing * Sin(dblBoundaryAngle) 
dblYStep = DesignSpacing * Cos(dblBoundaryAngle)
'top corner
If (GetLeft = True) Then 
pntLeftSegmentEnd.X = BndEndPoint.X - dblXStep 
pnlLeftSegmentEnd.Y = BndEndPoint.Y + dblYStep 
End If
'bottom corner 
If (GetRight = True) Then 
pntRightSegmentEnd.X = BndEndPoint.X +
dblXStep
pntRightSegmentEnd.Y = BndEndPoint.Y -
dblYStep
End If
Elself ((90 * DEG2RAD) < dblBoundaryAngle) And
(dblBoundaryAngle < (180 * DEG2RAD)) Then 
' in the direction of increasing y & decreasing x 
dblXStep = DesignSpacing * Sin(dbiBoundaryAngle) 
dblYStep = DesignSpacing * Abs(Cos(dbiBoundaryAngle)) 
'top corner
If (GetRight = True) Then 
pntRightSegmentEnd.X = BndEndPoint.X +
dblXStep
pntRightSegmentEnd.Y = BndEndPoint.Y +
dblYStep
End If
'bottom corner 
If (GetLeft = True) Then 
pntLeftSegmentEnd.X = BndEndPoint.X - dblXStep 
pntLeftSegmentEnd.Y = BndEndPoint.Y - dblYStep 
End If
End If
Dim pntFirst As MapObjects2.Point 
Dim pntLast As MapObjects2.Point 
Dim molinSampier As MapObjects2.Line 
Dim intersectShape As Object
Dim blnLeftSampler As Boolean 
If (GetLeft = True) Then 
Set intersectShape =
lntersectRegionWithLine(pntLeftSegmentEnd.X, 
pntLeftSegmentEnd. Y,
BndStartPoint.X, BndStartPoint.Y, Region)
If Not intersectShape Is Nothing Then 
'Result could be a  point, points, or a  line 
' hopefully a  iine!
'assum e there is no e>rtreme segment 
If IntersectShape.ShapeType = moShapeTypePoint 
Or ntersectShape.ShapeType =
moShapeTypeMultipoint
Then
blnLeftSampler = False 
Elself IntersectShape.ShapeType =
moShapeTypeLine Then 
'the extreme xy-coordinate of the line clipped 
'against the convex region 
GetExtremePositions intersectShape, pntFirst,
pntLast
'set up the end point furthest from the start point 
Set molinSampier =
GetNextSegmentOld(pntFirst, 
pntLast, BndStartPoint, 
pntLeftSegmentEnd) 
blnLeftSampler = True 
End If 
Else
'assume there is no extreme segment 
blnLeftSampler = False 
End If 
End If
Dim moiinAIISamplers As MapObjects2.Line 
Dim ptsSegment As MapObjects2. Points
ReDim SurveyLineMat(0)
Dim i As Long
'if GetLeft = False then blnLeftSampler False by default 
If (blnLeftSampler = True) Then 
Set SurveyLineMat(O) = molinSampier 
Set moiinAIISamplers = New MapObjects2.Une 
For i = 0 To molinSampler.Parts.Count -1 
Set ptsSegment = molinSampier. Parts(i) 
molinAilSamplers.Parts.Add ptsSegment 
Set ptsSegment = Nothing 
Next 
End If
Dim blnRightSampler As Boolean 
If (GetRight = True) Then 
Set intersectShape =
intersectRegionWithLine(BndSlartPoint.X, 
BndStartPoint.Y, pntR ightSegmentEnd.X, 
pntRightSegmentEnd.Y, Region)
If Not intersectShape Is Nothing Then 
'Result could be a  point, points, or a line 
' hopefully a  linel
'assum e there is no extreme segment 
If intersectShape.ShapeType = moShapeTypePoint 
Or IntersectShape.ShapeType =
moShqieTypeMultipoint Then 
blnRightSampler = False 
Elself intersectShape.ShapeType =
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moShapeTypeLine Then 
'the extreme xy-coordinate of the line clipped 
‘against the convex region 
GetExtremePositions intersectShape, pntFirst,
pntLast
'set up the end point furthest from the start point 
Set molinSampier =
G etNextSegmentO ld(pntF irst, 
pntLast, BndStartPoint, 
pntRightSegmentEnd) 
blnRightSampler = True 
End If 
Else
'assume there is no extreme segment 
blnRightSampler = False 
End If
End If
If (blnLeftSampler = True) And 
(blnRightSampler = True) Then 
ReDim Preserve SurveyLineMat(1 ) 
i=  1
Elself (blnLeftSampler = True) Or
(blnRightSampler = True) Then
ReDim Preserve Sun/eyLineMat(0)
1 =  0 
Else
ReDim SurveyLineMat(O)
Set SurveyLineMat(0) = Nothing 
End If
If (blnRightSampler = True) Then 
Set SurveyLineMat(i) = molinSampier 
If (moiinAIISamplers Is Nothing) Then 
Set moiinAIISamplers = New Map0bjects2.Line 
End If
For i = 0 To molinSampler.Parts.Count -1 
Set ptsSegment = molinSampler.Parts(i) 
moiinAIISamplers.Parts. Add ptsSegment 
Set ptsSegment = Nothing 
Next 
End If
Set GetSingleBoundaryLineSegments =
moiinAIISamplers
Exit Function 
ErrHandier:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Function
Private Sub GetExtremePositions(
Line As MapObjects2.Line, _  
FirstPoint As MapObjects2.Point, _  
LastPoint As MapObjects2.Point)
' Purpose: Given a  (possibly multi-part) line set the first and 
'last points which define the line's start and end extreme's.
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE &
".GetExtremePositions"
On Error GoTo ErrHandier
Set FirstPoint = New MapOb]ects2.Point 
Set LastPoint = New MapObjects2. Point 
Dim IngNumLines As Long 
IngNumLines = Line. Parts.Count
Dim ptsTemp As New MapObjects2.Points 
Set ptsTemp = Line.Parts(O)
FirstPoint.X = ptsTemp(0).X 
FirstPoint. Y = ptsTemp(0).Y 
Set ptsTemp = Nothing
Set ptsTemp = Line. Parts(lngNumLlnes -1 ) 
LastPoint.X = ptsTemp(ptsTemp.Count - 1).X 
LastPoint. Y = ptsTemp(ptsTemp.Count- 1).Y 
Set ptsTemp = Nothing
Exit Sub 
ErrHandier:
RaiseError gstrU N EXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Sub
Private Sub SetPreviousPosition(ByVal SlopeSign As Long, 
ByVal Direction As String, _
FirstPoint As MapObjects2.Point,
LastPoint As MapObjects2.Point, _
DATopStart As MapObjects2.Point,
DATopEnd As MapObjects2.Point, _  
DABottomStart As MapObjects2.Point, 
DABottomEnd As MapObjects2.Point, _  
PrevXPos As Double, PrevYPos As Double)
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE &
".SetPreviousPosition"
On Error GoTo ErrHandier
If ((SlopeSign = 1) And (Direction = mstrRIGHT)) O r_  
((SlopeSign = 2) And (Direction = mstrLEFT)) Then 
‘1st point in the intersection of the current line with 
'convex region is closer to the top of MBR then use 
'first point as the next starting point of the zigzag, 
'otherwise use the last point of the intersection 
If FirstPoint.DistanceToSegment(DATopStart,
DATopEnd) < _ 
LastPoint. D IstanceT oSegment(DAT opStart,
DATopEnd) Then
PrevXPos = FirstPoint.X
PrevYPos = FirstPoint. Y 
Else
PrevXPos = LastPoint.X 
PrevYPos = LastPoint. Y 
End If 
Else
‘1st point in the intersection of the current line with 
'convex region is closer to the bottom of MBR then 
' use 1st point as next starting point of the zigzag, 
'otherwise use the last point of the intersection 
If FirstPoint.DistanceToSegment(DABottomStart,
DABottomEnd) < _ 
LastPoint.DistanceToSegment(DABottomStart, 
DABottomEnd) Then 
PrevXPos = FirstPoint.X 
PrevYPos = FirstPoint. Y 
Else
PrevXPos = LastPoint.X 
PrevYPos = LastPoint. Y 
End If 
End If 
Exit Sub 
ErrHandier:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Sub
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A.15 Equal Zigzag Spacing for a Line Length on a Polygon and vice 
versa
An equal spaced zigzag design has associated properties, such as the constant spacing of 
the zigzag and the total line sampler length. Given a value for one of these properties, this 
algorithm estimates the other.
Public Sub CalculateMissingEffortData(
ByVal RowNum As Long, ByVal KnownData As Long)
’ Purpose: For a  given amount of zigzag line length 
'calculates the approximate spacing required between 
‘systematic lines used in the construction of the sampler.
' Algorithm Description: The average line length for all possible 
' lines running parallel to the height of survey region is given by 
' the surface area of survey region divided by its width. The total 
' line length of zigzag is approximated by multiplying hypotenuse 
' of the triangle formed by this average and the spacing by the 
' number of spacings. The average length in design units is 
' converted into the chosen line length units.
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE &
".CalculateMissingEffortData"
On Error GoTo ErrHandier
Dim dblLineLength As Double 
Dim dblLineSpacing As Double
Dim strMess As String 
With fIxEffortAllocation
Select Case KnownData 
Case mlngLENGTH 
dblLineLength = .TextMatrix(RowNum,
mlngLENGTHCOLINDEX) 
if {dblLineLength <= 0) Then Exit Sub 
Case mlngSPACING 
dblLineSpacing = .TextMatrix(RowNum,
mlngSPACINGCOLINDEX)
If (dblLineSpacing <= 0) Then Exit Sub 
End Select 
End With
Dim dblFromUnits As Double
Dim dblToUnits As Double
dblToUnits = EffortUnitFactor
dblFromUnits = mdblStratumAreaDesignU nitFactor
Dim Inglndex As Long
Inglndex = RowNum - fIxEffortAllocation.FixedRows 
Dim dblStratumArea As Double 
dblStratumArea = mdblStratumAreas(lnglndex)
'this is only an approximation for lines running parallel to 
‘the stratum height
Dim dblAverageLineLmgth As Double
Dim dblMBRWidth As Double
dblMBRWidth = mdblStratumMBRWidths(inglndex)
If (dblMBRWidth <= 0) Or (dblToUnits <= 0) Then
Exit Sub
dblAverageLineLength = dblStratumArea /
dblMBRWidth
'convert into the units of the line length 
dblAverageLineLength = (dblFromUnits/dblToUnits) * 
dblAverageLineLength 
dblMBRWidth = (dblFromUnits / dblToUnits) *
dblMBRWidth
With fIxEffortAllocation 
.Redraw = False 
Select Case KnownData 
Case mlngLENGTH 
If (dblLineLength <= dblMBRWidth) Then 
dblLineSpacing = 0
strMess = "insufficient sampler length to
calculate a zigzag spacing." 
MsgBox strMess, vbExciamation + vbOKOnly, 
"Invalid sampler length"
Else
dblLineSpacing = (dblMBRWidth *
dblAverageLineLength) / _  
Sqr(dblLlneLength 2 - dblMBRWidth ^2)
End If
.T extM atrix(RowN um.
mlngSPACINGCOLINDEX) =
Round(dblLineSpacing, 3)
C ase mlngSPACING 
Dim dblLineSampiers As Double 
dblLineSampiers = Round(dblM B RWidth /
dblLineSpacing)
dblLineLength = Sqr(dblAverageLineLength ^ 2 + 
dblLineSpacing 2) * dblLineSampiers 
.TextM atrix(RowN um,
mlngLENGTHCOLINDEX) =
Round(dblLineLength, 3)
End Select 
.Redraw = True 
End With
Exit Sub 
ErrHandier:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Sub
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A.16 Superimposing an Adjusted Angle Zigzag on a Polygon
This set of algorithms superimpose a continuous zigzag whose angle is adjusted 
according to the height of the convex polygon.
Private Function GenerateAdjustedAngieZigzag{
ByVai GoverageConstant As Double, _  
Region As MapObjects2.PoIygon, _
ByVal DesignAxisAngle As Double, _  
SurveyLineMatO As MapObjects2.Line) 
As MapObjects2.Line 
'Purpose: Generates a  set of zigzag sampler lines whose 
‘angle adjusts according to the height of the given region 
‘with respect to the design axis.
'Note: The region is assumed to be convex.
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE &
Generate Adj ustedAngl^ igzag"
On Error GoTo ErrHandier
'the random start position within the survey region 
Dim pntRandomStart As MapObjects2.Point 
Set pntRandomStart = GetRandomStart(Region)
If {pntRandomStart Is Nothing) Then 
UpdateLog logStartPointProblems 
Exit Function 
End If
■points defining lines at top and bottom of DA MBR 
Dim pntDATopStart As MapObjects2.Point 
Dim pntDATopEnd As MapObjects2.Point 
Dim pntDABottomStart As MapObjects2.Point 
Dim pntDABottomEnd As MapObjects2.Point 
'DA MBR info
Dim ZigzagDAMBR As DesignAxisMBR 
Dim pgnDesignAxisMBR As MapObjects2.Polygon 
Set pgnDesignAxsMBR = GetDesignAxisMBR(Region, 
DesignA)dsAngle, _  
pntDATopStart, pntDATopEnd, _  
pntDABottomStart, pntDABottomEnd, 
ZigzagDAMBR)
'Sort out the initial random slope.
Dim dblRndSlope As Double 
Dim IngSlopeSign As Long 
dblRndSlope = grngRanNumGen.RandomNum 
If (dblRndSlope < 0.5) Then 
IngSlopeSign = 1 
Else
IngSlopeSign = 2 
End If
'find the coordinates of the sampler in the direction of 
'decreasing and then increasing x-values 
Dim dblDiagonal As Double 
dblDiagonal = Sqr((pntDABottomStart.X -  
pntDATopEnd.X) ^ 2  + _
(pntDABottomStart.Y - pntDATopEnd.Y) ^2) 
'take the step length to be 1% of the largest MBR 
diagonal
Dim dblLDist As Double 
dblLDist = 0.01 * dblDiagonal 
'dblLDist = 1
Dim moiinAIISamplers As New MapObjects2.Line 
Dim moiinLeftSampiers As MapObjects2.Une
Dim moiinRightSamplers As MapObjects2.Line 
Dim moiinLeftUneMatO As MapObjects2.Line 
Dim moiinRightLineMatO As MapObjects2.Line
'going left so start at sam e point on top MBR 
‘boundary using the zig slope 
Set moiinLeftSampiers =
AdjustedAngleZigzagOneDirection(CoverageConstant, 
DesignAxisAngle, dblLDist, _  
IngSlopeSign, mstrLEFT, _  
pntRandomStart, Region, _  
pntDATopStart, pntDATopEnd, _  
pntDABottomStart, pntDABottomEnd, „  
pgnDesignAwsMBR, _
ZigzagDAMBR, molinLeftLineMat)
Dim pntTemp As MapObjects2.Point 
Dim ptsLeftTemp As MapObjects2.Points 
Dim molinLeftTemp As MapObjects2.Line 
Dim IngTotal As Long, IngCounter As Long 
If Not (moiinLeftSampiers Is Nothing) Then 
■get the left segement point parts 
IngTotal = molinLeftSamplers.Parts.Count 
For IngCounter = IngTotal -1 To 1 Step -1 
molinAilSamplers.Parts.Add
moiinLeftSampiers.Parts(lngCounter)
Next
'keep first set of points going in left direction to 
'concatenate them to 1st point set in right direction 
Set ptsLeftTemp = molinLeftSamplers.Parts(O)
'get left sampler lines - may be one or more parts
‘to a line segement
IngTotal = UBound(molinLeftLineMat)
ReDim SurveyLineMat(lngTotal)
For IngCounter = 0 To IngTotal -1 
Set SurveyLfneMat(lngCounter) =
molinLeftLineMat(lngTotai -  
IngCounter)
Next
'keep the first line segment going in left direction to 
'concatenate it to 1st line seg going in right direction 
Set molinLeftTemp = molinLeftLineMat(O)
End If
'going right so start at the sam e point on the top MBR 
"boundary using the zag slope 
Set moiinRightSamplers =
AdjustedAngieZigzagOneD irection (C overageConstant, 
DesignAxisAngle, dblLDist, _ 
IngSlopeSign, mstrRIGHT, _ 
pntRandomStart, Region, _ 
pntDATopStart, pntDATopEnd, _ 
pntDABottomStart, pntDABottomEnd,. 
pgnDesignAxisMBR, _
ZigzagDAMBR, molinRightLineMat)
'need to combine 1st sampler seg for each of left & right 
'segments into a  single sampler 
If Not (moiinRightSamplers Is Nothing) Then 
Dim ptsRightTemp As MapObjects2.Points
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Set ptsRightTemp = molinRightSampiers.Parts(O)
'get the left segment points 
IngTotal = ptsLeftTemp. Count 
Dim ptsTemp As New MapObjecls2.Points 
For IngCounter = IngTotal -1 To 0 Step -1 
ptsTemp. Add ptsLeftT emp(lngCounter)
Next
'get the right segment points 
IngTotal = ptsRightTemp.Count 
For IngCounter = 1 To IngTotal -1 
'already have the first point from left segment, so don't 
'need to add it again
ptsTemp. Add ptsRightTemp(lngCounter)
Next
'now add the concatenated left & right start segment 
molinAilSamplers.Parts.Add ptsTemp
'get the right segment point parts 
IngTotal = moiinRightSamplers. Parts.Count 
For IngCounter = 1 To IngTotal -1 
molinAilSamplers.Parts.Add
molinRightSamplers.Parts(lngCounter)
Next
'now for the SurveyLinMat
Dim molinRightTemp As MapObjects2.Line
Set molinRightTemp = molinRightLineMat(O)
Dim molinTemp As New MapObjects2.Line
'get the left line segment parts 
IngTotal = molinLeftTemp.Parts.Count 
'if 1st left or right line segment is comprised of more than 
'one part then add those parts new joined multipart line & 
'just concatenate first parts of each into a single part 
For IngCounter = 0 To IngTotal - 2 
molinTemp. Parts.Add
molinLeftT emp.Parts(lngCounter)
Next
'join the left & right parts that meet 
Set ptsTemp = molinLeftTemp.Parts(lngTotal -1) 
'get the first right part points 
Set ptsRightTemp = moIinRightTemp.Parts(O) 
IngTotal = ptsRightTemp.Count 
For IngCounter = 0 To IngTotal -1 
ptsT emp. Add ptsRightTemp(lngCounter)
Ne)d
molinTemp.Parts.Add ptsTemp
'get the remaining right line segment parts 
IngTotal = molin R ightT emp. Parts. Count 
For IngCounter = 1 To IngTotal -1 
molinTemp.Parts.Add
molinRightTemp. Parts(lngCounter)
Next
'get right sampler lines, including first one which is 
'part of molinTemp - may be 1+ parts to a line seg 
Dim IngMatBound As Long 
IngMatBound = U Bound(SurveyLineMat)
Set SurveyLineMat(lngMatBound) = molinTemp 
IngTotal = UBound(molinRightLineMat)
ReDim Preserve
SurveyLineMat(lngMatBound + 
IngTotal)
For IngCounter = IngMatBound + 1 To
IngMatBound + IngTotal 
Set SurveyLin eM at(lngCounter) =
molinRightLineMat(lngCounter - IngMatBound)
Next 
End If
Set GenerateAdjustedAngleZigzag = moiinAIISamplers 
Exit Function 
ErrHandier:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Function
Private Function AdjustedAngIeZigzagOneDirection(
ByVal CoverageConstant As Double, _
ByVal DesignAxisAngle As Double,
ByVal LDist As Double,
ByVal SlopeSign As Long, ByVal Direction As String, 
StartPos As MapObjects2.Point, _
Region As MapObjects2.Polygon, _
DATopStart As MapObjects2.Point,
DATopEnd As MapObjects2.Point, _
DABottomStart As MapObjects2.Point, 
DABottomEnd As MapObjects2.Point, _
DAMBR As MapObjects2.Poiygon,
ZigzagDAMBR As DesignAxisMBR, _  
SurveyLineMatO As MapObjects2.Line)
As MapObjects2.Line 
' Purpose: Generates zigzag lines at the specified angle in 
' the given direction within the survey region.
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE &
".AdjustedAngleZigzagOneDirection" 
On Error GoTo ErrHandier
‘The zig or zag slope. Assuming that slope sign of 1 
‘indicates a  positive slope wrt the design axis and a slope 
‘ sign of 2 indicates a  'negative slope wrt the design axis. 
Dim IngSlopeSign As Long 
IngSlopeSign = SlopeSign
Dim moiinSamplerSegments As MapObjects2.Line 
Dim molinSampier As MapObjects2.Line 
Dim ptsTemp As New MapObjects2.Points 
Dim intersectShape As Object 
Dim IngNumLines As Long 
Dim i As Long
Dim IngSamplerLineCount As Long 
IngSamplerLineCount = -1
'length of line segment that intersects region boundary 
Dim dbiSegLength As Double
'set up the left or right MBR line 
Dim pntMBRLineTop As New MapObjects2.Point 
Dim pntMBRLineBottom As New MapObjects2.Point 
Dim dblEdgeSlope As Double 
Dim dblEdgelntercept As Double
If (Direction = mstrLEFT) Then 
Set pntMBRLineTop = DATopStart 
Set pntMBRLineBottom = DABottomStart 
dblEdgeSlope = ZigzagDAM BR.S lope(m IngLE FT) 
dblEdgelntercept =
ZigzagDAMBR.lntercept(mlngLEFT) 
Elself (Direction = mstrRIGHT) Then 
Set pntMBRLineTop = DATopEnd 
Set pntMBRLineBottom = DABottomEnd
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dblEdgeSlope = ZigzagDAMBR.Slope(mingRIGHT) 
dblEdgelntercept =
ZigzagDAMBR.Intercept(mlngRIGHT)
End If
The current position of the zigzag sampler 
Dim pntCurPos As New MapObjects2.Point 
T he previous & next position of the zigzag sampier 
Dim pntPrevPos As New MapObjects2.Point 
Dim pntNextPos As New MapObjects2.Point
'extreme xy-coordinates of line ciipped against convex region 
Dim pntpirst As MapObjects2.Point 
Dim pntLast As MapObjects2.Point
'Keep the current & previous x & y coordinates to
'construct the iine sampler
Dim dblXPos As Double, dblYPos As Double
Dim dblPrevXPos As Double, dbiPrevYPos As Double
dbiXPos = StartPos.X
dblYPos = StartPos.Y
'each sampler section will comprise a multipart iine 
'the number of parts is determined by length of LDist &
'height of the survey region wrt the design axis 
Dim ptsSampIerSection As New MapObjects2.Points 
ptsSamplerSection.Add StartPos
Dim dblGurrentHeight As Double
Dim dblHeightSlope As Double, dblHeightintercept As Double 
dblHeightSiope = ZigzagDAMBR.SIope(mlngLEFT)
Dim dblCurrentTheta As Double
Dim dblCurSlope As Double
Dim dblCurAngle As Double
Dim dblXdist As Double, dblYdist As Double
Dim IngXDirection As Long, ingYDirection As Long
Dim dblTopXPos As Double, dblTopYPos As Double 
Dim dblBottomXPos As Double, dblBottomYPos As Double
Dim blnFinished As Boolean 
blnFinished = False 
While (blnFinished = False)
'find the survey region height wrt the design a»s at the 
' current sampler position 
If (dblHeightSlope = minglNFINITESLOPE) Then 
dblHeightintercept = dblXPos 
Elself (dblHeightSlope = 0) Then 
dblHeightintercept = dblYPos 
Else
dblHeightintercept = dblYPos -
dblHeightSlope * dblXPos
End If
GetXYCoord dblHeightSlope, dblHeightintercept, _  
ZigzagDAMBR.Siope(mlngTOP), 
ZigzagDAMBR.Intercept(mingTOP), _  
dblTopXPos, dblTopYPos 
GetXYCoord dblHeightSlope, dblHeightintercept, _
ZigzagDAMBR.SIope(mlngBOTTOM), 
ZigzagDAMBR.Intercept(mlngBOTTOM), _ 
dblBottomXPos, dblBottomYPos
Set intersectShape = 
lntersectRegionWithLine(dblTopXPos, 
dblTopYPos, _  
dblBottomXPos, dblBottomYPos, Region) 
if Not intersectShape Is Nothing Then 
■Result could be a  point, points, or a  line
' hopefully a  line!
If intersectShape.ShapeType= (moShapeTypePoint 
Or moShapeT^eMultipoint) Then 
must be at an edge of survey region, so done 
blnFinished = True 
Elself intersectShape.ShapeType =
moShapeTypeUne Then
'keep sampler section possibly comprised of > 1 
'line segment together 
G et Ext rem ePositions intersectSh ape,
pntFirst, pntLast 
'only calculate the height if haven't had a  hiccup 
dbiCurrentHeight = Sqr((pntFlrst,X -  
pntLast.X) <^ 2 + (pntFirst.Y - pntLast.Y) ^ 2)
End If 
Else
blnFinished = True 
End If
If (blnFinished = False) Then 
If (dbiCurrentHeight < CoverageConstant) Then
UpdateLogiogAAZHeightCCProblems,
CStr(dbiCurrentHeight)
blnFinished = True 
Else
'VB doesn't have inverse cosine function so rewrite 
'dblCurrentTheta = acos(CoverageConstant /
dbiCurrentHeight)
'to give formula that uses inverse tangent instead 
Dim dblThirdSide As Double 
dblThirdSide = dbiCurrentHeight ^ 2  -
CoverageConstant 2 
Dim dblAngieinRadians As Double 
dblCurrentTheta = Atn(Sqr(dblThirdSide) / 
CoverageConstant) 
dblSegLength = 0 'not bouncing off boundary yet!
'find slopes of the zigzag relative to the absoiute 
'coord system rather than just the design axis 
If (IngSlopeSign = 1) Then 
dblCurAngle = dblCurrentTheta +
DesignAxisAngle
Else
dblCurAngle = (180 * DEG2RAD) -
dblCurrentTheta + DesignAxisAngle
End If
dbiPrevXPos = dbiXPos 
dblPrevYPos = dblYPos 
dblXdist = Abs( LDist * Cos(dblCurAngle)) 
dblYdist = Abs(LDist * Sin(dblCurAngle)) 
blnFinished = GetNextPosition(dbiPrevXPos, 
dblPrevYPos, _
pntMBRLineTop, pntMBRLineBottom, _ 
dblEdgeSiope, dblEdgelntercept, _ 
dblXdist, dblYdist, _  
dblCurAngle, dblCurSlope, _ 
pntCurPos)
If (blnFinished = False) Then 
dblXPos = pntCurPos.X 
dblYPos = pntCurPos. Y
If Not Region. IsPointin(pntCurPos) Then
Set intersectShape = intersectRegionWithLine( 
dblPrevXPos, dblPrevYPos, _  
dbiXPos, dblYPos, Region)
If Not intersectShape Is Nothing Then 
'Result could be a point, points, or a  line
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’ hopefully a line!
If intersects hape.ShapeType = 
(moShapeTypePoint Or _ 
moShapeTypeMultipoint) Then 
'must be at edge of the survey region,
'so we're done 
blnFinished = True 
Elself intersectShape.ShapeType =
moShapeTypeUne Then
‘get the extremes of the Intersecting shape 
GetExtremePositions intersectShape, 
pntFirst, pntLast 
'construct the next sanpler section and 
'set the next sampler position 
pntPrevPos.X = dblPrevXPos 
pntPrevPos.Y = dblPrevYPos 
Set molinSampler =
GetNextSegmentOld(pntFirst, 
pntLast,pntPrevPos, pntNextPos) 
'only calculate the segment length if we 
'haven't had a  hiccup 
dblSegLength = Sqr((pntPrevPos.X -  
pntNextPos.X) ^ 2  + _
(pntPrevPos.Y - pntNextPos.Y) ^ 2)
End If 
Else
blnFinished = True 
End If
If (blnFinished = False) Then 
If (dblSegLength > 0) Then 
'add the current sampier position to the 
'multipart sampier line 
ptsSamplerSection.Add pntNextPos 
End If
'store the multipart sampler section 
IngSamplerLineCount =
IngSamplerLlneCount + 1 
ReDim Preserve
SurveyLineMat(lngSampierLlneCount)
Set molinSampler = New MapObjects2.Line 
molinSampler.Parts.Add ptsSampIerSection 
Set SurveyLineMat(lngSamplerLineCount) = 
molinSampler
'store entire multipart sampler segment 
'should only be a single segment to add 
if (IngSamplerLineCount = 0) Then 
Set moiinSamplerSegments =
New MapObjects2.Line
End If
moiinSamplerSegments.Parts.Add
ptsSampIerSection 
'reset the sampler section 
Set ptsSampIerSection = Nothing
'fact that the ne>d position is outside survey 
'region means that we should switch slope 
If (IngSlopeSign = 1) Then 
IngSlopeSign = 2 
Else 
IngSlopeSign = 1 
End If
'find slopes of zigzag relative to absoiute 
'coord system rather than just design a»s 
If (IngSlopeSign = 1) Then 
dbiCurAngie = dblCurrentTheta +
DesignAxIsAngie
Else
dblCurAngle = (180 * DEG2RAD) -  
dblCurrentTheta + DesignAxisAngle 
End if
dblPrevXPos = pntNextPos.X 
dblPrevYPos = pntNextPos.Y 
dblXdist = Abs((LDist - dblSegLength) * 
Cos(dblCurAngle)) 
dblYdist = At>s((LDist - dblSegLength) * 
Sin(dblCurAngle))
blnFinished =
GetNextPosition(dbiPrevXPos, 
dblPrevYPos, _
pntMBRLineTop, pntMBRLIneBottCHD, _ 
dblEdgeSlope, dblEdgelntercept, _  
dblXdist, dblYdist, _  
dblCurAngle, dblCurSlope, _  
pntCurPos, True)
If (blnFinished = False) Then
dblXPos = pntCurPos.X 
dblYPos = pntCurPos. Y
‘if after bouncing off survey region edge 
■point lies outside the region, then we 
'must t)e done!
if Not Region.lsPointln(pntCurPos)
Then
blnFinished = True 
Else
'initialize new sampler section & add 
'previous sampler position to the 
‘muitipart sampler line 
Set ptsSampIerSection =
New MapObjects2. Points 
ptsSamplerSection.Add pntNextPos 
End If
End If 'next pos nothing - on MBR edge 
End If 'blnFinished = False
End if 'not in survey region
If (blnFinished = False) Then 
'add current sampier position to multipart 
'sampler line
ptsSanpierSection.Add pntCurPos 
End if
End If 'next pos nothing because on MBR edge
'we haven't moved from the spot, so must have 
'reached the edge of the survey region 
'some problems with accuracy in calculations,
‘so just round
If (Round(dblPrevXPos, 7) =
Round(dblXPos, 7)) And _  
(Round(dblPrevYPos, 7) =
Round(dblYPos, 7)) Then
blnFinished = True 
End if
End If 'dbiCurrentHeight >= CoverageConstant 
Set pntCurPos = Nothing 
Set pntFirst = Nothing 
Set pntLast = Nothing 
End If 'blnFinished = False 'current height is line 
Wend
'store the last sampier section
If Not (ptsSampIerSection Is Nothing) Then
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If (ptsSampierSection.Count > 0) Then 
'store the multipart sampler section 
IngSamplerLineCount = IngSamplerLineCount + 1 
ReDim Preserve
SutveyLineMat(lngSampierLineCount) 
Set molinSampier = New MapObjects2.Line 
molinSampler.Parts.Add ptsSampIerSection 
Set SurveyLineMat(ingSamplerLineCount) =
moiinSampier
’store the entire muitipart sampler segment 
’should only be a  single segment to add 
If (IngSamplerLineCount = 0) Then 
Set moiinSamplerSegments =
New MapObjects2.Line
End If
molinSamplerSegments.Parts.Add 
ptsSampierSection 
’reset the sampier section 
Set ptsSampierSection = Nothing 
End If 
End if
Set AdjustedAngieZigzagOneDlrection =
moiinSamplerSegments
Exit Function 
ErrHandler:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Function
Private Sub GetDirections(ByVai Direction As String,
ByVai SiopeSign As Long,
ByVai CurrentAngie As Double, 
CurrentSlope As Double, _
XDirection As Long,
YDirection As Long)
’ Purpose; Given an angle and direction the current slope &
’ x and y increment or decrement type are set to be positive 
‘ or negative.
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE & ".GetDirection"
On Error GoTo ErrHandler
If (Sin(CurrentAngle) = 1) Then 
CurrentSlope = minglNFINITESLOPE 
XDirectlon = 0
If ((SiopeSign = 2) And (Direction = mstrRIGHT)) O r_  
((SiopeSign = 1) And (Direction = mstrLEFT)) Then 
YDirection = -1 
Eiseif ((SiopeSign = 1) And
(Direction = mstrRIGHT)) Or _
((SiopeSign = 2) And
(Direction = mstrLEFT)) Then 
YDirection = 1 
End If
Eiseif (Sin(CurrentAngle) = 0) Then 
CurrentSlope = 0 
YDirection = 0
If (Direction = mstrLEFT) Then 
XDirectlon = T 
Elself (Direction = mstrRIGHT) Then 
XDirectlon = 1 
End If 
Else
Then
CurrentSlope = Tan (CurrentAngie)
If (CurrentSlope > 0) And_
((SiopeSign = 1) And (Direction = mstrLEFT) O r_  
(SiopeSign = 2) And (Directim = mstrRIGHT)) Then 
XDirectlon = -1 
YDirection = -1
Eiseif (CurrentSlope > 0) And _
((SiopeSign = 2) And (Direction = mstrLEFT) Or _ 
(SiopeSign = 1) And (Direction = mstrRIGHT))
XDirectlon = 1 
YDirection = 1
Eiseif (CurrentSlope < 0) And _
((SiopeSign = 1) And (Direction = mstrLEFT) Or _ 
(SiopeSign = 2) And
(Direction = mstrRIGHT)) Then 
XDirectlon = 1 
YDirection = -1 
Eiseif (CurrentSlope < 0) And _
((SiopeSign = 2) And 
(Direction = mstrLEFT) O r_
(SiopeSign = 1) Arid 
(Direction = mstrRIGHT)) Then 
XDirectlon = -1 
YDirection = 1 
End if 
End if
Exit Sub 
ErrHandler:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Sub
I--------------------------------------------------------
Private Function GetNextPosition(
ByVai PrevXPos As Double,
ByVai P rev Y Pos As Double, _
ByVal MBRPointI As MapObjects2.Point, 
ByVai MBRPoint2 As MapObjects2.Point, 
ByVai EdgeSlope As Double,
ByVal Edgelntercept As Double, _
ByVal XDist As Double,
ByVal YDist As Double, _
ByVal CurrentAngie As Double, 
CurrentSlope As Double, _
NextPos As fvlapOb]ects2.Point, _  
Optional ByVal OnEdge As Boolean = False) 
As Boolean
' Purpose: Given points that define either left or right
MBR edge & sampler angle, current slope is calculated 
next sampler point nearest to the MBR edge is returned.
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE & ".GetNextPosition"
On Error GoTo ErrHandler
Dim pntPosI As New MapObjects2.Point
Dim pntPos2 As New MapObjects2.Point
If (Sin(CurrentAngle) = 1) Then 
CurrentSlope = minglNFINITESLOPE 
pntPosI.X -  PrevXPos 
pntPos2.X = PrevXPos 
pntPosI .Y = PrevYPos + YDist 
pntPos2.Y = PrevYPos - YDist
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Elself {Sin(CurrentAngle) = 0} Then 
CurrentSlope = 0 
pntPosI .X = PrevXPos + XDist 
pntPos2.X = PrevXPos - XDist 
pntPosI .Y = PrevYPos 
pntPos2.Y = PrevYPos 
Else
CurrentSlope = Tan(CurrentAngle)
If (CurrentSlope > 0) Then 
pntPosI X = PrevXPos + XDist 
pntPosf .Y = PrevYPos + YDist 
pntPos2.X = PrevXPos - XDist 
pntPos2.Y -  PrevYPos - YDist
Eiseif (CurrentSlope < 0) Then 
pntPosI .X = PrevXPos + XDist 
pntPosI .Y = PrevYPos - YDist 
pntPos2.X = PrevXPos - XDist 
pntPos2.Y = PrevYPos + YDist
End if 
End If
‘if new points fail on different sides of MBR edge segment
’ then need to stop
Dim dbiPointtSign As Double
dblPointlSign = pntPosI.Y - EdgeSltpe *
pntPosI .X - Edgelntercept 
Dim dblPoint2Sign As Double 
db!Point2Sign = pntPos2.Y - EdgeSlope *
pntPos2.X - Edgelntercept
If ((dblPointlSIgn > 0) And (dblPoint2Slgn < 0)) O r_  
((dbiPointlSign < 0) And (dblPoint2Sign > 0)) And„ 
(OnEdge = True) Then 
Set NextPos = Nothing 
GetNextPosition = True 
Elself pntPosI .DistanceToSegment(MBRPoint1,
MBRPoint2) < _ 
pntPos2.DistanceToSegment(MBRPointl,
MBRPoint2) Then
Set NextPos = pntPosI 
GetNextPosition = False 
Else
Set NextPos = pntPos2 
GetNextPosition = False 
End If
Exit Function 
ErrHandler:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Function
A.17 Adjusted Angle Zigzag for a Line Length and Width on a Polygon 
and vice versa
An adjusted angle zigzag design has associated properties, such as the coverage 
probability that determines how the zigzag angle is adjusted for a given polygon height, 
and the total line sampler length and width. Given a value for one set of properties, this 
algorithm estimates the other set.
Public Sub CalcuiateMlssingEffortData(
ByVal RowNum As Long, _
ByVal KnownData As Long, _
Optional SampIerUpdate As Boolean -  False)
’ Purpose: For a  given amount of zigzag line length calculates 
‘approximate coverage probability obtained by the sampier.
' Algorithm Description: The line length of the sampler multiplied 
' by its width gives expected area of sampler (which may vary 
'from realized are due to edge effects & overlap). The expected 
'area divided by the area of survey region in design units gives 
' the coverage probability.
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE &
".CaicuiateMissingEffortData"
On Error GoTo ErrHandler
Dim dblLineLength As Double 
Dim dblCovProb As Double
Dim strMess As String 
With fIxEffortAllocation
Select Case KnownData 
Case mlngLENGTH
dblLineLength = .TextMatrix(RowNum,
mingLENGTHCOLINDEX)
If (dblLineLength <= 0) Then Ext Sub 
Case mingCOVPROB 
dblCovProb = .TextMatrix(RowNum,
mlngCOVPROBCOLINDEX)
If (dblCovProb <= 0) Then Exit Sub 
End Select 
End With
Dim dblStratumAreaUnits As Double 
Dim dblEffortUnits As Double 
Dim dblSampIerUnits As Double 
dblSamplerUnits = mdblSamplerWidthUnitFactor 
dblEffortUnits = EffortUnltFactor 
dbiStratumAreaUnits =
mdblStratumAreaDesignUnitFactor
Dim inglndex As Long
inglndex = RowNum - fIxEffortAllocation.FixedRows 
Dim dblStratumArea As Double 
dblStratumArea = mdblStratumAreas(lnglndex)
If (dblStratumArea <= 0) Or (dbiStratumAreaUnits <= 0) 
Then Exit Sub
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Dim dblSamplerWidth As Double 
dblSamplerWidth = mdblSamplerWidths(lnglndex)
If (dblSamplerWidth <= 0) Then Exit Sub
With fixEffortAllocation 
.Redraw = False 
Select Case KnownData 
Case mlngLENGTH 
’convert the sampier width & line length into the 
’sam e units as the survey region area 
dblSamplerWidth = (dblSamplerUnits / 
dbiStratumAreaUnits) * _ 
dblSamplerWidth 
dblLineLength = (dblEffortUnits /
dbiStratumAreaUnits) * _  
dblLineLength 
dblCovProb = (2 * dblSamplerWidth * 
dblLineLength)/ _  
dblStratumArea 
If (dblCovProb > 1) Then 
If (SampIerUpdate = False) Then 
strMess = "Constraining coverage probability 
to be no greater than 1." 
MsgBox strMess, vbExclamation + vbOKOnly, 
"Invalid Coverage probability"
End If
dblCovProb = 1 
End If
.TextMatrix(RowNum,
mlngCOVPROBCOLINDEX) =
Round(dblCovProb, 5)
Case mingCOVPROB
’convert sampier width into sam e units as 
’survey region area & iine length from region 
’units to effort line length units 
If (dblSamplerWidth <= 0) Then Exit Sub 
dblSamplerWidth = (dblSamplerUnits / 
dbiStratumAreaUnits) * _  
dblSamplerWidth 
dblLineLength = (dblCovProb *
dblStratumArea) /
(2 * dblSamplerWidth) 
if (dblLineLength <= 0) Or
(dblEffortUnits <= 0) Then Exit Sub 
dblLineLength = (dbiStratumAreaUnits / 
dblEffortUnits) * _ 
dblLineLength 
.TextMatrix(RowNum, 
mingLENGTHCOLINDEX) =
Round(dblLineLength, 3)
End Select 
.R edraw s True
End With
Ext Sub 
ErrHandler:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Sub
A.18 Finding the Diameter of a Convex Polygon
Given a simple convex polygon this algorithm finds its diameter (longest chord). The 
algorithm is based on a description given in Preparata & Shamos (1985).
‘global declarations 
' the set of region vertices 
Private mptsVertices As MapObjects2. Points 
’the set of vertices for deletion or not
Private mblnDeieteVertex() As Boolean 
Private mingTotalVertices As Long 
Private mlngDeletedVertices As Long
Public Sub Diameter(Region As MapObjects2.Points, _  
MaxAntipcdaiDistanceO As AntipodaiPair) 
'Purpose: Obtain the convex polygon's diameter.
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE & ".Diameter"
On Error GoTo ErrHandler
Dim ingPVertexindex As Long, IngPOVertexIndex As 
Long
Dim IngQVertexIndex As Long, IngQOVertexindex As Long 
Dim IngAntipodalCount As Long,
Dim IngMaxAntipodaiCount As Long 
Dim IngNodeNum As Long, i As Long
Dim dblAreal As Double, dblArea2 As Double
Dim dblMaxDistance As Double
Dim AntipodalDistanceO As AntipodaiPair
Dim pntPVertex As New MapObjects2.Point 
Dim pntOVertex As New MapObjects2,Point
IngNodeNum = Region.Count -1 
IngAntipodalCount = -1 
IngMaxAntipodaiCount = 0 
dblMaxDistance = -1
ingPVertexindex = IngNodeNum 
IngPOVertexIndex -  0 
IngQVertexIndex = IngPVertexindex
Do
IngQVertexIndex = Nextindex(lngQVertexlndex,
IngNodeNum) 
GetAreas Region(lngPVertexlndex), _
Region (N e)dl ndex(lngP Verte>d ndex, 
IngNodeNum)), 
Region(lngQVertexlndex), _  
Region(Nextlndex(lngQVertexindex, 
IngNodeNum)),
dblAreal, dblArea2 
Loop While (dblAreal > dblArea2)
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IngQOVertexindex = IngQVertexIndex
While (IngQVertexIndex <> IngPOVertexIndex) 
ingPVertexindex = Nextl ndex(lng PVertexIndex,
IngNodeNum) 
IngAntipodalCount = IngAntipodalCount + 1 
ReDim Preserve
AntipodalDistance(ingAntipodaiCount) 
AntipodaiDistance(lngAntipodaiCount).Vertex1 =
IngPVertexindex 
AntipodalDistance(lngAntipodalCount).Vertex2 =
IngQVertexIndex 
Set pntPVertex = Region(lngPVertexlndex)
Set pntQVertex = Region(lngQVertexindex) 
AntipodaiDistanoe(lngAntipodalCount).Distance = _ 
pntPVertex. DistanceT o(pntQVertex)
If (AntipodalDistance(lngAntipodalCount).Distance > 
dblMaxDistance) Then 
IngMaxAntipodaiCount = 0 
ReDim MaxAntipodalDistance(O) 
dblMaxDistance =
AntipodalDistance(ingAntipodaiCount).Distance 
MaxAntipodalDistance(0).Distance =
dblMaxDistance 
MaxAntipodalDistance(0).Vertex1 =
AntipodaiDistance(ingAntipodalCount).Vertex1 
MaxAntipodaiDistance(0).Vertex2 =
AntipodaiDistance(ingAntipodaiCount).Vertex2
Elself (AntlpodaiDistance(lngAntipodaiCount).Distance 
= dblMaxDistance) Then 
IngMaxAntipodaiCount = IngMaxAntipodaiCount + 1 
ReDim Preserve
MaxAntipodalDistance(lngMaxAntipodalCount)
MaxAntipodalDistance(ingMaxAntipodaiCount).
Distance = dblMaxDistance
MaxAntipodaiDistance(lngMaxAntipodaiCount).Vertex1 = 
Antipod aiDistance(lngAntipodaiCount).Vertex1 
MaxAntipodaiDistance(ingMaxAntipodalCount).Vertex2: 
AntipodaiDistance(lngAntipodalCount).Vertex2 
End if
GetAreas Region(ingPVertexlndex), _
Region(Nexllndex(lngPVertexindex, IngNodeNum)), _ 
Region(lngQVertexlndex), _  
Region(Nextlndex(lngQVertexlndex, IngNodeNum)), _ 
dblAreal, dblArea2
While (dblAreal > dblArea2) And _
(IngQVertexIndex <> IngPOVertexIndex)
IngQVertexIndex = Nextindex(lngQVertexIndex,
IngNodeNum)
If (IngPVertexindex <> IngQOVertexindex) And _ 
(IngQVertexIndex <> IngPOVertexIndex) Then
IngAntipodalCount = IngAntipodalCount + 1 
ReDim Preserve
AntipodaiDlstance(lngAntipodalCount) 
AntipodaiDistance(lngAntipodalCount).Vertex1 = 
IngPVertexindex 
AntipodaiDistance(lngAntipodalCount).Vertex2 = 
lngQVerte>dndex 
Set pntPVertex = Region(lngPVertexlndex)
Set pntQVertex = Region(lngQVertexlndex) 
AntipodalDistance(lngAntipodalCount).
Distance =
pntP Vertex.DistanceT o(pntQ Vertex)
If (AntipodalDistance(lngAntipodalCount).Distance > 
dblMaxDistance) Then 
IngMaxAntipodaiCount = 0 
ReDim MaxAntipodaiDistance(O) 
dblMaxDistance =
AntipodaiD istance(lng Antipodal Cou nt). 
Distance
M axAntipodal D istance(O). Distance =
dblMaxDistance 
M axAntipodal D istance(O). Vertext =
Antipodal Distance(lngAntipodalCou nt) .Vertext 
M axAntipodal D istance(O). VertexS =
AntipodalDistance(lngAntipodalCount).Vertex2
Eiseif (AntipodaiDistance(ingAntipodalCount).Distance = 
dblMaxDistance) Then 
IngMaxAntipodaiCount =
IngMaxAntipodaiCount + 1 
ReDim MaxAntipodalDistance(
IngMaxAntipodaiCount)
MaxAntipodalDistance(ingMaxAntipodalCount).Distance = 
dblMaxDistance
MaxAntipodalDistance(ingMaxAntipodaiCount).Vertex1 = 
AntipodaiDistance(ingAntipodaiCount).Vertex1
MaxAntipodalD istance(lngM axAntipodal Cou nt) .Vertex2 = 
AntipodaiDistance(ingAntipodalCount).Vertex2 
End if
End if
GetAreas Region(ingPVertexlndex), _ 
Region(Nextlndex(lngPVertexindex, 
IngNodeNum)), _ 
Region(lngQVertexlndex), _  
Region(Nextindex(lngQVertexlndex, 
IngNodeNum)), _  
dblAreal, dblArea2
Wend
If (dblAreal = dblAreaZ) Then
if (IngPVertexindex <> IngQOVertexindex) And_ 
(IngQVertexIndex <> IngNodeNum) Then
IngAntipodalCount = IngAntipodalCount + 1 
ReDim Preserve
AntipodalDistance(ingAntipodaiCount) 
AntipodaiDistance(lngAntipodaiCount). Vertext = 
IngPVertexindex 
AntipodaiDistance(lngAntipodalCount).Vertex2 = 
Nextlndex(lngQVertexindex, IngNodeNum) 
Set pntPVertex = Region(lngPVertexlndex)
Set pntQVertex = Region (IngQVertexI ndex) 
AntipodalDistance(lngAntipodalCount).Distance = 
pntPVertex.DistanceTo(pntQVertex)
If (AntipodalDistance(lngAntipodalCount).Distance > 
dblMaxDistance) Then 
IngMaxAntipodaiCount = 0 
ReDim MaxAntipodalDistance(O) 
dblMaxDistance =
AntipodalDistance(lngAntipodaiCount).Distance 
MaxAntipodalDistance(O).Distance =
dblMaxDistance
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MaxAntipodalDistance(0).Vertex1 =
AntipodalDistance(lngAntipodalCounl).Vertex1 
MaxAntipodalDistance(0).Vertex2 =
AntipcxJalDistance(lngAnlipodalCount).Vertex2 
Elself (AntIpodalDistance(lngAntip(xiaiCount).Distance = 
dblMaxDistance) Then
IngMaxAntipodaiCount = IngMaxAntipodaiCount + 1 
ReDim MaxAntipodalDistance(lngMaxAntipodalCount)
MaxAntipodalDistance{ingMaxAntipodalCount).Distance =
dblMaxDistance
MaxAntipodaiDistance(ingMaxAntipodalCount).Vertex1 =
Private Function Nextlndex(Vertexlndex As Long,
TotalNodeNum As Long) As Long 
'Purpose: Finds index number of next vertex in polygon.
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE & ’’.Nextlndex"
On Error GoTo ErrHandler
Dim IngNewindex As Long 
ingNewlndex = Vertexindex + 1
AntipodalDistance(ingAntipodalCount).Vertex1 
MaxAntipod^Distance(ingMeKAntipcdaiCount).Vertex2 = 
AntipodalDlstance(lngAntipodalCount).Vertex2 
End If
End If
End If 
Wend
Exit Sub 
ErrHandler:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Sub
If (IngNewlndex > TotalNodeNum) Then 
IngNewlndex = 0 
End If
Nextlndex = IngNewlndex 
Exit Function 
ErrHandler:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Function
Private Sub GetAreas(PVertex As MapObjects2.Point,
NextPVertex As MapObJects2.Point, _ 
QVertex As MapObjects2.Point, 
NextQVertex As MapObjects2.Point, _  
Areal As Double, Area2 As Double)
’ Purpose: Returns the signed areas of the two triangles 
‘ determined by the given vertices.
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE & ".GetAreas"
On Error GoTo ErrHandler
Areat = TriangleArea(PVertex, NextPVertex, NextQVertex) 
Area2 = TriangleArea(PVertex, NextPVertex, QVertex)
Exit Sub 
ErrHandler:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Sub
Private Function TriangieArea(a As MapObjects2.Point, 
b As MapObjects2. Point, _  
c As MapObjects2. Point) As Double 
' Purpose: Gets the signed area of a triangle. Sign is positive if 
' the vertices (a, b, c) form a counterclockwise cycle.
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE & ".TriangleArea"
On Error GoTo ErrHandler
Dim dblDoubieArea As Double 
dblDoubieArea = (b.X - a.X) * (c.Y - a.Y) -
(C.X - aX) * (b.Y - a.Y)
T riangleArea = dblDoubieArea / 2 
Exit Function 
EirHandier:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Function
A.19 Finding the Convex Hull of a Polygon
Given a simple polygon this algorithm finds its convex hull. The code is a modified 
version of the algorithm described in O’Rourke (2001, ch. 3).
Public Function ConvexHuil(
Region As MapObjects2.Points)
As M apObjects2. Points 
' Purpose: Finds convex hull of a region defined as 
' set of points comprised of a single part.
' Returns a points object if successful
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE & ".ConvexHuH" 
On Error GoTo ErrHandler
mingTotalVertices = ReadPoints(Region)
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’Find lowest (right-most smallest ordinate) point in the set 
'scan will start at this point because it is most certainly 
'a point in the convex hull 
FindLowest ShowResults
'to increase the efficiency of the Graham scan 
'sort ail points beside the start vertex iexicographicaliy 
'by polar angle and distance using.
Quicksort 1, mingTotalVertices -1
If (mlngDeletedVertices > 0) Then
Squash 
End If
Dim ptsStack As MapObjects2.Points 
Set ptsStack = Graham
Set ConvexHuil = ptsStack 
Exit Function 
ErrHandler:
RaiseError gstrU NEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Function
________________________________________________________1----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Private Function AreaSign(a As MapObjects2,Point, if (dblArea > 0.5) Then
b As MapObjects2. Point, _ AreaSign = 1
c As MapObjects2.Point) As Long Eiseif (dblArea < -0.5) Then
’ Purpose: Returns location of 3 vertices relative to each other. AreaSign = -1
' Returns 1, -1, orO. Else
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE & ".AreaSign"
AreaSign = 0 
End If
On Error GoTo ErrHandler
Dim dblArea As Double
Exit Function 
ErrHandler:
dblArea = TriangleArea2(a, b, c) RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE
End Function
' The area should be an integer.
.................................................................................................................1....................................................................................................................
Private Sub Copy(i As Long, J  As Long) mblnDeieteVertex(J) = mblnDeleteVertex(i)
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE & ".Copy" Exit Sub
On Error GoTo ErrHandler ErrHandler:
mptsVertices.Set J, mptsVertices(i)
1___________________________ _____________________________
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Sub
I----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Private Function Compare(ByVai i As Long,
___ _________ _______ _________________________________........................................................
Else 'Collinear with mptsVertices(O)
ByVal J As Long) As Long X = Abs(pi.X - mptsVertices(O).X) -
' Purpose: Compares the angles. Here "<" means smaller angle. Abs(pj.X - mptsVertices(O).X)
Follows the conventions of qsort. Y = Abs(pi.Y - mptsVertices(O).Y) -
’ Returns -1, 0, +1 if p1 < p2, =, or > respectively. Abs(pj.Y - mptsVertices(O).Y)
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE & ".Compare" mlngDeletedVertices = mlngDeletedVertices + 1
On Error GoTo ErrHandler If ((X < 0) Or (Y < 0)) Then
If (i = J) Then
mblnDeieteVertex(l) =True 
Compare = -1
Compare = 0
Exit Function Elself ((X > 0) Or (Y > 0)) Then
End If m bInD eleteVertex(J ) = True
Dim a  As Long 'area
Compare = 1 
Else 'points are coincident
Dim X As Double, Y As Double 'projections of ri & rj in if (i > J) Then
1st quadrant mblnDeieteVertex(J) = True
Dim pi As MapObjects2.Point
Else
mblnDeieteVertex(i) = True
Dim pj As MapObjects2.Point End If
Set pi = mptsVertices(i) Compare = 0
Set pj = mptsVertices(J) End if
a = AreaSign(mptsVertices(0), pi, pj)
End if 
Exit Function
If (a > 0) Then ErrHandler:
Compare = -1 RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE
Elself (a < 0) Then End Function
Compare = 1
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Private Sub FindLowest()
’ Purpose: Finds the rightmost lowest point and swaps with 0-th. 
’ The lowest point has the minimum y-coord, & amongst those, 
’ & maximum x-coord: so it is rightmost among the lowest.
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE & ".FindLowest"
On Error GoTo ErrHandler
Dim inglndex As Long
Inglndex = 0 ' Index of lowest so far
Dim I As Long
For I = 1 To mingTotalVertices -1
If ((mptsVertices(i).Y < mptsVertices(lnglndex).Y) O r_  
((mptsVertlces(i).Y = mptsVertices(inglndex).Y) And 
(mptsVertices(i).X > mptsVertices(inglndex).X))) Then 
Inglndex = I
Swap 0, inglndex ’ Swap point 0 and Inglndex 
End If 
Next
Exit Sub 
ErrHandler:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Sub
Private Function Graham() As MapObjects2.Points i = 2
' Purpose: Performs the Graham scan on a set of angularly
'sorted points. Do Whiie (i < mingTotalVertices)
' Returns a  stack of points if successful If (IngStackTop < 1 ) Then Exit Function
End if
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE & ".Graham" Set pntTopt = ptsStack(lngStackTop-1)
On Error GoTo ErrHandler Set pntTop2 = ptsStack(lngStackTop)
Dim 1 As Long if (Left(pntTop1, pntTop2, mptsVertices(l))) Then
'Top two points on stack IngStackTop = Push (mptsVertices(i), ptsStack)
Dim pntTopt As MapObjects2. Point i = i + 1
Dim pntTop2 As MapObjects2. Point Else
IngStackTop = Pop(ptsStack)
'initialize stack End If
Dim IngStackTop As Long Loop
ingStackTop = 0 Set Graham = ptsStack
Dim ptsStack As New MapObjects2. Points E)dt Function
IngStackTop = Push(mptsVertices(0), ptsStack) ErrHandier:
IngStackTop = Push(mptsVertices(1), ptsStack) RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE
End Function
'Bottom two elements will never be removed
..... ..................  .... .............-__________  ___........................................................1------------------------------------------------- ---------------
Private Function Left(a As MapObjects2.Point, On Error GoTo ErrHandler
b As MapOb]ects2. Point,
c As MapObjects2.Point) As Boolean Left = (TriangIeArea2(a, b, c) > 0)
' Purpose: Returns true if c is strictly to the left of directed E)dt Function
' line through a to b. ErrHandler:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE & ".Left"
1___________________________________________
End Function
............ _____ _ _ _ _____11-----------------------------------------------------------------
Private Function Pop{Stack As MapObjects2.Points) As Long
i
Ingindex = Stack.Count -1
' Purpose: Pops the top elment off the stack. Stack. Remove Inglndex
' Returns an index to the top of the stack Inglndex = Inglndex -1
Pop = Inglndex
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE & ".Pop" Exit Function
On Error GoTo ErrHandler ErrHandler:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE
Dim IngindexAs Long End Function
Private Function Push(pnt As MapObjects2.Point,
Stack As M apOb]ects2. Points) As Long 
' Purpose: 'Push the point onto the stack.
' Return index to the new stack top.
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE & ".Push"
On Error GoTo ErrHandler
Stack. Add pnt 
Push = Stack.Count -1
Exit Function 
ErrHandler:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Function
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Private Function Partltion(ByVal LowerBound As Long, mptsVertices.Set IngDown, mptsVertices(lngUp)
ByVai UpperBound As Long) As Long mptsVertices.Set ingUp, pntTemp
’ Purpose: 'Push the point onto the stack. blnTemp = mblnDeleteVertex(lngDown)
’ Return index to the new stack top. mblnDeleteVertex(lngDown) =
mbinDeleteVertex(ingUp)
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE & ".Partition" mbinDeleteVertex(lngUp) = blnTemp
On Error GoTo ErrHandler
End If
Dim blnTemp As Boolean Wend
Dim pntTemp As MapObjects2. Point
' the final position of the element A with index
Dim IngDown As Long, IngUp As Long '"LowerBound" is sought
IngUp = UpperBound Dim pntA As New MapObjects2.Point
IngDown = LowerBound pntA.X = mptsVertices(LowerBound).X
pntA.Y = mptsVertices(LowerBound).Y
While (IngDown < IngUp) blnTemp = mblnDeleteVertex(LowerBound)
' Compare returns -1, 0, +1 if pi < p2, =, or > Set pntTemp = New MapOb]ects2.Point
While ((Compare(lngDown, LowerBound) <= 0) And_ pntTemp.X = mptsVertices(lngUp).X
IngDown < UpperBound) pntTemp. Y = mptsVertices(lngUp).Y
IngDown = IngDown + 1 'move up the array
Wend mptsVertices.Set LowerBound, pntTemp
While (Compare(lngUp, LowerBound) = 1) mptsVertices.Set ingUp, pntA
IngUp = IngUp -1  'move down the array mbinDeieteVertex(LowerBound) =
Wend mbinDeleteVertex(ingUp)
If (IngDown < IngUp) Then mbinDeleteVertex(ingUp) = blnTemp
'interchange mptsVertices(ingDown) and Partition = IngUp
'mptsVertices(lngUp) Exit Function
Set pntTemp = New MapObjects2. Point ErrHandler:
pntTemp.X = mptsVertices(lngDown).X RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE
pntTemp. Y = mptsVertices(lngDown).Y End Function
1----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Private Function QuickSort(ByVai LowerBound As Long, _
__________ _______________________________________________________________________  -
' stack the larger subarray
ByVal UpperBound As Long) As Long If (J - pntNewbnds.X > pntNewbnds.Y - J) Then
' stack lower subarray
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE & ".Quicksort" 1 = CLng(pntNewbnds.Y)
On Error GoTo ErrHandier pntNewbnds.Y = J -1
IngStackTop = Push(pntNewbnds, ptsBndStack)
Dim pntNewbnds As New MapOb]ects2. Point ' process upper subarray
Dim ptsBndStack As New MapObjects2.Points pntNewbnds.X = J  + 1
Dim IngStackTop As Long pntNewbnds.Y = i
IngStackTop = -1 Else
pntNewbnds.X = LowerBound ' stack upper subarray
pntNewbnds.Y = UpperBound I = CLng(pntNewbnds.X)
IngStackTop = Push(pntNewbnds, ptsBndStack) pntNewbnds.X = J  + 1
IngStackTop = Push(pntNewbnds, ptsBndStack)
Dim i As Long ' process lower subarray
Dim J As Long pntNewbnds.X = 1
pntNewbnds.Y = J  -1
'repeat as long as there are any unsorted subarrays on stack End If
While (IngStackTop > -1) Wend
Set pntNewbnds = ptsBndStack(lngStackTop) Wend
IngStackTop = Pop(ptsBndStack)
E)dt Function
'while the upper bound is greater than the lower bound ErrHandier:
While (pntNewbnds.Y > pntNewbnds.X) RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE
’ process next subarray End Function
J = Partition(pntNewbnds.X, pntNewbnds.Y)
1-----------------------------------------------------------------
Private Function ReadPoints(
Region As MapObjects2.Points) As Long Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE & ".ReadPoints"
' Purpose: 'Reads the vertex point into a  temporary global On Error GoTo ErrHandier
‘ points set that is used to compute the convex hull.
' Returns the number of vertices. Dim IngNum As Long
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IngNum = Region.Count mblnDeieteVertex(i) = False
Next
Set mptsVertices = New MapOb;ects2. Points ReadPoints = IngNum
ReDim mblnDeleteVertex(lngNum -1 ) Ext Function 
ErrHandier:
Dim i As Long RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE
For i = OToIngNum-1 End Function
mptsVerlices.Add Region(i)
1----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Private Sub Squash() J = J + 1
’ Purpose: Squash removes all vertices marked delete. End If
'else do nothing: delete by skipping
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE & ".Squash" i = i + 1
On Error GoTo ErrHandler Loop
mingTotalVertices = J
Dim I As Long
Dim J As Long E)dt Sub
Do Whiie (i < mingTotalVertices) ErrHandler:
'if not marked for deletion RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE
If (mblnDeleteVertex(i) = False) Then 
Copy I, J  ' Copy Vertex I to j
End Sub
__________  __ __ _ .................................. ...................................................................1----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Private Sub Swap(i As Long, J  As Long)
............................................
pntTemp.X = mptsVertices(i).X
' Purpose: Swaps around the points. pntTemp. Y = mptsVertices(i).Y 
mptsVertices.Set I, mptsVertices(J)
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE & ".Swap" mptsVertices.Set J, pntTemp
On Error GoTo ErrHandler Exit Sub 
ErrHandier:
Dim pntTemp As New MapObjecls2.Point RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Sub
Private Function TriangleArea2(a As MapObjects2. Point, 
b As MapObjects2. Point, _  
c As MapObjects2. Point) As Double 
’Purpose: Returns twice the signed area of the triangle 
'determined by a,b,c. The area is positive if a,b,c are 
'oriented ccw, negative if cw, & zero if the points are 
‘collinear.
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE & ".Triang!eArea2"
On Error GoTo ErrHandier
TriangleArea2 = (b.X - a.X) * (c.Y - a.Y) -
(C.X - a.X) * (b.Y - a.Y)
Exit Function 
ErrHandier:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Function
A.20 Finding the Total Distance Travelled for Line Sampling
Given a set of iine samplers this algorithm calculates the distance covered by two 
possible travel paths covering all line samplers. The shortest path is kept as the total 
distance travelled. The paths can be either cyclic or open.
Public Function CaicTotalLineTravelTime(
LinesamplersO As MapObjects2.Line, _  
Optional LoopPath As Boolean =
False) As MapObjects2.Une 
'Purpose: Calculates shortest total travel time given a set 
'of sampier lines. The calculations are in line units and 
'travel starts first at beginning of the first line in 
'LineSamplers matrix, and then at the end of that line.
'The shortest of the two paths is kept
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE &
".CalcTotalLineT ravelTime" 
On Error GoTo ErrHandier
'stores the total travel iine 
Dim molinTotal As MapObjects2.Line 
Dim ptsTotal As MapObjecls2.Points 
Dim pntTotal As MapObjects2.Point
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Dim pntExtremel As MapObjects2.Point 
Dim pntExtreme2 As MapObjects2.Point
Dim IngLastPointindexAs Long 
Dim dbiPrevPntDistI As Double 
Dim dbiPrevPntDist2 As Double
’temporarily store the sampler lines 
Dim molinTemp As MapObjects2.Line
Dim i As Long, J  As Long, k As Long 
Dim IngNumLines As Long 
Dim IngNumPoints As Long 
Dim IngNumParts As Long
IngNumLines = UBound{LineSampiers) + 1 
Dim ptsTemp As MapObjects2. Points
Dim IngStartPartsindexAs Long 
Dim IngStartPointsindexAs Long 
Dim IngEndPartslndexAs Long 
Dim IngEndPointslndex As Long 
Dim IngForStep As Long
Dim binReverseDirection As Boolean 
Dim ingDirectionNum As Long 
If (LoopPath = False) Then 
IngDirectionNum = 2 
Else
IngDirectionNum = 1 
End If
Dim moiinMatO As MapObjects2.Line 
ReDim molinMat(ingDireclimNum)
Dim ingSampierDirection As Long 
For IngSampierDirection = 1 To 2
’reset the collection of points along the travel path 
Set ptsTotal = New MapObjects2.Points 
For I = 0 To IngNumLines -1 
Set molinTemp = LineSampiers(l)
IngNumParts = molinTemp.Parts.Count
’just add the first line to the total travel line 
If (I = 0) Then 
If (IngSampierDirection = 1) Then 
"start at the beginning of the line 
binReverseDirection = False 
lngStartPartslndex= 0 
IngStartPointsindex = 0 
IngEndPartslndex == IngNumParts -1 
IngForStep = 1 
Elself (IngSampierDirection = 2) Then 
binReverseDirection = True 
’start at the end of the line 
ingStartPartslndex = IngNumParts -1 
IngEndPartslndex = 0 
IngEndPointslndex = 0 
IngForStep = -1 
End If
Else ’if it’s  not the first of the sampler lines 
"if the distance from the end of the last line added to 
'beginning of the next line is smaller than to end of 
'next line then add next line in its current point order, 
'otherwise switch the line point order.
'beginning or end extreme of next sampler line 
Set pntExtremel = molinTemp.Parts(0).ltem(0) 
ingLastPointindex =
moiinTemp.Parts(ingNumParts - 1).C ount-1
Set pntExtreme2 =
molinTemp. Parts(lngNumParts -
1 ).ltem(lngLastPointlndex)
dblPrevPntDistt =
pntTotai. DistanceT o(pntExtreme1 ) 
dblPrevPntDisl2 =
pntTotai.DistanceTo(pntExtreme2)
If (dblPrevPntDistt < dblPrevPntDist2) Then 
'start at the beginning of the iine 
binReverseDirection = False 
IngStartPartslndex = 0 
IngStartPointsindex = 0 
IngEndPartslndex = IngNumParts -1 
IngForStep = 1 
Else
'start at the end of the line 
binReverseDirection = True 
IngStartPartslndex = IngNumParts -1 
IngEndPartslndex = 0 
IngEndPointslndex = 0 
IngForStep = -1 
End If 
End If
'add sampler (single/multi-part) iine to travel path 
For k = IngStartPartslndex To IngEndPartslndex
Step IngForStep 
Set ptsTemp = moiinTemp.Parts(k) 
IngNumPoints = ptsTemp.Count 
If (IngNumPoints Mod 2) <> 0 Then 
U pdateLog iogTravelLineintersectProbiem 
End If
if (binReverseDirection = False) Then 
IngEndPointslndex = IngNumPoints -1 
Elself (binReverseDirection = True) Then 
IngStartPointsindex = IngNumPoints -1 
End If
For J = IngStartPointsindex To
IngEndPointslndex Step IngForStep 
Set pntTotai = New MapObjects2.Point 
pntTotai.X = ptsTemp(J).X 
pntTotai. Y = ptsTemp(J).Y 
ptsTotal. Add pntTotai 
Next
Set ptsTemp = Nothing 
Next
Set molinTemp = Nothing 
Set ptsTemp = Nothing 
Ne)d 'ne)d iine sampier
'make it a  cyclic path 
If (LoopPath = True) And
Not (ptsTotal Is Nothing) Then 
Set pntTotai = New MapObjects2.Point 
pntTotai.X = ptsTotal(0).X 
pntTotai. Y = ptsTotal(0).Y 
ptsTotal. Add pntTotai 
End If
'create a  multipoint iine comprised of a  single path -  
'the travel line
Set molinTotal = New MapObjects2.Line 
molinTotal. Parts.Add ptsTotal 
Set moiinMat(lngSamp!erDirection -1 ) = molinTotal 
Next 'sampler direction
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if (IngDirectionNum = 1) Thm 
Set CalcTotalLineTravelTime =
molinMat(ingDirectionNum -1)
Else
If (moiinMal(O).Lengtfi <= molinMat(l).Length) Then 
'indicates that path starts at begining of 1st sampler 
LoopPath = True
Set CalcTotalLineTravelTime = molinMat(O)
Else
'indicates that path starts at end of 1st sampier
LoopPath = False 
Set CalcTotalLineTravelTime = 
End If 
End if
1 moiinMat(l)
Exit Function 
ErrHandler:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Function
A.21 Solving the Travelling Salesman Problem
Given a set of points, this collection of routines calculates the minimum distance of the 
cyclic path that visits all the points once. Finding the shortest path equates to the 
tiavelling salesman problem. A recursive branch-and-bound algorithm is used to find the 
solution.
’ global declarations 
Private mdbiWeight() As Double 
Private mdblInfinity As Double 
Private mdblTWeight As Double 
Private mlngNumNodes As Long
Private mingRoute() As Long 
Private mingBestQ As Long 
Private mingBackPtrO As Long 
Private mingFwdPtrO As Long
Public Function CaicTotalPointTraveiTime(PointSamplers() 
As MapObjects2. Point, _
Optional Path Points As String = "-I", _
Optional PathWeights As String = "-1 ") As 
MapObJects2.Line
'Purpose: Calculâtes the shortest total travel time given a  set 
‘ of systematic lines. The calculations are in map units 
' A Branch and bound Algorithm for the Travelling Salesman 
‘ Problem is used, The algorithm assum es that it is possible 
‘ to travel between any pair of the point samplers i.e. doesn't 
‘ take into account the possibility of a  topographical obstacle 
' which would hinder such movement.
' The size of the PointSampier matrix gives the number of 
‘ nodes in the network. The distances between each pair of 
‘ points is calculated to find the TSP path.
' The outputs from this algorithm are the optimal route for 
‘ travelling salesman problem from starting node 1 as a 
' points object. The total weight of the optimal route can be 
' determined from the points object.
Const strSOURCE = mstrfvlODULE &
".C alcT otai PointTravelTime"
On Error GoTo ErrHandler
mdblinfinlty= 99999 
mdblTWeight = mdbllnfinity
mlngNumNodes = UBound(PointSamplers) + 1 
ReDim mdblWeight(mingNumNodes -1 , mlngNumNodes
Dim pntCol As MapObjects2.Point 
Dim pntRow As MapObjects2.Point 
Dim IngRowNum As Long, ingColNum As Long 
For IngCoiNum = 1 To mlngNumNodes 
For IngRowNum = 1 To mlngNumNodes
if (IngRowNum = IngColNum) Then 
mdblWeight(lngRowNum -1 ,
IngColNum -1 ) = 999
Else
Set pntRow = PointSamplers(lngRowNum -1)
Set pntCol = PointSamplers(lngColNum -1)
'round distance to avoid rounding problems 
‘errors in reductions etc 
mdblWeight(ingRowNum -1 , IngColNum -1 ) = 
Round(pntCol. DistanceT o(pntRow), 5)
End If 
Next 
Next
ReDim mlngBackPtr(mingNumNodes -1)
ReDim mlngFwdPtr(mlngNumNodes -1)
ReDim mlngBest(mingNumNodes -1)
Dim IngColO As Long, lngRow() As Long 
ReDim ingCol(mlngNumNodes -1)
ReDim lngRow(mingNumNodes -1)
Dim I As Long
For i = 1 To mlngNumNodes 
lngRow(i -1 ) = i 
lngCol(i -1 ) = i 
mlngFwdPtr(i -1 ) = 0 
mlngBackPtr(i -1 ) = 0 
Next
ReDim mingRoute(mlngNumNodes -1)
Explore 0 ,0 , ingRow, IngCol
Dim Ingindex As Long 
ingindex = 1
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For i = 1 To mlngNumNodes 
mlngRoute{i -1 ) = inglndex 
Inglndex = mlngBest(lnglndex -1)
Next
’construct the path and weights description strings if required 
Dim IngRouteNum As Long
Dim ingCurRoutePoint As Long, IngNextRoulePoint As Long 
if (PathPoints <> "-1") Then 
PathPoints = "TSP: "
PathWeights = "TSP weights: "
IngCurRoutePoint = mlngRoute(O)
PathPoints = PathPoints & CStr(ingCurRoutePoint) & " -> 
For IngRouteNum = 2 To mlngNumNodes 
IngNextRoutePoint = mlngRoute(lngRouteNum -1 ) 
PathPoints = PathPoints &
CStr(lngNextRoutePoint) & " > 
PathWeights = PathWeights &
CStr(Round(mdblWeight(lngCurRoutePoint -1 , 
IngNextRoutePoint -1), 2)) & "
IngCurRoutePoint = IngNextRoutePoint
Next
IngNextRoutePoint = mingRoute(O)
PathPoints = PathPoints & CSlr(lngNextRoutePoint) 
PathWeights = PathWeights &
CStr(mdblWeight(ingCurRoutePoint -1 . _  
lngNe>dRoutePoint -1 ))
End If
’construct the point path 
Dim ptsTotal As New MapObjects2.Points 
For IngRouteNum = 0 To mlngNumNodes -1 
IngCurRoutePoint = mlngRoute(ingRouteNum) 
ptsTotal.Add PointSampiers(lngCurRoutePoint -1) 
Next
IngCurRoutePoint = mlngRoute(O) ’close the cycle 
ptsTotal.Add PointSamplers(lngCurRoutePoint -1)
’clean up 
Erase mingRoute 
Erase mlngBest 
Erase mingBackPtr 
Erase mingFwdPtr
’stores the total travel iine 
Dim molinTotal As New MapObjects2.Line 
’create a  multipoint line comprised of a  single path -  
‘the travel line
molinTotal. Parts.Add ptsTotal
Set CaicTotaiPointT ravelTime = molinTotal
Exit Function 
ErrHandier:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Function
Private Sub Explore(ByVai Edges As Long,
ByVal Cost As Double, _
Row() As Long, Col() As Long)
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE & ".E>q3lore"
On Error GoTo ErrHandier
Dim IngRowNum As Long, IngColNum As Long 
Dim dbiWeight As Double
Dim ingMatSize As Long
IngMatSize = mlngNumNodes - Edges -1
Dim i As Long, J  As Long
Dim dblColRedQ As Double 
Dim dbiRowRedO As Double 
ReDim dbiColRed(ingMatSize)
ReDim dbiRowRed(ingMatSize)
Cost = Cost + Reduce(Row, Col, dblRowRed, biColRed)
If (Cost < mdblTWeight) Then 
'Last two Edges are forced 
If (Edges = (mlngNumNodes - 2)) Then 
For I = 0 To mlngNumNodes -1 
mingBest(i) = mingFwdPtr(i)
Next
Dim IngAvoid As Long
If (mdblWeight(Row(0) -1 , CoI(O) -1 ) = mdbllnfinity) Then 
IngAvoid = 0 
Else 
IngAvoid = 1 
End If
If (mlngBest(Col(lngAvoid) -1 ) <> Row(1)) And 
(mlngBest(Col(1 - IngAvoid) -1 ) <> Row(0)) And 
(Col(lngAvoid) <> Row(1)) And (Coi(l - IngAvoid) <>
Row(O)) Then 
mingBest(Row(0) -1 ) = Col(1 - IngAvoid) 
mingBest(Row(1) -1) = Col(lngAvoid)
Else 'switch to avoid cycles 
mlngBest(Row(1) -1 ) = Col(1 - IngAvoid) 
mingBest(Row(0) -1 ) = Coi(lngAvoid)
End if
mdblTWeight = Cost 
Else
Dim ingC As Long. ingR As Long
Dim dblMost As Double
BestEdge Row, Col, IngR, IngC, dblMost
Dim IngLowerBound As Long 
IngLowerBound = Cost + dblMost
mlngFwdPtr(Row(ingR) -1 ) = Col(lngC) 
mingBackPtr(Col(lngC) -1) = Row(lngR)
Dim IngLast As Long
IngLast = Coi(ingC) ' prevent cycles
While (mlngFwdPtr(lngLast -1 ) <> 0)
IngLast = mlngFwdPtr(lngLast -1)
Wend
Dim ingFirst As Long 
ingFlrst = Row(lngR)
Whiie (mingBackPtrOngFirst -1 ) <> 0)
IngFirst = mlngBackPtr(lngFirst -1)
Wend
Dim IngColRowVal As Long 
IngColRowVal = mdblWeight(lngLast -1 ,
IngFirst -1  )
mdblWeight(lngLast -1 , IngFirst -1 ) = mdbiinfinity
Dim IngNewCoiQ As Long 
Dim IngNewRowO As Long 
ReDim ingNewCol(lngMatSize -1)
ReDim lngNewRow(ingMatSize -1)
For I = 0 To IngR -1
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IngNewRow(i) = Row(î) ’remove Row
Next
For i = IngR To IngMatSize -1 
ingNewRow(i) = Row(i + 1 )
Next
Fori = O T o in g C -1 
IngNewCol(i) = Col(i) ’remove Co!
Next
For i = ingC To ingMatSize -1  
IngNewCol(i) = Coi(i + 1)
Next
Explore Edges + 1, Cost, IngNewRow, IngNewCol 
mdblWeight(IngLast -1 , IngFirst -1 ) =
IngColRowVal ’restore prewous values 
mlngBackPtr(Col(lngC) -1 ) = 0 
mlngFwdPtr(Row(lngR) -1 ) = 0
If (IngLowerBound < mdblTWeight) Then
mdblWeight(Row(lngR) -1 , Col(ingC) -1 ) =
mdbllnfinity
Explore Edges, Cost, Row, Coi
mdblWeight(Row(ingR) -1 , Col(lngC) -1 ) = 0 
End If 
End If ’ Edges < N-2 
End If
For i = 0 To IngMatSize 'unreduce matrix 
For J = 0 To IngMatSize
mdbiWeight(Row(i) -1 , Coi (J) -1 ) =
mdbiWeight(Row(i) -1 , Col(J) -1 ) + _ 
dblRowRed(i) + dblCoiRed(J)
Next 
Next 
Exit Sub 
ErrHandier:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Sub
I---------------------------------------------------------------
Private Function Reduce(Row() As Long, Col() As Long, _  
RowRed() As Double,
ColRedO As Double) As Double
Const strSOURCE -  mstrMODULE & ".Reduce"
On Error GoTo ErrHandler
Dim i As Long, J  As Long, k As Long
Dim IngRowNum As Long, IngColNum As Long
Dim dblWeight As Double
Dim dblRValue As Double, dblTemp As Double
Dim IngMatSize As Long
IngMatSize = UBound(Row)
For I = 0 To IngMatSize ’ reduce rows 
dblTemp = mdbiinfinity 
For J = 0 To IngMatSize
dblTemp = Mln(dblTemp, mdblWeight(Row(i) -1 ,
Col(J) -1))
Next
If (dblTemp > 0) Then "And (dblTemp <> mdbllnfinity) Then 
For J = 0 To IngMatSize 
dblWeight = mdblWeight(Row(i) -1 , Col(J) -1)
If dblWeight < mdbiinfinity Then 
mdbiWeight(Row(i) -1 , Col(J) -1) = dblWeight-
dblTemp
End if 
Next
dblRVaiue = dblRVaiue + dblTemp 
End If
RowRed(i) = dblTemp 
Next
For J = 0 To IngMatSize ' reduce columns 
dblTemp = mdbiinfinity 
For i = 0 To IngMatSize 
dblTemp = Min(dblTemp,
mdblWeight(Row(i) -1 , Coi(J) -1))
Next
if (dblTemp > 0) Then 
For i = 0 To IngMatSize 
dblWeight = mdblWeight(Row(i) -1 , Coi(J) -1 ) 
if dblWeight < mdbllnfinity Then 
mdblWeight(Row(i) -1 , Col(J) -1 ) =
dblWeight - dblTemp
End If 
Next
dblRVaiue = dblRVaiue + dblTemp 
End If
ColRed(J) = dblTemp 
Next
Reduce -  dblRValue 
Ext Function 
ErrHandier:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Function
Private Sub BestEdge(Row() As Long, Col() As Long, _
R As Long, c As Long, Most As Double)
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE & ".BestEdge"
On Error GoTo ErrHandler
Dim i As Long, J  As Long, k As Long 
Dim IngZeroes As Long
Dim dblMinColEit As Double, dblMinRowElt As Double
Dim IngRowl As Long, IngRowK As Long
Dim IngCoiJ As Long, IngColK As Long
Dim dblWeightJ As Double, dblWeightK As Double
Dim IngMatSize As Long
IngMatSize = UBound(Row)
Most = -mdbiinfinity 
For i = 0 To IngMatSize
For J = 0 To IngMatSize
If (mdbiWeight(Row(i) -1 , Col(J) -1) = 0) Then 
dblMinRowEit = mdbiinfinity 
ingZeroes = 0 
For k = 0 To IngMatSize
dblWeightK = mdbiWeight(Row(i) -1 , 
Coi(k) -1)
If (dblWeightK = 0) Then 
IngZeroes = IngZeroes + 1 
Else
dblMinRowElt = Min(dblMinRowElt, 
dblWeightK)
End if 
Next
If (IngZeroes > 1) Then dblMinRowElt = 0 
dblMinColElt= mdbllnfinity 
IngZeroes = 0
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For k = 0 To IngMatSize
dbiWeightK = mdblWeight{Row(k) -1 , 
Col(J)-1)
If (dblWeightK = 0) Then 
IngZeroes = IngZeroes + 1 
Else
dbIMinColElt= Min(dblMinCoIEIt,
dblWeightK)
End If 
Next
If (IngZeroes > 1) Then dblMinColElt = 0 
‘a better edge has been found
Private Function Min(ByVal i As Double, ByVai J As 
Double) As Double 
Const strSOURCE = mstrMODULE & ".Min"
On Error GoTo ErrHandler 
if (i <= J) Then 
Min = i 
Else
If (dblMinRowElt + dblMinCoiElt) > Most Then 
Most = dblMinRowElt + dblMinColElt 
R = i 
c = J 
End If 
End if 
Next
Next 
Exit Sub 
ErrHandier:
RaiseError gstrU NEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Sub
Min = J 
End if
Exit Function 
ErrHandier:
RaiseError gstrUNEXPECTED_ERROR, strSOURCE 
End Function
A.22: Testing the Hypothesis of Even Coverage Probability
The following Minitab macro calculates the test statistic used to test the hypothesis of 
even coverage probability. The coverage probability p is estimated by dividing the mean 
of the number of times each grid point is hit by the number of simulations.
gmacro
chitest
let k1 = m
let k2 = n
let 1(3 = ssq(hi)
let 1(4 = (sum(hi)**2)/k1
Ielk5 = (1/(k1-1))*(k3-k4)
let 1(6 = phat 
let k7 = 1 * k6
let k8 = ((k1-1)*k5)/(k2*k6*k7) 
let k9 = sqrt(2*k1 -1) 
let c4 = 0.5*(k9 + c3)**2 
print k8 
endmacro
# no. grid points
# no. simulations
# sum(hi2),hi = no. times point i hit
# sum(hi)squared/m
# s2 = 1/(m-1)[sum(hl2) - sum(hi)2/m]
#
# q = l - p
^  = proportion of hits
# test statistic = Dispersion index
# approximation used when chi-square d.o.f. > 100
# here d.o.f. = m-1 and we look at different sig. levels
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Appendix B: Geographic Coordinates Systems and Map
Projections
B .l Overview
To display maps, geographically referenced data located on the 3-dimensional 
curved surface of the earth, must be transformed onto a flat plane. This is achieved 
by means of a mathematical formula referred to as a projection. To simplify the 
mathematical calculations required for projection, the earth’s surface is modelled as 
an ellipsoid or spheroid. The techniques for approximating the earth’s surface are 
detailed in section B.2.
Geographically referenced data are defined with respect to a coordinate system that 
is used to locate the data on the earth's surface. Section B.3 provides a brief 
description of local and global coordinate systems used not only for geo-referencing 
points in space, but also for navigation and Geographic Information Systems (GIS). 
For a more detailed overview see Dana (1999).
Some of the more frequently applied map projections that transform 3-dimensional 
data onto a flat plane for display on a sheet of paper or a computer screen are listed 
in section B.4. This listing follows the structure and some of the descriptions given 
by Dana (1999). Some example map projections are given in section B.5
B.2 Approximating the Earth’s Shape
The earth's highly complex surface is modelled as an ellipsoid defined in terms of its 
semi-major and semi-minor axes as shown in the diagram in Figure B .l. As a further 
simplification, sometimes a spherical representation of the earth is used instead (see 
Figure B .l). The difference in magnitude between the two axes of an ellipse 
expressed as a fiaction defines the degree of ellipticity, or flattening. Values of 
ellipticity range between 0 and 1. The ellipticity of a sphere, whose two axes are 
equal, is zero. The earth is flattened at the poles and bulges out at the Equator, and
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has an actual ellipticity of approximately 0.003353. Thus the Earth should only be 
modelled as a sphere for small-scale maps, less than 1:5 000 000. At this scale the 
difference between a sphere and an ellipsoid cannot be detected on a map; however, 
to maintain accuracy for larger-scale maps (scales of 1:1 000 000 or larger), the 
earth should be treated as an ellipsoid (Maling, 1993).
Semi-minor axis 
I (polar ax is).
Semi-major axis 
(equatorial axis)
Figure B.l: Ellipsoidal (left) and spherical (right) representations of the earth.
Map projections are frequently based on ellipsoidal representations of the earth, but 
some projections are only supported on a sphere. It is not mathematically possible to 
transform data from a projection on a sphere to a projection on an ellipsoid, and 
simply putting the data onto an ellipsoidal representation of the earth does not 
increase its geodetic precision. The reverse transformation between an ellipsoid and 
a sphere can, however, be calculated. Using the wrong ellipsoid can result in errors 
in geodetic coordinates in the order of hundreds of metres. The European Petroleum 
Survey Group (http://www.petroconsultants.com) provides a practical guide to the 
various reference ellipsoids in use and the differences between them.
An ellipsoid (or sphere) together with its position relative to the centre of the earth 
defines a datum. A datum is a set of parameters defining a coordinate system, and a 
set of control points whose geometric relationships are known, either through 
measurement or calculation (Dewhurst, 1990). Dewhurst details how a horizontal 
datum provides a frame of reference for measuring locations on the surface of the 
earth, defining the origin and orientation of latitude and longitude lines. The 
coordinates of the ‘origin point’ are fixed and all other points are calculated from 
this control point. A local datum aligns its ellipsoid to closely fit the earth’s surface 
in a particular region and its ‘origin point’ is located on the surface of the earth. 
NAD27 and the European Datum of 1950 are examples of local datums. An earth-
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centred, or geocentric, datum serves as the framework for supporting locational 
measurement worldwide and uses the earth’s centre of mass as its origin. The most 
widely used datum is the World Geodetic System of 1984 (WGS-84); developed 
using measurements provided by satellite data to define the best eaith-fitting 
ellipsoid. Global Positioning System (GPS) measurements are based upon the WGS- 
84 geocentric datum.
GPS uses a system of satellites owned by the United States Depaitment of Defence 
to fix a receiver's location on the earth's surface, using the signals broadcast by the 
satellites. The accuracy of the fix depends on the mode of reception of the receiver. 
Military and other privileged users have access to the Precise Positioning System 
(PPS), which has an accuracy of 22 metres in the horizontal plane and 27.7 metres in 
the vertical plane. Previously, civilian use was restricted to the Standard Positioning 
System (SPS), which had an accuracy of 100 metres horizontally and 156 metres 
vertically. On 1 May 2000 the intentional degradation of accuracy for civilian use 
was turned off. After that date the horizontal accuracy became essentially the same 
for both types of receivers. The vertical accuracy in the SPS is still slightly less for 
inexpensive receivers. Typically, other errors due to signal or receiver noise, such as 
atmospheric effects, clock errors, or reflection of signals, combine to produce an 
error of approximately 15 metres. Differential GPS techniques can be applied in 
real-time, from information broadcast over a radio link, or by post-processing GPS 
measurements, to obtain positional accuracy of 1-10 metres (Dana, 1999). 
Receivers can convert to other datums, besides the WGS-84 datum.
B.3 Coordinate Systems
The most frequently used global coordinate system is defined in terms of latitude, 
longitude and elevation above the reference ellipsoid. Lines of latitude are called 
parallels and lines of longitude are called meridians. Latitude and longitude are 
measured with respect to the Equator and the Greenwich Meridian, respectively. 
Height is measured as a perpendicular distance from the reference ellipsoid. The 
Earth-Centred Earth Fixed (ECEF) 3-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system has 
as its origin the centre of mass of the reference ellipsoid, its z-axis points towards the
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North Pole, the %-axis is defined by the intersection of the Equator and the 
Greenwich (Prime) Meridian, and the y -axis lies 90 degrees east of the %-axis, 
intersecting the Equator. Within the 2-dimensional Universal Transverse Mercator 
(UTM) coordinate system (described in section B.5) positions are expressed as the 
number of metres east of the central meridian plus an offset of 500 kilometres to 
ensure positive coordinates, and as the number of metres north of the Equator, with a 
10 000 kilometres false northing for positions in the southern hemisphere. UTM 
zone numbers designate 6-degree longitudinal strips extending fiom 80 degrees 
south latitude to 84 degrees north latitude. UTM zone characters designate 8-degree 
zones extending north and south fiom the equator, hi terms of latitudinal extent the 
zones are labelled C to X, with C being the southernmost zone from 80 degrees to 72 
degrees south latitude. In terms of longitude, the zones are numbered 0 to 60, with 
zone 0 extending fiom 180 degrees longitude to 174 degrees west of Greenwich. 
The World Geographic Reference System (WGRS) is based on latitude and 
longitude with the globe divided into twelve bands of latitude and twenty-four zones 
of longitude, each 15 degrees in extent. These 15-degree areas are further divided 
into one-degree units identified by 15 characters. WGRS is mainly used for aircraft 
navigation.
Local coordinate systems are generally the national grid systems of individual 
countries. For example, the rectangular British National Grid, used by the Ordnance 
Surwey of Great Britain, is based on a transverse Mercator projection (described in 
section B.5), which has its origin at 49 degrees north and 2 degrees west. The 
position of a point within the grid is given by the distance east and north of the 
origin, measured in metres and kilometres. Scale at the cential meridian is 0.9996, In 
the USA, State Plane Coordinates are used. The North American Datum of 1927 
(NAD27), which used the Imperial measure (feet, yards) has mainly been replaced 
with NAD83, based on the metre. In some countries postal codes are used as 
identifiers of areas. Local navigation coordinate systems, such as Loran-C, define 
locations by referencing measurements of electronic signals. Using time-differences, 
Loran-C can identify positions with an accuracy of one-quarter of a mile.
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B.4 Map Projections
A map projection uses mathematical formulas to relate the spherical or ellipsoidal 
coordinates on the globe to flat, planai* coordinates. The accurate depiction of a 3- 
dimensional body on a 2-dimensional surface is impossible. Thus, any map 
projection causes distortion in the shape, area, distance, scale or direction of the 
data. Over a small geographic area the distortions caused by the map projection are 
not significant, but the selection of an appropriate map projection is cmcial for 
larger regions. Different projections cause different types of spatial distortions. 
Some projections aie designed to minimize the distortion of one or tv/o of the data’s 
characteristics, at the expense of maximizing errors in others. Other projections 
attempt to only moderately distort all of these properties.
Map projections can be classified according to the property or properties that are 
maintained by the transformation:
Conformai projections: Conformai projections preserve local shape by maintaining 
the same scale in any direction for any map location. Scale is the relationship 
between distance measured on the map and the equivalent distance measured on the 
giound. It is not possible to preserve the shapes of larger regions. Meridians and 
parallels intersect at right angles. This is accomplished by maintaining all angles. 
The disadvantage of this is that surface area may be greatly distorted in the process.
Equal-Ai*ea projections: Equal-Area projections preserve the area of displayed 
features; so all mapped areas have the same proportional relationship to the areas on 
the earth that they represent. This is achieved by distorting the other spatial 
properties of shape, angle, and scale. In equal-area projections, the meridians and 
parallels may not intersect at right angles. In some instances it may be difficult to 
distinguish an equal-area projection fiom a conformai projection as shapes are not 
obviously distorted, especially maps of smaller regions.
Equidistant projections: Equidistant maps preserve the distances between certain 
points. Scale is not maintained correctly by any projection throughout an entire map; 
however, most projections have one or more lines for which the length of the line on
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a map is the same length (at map scale) as the same line on the globe. Such distances 
are said to be true. For example, in the Sinusoidal projection, the Equator and all 
parallels are their true lengths. In other equidistant projections, the Equator and all 
meridians are true. Still others (e.g., Two-Point Equidistant) show true scale between 
one or two points and every other point on the map.
True-Direction projections: A map preserves direction when azimuths (bearings - 
angles from a point on a line to another point) are portrayed correctly in all 
directions. The shortest route between two points on a curved surface such as the 
earth is along the spherical equivalent of a straight line on a flat surface. That is the 
great circle on which the two points lie. True-Direction or azimuthal projections 
maintain some of the great-circle arcs, giving the directions or azimuths of all points 
on the map correctly with respect to the centre. Some true-direction projections are 
also conformai, or equal-area, or equidistant.
Figure B.2; Cylindrical (left) and conic (right) projections of the earth.
Another way of classifying map projections is to consider the earth as a transparent 
sphere with a light source at its centre. Consider a piece of photosensitive paper, 
called the projection surface, in the shape of a cylinder or cone wrapped around the 
earth. Let the meridians and parallels of the geographic coordinate system, as well as 
the outlines of the continents and oceans be projected by the light onto the paper 
projection surface. If the paper is then unrolled, in the first instance, the result is a 
map on a cylindrical projection, and in the second case on a conical projection. 
These two cases are shown in the diagrams in Figure B.2. In addition to cylindrical
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and conic map projections, other categories are the azimuthal and miscellaneous 
projections. Azimuthal projections aie formed by projecting the earth’s surface onto 
a plane, and miscellaneous projections aie all those not falling into any of the other 
three categories.
In addition to the distortions caused by the map projection on shape properties, 
errors can also result from the description of the shape of the earth, as described in 
section B.2. To produce accurate results for the comparison of maps at scales larger 
than 1:5 000 000 - even maps using the same projection - the earth’s shape must be 
described by the same ellipsoid.
A transformation between projections is possible. This is fortunate, because a 
frequent problem in using GIS is to bring maps to a common projection. Snyder 
(1987) provides details of this in a comprehensive monograph. Many commercial 
GIS and image processing systems provide facilities for the conversion of data fr om 
one map projection to another. During such transformations caie must be taken to 
ensure that the source and target projection use the same spherical or ellipsoidal 
coordinate system. Care must also be taken with the position of the standard 
parallels, for conic projections, and with the position of the central meridian for the 
cylindrical projections (Dana, 1999). Satellite images are generally not cast onto any 
pai'ticular projection. Additionally, they suffer from distortions caused by altitude 
variations, plus the effects of earth rotation during imaging. Nevertheless, a remotely 
sensed image can be transformed to fit a map projection, and incorporated in a GIS. 
This geo-referencing is most commonly achieved by defining a number of control 
points, which are easily and accurately located on map and image. The map and 
image coordinates of these points are used to construct two sets of polynomial 
equations that transform from map to image coordinates and vice-versa. In all 
instances, the choice of map projection will depend on the application.
However, there are some general guidelines in choosing a map projection. The first 
step is to establish the location, size, and shape of the geographical region of 
interest. These three factors determine where the region to be mapped falls in 
relation to the distortion pattern of any projection. Maling (1993) suggests that 
tropical zones are best mapped using a cylindrical projection. Polar* regions aie best
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shown by an azimuthal projection, and countries or areas in the middle latitudes are 
best mapped using a conical projection. These global zones map into the aieas in 
each projection where distortion is lowest. Cylindrical projections are trae at the 
equator and distortion increases towards the poles. Conic projections are true along a 
chosen standard line of latitude somewhere between the pole and the equator, and 
distortion increases away from this standard. Azimuthal projections have a distortion 
pattern that increases away from the centre point, and generally distortion is worst at 
the edge of the map.
Unfortunately, not all regions of interest will conveniently fall into these areas of 
minimal distortion. Maling (1993) suggests various modifications to improve a 
projection’s performance. Even if it is possible to minimize distortion in general, the 
special properties of a projection, for a particular geographical region, still need to 
be considered. Each map projection has one or more standard lines, either meridians 
or parallels, along which there is no distortion. For a particular map-use such 
standard lines may be judiciously chosen, or the map may need to be conformai, 
equal area, or some compromise of these. In some cases, such as navigation, 
conformality, which maintains distance and direction for neighbouring points, is 
absolutely necessary. For land cover/land use or population mapping equal-area 
projections ar e widely used. If it is necessary to consider special properties, then the 
final projection choice should be a function of minimized distortion and special 
properties.
Map projections are designed for specific purposes, and this must be kept in mind 
when selecting a projection. A map projection might be used for large-scale data in a 
limited area, while another is used for a small-scale map of the world. As well as 
selecting a map projection, one must consider the assumptions made about the shape 
of the Earth. The choice of a spherical or ellipsoidal representation of the earth and 
the datum used can have a significant effect on the positions of points at large scales.
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B.5 Some Examples of Map Projections
B.5.1 Cylindrical Projections
Cylindrical Equal-Area: Cylindrical equal-area projections have straight meridians 
and parallels intersecting at right angles. The meridians are equally spaced, the 
parallels unequally spaced. There are normal, transverse, and oblique cylindrical 
equal-area projections. Scale is tme along the central line - the equator for normal, 
the central meridian for transverse, and a selected line for oblique - and along two 
lines equidistant from the central line. Shape and scale are true along the central line, 
distortions increase near points 90 degrees from this line. Local angles are correct 
along standard parallels or standard lines, and distorted elsewhere. These projections 
are recommended for naiTow areas extending along the central line.
Behrmann Cylindrical Equal-Area: Belirmann’s cylindrical equal-area projection 
uses 30 degrees north as the parallel of no distortion.
GalVs Stereo graphic Cylindrical: Gall’s stereographic cylindrical projection results 
from projecting the earth’s surface from the equator onto a secant cylinder (a 
cylinder that intersects the earth’s surface along two circles, instead of being 
tangentially located with respect to the globe) intersected by the globe at 45 degrees 
north and 45 degrees south. This projection moderately distorts distance, shape, 
direction, and area.
Peters: The Peters projection is a cylindrical equal-area projection that de- 
emphasizes area exaggerations in high latitudes by shifting the standard parallels to 
45 or 47 degrees.
Mercator: The Mercator projection has straight, equally spaced meridians and 
parallels that intersect at right angles, just as they do on the real earth. However, this 
introduces distortion of area that increases towards the polar regions (the poles 
cannot be shown). Scale is tiire at the equator or at two standard parallels equidistant 
from the equator. The projection is often used for marine navigation because all 
straight lines on the map are lines of actual compass bearing. Other directional uses
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for this projection include air travel, wind direction, ocean currents, and conformai 
world maps. The best use of this projection’s conformai properties applies to regions 
near the Equator, such as Indonesia and parts of the Pacific Ocean.
Miller Cylindrical: The Miller projection has straight meridians and parallels that 
meet at right angles, but straight lines are not of constant azimuth. Shape and area 
distortions increase fiom the Equator towards the poles, with minimally distortions 
between the 45th parallels. Directions and local angles are true only along the 
Equator. The projection avoids the scale exaggerations of the Mercator map at the 
polar- regions. This is accomplished by reducing the distance between parallels as 
they approach the poles, but introduces distortion in local shape and direction. The 
Miller projection is only useful as a general-purpose world map.
Oblique Mercator: Oblique Mercator projections are used to portray regions along 
great circles. Distances are true along a great circle defined by the tangent line 
formed by the sphere and the oblique cylinder; elsewhere distance, shape, and areas 
are distorted. Once used to map Landsat images (now replaced by the Space Oblique 
Mercator, see section B.5.5), this projection is used for areas that are long, thin 
zones at a diagonal with respect to north (large-scale mapping of Switzerland, 
Borneo, Madagascar, or the Alaskan panhandle, for example). This projection is 
sometimes referred to as the Hotine Oblique Mercator projection.
Transverse Mercator: Transverse Mercator projections result fiom projecting the 
sphere onto a tilted cylinder tangent to a central meridian. Transverse Mercator maps 
aie often used to portray areas with larger north-south than east-west extent. 
Although, local scale is maintained, distortion of scale, distance, direction and area 
increase away fi'om the central meridian. Global projection becomes infinite 90 
degrees from the central meridian. Use should be limited to 15 to 20 degrees on both 
sides of the central meridian. Many national grid systems, such as the British 
National Grid (BNG), are based on the Transverse Mercator projection. The 
projection is also known as the Gauss-Kxuger projection or the Universal Transverse 
Mercator Projection (UTM).
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Plate Carree or Equidistant Cylindrical: The Plate Caixee projection forms a grid of 
rectangles of equal size, shape, and area. The polar regions are less distorted in scale 
and area than they aie with the Mercator projection. The meridians and paiallels 
intersect at right angles. The traditional Plate Canee projection uses the equator as 
its central parallel, but any line may be used. In the first instance the grid cells are 
perfect squares otherwise they become rectangulai*. Distortions in shape and aiea 
increase with distance from the standard paiallels. General directions are distorted, 
except locally along the standard parallels. Scale is correct along all the meridians 
and along the standard parallels. Best used for maps of small areas or for simple 
portrayals of the world or regions with minimal geographic data, such as index 
maps.
Cassini: This transverse cylindrical projection is analogous to the Plate CaiTee 
projection in the same way that the Transverse Mercator is to the Mercator 
projection. It maintains scale along the central meridian and all lines parallel to it, 
and is neither equal-area nor conformai, but a compromise of both features. It is 
most suited for large scale mapping of areas near the central meridian with 
predominantly north-south in extent. Transverse Mercator is often preferted because 
of difficulty in measuring scale and direction on Cassini.
B.5.2 Pseudocylindrical Projections
Pseudocylindrical projections resemble cylindrical projections, with straight and 
parallel latitude lines and equally spaced meridians, but the meridians are curves.
Mollweide: The Mollweide projection, used for world maps, is pseudocylindrical 
and equal-area. The central meridian is straight. The 90th meridians are circular ar cs. 
Parallels are straight, but unequally spaced. Scale is true only along the standard 
parallels of 40° 44' north and 40° 44' south, and distortion increases with distance 
from these lines, becoming severe at the edges of the projection. Local angles and 
shapes are corr ect only at the intersection of the central meridian and these standar d 
parallels. The Mollweide projection is also known as the Babinet, Elliptical, 
Homolographic, or Homalographic projection.
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Eckert Projections’. The Eckert IV projection, used for world maps, is a 
pseudocylindrical and equal-area projection. The central meridian is straight, the 
180th meridians are semi-circles, and other meridians are elliptical. Scale is trae 
along the parallel at 40.5 degrees north and south. The Eckert VI Equal-Area, used 
for maps of the world, is pseudocylindrical and equal area. The central meridian and 
all parallels are at right angles; all other meridians are sinusoidal curves. Shape 
distortion increases at the poles. Scale is correct at standard parallels of 49.267 
degrees north and south.
Robinson: The Robinson projection is based on tabular coordinates, rather than 
mathematical formulae. The meridians are equally spaced, resembling elliptical arcs, 
concave toward the central meridian. The projection distorts shape, area, scale, and 
distance in an attempt to balance the errors of projection properties. Distortions of 
shape and area are minimized within 45 degrees of the origin and along the Equator. 
Directions are generally distorted and scale is usually made true along latitudes 38 
degrees north and south. It was developed for use in general and thematic world 
maps.
Sinusoidal Equal-Area: Sinusoidal equal-area maps have straight parallels at right 
angles to a central meridian. Other meridians are sinusoidal curves. Scale is true 
only on the central meridian and the parallels. Local angles and shapes are corxect 
along the central meridian and the Equator. Often used in countries with a larger 
north-south than east-west extent, especially for regions near the Equator. Distortion 
along outer meridians can be reduced by inteiTupting the continuity of the projection 
over the oceans and by recentering the continents around their own central 
meridians.
B.5.3 Conic Projections
Equidistant Conic: This is the simplest conic projection. The space between each 
meridian is equal, as is the space between each of the concentric arcs that represent 
the parallels. The poles are represented as arcs rather than points. Local shapes and 
local directions are true along the standard parallels. Shape and area distortions are 
constant along any given parallel, and the distortion increases with distance from the
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standard parallels. Distance is true along the meridians and the standard parallels. 
Scale is constant along any given parallel, but changes from parallel to parallel. The 
Equidistant Conic projection is used for regional mappings at the mid-latitude for 
regions with a predominantly east-west extent. The range in latitude should not 
exceed 30 degrees.
Albers Equal-Area Conic: This conic projection uses two standard parallels to 
reduce some of the distortion produced when only one standard parallel is used. 
However, distortions of scale and distance still occur, except along the standard 
parallels. Areas are proportional and direction, area, and shape are distorted away 
from standard par’allels. These distortions are minimized in the region between the 
standard parallels. The 90-degree angles between meridians and parallels are 
preserved. Used for portrayals of areas near to, but on one side of, the equator that 
extend more in the east-west orientation than in the north-south orientation, the 
United States, for example. Total range in latitude from north to south should not 
exceed 30 - 35 degrees. There are no limitations on east to west range.
Lambert Conformai Conic: This conic projection is similar- to the Albers Equal-Area 
Conic projection, except that it portrays shape more accurately than area. It is 
normally based on two standard parallels. Meridians and parallels intersect at right 
angles, but the spacing between lines of latitude increases beyond the standard 
parallels. The poles are represented as a single point. Local angles and shapes are 
maintained. Area and shape are distorted away from standard parallels. Scale is 
correct along the standard parallels. Area and distance scales are reduced between 
standard parallels and increased beyond them. This projection is one of the best for 
middle latitudes for regions with an east-west in extent, and is frequently used for 
maps of North America. The total range in latitude should not exceed 35 degrees.
Polyconic: The Polyconic projection was used for most of the earlier United States 
Geological Society topographic quadrangles. The projection is based on an infinite 
number of cones tangent to an infinite number of parallels. The central meridian is 
straight. Other meridians are complex cur-ves. The parallels are non-concentric 
circles. Scale is true along each parallel and along the central meridian.
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B.5.4 Azimuthal Projections
Azimuthal Equidistant: With the Azimuthal equidistant projection, the world is 
projected onto a flat surface from any centre point on the globes. Distances and 
directions measured fr om the centre are true. Distortion of other properties increases 
away fr om the centre point. This projection can accommodate all aspects, equatorial, 
polar and oblique. This projection is sometimes used to show sea- and air-route 
distances. Although the entire globe can be projected, its use is generally limited to 
90 degrees from the centre. Polar-aspect projections are best for regions within a 30- 
degree radius because in this case, there is only minimal distortion (Roblin, 1969).
Lambert Azimuthal Equal-Area: The Lambert azimuthal equal-area projection is 
sometimes used to map large ocean areas. The central meridian is a straight line, 
while other meridians are curved. A straight line drawn through the centre point is 
on a great circle.
Orthographic: Orthographic projections are used for perspective views of 
hemispheres. Area and shape are distorted. Distances are true along the equator and 
other parallels.
Stereo graphic: Stereographic projections are used for navigation in polar regions. 
Directions are true from the centre point and scale increases away from this point, as 
does distortion in area and shape. Local angles are accurate everywhere. All 
meridians and parallels are shown as circular ar'cs or straight lines, and the 
intersections are 90 degrees. In the equatorial aspect, the parallels curve in opposite 
directions on either side of the Equator. The parallel opposite in sign to the central 
latitude is a straight line; other parallels are concave toward the pole on the same 
side of the straight parallel. The Stereographic projection is normally limited to one 
hemisphere, a radius of 90 degrees from the centre point.
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B.5.5 Miscellaneous Projections
Unprojected Maps: Unprojected maps include those that are formed by considering 
longitude and latitude as a simple rectangular coordinate system. Scale, distance, 
area, and shape are all distorted with the distortion increasing toward the poles.
Space Oblique Mercator: The Space Oblique Mercator is a projection designed to 
show the curved ground-track of Landsat images. There is little distortion along the 
ground-track but only within the narrow band (about 15 degrees) of the Landsat 
image.
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Appendix C i  Online Help for the Survey Design Component 
of the Distance 4 Software
The survey design capabilities within Distance 4 (Thomas et o/., 2001) are based on the 
work presented in detail within this thesis. The following provides an overview of the 
material written as part of the online reference manual accompanying the suiwey design 
component of Distance 4.
C.l Survey Design in Distance
A number of frequently used survey designs are implemented within the geographic 
survey design component of the Distance 4 software. You can use the component, either 
to evaluate the properties of a design class, or to generate an instance from that class, 
which can act as a survey plan. Simulation is used to calculate design class properties, 
such as coverage probability (see section C.4), estimates of distance travelled while on- 
and off-effort and between sampling locations. Design classes comprise a sampler type, 
e.g. point or line, and a design type associated with the sampler. The design type has an 
associated survey design algorithm, which has been automated to generate the survey 
designs. The multifaceted simulation tool allows you to compare the properties of 
different designs, and then select a suitable design for your study. Most designs are 
stratified, in which case decisions that might be assessed by simulation include the 
number of strata and where to locate the stratum boundaries. The survey design 
component facilitates the rapid generation of a survey design with known properties. 
This survey plan can then be actualized in the field.
Within each stratum, sampler points, or lines, might be randomly located. Alternatively, 
they may be placed on a regular" grid that is randomly superimposed on the stratum. 
These designs exist in the software. Sometimes, more complex algorithms are required. 
For example, shipboard surveys typically use continuous zigzag samplers, so that costly
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ship time is not wasted in travelling from one line to the next. A number of different 
zigzag designs are implemented in the software. When these designs are realized within 
a convex survey region the sampler line is continuous. Non-convex survey regions lead 
to some sampler discontinuity, as the sampler is clipped against the survey region 
boundary.
For complex surveys, in which coverage probability is not uniform, the software 
permits evaluation of coverage probability by location, as mentioned above. Transect 
survey data are frequently analysed under the assumption of an equal coverage 
probability design, as this avoids the necessity of making assumptions about the 
distribution of the survey population. A design that leads to uneven coverage 
probability throughout the survey region can lead to biased abundance estimates, if 
analysis assumes coverage probability is constant. Unbiased estimates can be calculated 
from the sample data if an appropriate estimator, such as the Horvitz-Thompson 
estimator, is used and the unequal coverage probabilities are taken into account. The 
properties that such an algorithm should possess include the following: no part of the 
survey region should have zero coverage probability, and coverage probability should 
be as near' constant as possible. The former property affects bias, whereas the later 
affects efficiency.
The advantage of design automation by means of software is that it enables each 
possible design to be compared for efficiency, accuracy, and bias of the subsequent 
abundance estimates, using simulation over a population of interest. Simulation 
capabilities are planned for a future version of Distance.
C.2 Survey Design Definition Properties
This dialog allows you to view and edit the properties for a survey design class. For 
more information about design classes and survey plans, see the Users Guide page 
Survey Design in Distance.
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The dialog is divided into four tab pages:
• General Properties (see section C.3)
• Effort Allocation (see section C.38)
• Sampler
® Coverage Probability (see section C.4)
In addition there aie three buttons at the bottom of the page:
Defaults - resets all options on all tab pages to the Distance defaults 
OK - saves any changes and closes the dialog 
Cancel - closes the dialog without saving changes
The General Properties (see section C.3) and Coverage Probability (see section C.4) 
tabs are identical for all designs, while there is a different tab for each Sampler type: i.e. 
point (see section C.5) and line (see section C.6). The Effort Allocation tab displays a 
different set of properties for each design class. The set of possible sampler and design 
class combinations is as follows:
Sampler Design Class
Point (see section C.5)
Simple Random Sampling (see section C.7)
Systematic Grid Sampling (see section C.8)
Line (see section C.6)
Parallel Random Sampling (see section C.9)
Systematic Random Sampling (see section C.IO)
Systematic Segmented Sampling (see section C .ll)
Equal Angle Zigzag (see section C .l2)
Equal Spaced Zigzag (see section C .l3)
Adjusted Angle Zigzag (see section C.14)
The statistics fiom any design class run include the minimum, maximum, mean, and 
standard deviation of the coverage probability. For a suivey plan the statistics from the 
mn include the number of points or lines, the maximum possible area coverage, the 
realized aiea coverage, and the mean realized proportion of suivey area covered. Each
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statistic is the sum over all strata. If the design is based on a line sampler then the 
statistic for the mean realized sampler line length (mean of all strata) is also generated.
C.3 General Properties
The General Properties tab lets you choose the stratum layer, coordinate system and 
random number generator (RNG) seed value. This tab is the same for all design classes.
The Stratum Layer
Choose the stratum layer from the drop-down list of available stratum layers. The 
global, stratum and substratum type layers are displayed in the list. The survey design is 
generated within each region stored in the chosen stratum layer. A description of the 
stratum layer’s coordinate system is given. The stratum layer can be either geo­
referenced or not. If it is not geo-referenced, the distance measurement units of its non­
earth coordinate system will be displayed. The coordinates of a geo-referenced stratum 
layer are stored in degrees latitude and longitude and the type of geographic coordinate 
system is shown. If the stratum layer coordinates are projected, then the description and 
units of the map projection aie also displayed.
The Design Coordinate System
The survey designs are generated within the stratum layer regions whose coordinates 
correspond to the design coordinate system selected. If the selected stiatum layer is 
stored within a non-earth coordinate system, then the box “Same coordinate system as 
stratum” is checked, and the “Non-earth referenced” radio button is selected by default 
(see figure C.l). The reason for this is that the facilities to tiansform the non-eartli 
coordinates of the stratum layer into a geographic or projected coordinate system are 
not available. This type of geo-referencing can be achieved in most commercially 
available GIS packages. For a non-earth stratum layer, the suivey design takes place in 
the same non-earth coordinate system in which the original stratum layer coordinates 
aie stored. If the stratum layer coordinates are stored as degrees latitude and longitude
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or if they are projected, then a checked “Same coordinate system as stratum” box leads 
to the designs being generated in the same geographic or projected coordinate system as 
the stratum layer. Unchecking the box lets you choose a design coordinate system that 
is different from that of the stratum layer.
If your survey takes place over a small geographic area, the selected geo-coordinate 
system and map projection are not overly important, and you may well store your 
stratum layer coordinates within a non-earth coordinate system. However, an 
appropriate selection is crucial for larger survey regions. The geo-coordinate system and 
projection chosen will make a difference to the results. Representing the Earth’s surface 
in two dimensions causes distortion in the shape, area, distance, or direction of the data. 
Different projections cause different types of distortions. Some projections are designed 
to minimize the distortion of one or two of the data’s characteristics. For instance, a 
projection could maintain the area of a feature but alter its shape.
General Properties [Effort Allocation| Sam pler j {Coverage Probabiliÿ[ 
Stratum Layer: j Survey Region
Coordinate System Description: Non-earth in Meter units.
sDesiqn Coordinate System
IF
(* Non-earth referenced
Jbers
ujOfdtnete .sy-'-tern
ij-feoqrapnic coordinate s- 'stem 
^ 4 -.;.  .met in in I Meter ^  un ts
_J1
-^Random Number Generator- 
Seed: (* from system clock preset to p
Figure C.l : An example of a stratum layer that is not geo-referenced.
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Equal-area projections preserve the surface area of displayed features, but this is 
achieved by distorting the shape, angle, and scale properties. As abundance estimation 
requires an accurate value for the surface area of the study survey region, an 
appropriately chosen equal-area projection should be used to calculate the areas. 
Equidistant projections preserve the distances between certain points, which is an 
important consideration when calculating the length of line samplers or the distance 
between sampling locations. True-direction or azimuthal projections maintain the 
directions or azimuths of all points on the map correctly, while conformai projections 
preserve local shape, both of which play an important role in navigation. For a more 
detailed description of the various types of geo-coordinate systems and projections, as 
well as some guidelines for selecting an appropriate combination of these, see the 
sections on geo-coordinate systems and map projections (in Appendix B).
General Properties i Effort Allocation j Sampler || Coverage Probability J 
Stratum Layer:
Coordinate System Description: Geographic International 1967 coordinate system.
Design Coordinate System^
, r  Sam e coordinate system as stratum
C  Geographic | International 1967 
(• Projected from the
^coordinate system
International 1967
using the (Plate Carree
geographic coordinate system 
projection in | Kilometre 3 units
Random Number G e n e r a t o n =  
Seed: (• from system clock r  preset to u
Figure C.2: An example of a stratum layer that is geo-referenced, where the Plate 
Carre projection in kilometre units is used as the design coordinate 
system.
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Generally, the coordinates of a geo-referenced survey region will be stored as decimal 
degrees latitude and longitude and a projection will be chosen as the design coordinate 
system. Selecting the Geographic coordinate system radio button will seldom lead to 
reasonable results. In the rare instance where the design is generated within a geo­
coordinate system, it will be the same as tliat of the stratum layer. Clicking the third 
radio button will let you select options for the projected design coordinate system (see 
figure C.2). The geo-coordinate system on which the projection is based will be the 
same as that of the stratum layer. Select the projection and the distance measurement 
units associated with it. If the stratum is not projected (the most common case), then the 
design’s projection is set to that of the project by default (unless this is [None], in which 
case the first in the list of projections is set as the default).
The Random Number Generator (RNG)
Pseudo-random numbers aie used when running the designs, to provide a “random” 
starting point for each survey. The numbers are produced by a random number 
generator (RNG). The RNG uses a “seed” to stait the sequence of pseudo-random 
numbers. By clicking on the “fiom system clock” radio button the value of the seed is 
taken from the computer’s system clock. By selecting the other radio button the seed 
value can be set to a fixed value (which must be an odd whole number greater than 2 
million). If you set the seed to a fixed value, then each run will produce the same results 
-  useful if you want to generate exactly the same survey again in the future.
C.4 Coverage Probability Properties
The coverage (or inclusion) probability at an arbitrary location within the suivey region 
is the probability of that location falling within the sampled portion of the survey 
region. Transect survey data aie fiequenfiy analysed under the assumption of an equal 
coverage probability design, as this avoids the necessity of making assumptions about 
the distribution of the survey population. A design that leads to uneven coverage
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probability tliroughout the survey region can lead to biased abundance estimates, if this 
basic assumption is violated for the design in question.
Thus, in some respects the ideal is to attain equal probability of coverage throughout the 
survey region, as this simplifies the statistical analysis. However, if equal coverage 
probability is not feasible then it is possible to use a sampling design that gives 
different, but known coverage probabilities throughout the suivey region; unbiased 
estimates can be calculated fiom the sample data if an appropriate estimator, such as the 
Horvitz-Thompson estimator, is used and the unequal coverage probabilities are taken 
into account. (A generalized Horvitz-Thompson-like estimator is planned for a future 
version of Distance.) Even if an estimator that takes unequal coverage probabilities into 
account is used, designs providing more even coverage probabilities are preferable. 
Animals detected in a region of relatively low coverage probability can contribute 
substantially to the abundance estimate, and estimation may be very imprecise. It is also 
more difficult to get precise estimates of the coverage probabilities if these are small. A 
high coverage probability leads to more robust estimation, and improved precision for 
the coverage probability estimates, but this requires an increase in effort, which may not 
be affordable.
Simulation can be used to estimate the coverage probability at locations throughout the 
suivey region for those designs that give uneven coverage probability. Even for the 
more straightforward designs that aie fiequently assumed to give even coverage 
probability throughout the survey region, simulations can be used to examine the 
potential problems caused by edge effects at the survey region boundaries.
The Coverage Probability tab lets you choose between an analytic (assume even) or 
simulation based estimation of the coverage probabilities (see figures C.3 and C.4, 
respectively), the resolution at which estimates should be made, by selecting the 
coverage grid, and where the results should be stored.
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General Properties | Effort Allocation |{ Sampler j| Coverage Probabiliy |
Coverage Probabilities- 
<• Assume even
r  Estimate by simulation N u m b e r  of rep^-im orii, | i  go
Results Coverage Grid  --------- ------------- — — ----------------
Grid layer Gridi
Grid field name |Simple point I I
Figure C.3: Coverage probabilities assumed even.
Coverage Probabilities
If you select the first radio button the coverage probabilities will be assumed even. The 
estimates of coverage probability are calculated analytically and are only approximate. 
A simplistic formula that gives the proportion of the sampled area relative to the survey 
region surface area is used. It does not take into account sampler overlap, or the fact that 
parts of the sampler may fall outside the study area along the region boundary. This 
option will most likely be chosen if you already know about the coverage probability 
achieved by a given design class, and are interested in its other properties -  analytic 
estimates are much faster to calculate than simulated estimates.
I General Properties || Effort Allocation |j  Sam pler ] Coverage Probabiliy |
Coverage Probabilities  L— — = —
C  Assume even
Estimate by simulation Number of repetitions; I5 0 0
Results Coverage Grid •
Grid layer; jcrid l ^
Grid field name jRandom systematic 10
Figure C.4: Coverage probabilities estimated by simulation.
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To estimate the coverage probabilities by simulation, select the second radio button. 
You then need to set the number of repetitions of the survey design that should be used 
to obtain the estimates. For the purpose of estimating coverage probabilities, point or 
line transects have an associated radius (see section C.5) or half-width (see section C.6), 
respectively. The precision of the coverage probability estimates obtained is highly 
dependent on the grid point spacing relative to the sampler width or radius, and on the 
average proportion of the survey region sampled by each design in the design class. 
Thus it is important to select an appropriate grid spacing before starting the simulations. 
A spacing that is too coarse provides a veiy noisy estimate of coverage probability 
because for most realizations of this design, a large number of samplers remain 
undetected by any grid point. A very fine point grid is computationally intensive (i.e. 
unduly slow). Good grid spacing ensures that a sufficient number of grid points aie hit 
by the sampler, relative to its surface area. A basic mle of thumb is that the number of 
grid points falling within a single sampler - for any particular realization of the design - 
should never be less than one at a bare minimum.
Increasing the number of simulations can counteract the shortfall caused by a coarse 
grid. It is more effective, however, to increase the resolution of the grid. To obtain a 
sufficiently precise estimate of coverage probability, while not sacrificing 
computational efficiency, a trade-off between grid spacing and the total number of 
simulations must be made. We suggest the following approximate formula. If you 
require a vaiiance no greater than v in your coverage probability estimates, then the 
total number of simulations needed is approximated by A^v /a(A«a), where a is the total 
surface aiea covered by the samplers and A  that of the suiwey region. This 
approximation assumes equal coverage probabilities. If the coverage probability is not 
even, then the number of simulations must be increased to achieve the same precision.
The intrinsic stochasticity in the estimation process means that the coverage probability 
estimates will be variable for even as well as uneven probability designs. The level of 
variability decreases as the number of simulations increases, but given the coverage 
probability results and a case where uncertainty exists about whether the design
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provides even cover or not, one can test for even coverage using an index-of-dispersion 
or a classical goodness-of-fit test.
Note that points falling in adjacent strata that are hit by portions of the sampler lying 
outside the design stratum are disregarded. This is justified by the assumption that 
potential observations at the points in question would not be recorded from the sampler 
over the stratum boundary.
Results Coverage Grid
The regular grid of points contained in the coverage layers is used for estimating 
coverage probability for our survey designs. You select the coverage grid layer in which 
the coverage probabilities are stored from the previously created drop-down list of grid 
layers. The coverage probability estimates at each point in the coverage probability grid 
are stored in the field whose name you specify in the text box.
C.5 Point Sampler Properties
The Sampler tab for design classes based on point samplers allows you to specify the 
radius associated with each point sampler (see figure C.5). This radius is required to 
estimate the coverage probabilities (see section C.4). We suggest you use the value of 
your tmncation distance.
'General Properties! Effort Allocation jj Sam pler [C overage Probability!
Point sam pler radius units: |Kilometer
By stratum properties 
F
Stratum Radius
SE Mex
Figure C.5: Point sampler properties page.
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Select the point sampler radius units from the drop-down list. If the design coordinate 
system (see section C.3) is non-earth or projected, these are linear distance 
measurement units. If the design takes place in a geo-coordinate system, these are 
angular units. It is best to choose the same units that aie used in the design coordinate 
system and for effort allocation, as then Distance will not have to convert between 
different units. Conversion inevitably leads to some loss in precision (although this loss 
is usually very small).
Check the “Same properties for all strata” box if you want the point samplers to have 
tlie same radius in all survey sti'ata. The box will be checked and disabled if there is 
only a single stratum in the selected stratum layer. Enter a single positive value for the 
radius in the “Radius” column of the grid table. Unchecldng the box will expand the 
grid table. Each row in the table will coixespond to a stratum in the layer, which allows 
you to enter a different radius value for each stratum (if, for example, you have a 
different truncation distance in different strata). Each stratum’s label, or ID value if the 
strata are not labelled, aie shown in the “Stratum” column of the table.
C.6 Line Sampler Properties
The Sampler tab for design classes based on line samplers allows you to specify the 
half-width associated with each line sampler (see figure C.6). The width is required to 
estimate the coverage probabilities (see section C.4). We suggest you use the value of 
your tmncation distance.
Select the line sampler half-width units from the drop-down list. If the design 
coordinate system (see section C.3) is non-earth or projected, these are linear distance 
measurement units. If the design takes place in a geo-coordinate system, these are 
angulai’ units. It is best to choose the same units that are used in the design coordinate 
system and for effort allocation, as then Distance will not have to convert between
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different units. Conversion inevitably leads to some loss in precision (although this loss 
is usually very small).
[ General Propertie^Effort Allocation' Sampler j ^ v e r a g e  PrQbability|^
Line sam pler width units: | Kilometre ^
By stratum properties —  --------—^--------- — — -r-rr:— -----------   — -
r  Sam e properties for all strata
Stratum Width
Sinaloa 1
Sonora 2
Baja California Sur 3.5 zlR n i a  P a i i f n m i n  K In rta 1 q
Figure C.6: Line sampler properties page.
Check the “Same properties for all strata” box if you want the line samplers to have the 
same half-width in all survey strata. The box will be checked and disabled if there is 
only a single stratum in the selected stratum layer. Enter a single positive value for the 
half-width in the “Width” column of the grid table. Unchecking the box will expand the 
grid table. Each row in the table will correspond to a stratum in the layer, which allows 
you to enter a different half-width value for each stratum (if, for example, you have a 
different truncation distance in different strata). Each stratum’s label, or ID value if the 
strata are not labelled, are shown in the “Stratum” column of the table.
C.7 Simple Random Sampling Properties
The simple random point sampling design uniformly distributes a fixed number of 
points over the survey region (see figure C.7). Before calculating property statistics for 
a simple random point sampling design or generating a survey plan for this design, its 
properties must be specified. Set up the general properties (see section C.3), allocate 
effort (see section C.15) for the design, define the point sampler properties (see section
C.5), and select how the coverage probabilities (see section C.4) should be estimated. 
The Log tab (see section C.23) gives you feedback about the design or survey run and 
the Results tab (see section C.24) will give you statistics and results of the run.
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Simple random point sampling designs are the most basic type of design. They 
generally provide even coverage probability over most of the survey region, but some 
care must be taken along the edges of the region (see section C.3 5).
Figure C.7: An example of a simple random point sampling design.
C.8 Systematic Grid Sampling Properties
The systematic point grid sampling design randomly superimposes a systematic point 
grid of fixed dimensions and rotation onto the survey region (see figure C.8). Before 
calculating property statistics for a systematic point grid sampling design or generating 
a survey plan for this design, its properties must be specified. Set up the general 
properties (see section C.3), allocate effort (see section C .l6) for the design, define the 
point sampler properties (see section C.5), and select how the coverage probabilities 
(see section C.4) should be estimated. The Log tab (see section C.23) for the design or 
survey will give you feedback about the run and the Results tab (see section C.25) will 
give you statistics and results of the run.
Systematic point grid sampling designs generally provide even coverage probability 
over most of the survey region, but some care must be taken along the edges of the 
region (see section C.35).
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Figure C.8: An example of a systematic point grid sampling design.
C.9 Parallel Random Sampling Properties
The random parallel line sampling design uniformly distributes a number of parallel 
lines over the survey region (see figure C.9). Before calculating property statistics for a 
random parallel line sampling design or generating a survey plan for this design, its 
properties must be specified. Set up the general properties (see section C.3), allocate 
effort (see section C .l7) for the design, define the line sampler properties (see section
C.6), and select how the coverage probabilities (see section C.4) should be estimated. 
The Log tab (see section C.23) for the design or survey will give you feedback about 
the mn and the Results tab (see section C.26) will give you statistics and results of the 
mn.
Figure C.9: An example of a parallel random line sampling design.
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The random parallel line sampling design is in some sense the line equivalent to simple 
random point sampling design (see section C.7). They generally provide even coverage 
probability over most of the survey region, but some care must be taken along the edges 
of the region (see section C.35)
C.IO Systematic Random Sampling Properties
The systematic random line sampling design randomly superimposes a systematic set of 
parallel lines onto the survey region (see figure C.IO). Before calculating property 
statistics for a systematic random line sampling design or generating a survey plan for 
this design, its properties must be specified. Set up the general properties (see section 
C.3), allocate effort (see section C .l8) for the design, define the line sampler properties 
(see section C.6), and select how the coverage probabilities (see section C.4) should be 
estimated. The Log tab (see section C.23) for the design or survey will give you 
feedback about the run and the Results tab (see section C.27) will give you statistics 
and results of the run.
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Figure C.IO; An example of a systematic random line sampling design.
The systematic parallel line sampling design is in some sense the line equivalent to 
systematic point grid sampling design (see section C.8). They generally provide even 
coverage probability over most of the survey region, but some care must be taken along 
the edges of the region (see section C.35).
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c . l l  Systematic Segmented Sampling Properties
The systematic segmented line sampling design randomly superimposes a systematic set 
of segmented parallel lines onto the survey region (see figure C .ll). With this sampling 
design the observer travels along the line, but only surveys some parts (the sampler 
“segments”) of the line. The segments are (approximately) regularly spaced along the 
parallel lines (referred to as tracklines). Before calculating property statistics for a 
systematic segmented line sampling design or generating a survey plan for this design, 
its properties must be specified. Set up the general properties (see section C.3), allocate 
effort (see section C .l9) for the design, define the line sampler properties (see section 
C.6), and select how the coverage probabilities (see section C.4) should be estimated. 
The Log tab (see section C.23) for the design or survey will give you feedback about 
the run and the Results tab (see section C.28) will give you statistics and results of the 
run.
Figure C .ll: An example of a systematic segmented line sampling design.
The systematic segmented parallel line sampling design is a variation on the systematic 
random line sampling design (see section C.IO). Although, this design can provide even 
coverage probability over the survey region, some care must be taken with irregular 
survey regions and when choosing to allow only complete segments (rather than split 
segments). In some cases coverage probabilities can be uneven or even zero in certain 
sub-regions of the survey area (see the description of the effort allocation - section C.l 9 
- for a bit more detail).
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c.12 Equal Angle Zigzag Properties
The equal angle zigzag sampling design superimposes a continuous zigzag sampler of 
fixed angle on the survey region. For a continuous design, like a zigzag design, a single 
unbroken line is surveyed (as can be seen in figure C.12). Before calculating property 
statistics for an equal angle zigzag sampling design or generating a survey plan for this 
design, its properties must be specified. Set up the general properties (see section C.3), 
allocate effort (see section C.20) for the design, define the line sampler properties (see 
section C.6), and select how the coverage probabilities (see section C.4) should be 
estimated. The Log tab (see section C.23) for the design or survey will give you 
feedback about the mn and the Results tab (see section C.29) will give you statistics 
and results of the mn.
Zigzag designs can be more efficient and are typically used for shipboaid surveys, so 
that costly ship time is not wasted in travelling from one line to the next. However, they 
are difficult to generate in complex survey regions (see section C.36). Even if your 
survey region is convex, the equal angle zigzag design will lead to uneven coverage 
probabilities for anything but a rectangular survey region (and then only if the design 
axis (see section C.37) mns parallel to one of the sides of the rectangle). The following 
zigzag designs perform better than this one.
Figure C.12: An example of a continuous zigzag line sampling design.
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c.13 Equal Spaced Zigzag Properties
The equal spaced zigzag sampling design superimposes a continuous zigzag sampler 
that passes through equally spaced points on opposite sides of the survey region 
boundary. For a continuous design, like a zigzag design, a single unbroken line is 
surveyed (as can be seen in figure C.12). Before calculating property statistics for an 
equal spaced zigzag sampling design or generating a survey plan for this design, its 
properties must be specified. Set up the general properties (see section C.3), allocate 
effort (see section C.21) for the design, define the line sampler properties (see section 
C.6), and select how the coverage probabilities (see section C.4) should be estimated. 
The Log tab (see section C.23) for the design or survey will give you feedback about 
the run and the Results tab (see section C.30) will give you statistics and results of the 
run.
Zigzag designs can be more efficient and are typically used for shipboard surveys, so 
that costly ship time is not wasted in tiavelling from one line to the next. However, they 
are difficult to generate in complex survey regions (see section C.36). Even if your 
survey region is convex, the equal spaced zigzag design will lead to uneven coverage 
probabilities for anything but a rectangular suiwey region (and then only if the design 
axis (see section C.37) mns parallel to one of the sides of the rectangle). However, it 
gives more even coverage probabilities than the equal angle zigzag design. The 
coverage probabilities become more even as you increase the sampling intensity (i.e. 
line length), so you have to make a trade-off between the length of line you can afford 
to survey and the even-ness of the coverage probabilities.
C.14 Adjusted Angle Zigzag Properties
The adjusted angle zigzag saiupling design superimposes a continuous zigzag sampler 
whose angle is continuously adjusted by survey region height. For a continuous design, 
like a zigzag design, a single unbroken line is surveyed (as can be seen in figure C.12). 
Before calculating property statistics for an adjusted angle zigzag sampling design or
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generating a survey plan for this design, its properties must be specified. Set up the 
general properties (see section C.3), allocate effort (see section C.22) for the design, 
define the line sampler properties (see section C.6), and select how tlie coverage 
probabilities (see section C.4) should be estimated. The Log tab (see section C.23) for 
tlie design or survey will give you feedback about the inn and the Results tab (see 
section C.31) will give you statistics and results of the run.
Zigzag designs can be more efficient and aie typically used for shipboaid surveys, so 
that costly ship time is not wasted in tiavelling from one line to the next. However, they 
aie difficult to generate in complex survey regions (see section C.36). Even if your 
survey region is convex, the adjusted angle zigzag design provides even coverage 
probability in the direction of the design axis (see section C.37). It does tliis by 
adjusting its angle as the height of the survey region changes with respect to the design 
axis. It gives more even coverage probabilities than the other zigzag designs. Tiy 
different orientations for your design axis (see section C.37), as each may require a 
different line length (this depends on the height of the survey region with respect to the 
design axis). This method is difficult to implement on the ground -  in practice you 
would approximate the design using small straight segments.
C.15 Simple Random Point Sampling - Effort Allocation Properties 
Edge Sampling
The Edge Sampling (see section C.35) options provide different methods for dealing 
with point samplers falling along the boundaiy of the suiwey region (see figure C.13).
Allocation by stratum
Each row in the grid table corresponds to a stiatum in the layer, which allows you to 
allocate effort for each stratum in the suiwey layer. Each stratum’s ID and label (if this 
field exists) are shown in the “Id” and “Label” column of the table, respectively.
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You can select the “Absolute values” radio button and enter the number of point 
samplers you want in the “Effort” column of the grid table. Otherwise, if you select the 
other radio button you can enter a point sampler total in the text box and specify a 
percentage from that total in the “Effort%” column of the grid table. The percentages 
over all the strata do not have to sum to 100. Under the second option the “Integer 
Totals” box will also be enabled. By checking this box any effort percentage that leads 
to a non-integer number will be rounded to an integer. Point samplers will always 
generated from integer totals. Check the “Same effort for all strata” box if you want the 
same number or percentage of point samplers in all survey strata, otherwise you can 
allocate different effort values for each stratum. The box will be checked and disabled if 
there is only a single stratum in the selected stratum layer. If the box is checked when 
the stratum layer contains multiple strata then a single row is displayed in the table, and 
the effort values entered in this row are used for all strata. The “Total points” text box 
displays the aggregated total of sampler points over all survey strata. Each point 
sampler is stored as a sampling unit when you create a survey plan.
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Figure C.13; The effort allocation page for the simple random point sampling design.
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C.16 Systematic Point Grid Sampling - Effort Allocation Properties 
Edge Sampling
The Edge Sampling (see section C.35) options provide different methods for dealing 
with point samplers falling along the boundary of the survey region (see figure C.14).
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Figure C.14: The effort allocation page for the systematic point grid sampling design. 
Allocation by stratum
Select the between grid point spacing units from the drop-down list. If the design 
coordinate system (see section C.3) is non-earth or projected, these are linear distance 
measurement units. If the design takes place in a geo-coordinate system these are 
angular units. By selecting the same units that are used in the design coordinate system 
or for the sampler radius (see section C.5) imprecision introduced during unit 
conversions can be avoided.
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Each row in the grid table corresponds to a stratum in the layer, which allows you to 
allocate effort for each stiatum in the survey layer. Each stratum’s ID and label (if this 
field exists) are shown in the “Id” and “Label” column of the table, respectively.
You can select the “Absolute values” radio button and enter the number of point 
samplers you want in the “Effort” column of the grid table. The second radio button lets 
you enter a point sampler total in the text box and specify a percentage fiom that total in 
the “Effort%” column of the grid table. The percentages over all the strata do not have 
to sum to 100. By selecting the “Systematic point grid spacing” you can enter the 
régulai* spacing between grid points. If the “Square grid” box is checked the point grid 
is squaie and you enter the length of each square’s side under the “Side” column in the 
table. With this box unchecked, you can enter different values horizontal and vertical 
grid spacing values in the “Width” and “Height” columns, respectively. Under the 
second and third effort allocation option the “Integer Totals” box will also be enabled. 
By checking this box any effort percentages or grid spacing that leads to a non-integer 
number will be rounded to an integer. Point samplers will always generated from 
integer totals. Enter the angle of the systematic point grid with respect to the x-axis - 
measured in an anti-clockwise direction from the positive x-axis -  in the table’s 
“Angle” column. The angle should be greater than or equal to zero and less than ninety 
degrees.
When the “Update effort in real time” box is checked, calculations to estimate the 
missing information are performed. So, if you enter an absolute number of points, the 
software tiies to estimate the square spacing required for a systematic grid with that 
number of points, hi general a systematic spacing can be found that gives an estimated 
number of points near to -  rather than exactly equal to -  the absolute number you have 
specified. This is where the “Effort Tolerance” text box comes in. This allows the 
calculated spacing to give an estimated number that lies within the effort tolerance 
percentage number of points either side of tlie actual number you have specified. If you 
specify a very naiTow effort tolerance, then the software may not be able to find a 
spacing. If the tolerance is too wide, the algorithm may stop before a potentially better
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spacing is found. So, start with a fairly naiTow tolerance, say one (1%), and if you keep 
getting error messages make it wider. If you enter a grid spacing, the number of points 
resulting from this spacing will be estimated. The points are generated according to the 
spacing specified or estimated for the systematic régulai* grid of sampler points, so the 
number of point samplers generated in a run of the design may differ from the absolute 
number specified or the approximate number calculated on this page -  you should 
therefore use the estimates on this page only as a guide. If you change the distance units 
then the grid spacing for each stratum is updated as are the estimated number of points 
for that new spacing. Alternatively, if your computer is slow or you want to enter all 
your values and then do the calculations, just uncheck the “Update effort in real time” 
box, and press the “Update Effort” button when you are ready.
Check the “Same effort for all strata” box if you want the either the same grid spacing, 
or same number or percentage of point samplers in all suiwey strata, otlierwise you can 
allocate different values for each stratum. The box will be checked and disabled if there 
is only a single stratum in the selected stratum layer. The “Total points” text box 
displays the estimated aggregated total of sampler points over all survey strata.
Each point sampler is stored as a sampling unit when you create a survey plan. Future 
versions of Distance may allow you to store this design in two sample layers -  points 
along lines, allowing you to choose the appropriate level of analysis in the analysis 
engine.
C.17 Parallel Random Line Sampling - Effort Allocation Properties 
Edge Sampling
The Edge Sampling (see section C.35) options provide different methods for dealing 
with line samplers falling along the boundary of the survey region (see figure C.15).
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Figure C.15: The effort allocation page for the parallel random line sampling design. 
Effort determined by
Select the first radio button if you want to determine effort by “Sampler number” (i.e., 
number of lines). With this option the number of survey lines you specify in the 
“Samplers” column of the table will be generated. If you select the second “Sampler 
length” option and specify the length in the “Length” column of the table, then sampler 
lines will be generated until their aggregated length exceeds the length specified.
Allocation by stratum
Select the line length units from the drop-down list. If the design coordinate system (see 
section C.3) is non-earth or projected, these are linear distance measurement units. If the 
design takes place in a geo-coordinate system these are angular units. By selecting the 
same units that are used in the design coordinate system or for the sampler width (see 
section C.6) imprecision introduced during unit conversions can be avoided.
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Each row in the grid table corresponds to a stratum in the layer, which allows you to 
allocate effort for each stiatum in the suiwey layer. Each stratum’s ID and label (if this 
field exists) are shown in the “Id” and “Label” column of the table, respectively.
You can select the “Absolute values” radio button and -  depending on which “Effort 
determined by” option you chose -  enter either the number or aggregated length of line 
samplers you want in the “Samplers” or “Length” column of the grid table, respectively. 
The second radio button lets you enter a number or aggregated length of line total in the 
text box, and then specify a percentage from that total in the “Effort%” column of the 
gi’id table. The percentages over all the stiata do not have to sum to 100. Under the 
second effort allocation option, the “Integer Totals” box will also be enabled. By 
checking this box, any effort percentages that lead to a non-integer line number will be 
rounded to an integer. If effort is determined by line number, then these samplers will 
always be generated from integer totals. Enter the angle of the parallel line samplers 
with respect to the x-axis - measured in an anti-clockwise direction from the positive x- 
axis -  in the table’s “Angle” column. The angle should be greater than or equal to zero 
and less than 180 degrees.
When the “Update effort in real time” box is checked, calculations to estimate the 
missing information are performed. So, if effort is determined by “Sampler number” 
and you enter an absolute number of points or a percentage value, the software tries to 
estimate the line length of sampler line that would be generated. This is only an 
approximation, which is dependent on the shape of your survey region. In the current 
version of the software, the approximation may become worse as the angle of the 
sampler lines departs from 90 degrees. If effort is determined by “Sampler length”, then 
as you enter an absolute line length or a percentage value, the software tries to estimate 
the number of sampler lines that would be generated. If you change the distance units 
then the line length for each stratum is updated, as are the estimated number of lines for 
that new length. Alternatively, if your computer is slow or you want to enter all your 
values and then do the calculations, just uncheck the “Update effort in real time” box, 
and press the “Update Effort” button when you are ready.
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Check the “Same effort for all strata” box if you want either the same line length, the 
same number of lines, or percentage of sampler number or length, in all suiwey strata. 
Otherwise you can allocate different values for each stratum. The box will be checked 
and disabled if there is only a single stratum in the selected shatum layer. The “Total 
lines” and “Total length” text boxes display the exact or estimated aggregated totals of 
sampler lines or line length over all survey stiata, respectively.
Each line sampler is stored as a sampling unit when you create a suiwey plan. A single 
line sampler may be made up of one or more parts, depending on whether the shape of 
the suiwey region causes a split in the line.
C.18 Systematic Random Line Sampling - Effort Allocation Properties 
Edge Sampling
The Edge Sampling (see section C.35) options provide different methods for dealing 
with line samplers falling along the boundaiy of the survey region (see figure C.16).
Allocation by stratum
Select the line length and spacing units from the drop-down list. If the design coordinate 
system (see section C.3) is non-eaith or projected, these aie linear* distance 
measurement units. If the design takes place in a geo-coordinate system these are 
angular* units. By selecting the same units that are used in the design coordinate system 
or for the sampler width (see section C.6) imprecision introduced during unit 
conversions can be avoided.
Each row in the grid table conesponds to a stratum in the layer, which allows you to 
allocate effort for each stratum in the survey layer. Each stratum’s ID and label (if this 
field exists) are shown in the “Id” and “Label” column of the table, respectively.
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Figure C.16; The effort allocation page for the systematic random line sampling design.
You can select the “Absolute values” radio button, and depending on whether you 
choose “lines” or “line length” from the drop-down list, you then enter either the 
number or aggregated length of line samplers you want in the “Samplers” or “Length” 
column of the grid table, respectively. The second radio button lets you enter a number 
or aggregated length of line total -  depending on the choice of “lines” or “line length” 
from the drop-down list - in the text box, and then specify a percentage from that total 
in the “Effort%” column of the grid table. The percentages over all the strata do not 
have to sum to 100. Under the second effort allocation option the “Integer Totals” box 
will also be enabled. By checking this box any effort percentages that lead to a non­
integer line number will be rounded to an integer. The systematic lines are generated 
according to the spacing specified or estimated from the number of lines specified, so 
the number of line samplers generated may differ from the absolute number specified or 
the approximate number calculated. The “Integer Totals” box is disabled when the third 
effort allocation radio button is selected, because the estimated number of sampler lines
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will always be an integer. Enter the angle of the parallel line samplers with respect to 
the x-axis - measured in an anti-clockwise direction from the positive x-axis -  in the 
table’s “Angle” column. The angle should be greater than or equal to zero and less than 
180 degrees.
When the “Update effort in real time” box is checked, calculations to estimate the 
missing information are performed. So, if effort is determined by “lines” and you enter 
an absolute number of lines or a percentage value, the software tries to estimate the 
systematic inter-line spacing and the line length of sampler line that would be 
generated. This is only an approximation, which is dependent on the shape of your 
survey region. In the current version of the software, the approximation may become 
worse as the angle of the sampler lines departs from 90 degrees. If effort is determined 
by “line length”, then as you enter an absolute line length or a percentage value, the 
software tries to estimate the systematic inter-line spacing and number of sampler lines 
that would be generated. If effort is determined by “Systematic line spacing”, then as 
you enter the spacing value, the software tries to estimate the number of sampler lines 
that would be generated, their aggregated length, and the associated percentage value. If 
you change the distance units, then either the line length or inter-line spacing -  
depending on tlie selected effort allocation option - for each stratum is updated, as are 
the values in the remaining columns. Alternatively, if your computer is slow or you 
want to enter all your values and then do the calculations, just uncheck the “Update 
effort in real time” box, and press the “Update Effort” button when you are ready.
Check the “Same effort for all strata” box if you want either the same line length, the 
same number of lines, or percentage of sampler number or length, in all suiwey strata. 
Otherwise you can allocate different values for each stratum. The box will be checked 
and disabled if there is only a single stratum in the selected stratum layer. The “Total 
lines” and “Total length” text boxes display the approximate and exact aggregated totals 
of sampler lines and line length over all suiwey strata, respectively.
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Each line sampler is stored as a sampling unit when you create a survey plan. A single 
line sampler may be made up of one or more parts, depending on whether the shape of 
the survey region causes a split in the line.
C.19 Systematic Segmented Line Sampling - Effort Allocation Properties 
Edge Sampling
The Edge Sampling (see section C.35) options provide different methods for dealing 
with line samplers falling along the boundary of the survey region (see figure C.17).
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Figure C.17: The effort allocation page for the systematic segmented line sampling design. 
Non-convex survey regions
The segmented line sampling design is generated by systematically spacing segments 
along tracklines. The tracklines can be generated within the survey region or its 
minimum bounding rectangle. If the design is generated within irregular survey regions 
that have narrow sub-regions, this can lead to uneven or, in the extreme case, some zero 
coverage probabilities, if complete segments are used (see below). If simulation shows
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such an effect, then check the “Use a minimum bounding rectangle” box to counteract 
it. However, for irregular survey regions, checking this box may lead to survey designs 
with a less systematic spatial spread throughout the region. If the designs are generated 
within the minimum bounding rectangle of the survey region, then sampler segments 
will sometimes necessarily be less than complete, because they are clipped against the 
original survey region. For this reason, the “Allow split sampler segments” box is 
disabled when the “Use a minimum bounding rectangle” box is checked.
For designs generated within the survey region itself, portions of segments may also lie 
outside the survey region, where they intersect the boundary. Check the “Allow split 
sampler segments” box if you want to allow boundary segments to be broken in two. If 
this box remains unchecked you will always get complete segments, but the cost of this 
is some irregularity in the inter-segment spacing. If split segments are disallowed, then 
the design ensures you get complete segments by moving boundary segments along or 
between the tracklines. If more tlian half of the length of a boundar y segment falls on its 
original trackline, then the segment is moved ‘inwards’ until it completely falls within 
the survey region. Otherwise, it is removed from its original trackline and placed 
completely on the next trackline in the sequence.
Allocation by stratum
Select the line length and spacing units from the drop-down list. If the design coordinate 
system (see section C.3) is non-earth or projected, these are linear* distance 
measurement units. If the design takes place in a geo-coordinate system these are 
angular* units. By selecting the same units that are used in the design coordinate system 
or for the sampler width (see section C.6) imprecision introduced during unit 
conversions can be avoided.
Each row in the grid table corresponds to a stratum in the layer, which allows you to 
allocate effort for each stratum in the sur*vey layer*. Each stratum’s ID and label (if this 
field exists) are shown in the “Id” and “Label” column of the table, respectively.
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If you select the “Absolute values” radio button, then you choose “sampler segments” 
or “total length” from the drop-down list. The “sampler segments” option then lets you 
enter the number of segment samplers you want, in the “Samplers” column of the grid 
table. The second option lets you enter the aggregated segment length in the “Length” 
column. The second radio button allows you to enter a total segment number or 
aggregated segment length -  depending on the choice of “sampler segments” or “total 
length” from the drop-down list - in the text box, and then specify a percentage from 
that total in the “Effort%” column of the grid table. The percentages over all the strata 
do not have to sum to 100. Under the second effort allocation option the “Integer 
Totals” box will only be enabled if “sampler segments” option is showing. By checking 
this box any effort percentages that lead to a non-integer segment number will be 
rounded to an integer. Choosing the “Systematic line spacing” effort allocation option 
lets you specify the inter-segment spacing in the “Spacing” column of the table. If the 
“Same spacing between segments and lines” box is checked then the tracklines along 
which the segments mn are spaced at the same distance as the segments. By unchecking 
this box you can specify a different inter-trackline spacing in the “Trackline” column of 
the table. Enter the length of each sampler segment in the table’s “Segment” column. 
The systematic line segments are generated according to the inter-segment and inter- 
trackline spacing specified, or estimated fr om either the specified number of segments 
or their specified total length. Thus, the number of segment samplers generated may 
differ from the absolute number specified or the approximate number calculated. The 
“Integer Totals” box is disabled when the third effort allocation radio button is selected, 
because the estimated number of samplers will always be an integer. Enter the angle of 
the parallel tiacklines with respect to the x-axis - measured in an anti-clockwise 
direction from the positive x-axis -  in the table’s “Angle” column. The angle should be 
greater than or equal to zero and less than 180 degrees.
When the “Update effort in real time” box is checked, calculations to estimate the 
missing information are performed. So, if effort is determined by “sampler segments” 
and you enter an absolute number of segments or a percentage value, the software tries 
to estimate the systematic inter-segment spacing (the inter-trackline spacing is the
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same) and the total length of sampler segments that would be generated. You must enter 
a value in the “Segment” column so the calculations can proceed. The result of the 
calculations is only an approximation, which is dependent on the shape of your survey 
region. In the cunent version of the software, the approximation may become worse if 
the angle of the sampler lines is not 90 degrees. If effort is determined by “segment 
length”, then as you enter a total segment length or a percentage value, the software 
tries to estimate the systematic inter-segments (and trackline) spacing and number of 
sampler segments that would be generated. Again this is only if the length of a single 
segment has been entered. If effort is determined by “Systematic line spacing”, then as 
you enter the spacing value(s) the software tries to estimate the number of sampler 
segments that would be generated, their aggregated length, and the associated 
percentage value. If you change the distance units then either the segment length or 
inter-segment (and trackline) spacing -  depending on the selected effort allocation 
option - for each stratum is updated, as are the values in the remaining columns. 
Alternatively, if your computer is slow or you want to enter all your values and then do 
the calculations, just uncheck the “Update effort in real time” box, and press the 
“Update Effort” button when you are ready.
Check the “Same effort for all strata” box if you want either the same total segment 
length, the same number of segments, or percentage of sampler number or length, in all 
survey strata. Otherwise you can allocate different values for each stratum. The box will 
be checked and disabled if there is only a single stratum in the selected stratum layer. 
The “Total lines” and “Total length” text boxes display the approximate and exact 
aggregated totals of sampler segment lines and segment line length over all survey 
strata, respectively.
Each segment sampler is stored as a sampling unit when you run this design (split 
segments are stored as separate sampler, which may lead to some inappropriately small 
samplers. This will be dealt with in future versions of the software). This is fine if 
spacing between lines and samplers is similar' (or in the unlikely case that spacing 
between samplers is greater then between lines). But not if spacing between samplers is
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small relative to lines. Future versions of Distance will store this design in two sample 
layers -  segments within lines and lines, allowing you to choose the appropriate level of 
analysis in the analysis engine.
C.20 Equal Angie Zigzag » Effort Allocation Properties 
Non-convex survey region approximated by a
The non-convex survey region (see section C.36) options provide different methods for 
dealing with iiregular survey regions (see figure C.l 8).
Effort determined by
Select the first radio button if you want to determine effort by “Sampler angle”. With 
this option the equal zigzag sampler will be generated with the constant angle you 
specify in the “Angle” column of the table. The constant angle should be greater than 
zero and less than ninety degrees. If you select the second “Sampler length” option and 
specify the zigzag’s length in the “Length” column of the table, then the equal angle 
corresponding to the length specified will be calculated. The result of the calculations is 
only an approximation, which is dependent on the shape of your survey region, hi the 
current version of the sofiwaie, the approximation may become worse if the angle of the 
sampler lines is not 90 degrees. Thus the length of the zigzag generated at the calculated 
angle will vaiy to a lesser or greater degree from the length specified.
Design Axis
The design axis (see section C.37) options provide different methods for specifying the 
orientation of the design axis for zigzag samplers.
Allocation by stratum
Select the line length units fiom the drop-down list. If the design coordinate system (see 
section C.3) is non-eaith or projected, these are lineai' distance measurement units. If the 
design takes place in a geo-coordinate system these are angular units. By selecting the
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same units that are used in the design coordinate system or for the sampler width (see 
section C.6) imprecision introduced during unit conversions can be avoided.
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Figure C.18: The effort allocation page for the equal angle zigzag sampling design.
Each row in the grid table corresponds to a stratum in the layer, which allows you to 
allocate effort for each stratum in the survey layer. Each stratum’s ID and label (if this 
field exists) are shown in the “Id” and “Label” column of the table, respectively.
You can select the “Absolute values” radio button and -  depending on which “Effort 
determined by” option you chose - enter either the sampler angle or length in the 
“Angle” or “Length” column of the grid table, respectively. The second radio button is 
only enabled when effort is determined by length, and lets you enter a length of line in 
the text box. You can then specify a percentage fi'om that total in the “Effort%” column 
of the grid table. The percentages over all the strata do not have to sum to 100.
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When the “Update effort in real time” box is checked, calculations to estimate the 
missing information are performed. So, if effort is determined by “Sampler angle” and 
you enter an angle value in degrees, the software tries to estimate the line length of the 
zigzag sampler that would be generated. Similarly, if effort is determined by “Sampler 
length”, then as you enter an absolute line length or a percentage value, the software 
tries to estimate the constant angle of the zigzag. If you change the distance units then 
the line length for each stratum is updated, as are the angle estimates for that new 
length. Alternatively, if your computer is slow or you want to enter all your values and 
then do the calculations, just uncheck the “Update effort in real time” box, and press the 
“Update Effort” button when you are ready.
Check the “Same effort for all strata” box if you want either the same line length or 
zigzag angle, in all survey strata. Other*wise you can allocate different values for each 
stratum. The box will be checked and disabled if there is only a single shatum in the 
selected stratum layer. The “Total length” text box displays the aggregated totals of 
sampler line length over all survey strata.
The zigzag sampler is made up of line segments (each determined by a change of zigzag 
direction). These segments are stored as sampling units when you create a survey plan.
C.21 Equal Spaced Zigzag - Effort Allocation Properties 
Non-convex survey region approximated by a
The non-convex survey region (see section C.36) options provide different methods for 
dealing with irregular suiwey regions.
Effort determined by
Select the first radio button if you want to determine effort by “Sampler spacing”. With 
this option the equal zigzag sampler will be generated at the spacing you specify in the
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“Spacing” column of the table. The equal spaced zigzag passes through equally spaced 
points on opposite sides of the survey region boundaiy, and this value determines the 
spacing of those points. If you select the second “Sampler length” option and specify 
the zigzag’s length in the “Length” column of tlie table, then the equal spacing 
corresponding to the length specified will be calculated. The result of the calculations is 
only an approximation, which is dependent on the shape of your survey region. In the 
cun ent version of the softwar e, the approximation may become worse if the angle of the 
sampler lines is not 90 degrees. The length of the zigzag generated at the calculated 
spacing will thus vary to a lesser or greater degree from the length specified.
Design Axis
The design axis (see section C.37) options provide different methods for specifying the 
orientation of the design axis for zigzag samplers.
Allocation by stratmn
Select the line length units fiom the drop-down list. If the design coordinate system (see 
section C.3) is non-eaifii or projected, these are linear* distance measurement units. If the 
design takes place in a geo-coordinate system these are angular units. By selecting the 
same units that are used in the design coordinate system or for the sampler width (see 
section C.6) imprecision introduced during unit conversions can be avoided.
Each row in the grid table corresponds to a stratum in the layer, which allows you to 
allocate effort for each stratum in the surwey layer. Each stratum’s ID and label (if this 
field exists) are shown in the “Id” and “Stratum” column of the table, respectively.
You can select the “Absolute values” radio button and -  depending on which “Effort 
determined by” option you chose - enter either the sampler spacing or length in the 
“Spacing” or “Length” column of the grid table, respectively. The second radio button 
is only enabled when effort is determined by length, and lets you enter a length of line 
in the text box. You can then specify a percentage from that total in the “Effort%” 
column of the grid table. The percentages over all the strata do not have to sum to 100.
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When the “Update effort in real time” box is checked, calculations to estimate the 
missing information are performed. So, if effort is determined by “Sampler spacing” 
and you enter a spacing value, the software tries to estimate the line length of the zigzag 
sampler that would be generated. Similarly, if effort is determined by “Sampler length”, 
then as you enter an absolute line length or a percentage value, the software tries to 
estimate the constant spacing of the zigzag. If you change the distance units then the 
spacing or line length -  depending on how effort is determined - for each stratum is 
updated, as are length or spacing estimates corresponding to the new spacing or length, 
respectively. Alternatively, if your computer is slow or you want to enter all your values 
and then do the calculations, just uncheck the “Update effort in real time” box, and 
press the “Update Effort” button when you are ready.
Check the “Same effort for all strata” box if you want either the same line length or 
zigzag spacing, in all survey strata. Otherwise you can allocate different values for each 
stratum. The box will be checked and disabled if there is only a single stiatum in the 
selected stratum layer. The “Total length” text box displays the aggregated totals of 
sampler line length over all survey strata.
The zigzag sampler is made up of line segments (each determined by a change of zigzag 
direction). These segments are stored as sampling units when you create a survey plan.
C.22 Adjusted Angle Zigzag - Effort Allocation Properties 
Non-convex survey region approximated by a
The non-convex survey region (see section C.36) options provide different methods for 
dealing with irregular survey regions.
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Effort determined by
Select the first radio button if you want to determine effort by “Coverage probability”. 
With this option the adjusted angle zigzag sampler will be generated approximately at 
the coverage probability you specify in the “Cov Prob” column of the table. Given this 
value and the line sampler width (see section C.6) the length of the zigzag can be 
determined. Thus, if you do not want the default sampler width, you need to change this 
before the length calculation takes place. If you select the second “Sampler length” 
option and specify the zigzag’s length in the “Length” column of the table, then given 
the sampler width, the coverage probability corresponding to the length specified will 
be calculated.
Design Axis
The design axis (see section C.37) options provide different methods for specifying the 
orientation of the design axis for zigzag samplers.
Allocation by stratum
Select the line length units fiom the drop-down list. If the design coordinate system (see 
section C.3) is non-eaith or projected, these aie linear distance measurement units. If the 
design takes place in a geo-coordinate system these are angular units. By selecting the 
same units that are used in the design coordinate system or for the sampler width (see 
section C.6) imprecision introduced during unit conversions can be avoided.
Each row in the grid table corresponds to a stiatum in the layer, which allows you to 
allocate effort for each stratum in the survey layer. Each stratum’s ID and label (if this 
field exists) are shown in the “Id” and “Label” column of the table, respectively.
You can select the “Absolute values” radio button and -  depending on which “Effort 
determined by” option you chose - enter either the sampler coverage probability or 
length in the “Cov Prob” or “Length” column of the grid table, respectively. The second 
radio button is only enabled when effort is determined by length, and lets you enter a 
length of line in the text box. You can then specify a percentage fiom that total in the
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“Effoit%” column of the grid table. The percentages over all the strata do not have to 
sum to 100.
When the “Update effort in real time” box is checked, calculations to estimate the 
missing information are perfoimed. So, if effort is determined by “Coverage 
probability” and you enter a value, the software tries to estimate the line length of the 
zigzag sampler that would be generated using this value and the sampler width (see 
section C.6). Similarly, if effort is determined by “Sampler length”, then as you enter an 
absolute line length or a percentage value, the softwaie tiies to estimate the coverage 
probability of the zigzag, also using the sampler width (see section C.6). If you change 
the distance units then the line length for each stratum is updated, as are coverage 
probability estimates conesponding to the new length, respectively. Alternatively, if 
your computer is slow or you want to enter all your values and then do the calculations, 
just uncheck the “Update effort in real time” box, and press the “Update Effort” button 
when you are ready.
Check the “Same effort for all strata” box if you want either the same line length or 
zigzag coverage probability, in all survey strata. Otherwise you can allocate different 
values for each stratum. The box will be checked and disabled if there is only a single 
stratum in the selected stratum layer. The “Total length” text box displays the 
aggregated totals of sampler line length over all suiwey strata.
The zigzag sampler is made up of line segments (each determined by a change of zigzag 
direction). These segments aie stored as sampling units when you create a survey plan.
C.23 Survey/Design Log Tab
The Log tab allows you to check any warnings or errors that occurred when you ran a 
design or generated a survey. Some messages in the log just report on the general 
progress of the design or survey run, thus if a warning or error does occur, there is some
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indication of where in the sequence of the ran this took place. Waining messages are 
coloured amber and error messages red.
Warnings may indicate some problem with effort allocation, the definition of the 
stratum, or the sampler properties. Some warnings may also occur due to problems with 
the GIS component or due to problems with some geometric calculations for certain 
survey regions. This may possibly lead to problems calculating the design properties 
(which may then be invalid or very approximate) or generating a design (only part of a 
suiwey plan may be created). For example, a war ning appears if no effort is allocated to 
any of the survey strata. If an incoixect stratum definition leads to the stratum having 
zero surface area, this is reported as a warning. If the sampler width or radius is large 
relative to the size of the survey region, then some coverage probability grid points will 
be covered by more than one sampler during a survey simulation. This may lead to 
coverage probability values greater than one. A warning informing you know that the 
coverage probabilities were constrained to fall within the [0,1] range will be displayed 
in this case.
Enors appear when an event occurs that completely thwaits the attempt to calculate 
design properties or generate an instance of a design. Such events occur when:
» An invalid description of the design is given.
® The project database cannot be accessed.
® The coverage probability grid layer cannot be located or the associated database 
table is missing.
® The coverage probability field name is invalid or cannot be validated.
# The temporary coverage probability grid layer cannot be created. (The
temporary layer is produced by projecting the original layer to the design 
coordinate system (see section C.3).)
® The stratum layer cannot be located, it contains no strata, or the strata are 
incorrectly defined.
® The sample layer cannot be created or set up.
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The convex regions (required for the generation of some designs) data layer 
cannot be created or set up.
The design axis coordinates used to orientate some designs are inconectly 
defined.
Problems with the GIS component or with some geometric calculations for 
certain survey regions lead to invalid designs.
Too little effort has been allocated to a survey region to allow a paiticular design 
to be generated.
C.24 Simple Random Point Sampling - Results Tab
The Results tab for both designs and surveys displays some header information for all 
survey designs (see section C.32). Figures C.19 - C.22 show results pages for both 
surveys and designs.
Survey Plan Results
For each stratum in the survey layer the following are displayed:
® The number of point samplers that were specified on the effort allocation page
and are expected to be generated.
# The actual number of point samplers generated and the associated sampler
radius.
® The expected sampler area coverage, which is the surface area covered by the
sampler points. Each point sampler is enclosed in a circle whose radius is the 
same as that associated with the point. The area of the circle is used in 
calculating the realized sampler aiea coverage. As the circles may fall partly 
outside the survey region, the realized sampler area coverage is generally less 
tlie expected value. The potential overlap between the uniformly distributed 
point samplers is not taken into account when calculating the realized sampler 
aiea coverage.
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Figure C.19: The survey results (top) and map (bottom) pages for a simple random point
sampling design.
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Figure C.20: The first (top) & second (bottom) design results page for a simple random
point sampling design.
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Figure C.21; The coverage probability map page for an equal angle zigzag sampling design.
• The surface area of the stratum and the proportion of the stratum covered by the 
samplers.
Design Class Results
The design Results tab displays some general design properties (see section C.34) and 
coverage probability information (see section C.33) for all survey designs.
C.25 Systematic Point Grid Sampling - Results Tab
The Results tab for both designs and surveys displays some header information for all 
survey designs (see section C.32).
Survey Plan Results
For each stratum in the survey layer the following are displayed:
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® The approximated number of point samplers displayed on the effort allocation
page. This may differ from the actual number generated, as the points are 
generated according to the spacing specified for the systematic regular grid of 
sampler points.
0  The actual number of point samplers generated and the associated sampler
radius.
® The spacing between the systematic grid of points in the vertical and horizontal
direction.
® The angle of the systematic point grid with respect to the x-axis, measured in an
anti-clockwise direction from the positive x-axis.
® The expected sampler area coverage, which is the surface area covered by the
sampler points. Each point sampler is enclosed in a circle whose radius is the 
same as that associated with the point. The area of the circle is used in 
calculating the realized sampler area coverage. As the circles may fall partly 
outside the survey region, the realized sampler area coverage is generally less 
the expected value. The potential overlap between the systematically distributed 
point samplers is not taken into account when calculating the realized sampler 
area coverage.
0  The surface area of the stratum and the proportion of the stratum covered by the
samplers.
Design Class Results
The design Results tab displays some general design properties (see section C.34) and
coverage probability information (see section C.33) for all survey designs.
C.26 Parallel Random Line Sampling - Results Tab
The Results tab for both designs and surveys displays some header information for all 
survey designs (see section C.32).
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Survey Plan Results
For each stratum in the sui-vey layer the following are displayed;
® The number of line samplers that were specified on the effort allocation page
and are expected to be generated. This number may differ from the number 
actually generated if the effort allocation is determined by line length rather than 
the number of lines. In this case the number displayed on the effort allocation 
page is an approximation.
® The actual number of line samplers generated and the associated sampler half­
width.
® The total aggregated sampler length.
® The angle of the sampler lines with respect to the x-axis, measured in an anti­
clockwise direction fiom the positive x-axis.
9 The expected sampler area coverage, which is the surface area covered by the
sampler lines. Each sampler line is enclosed in a rectangle whose width is the 
same as that of the sampler. The area of the rectangle is used in calculating the 
realized sampler area coverage. As the rectangles may fall paitly outside the 
survey region, the realized sampler area coverage is generally less the expected 
value. The potential overlap between the uniformly distributed line samplers is 
not taken into account when calculating the realized sampler aiea coverage.
® The surface area of the stratum and the proportion of the stratum covered by the
samplers.
Design Class Results
The design Results tab displays some general design properties (see section C.34) and
coverage probability information (see section C.33) for all survey designs.
C.27 Systematic Random Line Sampling - Results Tab
The Results tab for both designs and surveys displays some header information for all 
suiwey designs (see section C.32).
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Survey Plan Results
For each stratum in the survey layer the following are displayed:
® The approximated number of line samplers displayed on the effort allocation 
page. This may differ from the actual number generated, as the lines are 
generated according to the spacing specified for the systematic sampler lines.
0  The actual number of line samplers generated and the associated sampler half­
width.
# The total estimated and realized aggregated sampler length.
® The spacing between the systematic line samplers.
® The angle of the sampler lines with respect to the x-axis, measured in an anti­
clockwise direction fiom the positive x-axis.
# The expected sampler area coverage, which is the surface area covered by the 
sampler lines. Each sampler line is enclosed in a rectangle whose width is the 
same as that of the sampler. The area of the rectangle is used in calculating the 
realized sampler area coverage. As the rectangles may fall paitly outside the 
survey region, the realized sampler area coverage is generally less the expected 
value. The potential overlap between the uniformly distributed line samplers is 
not taken into account when calculating the realized sampler aiea coverage.
# The surface area of the stratum and the proportion of the stratum covered by the 
samplers.
Design Class Results
For each stratum in the stratum layer the minimum, maximum, mean, and standard 
deviation of the on-effort and total trackline length is displayed. The total trackline 
length is an approximation and does not assume that the obseiwer will return to the start 
of the fust sampler line, but rather that the survey is over after the last sampler line has 
been tiaversed. The distance covered to get to the first line sampler and back fiom the 
last line sampler is not considered. The design Results tab also displays some general 
design properties (see section C.34) and coverage probability information (see section 
C.33) for all suiwey designs.
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C.28 Systematic Segmented Line Sampling - Results Tab
The Results tab for both designs and sui^eys displays some header information for all
survey designs (see section C.32).
Survey Plan Results
For each stratum in the survey layer the following aie displayed:
® The approximated number of line segment samplers displayed on the effort 
allocation page. This may differ fiom tlie actual number generated, as the line 
segments are generated according to the spacing specified for the systematic 
segment samplers.
® The actual number of line segment samplers generated and the associated
sampler half-width.
» The total estimated and realized aggiegated sampler length.
® The length of the line segments.
® The spacing between the systematic line segment samplers.
« The spacing between the tracklines along which the segments run.
# The angle of the tracklines with respect to the x-axis, measured in an anti­
clockwise direction from the positive x-axis.
® The expected sampler area coverage, which is the surface area covered by the
sampler segments. Each sampler segment is enclosed in a rectangle whose width 
is the same as that of the sampler. The area of the rectangle is used in calculating 
the realized sampler aiea coverage. As the rectangles may fall partly outside the 
suiwey region, the realized sampler area coverage is generally less the expected 
value. The potential overlap between the uniformly distributed sampler 
segments is not talcen into account when calculating the realized sampler aiea 
coverage.
® The surface area of the stratum and the proportion of the stratum covered by the
samplers.
Design Class Results
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The design Results tab displays some general design properties (see section C.34) and 
coverage probability information (see section C.33) for all survey designs.
C.29 Equal Angle Zigzag - Results Tab
The Results tab for both designs and surveys displays some header information for all
survey designs (see section C.32).
Survey Plan Results
For each stratum in the suiwey layer the following are displayed:
® The approximated line length displayed on the effort allocation page. This may 
differ from the actual length of the zigzag sampler generated, as the sampler is 
generated according to the angle specified for the equal angle zigzag.
® The actual length of the zigzag sampler.
® The number of zigzag segments generated (each determined by a change of
zigzag direction) and the associated sampler half-width.
® The constant angle of the equal angle zigzag.
@ The angle of the design axis, used to orientate the zigzag, with respect to the x-
axis, measured in an anti-clockwise direction fiom the positive x-axis.
® The expected sampler area coverage, which is the surface area covered by the
sampler lines. Each segment malcing up the zigzag sampler line is enclosed in a 
rectangle whose width is the same as that of the sampler. The area of the 
rectangle is used in calculating the realized sampler area coverage. As the 
rectangles may fall partly outside the survey region, the realized sampler area 
coverage is generally less the expected value. The potential overlap between the 
rectangles is not taken into account when calculating the realized sampler aiea 
coverage.
® The surface aiea of the stiatum and the proportion of the stratum covered by the
samplers.
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Design Class Results
The design Results tab displays some general design properties (see section C.34) and
coverage probability information (see section C.33) for all sm-vey designs.
C.30 Equal Spaced Zigzag - Results Tab
The Results tab for both designs and suiveys displays some header information for all
survey designs (see section C.32).
Survey Plan Results
For each stratum in the survey layer the following are displayed:
® The approximated line length displayed on the effort allocation page. This may
differ from the actual length of the zigzag sampler generated, as the sampler is 
generated according to the spacing specified for the equal spaced zigzag.
® The actual length of the zigzag sampler.
® The number of zigzag segments generated (each determined by a change of
zigzag direction) and the associated sampler half-width.
® The angle of the design axis, used to orientate the zigzag, with respect to the x-
axis, measured in an anti-clockwise direction fiom the positive x-axis.
© The surface area of the stratum and the proportion of the stratum covered by the
samplers.
« The expected sampler aiea coverage, which is the surface area covered by the
sampler lines. Each segment making up the zigzag sampler line is enclosed in a 
rectangle whose width is the same as that of the sampler. The aiea of the 
rectangle is used in calculating the realized sampler area coverage. As the 
rectangles may fall partly outside the survey region, the realized sampler aiea 
coverage is generally less the expected value. The potential overlap between the 
rectangles is not talcen into account when calculating the realized sampler area 
coverage
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STRATUM LAYER COORDINATE SYSTEM : G e o g r a p h i c  
D ESIG N  COORDINATE SYSTEM : P r o j e c t e d  
D ESIG N  PR O JE C T IO N : T r a n s v e r s e  M e r c a t o r  
D ESIG N  U N IT S : N a u t i c a l  M i l e
STRATUM 1 - 1
APPROXIMATED L IN E  LENGTH: 1 1 2  N a u t i c a l  M i l e s  
REA LIZED  L IN E  LENGTH: 9 6 . 1 6 1  N a u t i c a l  M i l e s  
SAMPLER L IN E S  GENERATED: 6 
SAMPLER W IDTH: 0 . 5  N a u t i c a l  M i l e s
EXPECTED SAMPLER AREA COVERAGE: 9 6 . 1 6 1  s q u a r e  N a u t i c a l  M i l e s
L IN E  SP A C IN G : 10  N a u t i c a l  M i l e s
REALIZED SAMPLER AREA COVERAGE: 9 4 . 5 2 6  s q u a r e  N a u t i c a l  M i l e s
STRATUM AREA: 8 7 3 . 7 5 2  s q u a r e  N a u t i c a l  M i l e s
n r  QTD q A M O T r n #  m 1 me zi I
Figure C.22: The results page for an equal spaced zigzag sampling design.
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Figure C.23: The survey plan map page for an equal spaced zigzag sampling design.
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Design Class Results
The design Results tab displays some general design properties (see section C.34) and
coverage probability information (see section C.33) for all survey designs.
C.31 Adjusted Angle Zigzag - Results Tab
The Results tab for both designs and sui*veys displays some header information for all
survey designs (see section C.32).
Survey Plan Results
For each stratum in the survey layer the following are displayed:
® The actual length of the zigzag sampler. The sampler is generated according to 
the length specified for the adjusted angle zigzag.
® The number of zigzag segments generated (each determined by a change of
zigzag direction) and the associated sampler half-width.
® The angle of the design axis, used to orientate the zigzag, with respect to the x-
axis, measured in an anti-clockwise direction from the positive x-axis.
® The expected sampler area coverage, which is the surface area covered by the
sampler lines. Each segment making up the zigzag sampler line is enclosed in a 
rectangle whose width is the same as that of the sampler. The area of the 
rectangle is used in calculating the realized sampler area coverage. As the 
rectangles may fall partly outside the survey region, the realized sampler area 
coverage is generally less the expected value. The potential overlap between the 
rectangles is not taken into account when calculating the realized sampler area 
coverage.
® The surface aiea of the stratum and the proportion of the stratum covered by the
samplers.
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Design Class Results
The design Results tab displays some general design properties (see section C.34) and
coverage probability information (see section C.33) for all survey designs.
C.32 Header Information on the Design/Survey Results Tab
The Results tab for both designs and surveys displays some header information 
describing the design. Firstly, the design and sampler class are displayed. For surveys, 
the name of the sampler layer is also shown. Some general properties about effort 
allocation are listed. The results show whether the coverage probabilities for a design 
ran are estimated by simulation or assumed even, which coverage grid is used, and the 
field where the coverage probability values aie stored. For coverage probabilities 
estimated by simulation, the number of simulations is shown. A description of the 
stratum layers coordinate system type as well as that of the design is given. If the design 
coordinate system is projected, then the type of projection and its associated units are 
also given. The seed value used to initialize the random number generator (RNG) is also 
shown.
C.33 Coverage Probability Information on the Design Results Tab
If you selected the option that assumes the coverage probabilities to be even (see section
C.4), approximate estimates of coverage probability aie calculated analytically. For 
each stratum in the stratum layer, the proportion of the sampled area relative to the 
suivey region surface area is displayed. This proportion does not take sampler overlap 
into account, or that parts of the sampler may fall outside the study area along the 
region boundaiy.
If you opted to estimate the coverage probabilities by simulation (see section C.4 and 
figure C.21), the design is created for the number of repetitions you specified. For each 
stratum in the stratum layer, the minimum, maximum, mean, and standard deviation of
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the number of times each point in the coverage point grid is hit by the point or line 
sampler is shown. This is followed by the minimum, maximum, mean, and standard 
deviation of the coverage probability at each point in the grid. If the sampling intensity 
is very low, the coverage probability values may be veiy small. If any of the coverage 
probability statistics aie less than 0.001 then "< 0.001” is displayed instead of the value. 
It is always possible to retrieve the coverage probability values from the field in the 
coverage layer in which they aie stored. You should aim for a design whose coverage 
probabilities aie as even as possible, and the minimum number of hits for any design 
should be greater than zero.
To calculate coverage probabilities by simulation for designs using lines, each segment 
making up the sampler line is enclosed in a rectangle whose width is the same as that of 
the sampler. Similarly, for point designs, each point sampler is enclosed in a circle 
whose radius is the same as that associated with the point.
C.34 Design Property Information on the Design Results Tab
For each stratum in the survey layer, the following general properties are displayed on
the design Results tab:
® The number of point or line samplers that were specified on the effort allocation
page and aie expected to be generated.
® The samplers’ radius or half-width.
9 The expected sampler area coverage, which is the surface area covered by the
samplers (generally less than will be realized in a survey).
# The surface area of the stratum and the expected proportion of the stratum
covered by the samplers (based on the expected sampler area coverage).
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C.35 Edge Sampling Properties
Point or line samplers have an associated radius or width, so paits of the areas sampled 
by each point or line sampler may fall outside the survey region. If the relative area of 
the sampled region is small relative to that of the suiwey region, then discai'ding 
sampling units that intersect the boundary of the suiwey region causes negligible bias. 
However, if the relative area is large, then discarding sampling units at the edge of the 
survey region may cause considerable bias in the estimates.
Minus Sampling
If points or lines are generated exclusively within the survey region, we call this minus 
sampling. This leads to some under-sampling at the edge and an uneven coverage 
probability. Depending on the relative area of the sampled region and the relative 
density of the population along the edge of the suiwey region, this may or may not lead 
to significant bias in the estimates. This under-sampling is due to potential line or point 
samplers that lie just outside the boundary, whose sampled area intersects the survey 
region.
Plus Sampling
If a buffer zone is created around the survey region, then samplers can be generated in 
the survey region plus the buffer zone, which we call plus sampling. Plus sampling 
leads to an even coverage probability, but to some loss in efficiency (as pait of the 
suiwey effort falls outside the region of interest).
With either plus or minus sampling, portions of the sampled area associated with 
samplers along the edge of the survey region will fall outside the region itself. If the 
teiTain immediately outside the survey region differs substantially from that within the 
region and an abundance estimate for a particulai" habitat is required, then you should 
not include sample data from those areas outside the sui"vey region. On the other hand, 
if the buffer zone surrounding the survey region is such that no population members are 
found in it (e.g. the survey region is an island and the buffer is the surrounding water).
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then the abundance estimate can be obtained for the survey region together with the 
buffer region and the same abundance estimate will apply to the survey region.
C.36 Zigzag Sampling in Non-convex Survey Regions
The zigzag sampling designs can only be generated in a convex survey region. If any of 
the survey strata in the survey layer are non-convex, then you can choose to generate 
the design in either a “Convex hull” or “Bounding rectangle” of such sti'ata by selecting 
the appropriate radio button in the “Non-convex survey region approximated by a” 
section on the Effort Allocation page. For non-convex strata, the zigzag sampler will 
no longer be continuous. The amount of discontinuity can generally be reduced by 
selecting the “Convex hull” option, but this may lead to uneven coverage probabilities. 
Jf simulation shows such an effect to be extreme, then select the “Bounding rectangle” 
option instead. If you want to store the convex regions within which the designs are 
generated for some or all of the strata, then check the box and enter a valid name for the 
new data layer. This new data layer will only be created during survey runs rather than 
design runs. The convex layer will appeal" beneath the survey stratum you selected for 
the design in the data layer hieraichy. If a layer of the same name already exists there, it 
will be ovei"written. Note that in the cunent version of the software when you choose 
the “Bounding rectangle” option to deal with non-convex regions, the bounding 
rectangle’s width runs paiallel to the design axis. This gives you a chance to choose a 
design axis that minimizes discontinuity in the zigzag sampler.
Another way of dealing with non-convex survey regions is by using stiatification. 
Figure C.24 shows how you can make a non-convex region convex by defining 3 strata. 
This is only an option for certain survey regions whose size and shape permit such 
stratification. Even if stratification doesn’t let you talce care of non-convexity entirely, it 
may at least reduce the discontinuity in your sampler.
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Figure C.24: Stratifying the survey region into 3 strata (separated by dotted lines) can 
eliminate non-convexity (gray areas) or at least reduce the discontinuity in 
the sampler.
C.37 The Zigzag Sampling Design Axis
For zigzag sampling designs, the option you select in the “Design Axis” section of the 
Effort Allocation page determines the angle of the design axis. See figure C.23 for 
example. Zigzag samplers are orientated with respect to this axis. If you select the 
“Runs at an angle to the x-axis” option, the angle of the design axis is defined with 
respect to the x-axis - measured in an anti-clockwise direction from the positive x-axis -  
and can be entered in the “DA Angle” table column on that page. The angle should be 
greater than or equal to zero and less than 180 degrees. Selecting “Determined by a start 
and end location” lets you define the start and end locations for the design axis in each 
stratum. Do this by entering the coordinate values in the “StartX”, “StartY”, “EndX”, 
and “EndY” table columns. If the stratum layer is geo-referenced, then the “Defined as 
geographic coordinates” box is enabled. Check the box if you want to enter the 
coordinates in degrees longitude (x-coordinate) and latitude (y-coordinate).
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C.38 Effort Allocation
The Effort Allocation property pages let you define the amount of effort you want to 
apportion to each stratum in the suiwey layer. For survey layers containing multiple 
strata, you can allocate zero effort to some of the strata. For those strata with zero effort, 
the design properties will not be calculated during a design ran, and no design will be 
generated during a survey run. The sum of the effort over all strata should, however, be 
greater than zero.
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Appendix D: The Design Definition Language Used by the
Survey Design Component of Distance 4
D .l The Automated Survey Design Component
The automated survey design component of Distance 4 (D4) was developed as an 
integi'al par t of this thesis. The component either calculates the properties, or generates 
a suiwey plan instance, for a design class. The former capability permits investigation of 
a particular design class and the comp aids on of different design classes. The latter 
capability facilitates generating a survey plan, which can then be actualized in the field.
The automated suiwey design component is implemented in Visual Basic as a self- 
contained dynamic-link libraiy (DLL) called ‘DesEng.dll’. The main D4 software 
accesses it by creating an instance of the Design Engine and then making direct calls to 
procedures contained within it. The Design Engine’s ProjectDatabase property is set to 
the current project database, its DesignName property to the cunent design name, and 
its DesignDescriptioii property to the concatenated commands and design definition 
string, described below. Finally, the RunDesignEngine method is called to generate 
design class properties or a sui-vey plan (depending on the commands given).
Results can be retrieved from the Design Engine once it has completed a design class 
properties or survey plan instantiation run. The Status property reflects whether the run 
terminated without problems (0), or whether warnings (1) or eiTors (2) occurred during 
the ran. The Log property can be used to retrieve the log description in text form. The 
Results property gives the results and statistics of the Design Engine execution in text 
form, and the Statistics property returns the statistics generated by the Design Engine in 
a 2-D variant array. The results and statistics are detailed in the D4 survey design 
documentation (also in Appendix C). The DesignSets, Designs, DesignResults and 
DesigiiResultsStats tables in the TrojectName.dst’ project database file store the 
infoimation pertaining to the design classes. The SuiyeySets, Surveys, SuiyeyResults 
and SujyeyResultsStats tables store the information pertaining to the survey design 
plans.
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The following design definition language is used to store the design properties. It is
utilized as a communication tool between the Design Properties Pages (detailed in
Appendix C and the D4 documentation) and the Design Engine.
D.2 The Design Definition Language
SAMPLER CLASS = Point | Line | Quadrat;
DESIGN CLASS = Simple Random Sampling | Systematic Grid Sampling |
Parallel Random Sampling | Systematic Random Sampling 
Systematic Segmented Sampling | Systematic Segmented 
Grid Sampling | Equal Angle Zigzag |
Equal Spaced Zigzag | Adjusted Angle Zigzag;
STRATUM LAYER = stratum layer name;
COORDINATE SYSTEM = Non-eaith | Projected | Geographic
/GEOTYPE = MO value /GEOCS = MO Description 
/PRJTYPE = MO value /PRJCS = MO Description 
/UNITS = valid unit string value 
/UNITFACTOR = conversion factor to metres 
/SAME COORDSYS = yes | no;
SEED = integer value (0 for system clock);
EFFORT DEFINITION = Sampler | Length | Spacing | Angle | CovProb
/SAME EFFORT = yes | no
/SAMPLERS = value
/LENGTH = value
/INTEGER TOTALS = yes | no
/EFFORT TOLERANCE = %value
/TYPE = Absolute | Percentage | Spacing
/INTEGER TOTALS = yes | no
/ABSOLUTE ALLOCATION = vail, val2,..., valN
/SAMPLER ALLOCATION = vail, val2,..., valN
/LENGTH ALLOCATION = vail, val2,..., valN
/SPACING ALLOCATION = vail, val2,..., valN
/ PERCENTAGE TOTAL = value
/ PERCENTAGE ALLOCATION = % vall,..., %valN
/PERCENT DEFINITION = Length | Sampler
/SQUARE GRID = yes | no
/HORIZONTAL = vail, val2,..., valN
/VERTICAL = vail, val2,..., valN
/SQUARE = vail, val2,..., valN
/SEGMENT LENGTH = vail, val2 ,..., valN
/TRACKLINE SPACING = vail, val2,..., valN
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/INTRALINE = vail, val2,..., valN 
/UNITS = valid unit string value 
/UNITFACTOR = conversion factor to metres
SAMPLER = line /WIDTH = vail, val2,..., valN
/ANGLE = value 1, val2,..., valN 
I point /RADIUS = vail, val2,..., valN 
I quadrat /WIDTH = vail, v a l 2 , v a l N  
/HEIGHT = vail, val2,..., valN 
/ANGLE = vail, val2,..., valN 
/UNITSECTION = LinUnit | AngUnit (linear or angular) 
/UNITS = valid unit string value 
/UNITFACTOR = conversion factor to metres 
/SAME PROPERTIES = yes | no;
DESIGN ANGLE = vail, val2,..., valN;
EDGE EFFECT = minus | plus | translation | wrap;
USE MBR = yes | no;
SEGMENTS = Split Segments | Complete Segments;
DESIGNAXIS COORDS = x-axis angle / XANGLES = vail, val2,..., valN
I Diameter 
I Coordinate defined 
/STARTXCOORDS = staitxl, s t a r tx2 , s t a r txN 
/START Y COORDS = startyl, s t a r ty2 , s t a i tyN 
/ENDXCOORDS = endxl, endx2,..., endxN 
/ENDYCOORDS = endyl, endy2,..., endyN 
/GEOCOORDS = yes | no;
COVERAGE PROBABILITY = Simulation calculated | Assume even
/LAYER = String value 
/LABEL = String value 
/REPETITIONS = Integer value
Commands Appended to the Design Definition:
GENERATE SURVEY = yes | no ;
DESIGN STATISTICS = yes | no;
SAMPLE LAYER = sample layer name; (to generate an instance of a survey plan)
To generate design class properties append GENERATE SURVEY = no; DESIGN 
STATISTICS = yes;’ to the design definition string. To generate an instance of a 
design class survey append GENERATE SURVEY = yes; DESIGN STATISTICS = 
no; SAMPLE LAYER = sample layer name;’ to the design definition stiing.
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D.3 Examples Using the Design Definition Language
The following are examples of commands sent to the DesEng Dynamic Link Library 
that either generate the properties for the design or an instance of a survey plan for that 
design class.
Example 1: The design class comprises a simple random point sampling design with 25
point samplers in a single stratum. The stratum is contained in the ‘Survey Region’ 
stratum layer, which is not geo-referenced. The seed for the random number generator 
is taken from the system clock and minus sampling is used at the boundary of the 
survey region. The effort is defined by the absolute number of samplers, and as there is 
a single stratum, the effort is the same for all strata; 100% of the effortjs allocated to 
this stratum from a total of 25 points. The sampler points have an associated radius of 
half a metre for the purpose of calculating the coverage probabilities. The sampler 
properties are the same for the single stratum. Coverage probability calculations assume 
even coverage and the results are placed in the ‘Random point 25’ field in the ‘Grid5’ 
coverage grid layer. ___  __________________
S A M P LE R  CLASS=Point;
D E S IG N  C L A S S =S im p le  R andom  Sam pling;
S T R A T U M  LA Y E R =S urvey Region;
D E S IG N  C O O R D S Y S = N o n -earth ;
S E E D =0;
E F F O R T  D E F IN IT IO N = S a m p le r /S A M E  E F F O R T = y e s /S A M P L E R S = 2 5 /IN T E G E R  
T O T A L S = n o  /TY P E =A b so lu te  /A B S O L U T E  A L L O C A T IO N = 25  /P E R C E N T A G E  T O T A L = 2 5  
/P E R C E N T A G E  A L L O C A T IO N = 10 0 ;
E D G E  E FFE C T=M inus;
S A M P LE R =P oin t /R A D IU S = .5  /U N IT S E C T IO N = L in U n it /U N IT S = M e te r /U N IT F A C T 0 R = 1  
/S A M E  P R O P E R T IE S =yes ;
C O V E R A G E  PR O B A B IL ITY =A ssum e even /LA Y E R =G rid5 /LA B E L =R an do m  point 25;
Example 2: The design class comprises a square systematic point grid sampling design
with an inter-point spacing of 10 metres. Plus sampling is used at the boundary of the 
survey region. The point grid lines form a 45-degree angle with the design axis. 
Coverage probabilities are calculated by simulating 500 instances of the design.
S A M P LE R  CLASS=Polnt;
D E S IG N  C LA S S=S ystem atic Grid Sam pling;
S T R A T U M  LA Y E R =S urvey Region;
D E S IG N  C O O R D S Y S = N o n -earth ;
S E E D =0;
E F F O R T  D E F IN IT IO N = S a m p le r /S A M E  E F F O R T = yes  /T Y P E = S p a c in g /IN T E G E R  
T O T A L S = yes  /S O U A R E  G R ID = yes  /S A M P L E R S = 1 0 0  /A B S O L U T E  A L L O C A T IO N = 10 0  
/P E R C E N T A G E  T 0 T A L = 1 00  /P E R C E N T A G E  A L L 0 C A T I0 N = 1 00  /E F F O R T  T 0 L E R A N C E = 1 0  
/S Q U A R E = 1 0 /U N IT S E C T IO N = L in U n it/U N IT S = M e te r /U N IT F A C T O R = 1 ;
D E S IG N  A N G L E = 45;
E D G E  E F FE C T=P lus;
S A M P L E R = P o in t/R A D IU S = .5 /U N IT S E C T IO N = L in U n it/U N IT S = M e te r/U N IT F A C T O R = 1  
/S A M E  P R O P E R T IE S =yes ;
C O V E R A G E  P R O B A B ILITY=Sim ulation calculated /LA YER=G rid1 /LA B E L=R andom  systematic 
1 0 /R E P E T IT IO N S = 5 0 0 ;
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Example 3: The design class comprises a random parallel line sampling design with 7 
line samplers. The lines form a 90-degree angle with the x-axis. The total length of the 
lines is estimated as 700 metres. The sampler lines have an associated width of half a 
metre for the purpose of calculating even coverage probabilities._________________
S A M P L E R  C LA S S=Line;
D E S IG N  C LA S S =P ara lle l Random  Sam pling:
S T R A T U M  LA Y E R =S urvey Region;
D E S IG N  C O O R D S Y S = N o n -earth ;
S E E D = 0;
E F F O R T  D E F IN IT IO N = S am p le r /S A M E  E F F O R T = yes  /TY P E =A b so lu te  /IN T E G E R  
T O T A L S = n o  /L E N G T H = 7 0 0  /S A M P L E R S = 7  /L E N G T H  A L L O C A T IO N = 7 0 0  /S A M P L E R  
A L L 0 C A T I0 N = 7  /P E R C E N T A G E  T 0 T A L = 7  /P E R C E N T A G E  A L L O C A T IO N = 1 0 0  
/U N IT S E C T IO N = L in U n it /U N IT S = M e te r /U N IT F A C T 0 R = 1  ;
D E S IG N  A N G L E = 90;
E D G E  E F FE C T=P lus;
S A M P L E R =L in e  /W ID T H = .5  /U N IT S E C T IO N = L in U n it /U N IT S = M e te r /U N  IT F A C T 0 R = 1  /S A M E  
P R O P E R T IE S =yes ;
C O V E R A G E  P R O B A B IL ITY =A ssum e even /LA Y E R =G rid5 /LA B E L =R an do m  parallel 7;
Example 4: The design class comprises a random systematic parallel line sampling 
design. The design covers four survey strata stored in the ‘VegetationVlayer. Effort is 
defined by spacing and the same inter-line spacing of 15 metres is allocated to each of 
the strata. At this spacing, with the same effort allocation within each (in this case equal 
area) stratum, it is estimated that 4 line samplers will be generated per stratum having a 
total length of 200 metres. This gives a total of 16 samplers with total length 800 metres 
overall. The sampler properties for each stratum differ in that the sampler widths are 
0.5  ^0.25, 0.75, and 1 metre, respectively. Percent breakdown of the effort is by len^h 
rather than by sampler number in this instance.
S A M P LE R  C LA SS =Line;
D E S IG N  C LA S S =S ystem atic R andom  Sam pling;
S T R A T U M  LAYER=Vegetation;
D E S IG N  C O O R D S Y S = N o n -earth ;
S E E D =0;
E F F O R T  D E F IN IT IO N =S paclng  /S A M E  E F F O R T = yes  yTYPE=Spacing /IN T E G E R  
T O T A L S = yes  /L E N G T H = 8 0 0  /S A M P L E R S = 1 6 /L E N G T H  A L L O C A T IO N = 2 0 0 ,2 0 0 ,2 0 0 ,2 0 0  
/S A M P L E R  A L L O C A T IO N = 4 ,4 ,4 ,4  /S P A C IN G  A L L 0 C A T I0 N = 1 5 ,1 5 ,1 5 ,1 5  /P E R C E N T A G E  
T O T A L = 8 0 0  /P E R C E N T A G E  A L L O C A T IO N = 2 5 ,2 5 ,2 5 ,2 5  /P E R C E N T  D E F IN IT IO N =Leng th  
/U N IT S E C T IG N = L ln U n lt/U N IT S = M e te r /U N IT F A C T G R = 1 ;
D E S IG N  A N G L E = 90 ,0 ,9 0 ,0 ;
E D G E  E FFE C T=M lnus;
S A M P LE R =Llne /W ID T H = .5 ,.2 5 ,.7 5 ,1  /U N IT S E C T IG N = L ln U n it /U N IT S = M e te r  
/U N IT F A C T G R = 1  /S A M E  P R G P E R T IE S =n o ;
C O V E R A G E  P R G B A B ILITY=Sim ulation calculated /LA YER=G rid1 /LA B E L =P ara lle l systematic  
1 5 /R E P E T IT IG N S = 1 0 0 0 ;
Example 5: The design class comprises a systematic segmented parallel line sampling 
design. For this design in a single stratum, there is a different spacing between the 
tracklines and the sampler segments. The inter-trackline spacing is 20 metres, whereas 
the segments are spaced by 15 metres and are of 10 metre length. As segments are not 
required to be complete, some segments may be split and have a shorter length. In this
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instance, percent breakdown of the effort is by sampler number rather than by length.
The designs are generated, at a 35-degree angle to the x-axis, within the survey region
itself rather than within a minimum bounding rectangle of the survey region.
S A M P L E R  C LA SS=Line;
D E S IG N  C LA S S =S ystem atic  S eg m en ted  Sam pling;
S T R A T U M  LA Y ER =S urvey Region;
D E S IG N  C O O R D S Y S = N o n -earth ;
S E E D = 0;
E F F O R T  D E F IN IT IO N = S pacing  /S A M E  E F F O R T = yes  /T Y P E =S p ac in g  /IN T E G E R  
T O T A L S = yes  /S A M E  S P A C IN G = n o  /L E N G T H = 2 4 0  /S A M P L E R S = 2 4  /L E N G T H  
A L L O C A T IO N = 24 0  /S A M P L E R  A L L O C A T IO N = 24  /S P A C IN G  A L L 0 C A T I0 N = 1 5  
/P E R C E N T A G E  T O T A L = 2 4  /P E R C E N T A G E  A L L 0 C A T I0 N = 1 0 0 /S E G M E N T  L E N G T H = 1 0  
/T R A C K L IN E  S P A C IN G = 2 0  /P E R C E N T  D E F IN IT IO N = S a m p le r /U N IT S E C T IO N = L in U n it  
/U N IT S = M e te r /U N IT F A C T 0 R = 1 ;
D E S IG N  A N G L E = 35;
E D G E  E FFE C T=M inus;
U S E  M BR=no;
S E G M E N T S =S p lit Segm ents;
S A M P LE R =L ine /W ID T H = .5  /U  N ITS E C TIO N = L in U n  it /U  N ITS = M ete r /U  N IT F A C T O R = 1 /S A M E  
P R O P E R T IE S =yes ;
C O V E R A G E  P R O B A BILITY=Sim ulation calculated /LA YER=G rid1 /LA BEL=system atic  
segm ented  10 /R E P E T IT I0 N S = 1 000; _____ __________
Example 6: The design class comprises an equal angle zigzag line sampling design
within four survey strata. The survey strata are geo-referenced and projected from their 
geographic coordinate system to a Mercator projection for the purpose of survey design. 
The effort is defined by zigzag line length. An allocation of 200, 250, 300 and 150 
nautical miles translates to a percent breakdown of 22.222, 27.778, 33.333 and 16.667 
of the total 900 nautical miles of effort to each stratum. This gives estimates of 64.154, 
66.377, 75.698 and 44.933 degree angles for the equal angle zigzag in each stratum. 
The zigzags are generated with respect to design axes that have a 15, 45, 30, and 45 
degree orientation to the x-axis. For non-convex strata, the design would be generated 
within a convex minimum bounding rectangle (MBR) of the survey region and then 
clipped against the survey region. The convex MBR would not be stored in this case.
S A M P L E R  C LA SS=Line;
D E S IG N  C L A S S =E q ua l Angle Z igzag;
S T R A T U M  LA YER =Stratum 4;
D E S IG N  C O O R D S Y S = P ro jec ted  /G E O T Y P E = 4 3 2 6  /G E O C S =  W G S  1 9 84  /P R J T Y P E = 4 3 0 0 4  
/P R JC S =M ercato r /U N IT S =N au tica l Mile /U N IT F A C T 0 R = 1 8 5 2  /S A M E  C O O R D S Y S = n o ;  
S E E D = 0;
E F F O R T  D E F IN IT IO N =Leng th  /S A M E  E F F O R T = n o  /TY P E =A bso lu te  /L E N G T H = 9 0 0  /L E N G T H  
A L L O C A T IO N = 2 0 0 ,2 5 0 ,3 0 0 ,1 5 0  /P E R C E N T A G E  T O T A L = 9 0 0  /P E R C E N T A G E  
A L L O C A T IO N = 2 2 .2 2 2 ,2 7 .7 7 8 ,3 3 .3 3 3 ,1 6 .6 6 7  /U N IT S E C T IO N = L in U n it/U N IT S = N au tica l Mile 
/U N IT F A C T 0 R = 1 8 5 2 ;
D E S IG N  A N G L E = 6 4 .1 5 4 ,6 6 .3 7 7 ,7 5 .6 9 8 ,4 4 .9 3 3 ;
N O N C O N V E X = M B R  /S A V E L A Y E R =n o;
D ESIG N A XIS=x-axis ang le  /X A N G L E S = 1 5 ,4 5 ,30 ,4 5 ;
S A M P LE R =L ine /W ID T H = .5 ,.5 ,.5 ,.5  /U N IT S E C T IO N = L in U n it/U N IT S = N au tica l Mile 
/U N IT F A C T O R = 1 8 5 2  /S A M E  P R O P E R T IE S =yes ;
C O V E R A G E  PR O B A B IL ITY =A ssum e even /LA Y E R =G rid _25 /LA B E L=E A ZS tratum 4D ;
D.6
Example 7: The design class comprises an equal spaced zigzag line sampling design
within the same four survey strata as above. The effort is defined by the spacing of 
waypoint legs through which the equal spaced zigzag passes. An allocation of a 10 
nautical mile spacing in each stratum, gives estimates of 112.387,320.193,187.466 and 
309.788 nautical miles for the equal spaced zigzag in each stratum. This translates to a 
percent breakdown per stratum of 12.087, 34.436, 20.161 and 33.316 of the toW 
929.834 nautical miles of effort. For strata that are not convex, the design would be 
generated within a convex hull of the survey region and then clipped against the survey 
region. The convex hull would be stored in the ‘CvxHull’ layer.
S A M P LE R  C LA SS=Line:
D E S IG N  C L A S S =E q ua l Spaced  Zigzag:
S T R A T U M  LA YE R =S tratum 4;
D E S IG N  C O O R D S Y S = P ro jec ted  /G E O T Y P E = 4 3 2 6  /G E O C S =  W G S  19 84  /P R J T Y P E = 4 3 0 0 6  
/P R JC S =T ran sverse  M erca to r/U N IT S = N au tica l Mile /U N IT F A C T O R = 1 8 5 2  /S A M E  
C O O R D S Y S = n o :
S E E D = 0;
E F F O R T  D E F IN IT IO N = S pacing  /S A M E  E F F O R T = yes  /TY P E =A b so lu te  /L E N G T H = 9 2 9 .8 3 4  
/L E N G T H  A L L 0 C A T I0 N = 1 1 2 .3 8 7 ,3 2 0 .1 9 3 ,1 8 7 .4 6 6 ,3 0 9 .7 8 8 /S P A C IN G  
A L L 0 C A T I0 N = 1 0 ,1 0 ,1 0 ,1 0  /P E R C E N T A G E  T 0 T A L = 9 2 9 .8 3 4  /P E R C E N T A G E  
A L L 0 C A T I0 N = 1 2 .0 8 7 ,3 4 .4 3 6 ,2 0 .1 6 1 ,3 3 .3 1 6 /U N IT S E C T IO N = L in U n it/U N IT S = N au tica l Mile 
/U N IT F A C T O R = 1 8 5 2 ;
N O N C O N V E X = C o n ve x  hull /S A V E L A Y E R =yes  /LA Y E R N A M E =C vxH ull;
D ESIG N A XIS=x-axis ang le  /X A N G L E S = 2 5 ,4 5 ,1 10,45;
S A M P LE R =L ine /W ID T H = .5 ,.5 ,.5 ,.5  /U N IT S E C T IO N = L in U n it/U N IT S = N au tica l Mile 
/U N IT F A C T O R = 1 8 5 2  /S A M E  P R O P E R T IE S =yes ;
iC O V E R A G E  PR O BA BILITY=Sim ulation calculated /LA Y E R = G rid _25 /LA B E L =E S Z S tra tum 4  
l/REPETmONS=300;
Example 8: The design class comprises an adjusted angle zigzag line sampling design.
The effort is defined by zigzag line length. An allocation of 300, 250, 175 and 200 
nautical miles translates to a percent breakdown of 32.432, 27.027, 18.919 and 21.622 
of the total 925 nautical miles of effort to each stratum. This gives estimates of coverage 
probability values of 0.21625, 0.05013, 0.06172 and 0.03829 - given sampler half­
widths of 0.5 nautical miles - for the adjusted angle zigzag in each stratum.
S A M P LE R  C LA SS=Line;
D E S IG N  C LA S S=A djusted  Angle Zigzag;
S T R A T U M  LA YE R =S tratum 4;
D E S IG N  C O O R D S Y S = P ro jec ted  /G E O T Y P E = 4 3 2 6  /G E O C S =  W G S  19 84  /P R J T Y P E = 4 3 0 0 4  
/P R JC S = M e rc a to r/U N IT S = N au tic a l Mile /U N IT F A C T O R = 1 8 5 2  /S A M E  C O O R D S Y S = n o ;  
S E E D = 0;
E F F O R T  D E F IN IT IO N =Leng th  /S A M E  E F F O R T = n o  /TY P E =A bso lu te  /L E N G T H = 9 2 5  /L E N G T H  
A L L O C A T IO N = 3 0 0 ,2 5 0 ,1 7 5 ,2 0 0  /C O V P R O B  A L L 0 C A T I0 N = .2 1 6 2 5 ,.0 5 0 1 3 ,.0 6 1 7 2 ,.0 3 8 2 9  
/P E R C E N T A G E  T O T A L = 9 2 5  /P E R C E N T A G E  A L L O C A T IO N = 3 2 .4 3 2 ,2 7 .0 2 7 ,1 8 .9 1 9 ,2 1 .6 2 2  
/U N IT S E C T IO N = L in U n it/U N IT S = N au tica l M ile /U N IT F A C T 0 R = 1 852;
N O N C O N V E X = C o n ve x  hull /S A V E L A Y E R =n o;
D ESIG N A XIS=x-axis ang le  /X A N G L E S = 1 5 ,4 5 ,30 ,4 5 ;
S A M P L E R =L in e  /W ID T H = .5 ,.5 ,.5 ,.5  /U N IT S E C T IO N = L in U n it/U N IT S = N a u tic a l Mile 
/U N IT F A C T 0 R = 1 8 5 2  /S A M E  P R O P E R T IE S =yes ;
C O V E R A G E  P R O B A B IL ITY =A ssum e even /LA Y E R = G rid _25 /LA B E L=A A ZS tratum 4D ;
D.7
